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INTRODUCTION

Ministers of the Commission on 10 April 1989.

CHAPTER I

ISSUES CALLING FOR ACTION BY THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL
OR BROUGHT TO ITS ATTENTION

A. Issues calljpg for action by the Economic and Social Cpuncii

2 At its two hundred and sixty-first meeting held on 7 April 1989, the Conference
of Ministers of the Economic Commission for Africa unanimously adopted a number
of resolutions. The following are submitted as draft resolutions to the Economic and

Social Council:

Proclamation of a secopH Industrial Development Decade for Africa 1/

Fronomic an/1 Social Council.

Economic Commission for Africa resolution 588 (XXII) of 24 April 1987

on industrial development in Africa,

p^iiinn further resolution CC.2/Res.2 of the second General Conference of
the UnKedNMionslndustria. Development Organization (UNIDO) and dec.sionJ o
the fourth session of the Industrial Development Board, both on the Industrial

Development Decade for Africa (IDDA),

Rparinn in mind its resolution 1987/90 on the IDDA which recommends, iMfir_aLifl,
the consTde^ation a"fter appropriate eva.uation of the first IDDA, of the proc amat,on
of a second IDDA, in order to accelerate further the industrial.zation of Africa launched

during the first IDDA,

j^iigxaling. resolution CM/Res.1188 (XLV) of the Council of Mlnlf« **£
Organi^^ofAfrican Unity (OAU) on preparation for the .th.rd General Conference
of UNIDO and the ninth meeting of the Conference of African Ministers of Industry
which urges the Industrial Development Board of UNIDO to adopt an ■PW«^"i™
at its fifth session in June/July 1989 to facilitate the proclamation of a second IDDA
by the General Assembly of the United Nations at its forty-fourth session.

Hpvinn considered the eighth joint progress report (parts I and II) ^ *|« ■«cretaplf*s
of the "conomVcT Commission for Africa (ECA), the OAU and UNIDO on the
implementation of the programme for the IDDA,!/

the crucial role of the industrial sector in accelerating economic
in tbe implementation of the United Nai"«^^

d Dlt (UNPAAERD)
*Jfi?fflE^V«l«A~*Y in tbe implementation of the ^^
of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development (UN-PAAERD) and Africa s

Priority Programme for Economic Recovery (APPER),

XI See chapter IV, resolution 656 (XXiV).

21 Documents E/ECA/CM.15/15 and E/ECA/CM.15/15/Add.1.
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2. Jiudlfiithe Conference of African Ministers of Industry at its ninth meetina
to exam.ne the report on the evaluation of the implementation of the IDDA andTresen?

eso7ue«"n°nto ,ehemfcr,Mtf I"1""*"* a sec°"d ">°A for submission wKh he £e e"

3.

p the IDDA and

a sec°"d ">°A for submission wKh he

Jmtitfitthe General Assembly of the United Nations, at its forty-fourth session

4. ikgB2.all African countries and organizations to intensify their efforts

^li^rofthi'Sr tO thS indUStHal SeCt°r' —y thher a^er

" f°rmUlatiOn and "^mentation of their programmes for the

6. Strongly urges the legislative organs of UNIDO to increase significantly
the resources allocated in UNIDO's regular budget for the IDDA and to take all necessary

oTerT l^ZV*" ^ e?tablishment °f ^ "NIDO Regional Office for Africa ^
order to enable the orgamzat.on to contribute more effectively to African countries

T8 '" f°rmulation and ""P>e-"e"tation of the!r programmes for the

n^«|7' ^P^als. to the international community, in particular the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) and other multilateral and bilateral aqencies and

mnvestmen;nr«UtiOnS'? "T^* si9nificantly th* "»w of technical assSce and
n™™ resources mto the industrial sectors in African countries in support of their
programmes for accelerating the industrialization of the region;

Genera! of^NnK!?.!!*'?1*1*". SeCr,?tary of ECA' in collaboration with the Director-
™» L7 ithe Se"etarV Ceneral of the OAU, to take appropriate follow-
up act.on to ensure the proclamation of a second IDDA, including the allocation of
adequate resources to the respective secretariats in support of the programme

of the Economic Commission for Africa in order to strengthen th

The Econnmir flnd Social

Recalling Economic Commission for Africa resolutions 296 (XIII) of March 1977

Z!^0^1"3*1^ ^S" (XIJ" °f March W7 On the creation of Multinationaland Operational Centres (MULPOCs),

See chapter IV, resolution 659 (XXIV).
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alSO_ECA resolution 566 (XXI) of April 1986 on the role of the MULPOCs

in the promotion of subregional co-operation

^amn^utih^ ECA resolution 611 (XXII) of April 1987e ?"the acceleration
of subregional economic integration in Africa and the new role of the MULPOCs,

Conscious of the role of the MULPOCs both in the definition and the in-depth
consideration of development issues specific to each subregion and in P™*'"SI co
operation and subregional economic integration in accordance with the Final Act of

Lagos, _4J

Considering the crucial importance of subregional economic co-operation and
integration in Africa for the creation of viable subregional production ent.ties,

Mntinn with satisfaction that during their 10 years of existence the MULPOCs

VnWb M t t subregiona. •"^^TT'Si^
Mntinn with s g

have assVsntedWmember Mates to create subregiona. •"^^nTTSid^ he
whole continent, the strengthening and coordination of which should speed up the
establishment of the African economic community,

the wish for member States to ensure continuation of the MULPOCs,

p^noniiino also the evident need to strengthen the MULPOCs to make them
more effective, efficient, relevant and responsive to the substantive needs of their

respective subregions.

Noting the initiative of the Secretary-General of the United Nations in undertaking
a review of the achievements of the MULPOCs with a view to strengthening them and

making them more effective,

1. Reaffirms its interest in and strong support for the MULPOC system, bearing
in mind its great potential for providing additional technical capacity in the respective

subregions;

2 strnnniy urges all member States to provide the MULPOCs with the necessary

financial and manpower resources to ensure their effective functioning, in particular
bv the short-term secondment of staff to the MULPOCs and through contributions to
the United Nations Trust Fund for African Development (UNTFAD) to support the

MULPOCs1 activities;

3 Welcomes General Assembly resolution 43/216 which requested the Secretary-

General without delay and in the light of the comments, observations and
recommendations of the Board of Auditors and the Advisory Committee on Administrative
and Budgetary Questions (ACABQ), to take appropriate measures within his competence
to review the achievements of the MULPOCs and to recommend either their continuance

in the present form or the revision of their mandate, number and structure;

4 Requests the Secretary-General of the United Nations to ensure that the
report "of the evaluation mission should be submitted first to the twenty-fifth session
of the Commission/sixteenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers for in-depth y
examination and comments by that body which was responsible for creating the H
MULPOCS, before being transmitted to the General Assembly of the United Nations

for consideration and decision.

Document A/S-11/14 annex II.
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C

JOr least dewing

The Economic and Social

the sS^n^M ^"•""y ^solution 42/177 of 11 December 1987 which mandated
Jorr^? United Nations Conference on Least Developed Countries to consider,
formulate and adopt appropriate national and international measures for accelerating
the development process of the least developed countries (LDCs) during the 1990s,

^ejaUinsualse. Economic Commission for Africa resolution 397 (XV) of 12 April
II l!TErfing. *i?,ExePutiYe Secretary of ECA to establish, as a matter of urgency,
an adequately staffed unit within the secretariat to be responsible for the major ongoing
technical work and to provide substantial support and the advisory services necessary
to the African LDCs in the context of the Substantial New Programme of Action (SNPA),

Recalling further ECA resolution 457(XVI1) requesting the Executive Secretary
at the invitation of governments, to undertake studies to assist the African LDCs in
the formulation of plans and programmes using appropriate planning methodologies,

■>, ■ Ji?^&lLt!!at the number of least devel<>Ped countries in Africa has increased from
In .I*. J° ? m 1988/ imP'vinq an expansion of the work programme and increased

responsib.lit.es in the provision of technical assistance and advisory services and in
the execution of other core elements of ECA's special programme for LDCs,

Recognizing the inadequacy of existing staff resources to meet the assistance
needs of the increased number of least developed countries in Africa,

., I;. Expresses its appreciation to the General Assembly for making staff resources
available under ECA's regular budget for the establishment of the section on LDCs
within the secretariat;

2. Appeals to the Secretary-General of the United Nations to make additional
staff resources available to strengthen ECA's special programme for African LDCs
in order to enable the secretariat to respond adequately to the assistance needs of those
countries in the context of the programme for the 1990s;

_ , 3' Notes with satisfaction the collaborative efforts of ECA, the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) in providing assistance to the African LDCs for the preparation
of the second United Nations Conference on Least Developed Countries;

*.**.. »* .-Urges, the Administrator of UNDP to provide resources to ECA under its
fifth Regional Programming Cycle (1992-1996) for the implementation of programmes
and projects in the context of the immediate action programme (1993-1995) proposed
as a component of the programme for the 1990s, in the Declaration of the Conference
of Ministers of African Least Developed Countries preparatory to the second United
Nations Conference on Least Developed Countries;

5. Requests the Executive Secretary of ECA to take appropriate follow-up
action to implement this resolution and to report on developments to the eleventh meeting
of the Conference of Ministers of African Least Developed Countries.

51 See chapter IV, resolution 667 (XXIV).
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D

AfrfrflP Institute for Economic; p^velopment and Planning 6/

-Tfrff Economic and frTrial Council.

jjecaUinfl. Economic Commission for Africa ^solutions 285 (XII) of 28 February

1975 433(XVn) of 30 April 1982, 574 (XXI) of 19 April 1986, 612(XXll) of 24 April
1^87'and 622 (XXU.) of 15 April 1988 on the financing and future development of the
African Institute for Economic Development and Planning UDEPJ,

also its resolution 185/62 which recommended regular budget posts

for the Institute,

Notina with nrfiflt satisfaction the achievements of the institute, the services
it haSNrendere^'anrcoUnueVto render to African Governments and the increasing
interest of member States in its activities.

Appreciative of the invaluable assistance given to the Instituteby African
Governments, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the Economic
Commission for Africa (ECA) and other organizations and institutions,

Considering the critical financial crisis facing the Institute, the decline in
contrioutionTTrom member States and UNDP's decision to^withdraw its assistance for
training at the Institute and for the funding of core staff at the end of 1989,

Mntinn with satisfaction that the Governing Council of the Institute has appointed
a sub-committe"^ to review the structure and management of the Institute and make
recommendations for restructuring it,

1. tiroes the Administrator of UNDP to reconsider the decision to withdraw
traditional Assistance from the Institute at a time when African countries are facing
critical financial problems and to continue supporting the institute in line with article
IX of the Institutes Statute, until other modalities for improving the institute's financial
capabilities, including tuition fees for courses and the incorporation of Institute posts
into the United Nations regular budget and other measures have been determined;

2. Anneals, to the General Assembly of the United Nations to approve the
incorporation of four core posts at the Institute in the regular budget, in ™»T*™?
with its resolution 185/62 and as in other counterpart United Nations institutions in
other regions, to enable the Institute to carry out its functions on a regular and sustained

basis;

3 FmT^Y requests African Governments as a matter of urgency to pay their
contributions regularly and on time and to make plans to pay gradually their accumulated

arrears;

4 Calls upon African member States to support the Institute's request for
funding to implement its medium-term plan and in particular for assistance in the
governing bodies of international organizations such as UNDP, the Fifth Committee

of the General Assembly, etc.;

5. Requests the Executive Secretary of ECA to take immediate action to contact
directly with the representatives of African Member States on the Governing Council

See chapter IV, resolution 669 (XXIV).
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™ncerned bodie8 of the U"ited Nations and bring to their attention

ZS'of member states that they shouId *upport the ^
«!«n/#i6ft 5?qW>?- al*V?f Chairm™ of the twenty-fourth session of the Commis
sion/fifteenth meetmg of the ECA Conference of Ministers, the Executive Secretary
and the management of the Institute to inform the Administrator of UNDP of the need
for continued support for the Institute and to stress to the Director-General for
?Z l^Tnl and '"ternational Economic Co-operation the urgent need to incorporate
the post funding of the Institute's core staff in the regular budget of the United Nations.

E

Proposed programme of work and priorities for the biennhim 1990-1991 7/

The Economic and Sorial C

C resolution 37/234 of the General Assembly of the United Nations of
21 December 1982 and the appropriate articles of the rules and regulations governing
programme planning, programme aspects of the budget, the monitoring of implementation
and methods of evaluation.

Having examined the progress report on the implementation of the 1988-1989
programme of work and priorities of the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), jy

Recognizing the difficult conditions for the implementation of the approved
programmes of work and priorities during the biennium 1988-1989, as a result of the
financial crisis in the United Nations and the consequent freeze on recruitment.

Having examined also ECA's proposed programme of work and priorities 9/ for
the biennium 1990-1991, which the Secretary-General of the United Nations is expected
to incorporate in his proposed programme of work and priorities for consideration by
the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination (CPC) at its twenty-ninth session
in New York,

Convinced that the proposals reflect the requirements for implementing the United
Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development, 1986-
1990,_lJi/ including the imaginative approaches elaborated in the African Alternative
Framework for Structural Adjustment Programmes (AAF-SAP)JLL/ and that if approved
and implemented they will go a long way to assist member States in their continuinq
search for effective approaches to the solution of their problems,

1. Approves the revision of programmed commitments for the biennium 1988-
1989, the reformulation of outputs, the postponements and the proposals for termination,
in accordance with the explanations of the factors necessitating such revision, including
the inadequacy of financial resources, obsolescence and difficulties of recruitment;

It See chapter IV, resolution 675 (XXIV).

1/ E/ECA/CM.15/31.

.97 E/ECA/CM.15/33.

-LQ/ A/S-13/2, annex.

AH E/ECA/CM.15/6/Rev.3.
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2 Endorses also the proposals for the programme of work and priorities of
the CommtakTfor«£ blennlum 1990-1991, including the additions emanating from
the Sgso" the MULPOCs and the the twenty-fourth session of the Commission/-
fifteenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers;

3. .Reoyeiis. the Secretary-General to incorporate these proposals in the
submission to the Committee for Programme and Co-ordinctio»;

4. iailsjipojithe African members of the Committee to support these proposals

at its twenty-ninth session;

5 Further calls upon, all member States of tha Commission to instruct their
permanent missions to the United Nations in New York to support these proposals;

6. .Urges, the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination to consider these

proposals favourably at its twenty-ninth session.

J=

African Alternative Framework for Structural Adjustment Programmes ffiL
^ Recovery and Transformation (AAF-SAP)_I2/

Tfte Economic and Social Council.

Reaffirming Africa's development objectives as contained in the Lagos Plan of
Action and the Final Act of Lagos, as well as in the United Nations Programme of Action
for African Economic Recovery and Development, 1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD),

Recalling United Nations General Assembly document A/43/664, urging African
countries to "increase their efforts in the search for a viable conceptual and practical
framework for economic structural adjustment programmes in keeping with the long-
term development objectives and strategies at the national, subregiona! and regional

levels",

trailing further the Blantyre Statement of African Ministers of Finance on the
African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes: A Framework for
Transformation and Recovery, adopted at the third meeting of the Conference of African

Ministers of Finance, held in Blantyre, Malawi, from 6 to 8 March 1989,

Rpcaliina also the Joint Statement on the African Alternative Framework for
Structural Adjustment Programmes for Socio-economic Recovery and Transforma
tion (AAF-SAP) by the African Ministers of Economic Development and Planning and
the African Ministers of Finance, adopted at their joint meeting on 10 April 1989, in

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,

Concerned with the continuously deteriorating economic, financial and social
conditions in African countries, in spite of the commendable effort, by African
Governments to implement policy reforms and undertake stab.l.zat.on and rtructural
adjustment programmes, often with the support of the International Monetary Fund

(IMF) and the World Bank respectively.

Convinced of the urgent need for African economies not only to adjust, but at
the same time, to bring about structural transformation and sustained growth and

development,

12/ See chapter IV, resolution 676 (XXIV).
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Having consider^ the African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Proqrammes- A
17SJJ£ transformation and Recovery as contained in* document

2 and havin didd t h
E/k17SJiJ£r Recovery as contained in document
t/ECA/CM.15/6/Rev.2, and having decided to change the title to African Alterna
tive Framework for Structural Adjustment Programmes for Socio-economic Recovery
and Transformation, *

1. Adopts the African Alternative Framework for Structural Adjustment
Programmes for Socio-economic Recovery and Transformation (AAF-SAP) as a pragma-
tic framework which will assist African countries, individually and collectively in
formulating country programmes that integrate adjustment with transformation and
which will serve as a basis for negotiating such programmes, thereby ensuring
self-sustained development and equity;

2. Appeals to the international community to give full support to African
countries in the implementation of their national programmes and to increase its financial
support to Africa, particularly in the form of autonomous and non-conditional resource
flows;

3. Requests the Executive Secretary to submit the AAF-SAP document to
the July 1989 meeting of the Working Croup of African Governors of the IMF and the
World Bank for inclusion in the memoranda to the Managing Director of the IMF and
the President of the World Bank, as well as in the Joint Statement to the Annual Meeting
and to undertake close consultation at executive and technical levels with multila
teral development and finance institutions, particularly the African Development Bank
(ADBJ, the IMF and the World Bank, in order to promote their acceptance of the ideas
contained therein;

4. Requests the Chairman of the fifteenth meeting of the Conference of
Ministers of Economic Development and Planning, in collaboration with the Executive
Secretary, to present the AAF-SAP document at the 1989 second regular session of
the Council and subsequently to the forty-fourth session of the General Assembly of
the United Nations. To this end, his country's permanent representative to the United
Nations should transmit the said document to the United Nations Secretary-General
with a request to include it on the agenda of the forty-fourth session and to circulate
it as a General Assembly document;

5' Further requests that the AAF-SAP document be submitted jointly by both
the Chairman of the Conference of African Ministers of Finance and the Chairman
of the Conference of Ministers responsible for economic development and planning
to the meetings of the Development Committee of the World Bank and the IMF, and
the Group of 24, in September 1989. In this connection, the Executive Secretary of
ECA should make the appropriate contacts with the Managing Director of-the IMF and
the President of the World Bank.

3. At its two hundred and sixty-first meeting held on 7 April 1989, the Conference
of Ministers of the Economic Commission for Africa accepted by acclamation the
invitation of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya to hold the twenty-fifth session of the
Commission/sixteenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers in Tripoli, Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya. This invitation renews that issued in May 1984, during the nineteenth session
of the Commission/tenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers, which was held in
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, when the representative of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya invited
the Commission to hold its 1990 session in his country. The invitation was issued and
accepted, in accordance with General Assembly resolution 31/140, which allows the
regional commissions to hold their sessions away from their headquarters when the
government issuing the invitation agrees to defray the additional direct or indirect
costs involved. The Economic and Social Council is requested to approve acceptance
of this invitation.
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B. |w,y>c brought tft th» attention of the Cwincll

4. At its two hundred and sixty-first meeting the ^^^^Council^
adopted the following resolutions of interest to the Econom.c and Soc.al Council.

A

657 (xxiv). f/n.tAri Nation* Tr..ct Fund for African Development.

The Commission requested the Executive Secretary to continue his efforts to
mobilize%he° s^porT of 'non-African Member States of the United Nat.ons and of
international financial institutions in contributing to the Fund.

B

658 (XXIV). strengthening development inf"rmatinn sterns in Africa

The Commission called upon the Executive Secretary to develop fully in the Medium-
term Plan for 992-1997 a^ubprogramme of substantive activities for development
nTrmaton totems in Africa^ncLing the development and maMenance of data
bases and the operation of a network of development information systems in order to
promote the exchange of information among member States for the benefit of balanced
and self-reliant African development.

C

660 (XXIV). promotion apri strengthen1"? "f ft»hr*o;i"naL regional an<1 international
'" »"» fi?"t against migrant locusts in Africa

The Commission requested the Executive Secretary, in collaboration with the
Director-General of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United NaUomand
the Secretary-General of the World Meteorological Organization, to establish an
appropriate mechanism for the exchange of information among African member countries.

D

661 (XXIV). hfrlr*n institute for thft Prevention "f Crimft and tne Treatment Of
Offenders (UNAFRI)

The Commission urged the United Nations Development Programme now that
the required condition of at least 10 signatures has been fulfilled, to «>ns'd^/avourabiy
and expeditiously the long-term funding of the Institute to enable it to become

operational*

662 (XXIV). Assistance from the Upiterf Natiop* Industrial Development
ti!^ for the Prnmotinn of m-iltinatinnal protects within the framework

nf the Industrial Development Decade for Africa (IDDA)

The Commission called upon UNIDO, the MULPOCs and subregional organiza
tions to intensify their co-operation particularly within the framework of the inter
governmental committees on industrial co-operation so that they can mobilize member
States more effectively to set up multinational projects.



663 (XXIV3, _CreaJtian_oLan_African Econnmir A

^SSiO? fUrth6r aWealed t0 African regional financial institutions such
De;e'°Pment Bank and the African development Fund and he United

aSe"CleS *° make fiil ^^ S
Nat LIT,- ;P
of this obTec^wl' aSe"CleS' *° make finanCial ^^"^ toward, the

664 (XXIV). ^mmmlmsL^f^eJ^^^^o_ular Participate |n thtt Recovery and
^e^io^msaL£r^es^aaAfncZ^

The Commission supported the proposed International Conference on Popular
Participation m the Recovery and Development Process in Africa. P

H

665 (XXIV). M^jJuallpn^L^trabudaetarv re«n.,rr»« w t^ operational
JalfafiEconomic Comrrygsjnp for Africa

tinn J"hRf,Ccnlmission .refeste^ the Administrator of UNDP to give positive considera
tion to the Commission's project proposals submitted for funding under the fourth

X^^nTlT Cyde f°r+Africa' eSPecialiy those ***** ^ economic integration
and to debt management.

666(XX!V}. JtopgtbsnilMLJJhS^aiWbilities of subrea.onat a^ r^qiona| structure f»r
lDe_iateqration of women [n devi^

The Commission requested the Executive Secretary to make every effort to find
die necessary resources and to make contact with all international organizations

S^ti^?^^ WOmenIS Pr°gramme Wlthin thS M«'t.Mtional Programming

J

663{XX!V).

tions in Africa
Survey of Ernnr>mir ^4 $ocial ronrii_

fh« pTHe Commissfon requested the Executive Secretary to prepare and present annually
,E,7 ^>\C Re?°rlon Africa as s »«""nary preview of the Survey of Economic and

Social Conditions in ATnca, to the EGA Conference of Ministers.

670 (XXIV). iL§lsk!ishmgjiU2Llhe_A£^

decided tc reactivate and expand the Committee of Librevil
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Organization of African Unity (OAU) and the African Centre for Monetary Studies (ACMS)
should be included in the Committee.

The Commission mandated the expanded Committee of Lj^""* ^"^
in detail all outstanding issues and take all necessary measures to ensure the speedy
establishment of the African Monetary Fund.

L

671 (XXIV). T^e current economic situation in Africa

The Commission called upon the Executive Secretary to publish a P^ flighting
the technical and statistical variances contained in the World Bank/United Nations
Development Programme report in order to obtain an objective evaluation of the

economic situation of the continent.

M

672 (XXIV). MafeWw^nryr^tinnal the African Centre of Mefeorologicql Applications

for Development ^ C |V? A- t)J

The Commission requested the Executive Secretary, in close collaboration with
the Secretary-General of the World Meteorological Organization, to continue to mobilize
financial and technical support from the specialized agencies of the United Nations
system, from bilateral and multilateral donors and from other financial institutions,

in order that the new Centre could become operational.

673 (XXIV). The preparation of the International Development Strategy for the fourth
l,Jnited Nations Development Decade

The Commission requested the Chairman of the twenty-fourth session of the
Commission/fifteenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers to present ECA's
contribution, as finalized by the Executive Secretary in consultation with the relevant
African regional organizations and specialized agencies, to the Chairman of the As.
hoc Committee of the Whole for the Preparation of the International Development

Strategy for the fourth United Nations Development Decade.

674 tXXIV). Draft Medium-term Plan. 1992-1997

The Commission empowered the Ad hoc Committee to examine the draft propo

sals to be submitted by the Executive Secretary and make appropriate recommenda

lions to the Secretary-General of the United Nations.

S77 (XXIV). Joint meeting of the Conference of MimMexs_ressQnMbie_ior_.ecopomic
riAvp!pnmftn: and planning and United_Najjons Deve3opmeg3l_£V^grajnme,

. r to the Administrator of UNDP, to

vp Secretary fcr organizing this meeting

-smd :r- ^cvtrnfcer-December 1988, in
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CHAPTER II

WORK OFTHE COMMISSION DURING THE PERIOD
18 APRIL 1988 TO 10 APRIL 1989

A. Vtivities of <HrtttlHlarY

5. The list of meetings of subsidiary bodies held during the period under review is
contained in annex IX to this report.

B. Qthfir activities

Economic and Social Council and the Conference of Ministers are described below.

p<.yplnpm(»pt issues and policies

7. Under the subprogramme socio-economic analysis, planning and projections, several

major documents were reproduced:

(a) The annual edition of the Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa,
1987-988 (E/ECaTcMJS/S) was produced to take stock of current soco-economic
events in the African region and to analyse overall development P^f°rmance '" ^
region in relation to world developments. It highlights sectoral development problems

and associated policy issues;

fb) The Economic Report on Africa, 1989 (E/ECA/CM.15/5/Rev.2) is a summary
presentation of the Survey mentioned above. It focuses on an analysis of the development
of key sectors of African economies, with particular emphasis on the major P«W«™.
such as the increasing debt burden and the impact of macro-econom.c management
on economtc growth. The report also contains annexes of macro-economic data on
African countries;

(c) African Alternative Framework for Structural Adjustment Programmes
for Socio-economic Recovery and Transformation (E/ECA/CM.15/6/Rev.3) sets ou
a dlfEre^ approach from the orthodox and conventional structural adjustment
programmes and proposes a scenario that reconciles short-term management w.th long-
term objectives in the context of adjustment with equity;

(d) Beyond Recovery: ECA-revised Perspectives of Africa's Development 1988-
2008 (E/ECA/CM.1«/31/Rev.U was undertaken in accordance w.th ECA Conference
of Ministers resolution 470 (XVIII). which called for the document "ECA and Africa s
Development: A Preliminary Perspective Study" to be updated every five years as a
means oHssessing the degree of implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action. It examines
Z^developmentVospecU of the African region if the ""'«* ™'p™ ^Hully
Action for African Economic Recovery and Development (UN-PAAERD) is fully
implemented and forecasts the likely path of African development to the year 2008
if the growth momentum is rigorously pursued;

(e) Sectoral planning in subregional co-operative arrangements (E/ECA/PSD.5/7):
This study investigates the means of achieving the objective of the African economic
lommunfty, as envisaged in the Final Act of Lagos, through the appropriate comol.dat.on
and evolution of existing subregional structures, by -viewing the different approaches

to sectoral planning shown in the co-operation arrangements in Africa. The P™bie™-
constraints, harmonization and promotional measures are extensively discussed in the
context of the need for policy co-ordination at subregional level;
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PSDS/f) se^en'tThrt °f-the Worksh°P on multi-sectoral planning models (E/ECA/-
P5D.5/9J sets out the major issues and conclusions of the workshop on multi-sectoril

long-range projections of economic growth in

designed to improve the energy balance in Africa;

«n««iih) lhS AfrLC^ and 9lObaI modeIlin9 system (E/ECA/PSD.5/10) report reviews
ongoing work ,n global modelling and then examines the possible role of EC A in ensuring
that Africa is adequately incorporated in global modelling; ensuring

out bvECAinthTf^MS;- (orecast:n9.and °*'°<* * « review of the work carried
«*\u ,/. Part.cular emphasis will be given to the actual implementation
of the models at the country level. It also reports on work undertaken by t"e secretariat
on IhemT ^ ™**1 Variab'6S in S°Cia' acco<"tin9 "atrlce. and tL models based

8. In the subprogramme on least developed countries, three documents were prepared:

counts

pertmrcfTnthe2rAf,nr.9Wth ^^ a"d °Vera" ^Ico^cperformance in the 28 African LDCs, with emphasis on such kev sectors as fnort

problems;6 "" ma"UfactUrin9 '"^ «« -aiyses major deve.opUnt po.icL °a°nd

l*uol? ■ A™iew of the implementation of the Substantial New Programme of Action
l/ECA/LDCs /EXP S/^5' ^V'T ^ ^^ *"" meaSUr6S f°r the ^"t/hCA/LDCs.9/EXP.8/3) evaluates the national actions taken by the African LDCs-

inST" r %UPP°w meaSl""eS ln t6rmS °f VOlume of 0DA transfe"- -Id m^dalltlei
L f ! and ,th^" .Pr°P0SeS a framew<»-k of policy measures for considerat on
n.°nfefr.e1" of M'nist.e--S °f African Least Developed Countries in their Wd to
7JT % apPr°Pria*e t0 national' »°cial and economic objectives for the

SZETKthe second United Nati Cf L
' nd economic

the second United Nations Conference

countrto. lIl'icA^nc^yZlr °f fina"Cial institutions !" African least developed
countries (E/ECA/LDCS.9/EXP.8/4) examines the characteristics, of the banking system-
the extent to which the funds mobilized finance fixed capital formation' tta efftaw
of .merest rate policy as a device for mobilizing and allocating resources- and the policy
reforms necessary to make the banking system more operational and effective ? Y

9. The secretariat serviced and prepared the reports of the eighth meeting of the
Intergovernmental Committee of Experts of African Least Developed Countries and
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and consideration by the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts and the Conference

of Ministers of African LDCs.

11 The secretariat also participated in the UNDP round-table meetings for the Central
Afdcan RfpubHc Chad, Lesotho,"the Niger and Sao Tome and Principe, at the .nyitat.cn
of the respective Governments.

12. Missions went to Geneva in order to define the areas of co-ord"nation ^
the ECA and UNCTAD secretariats, particularly in the.r assistance to African LDCs
with preparing country reports for the second United Nations Conference on LDCs,
to be held in Paris, in September 1990.

13. The secretariat also participated in the meeting of Eminent Persons on the Problems
of Least Developed Countries, organized by UNCTAD and the Netherlands Government,

which took place in the Hague, in September 1988.

Sncial policy, planning and research

14. The secretariat, pursuant to ECOSOC resolution 1987/39, prepared a compre
hensive report on the Critical social situation in Africa: Annex to the 1989 Report
on the World Social Situation (ECA/SERPD/SPPRU/88/1). This analyses the impact
of the African economic crisis on social and living conditions during the 1980s, the
pervasive social effects of apartheid and destabilization and the results of the various

regional conflicts, it indicates the new directions and strategies in policy and planning
required to arrest social deterioration and contribute towards the realization of a

balanced and equitable socio-economic transformation.

15. The secretariat, in its Economic Report on Africa, 1989 (E/ECA/CM.15/5/Rev.2),
reviewed the socio-economic situation in Africa in 1987-1988 and comments on the
developments associated with the crises of the 1980s which had resulted in widespread
poverty and a decimation of social services in most countries. The report assesses current

efforts and initiatives to mitigate the problems and highlights the importance of adopting
a holistic approach to the issues of economic reform and adjustment, in order to safeguard
the long-term development perspective. The report also provides a preliminary outlook

for 1989.

16. In the publication Beyond recovery: ECA-revised perspectives of Africa's

development, 1988-2008 (E/ECA/CM.14/31/Rev.1), the secretariat analysed and

emphasized the necessary enabling environment and new social order institutions within
the macro-socio-economic framework of a self-reliant and self-sustaining African

economy.

17. The secretariat participated in the following meetings and contributed to policy
discussions on the relationship between health and socio-economnic development in

the African region:

(a) Symposium on World AIDS Day, held in Addis Ababa on 1 December 1988,

organized in conjunction with WHO;

(b) First meeting of WHO Collaborating Centres for Traditional Medicine in
the African region on Policies and strategies for the use of traditional health technologies
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/ °rgani2ed ^ WH0' in NiameV' Ni9er- from 13 to 16 February

(c) First and second sessions of the Preparatory Committee for the third ordinary
session of the OAU Conference of African Ministers of Health, held in Addis Ababa,
from 24 to 27 October 1988 and in Kampala, Uganda, from 8 to 10 February 1989
respectively; ' '

,. ... .W.l Third ordinary session of the OAU Conference of African Ministers of Health
held in Kampala, from 27 April to 5 May 1989.

Industrial

Policy devslonmpnt. planning and institution building

18. The June 1988 issue of "Focus on African Industry" (ECA/IND/FOC/001/88) reviewed
_ . ■ - ■■»■■* wi ure ic^ciu cuuiiomic crisis ano the UN-PAAERD

Recommendations were made on policy formulation, with a view to adopting measures
fndJtrv 9t'eS tO.SUPPoArt -f'cultur.1 development and promote inter-sectoraPandintra-
mdurtry integration. Another article in the same publication dealt with the proMemi
ir.rT,"'5 ',n indUStrial «™P»™«°" in African countries, the probes and
prospects for small-scale enterprises and the issue of future biotechnology.

DLr^l .i"Crrt.lrlat Undertook missions t0 "llect information and consult with
governments on the progress made to implement the IDDA programme, with particu ar
emphasis on industrial policies and planning. The aim was to determine he measues
aarTb <i° • V** f* imPlementation of chemical, engineering, metallurgTcal and
" \™s projects and to prepare reports on the activities undertaken in aqricultural

!".nZ!l l *'°" "? devel°Pment within the context of the UN-PAAERD. Missions were
SEwliSL" '" Eas?rn and Southern Africa to Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, Mauritius
Mozambique, Somalia, Swaziland, Uganda, the United Republic of Tanzania Zambia

to Ca^er h'nc "^ I"'"61 Count™* ^CEpGL) to Burundi; in Cenlral Africa
r, ,. J central African Republic, the Congo and Gabon; and in West Africa

Togo ' °te d'IVOire' Chana' Libena' the Niger' Ni9eria' Sierra Leone and

20. In line with the emphasis given in both the IDDA and the UN-PAAERD programmes
hliilT' Afn<r?n operation, the secretariat, in collaboration with other United Nations
bodies, particularly UNIDO, organized subregional follow-up meetings With
intergovernmental organizations to promote intra-Afrir-an inWiic+-i-.i „. *•

the North African and9 Eastern and So'ufTn African tubre^^o ^To' ^ZZ^ZZ
programmes consisting of core (investment) and support projects and alTltraZtes
A STS ^^T'fr^l0!!^/.6:1^ inte^ated -regional programmes.

on project

21. The secretariat prepared reports on progress in IDDA programme
tion wrthin the five subregional MULPOC groupings, which were presented at nTmSgs
addttn fZ ^'n'SterS °f, thS MULP0Cs held i" February and March 1989.T
^l' rTrtS ^ al$° Prepared for these sam Mti

, i" February and March 1989.T
r^nlf • T u^ al$° Prepared for these same Meetings on promoting
ZZZ '" ^f.,."101511'"1^" of raw materials, the development of technolog?
maintenance capabilities and industrial manpower. 9Y

22. The secretariat prepared a technical publication on measures for removing over-
capacrty (ECA/IND/POL/008/88), which identified the problems and made specific action^
oriented policy proposals and recommendations to solve the operational difficulties
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2S7SZ£s3KHSEE
Tnd Southern Africa (ECA/IND/POL/005/88) was distributed. Assistance
to the African Regionai Centre for Engineering Design and Ma"ufacturl"^
and activities designed to enable the African Industrial Development FundJ
become operational were carried out. Progress reports on the actmt.es of the two
Stionrwill be presented to the Conference of African Ministers of Industry m
June 1989.

of fta«ir- industries

23. The development of chemical industry subsectors on fertilizers, pesticides and
Pharmaceuticals continued to be given high priority in the IDDA W"™»V™«
secretariat undertook missions to the West African subreg.on to promote co-operation
between Burkina Faso and the Niger in establishing a photosanitary unit in Ouagadougou

to produce pesticides.

24. Missions also went to Rwanda, Ghana, Mali and Burkina Faso as part of the
preparation for the^d_hfic_ Expert Croup Meeting on the Application of Research Findings
in the Development of Pharmaceutical Industries based on Indigenous Raw Matenals
(ECA/IND/CHEM/004/88). A draft technical publication was prepared and finalized

at this meeting which was held in Addis Ababa from 12 to 16 December 1988. The
publication is intended as a basis' for the development of drug processing from local

medicinal plants.

25. In the engineering subsector, a draft technical publication on the manufacture
of agricultural tools, implements and machinery in the West African subregion was
prepared for a workshop for participants from West African countries, held in Lome,
Togo from 21 to 26 November 1988. The workshop was followed immediately by study
tours' to institutions and companies involved in the design, trial, manufacture and
maintenance of agricultural equipment in Togo and Ghana. The participants were
familiarized with recent developments in the subregion and the different practices
used in manufacturing and management, as well as on the types of engineering goods
that can be made with relatively simple equipment and low investment. A similar

workshop/study tour is planned for North African countries in 1989. Finally, a technical
publication on the improvement of agricultural equipment maintenance capacity was
also prepared to promote planned maintenance as a means of strengthening the service

life of agricultural equipment in Africa.

26. In the metallurgical industries subsector, field missions were undertaken to Ghana,
Zimbabwe and the Niger during 1988, to collect information on the potential for producing
spare parts for agriculture, industry and transport. This resulted in the preparation
of a technical publication on the rehabilitation of metal workshops for the production
of Spare parts which should lead to the better utilization and rehabilitation of existing

workshops.

27. A report on the integrated development of the iron and steel industry in Central
Africa (ECA/1ND/MET/008/88) was also prepared and considered at the Intergovernmental
Meeting of Experts held in Kinshasa, Zaire, from 25 to 28 July 1988. A proposal was
accepted by the meeting to establish a sub-committee for iron and steel to come under
the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS), which was requested
to organize the inaugural meeting of the sub-committee in 1989.
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of aqro-ba.sed industries

thl K.' I'ec °l a9r°-based industries, advisory services were provided to Benin
the Niger and Sao Tome and Principe in 1988 and to Guinea in 1989 on the feasibn w
of establishing national programmes for the commercial production, and utilSn of
comoos,te fln,,,c as substitutes for imported wheat andP wheat flours. Fact-finding

, ' v-entrai African Republic, the Congo and Gabon

and to Guinea and Renin jn January-February 1989. Some of the

wi?h7esnGCtTo%rH P t P °n the indentation of the UN-PAAERD
n^nthm^nnnf [rrPTeSSm9 'nd"s!ries in Africa" entries for presentation to the
ninth meeting of the Conference of African Ministers of Industry.

29. As part of the consideration given to forest-based industries, the secretariat

IndusVvT!£. WithThUNID° and FAO' is ducting a survey of the pulp and pa^
n nrwlr v This aims to identifY e™""9 facilities and needs in the subsec?or
new tLt Th prOp°tSa^ °n Wading or expanding existing structures and establishing
ronntr 1 tI ' ^act."findin9 ^^s.ons went to eight Eastern and Southern African
countr.es. The preliminary findings were presented in a technical report Survey of
pulp and paper industries and projects in the Eastern and Southern African subregion-
Preliminary report (ECA/IND/FOR/002/88). ^region

Development of small-scale industry

*«icJne Tel,opmen? ofT_tne small-scale industry siibsector requires considerable
ass.stance at all levels. Thus, the secretariat prepared technical publications on (a)
promoting investments m small-scale and cottage industries; (b) mobilizing resources
for investment in small-scale industries; and (c) strategies to facilitate the development
of entrepreneurial capabilities for small-scale industries. In addition, another publication
« «ET .and diS r!b"ted *o African entries containing a portfolio of project profiles
on smal -scale >ndustr.al projects. These included establishment and operational details
iZti™ ll 'nd"?tnaI c<>n^rns in cotton processing and textiles, wood pulp, cereals,
leather, hides and skins, vegetables and fruit.

Hh MThG Secretariat Panted a paper at the fifth International Workshop on Planning
and Management of Sma l-scale Rural and Cottage Industries, organized by the Tfr£
Asian Rural Reconstruction Organization (AARRO) in Cairo, from 23 to 27 January

Human settlements in AfrKfl

32. In conformity with the decision of the fourth Joint Intergovernmental Regional
Committee on Human Settlements and Environment, endorsed by the ECA Conference
of Ministers, the human settlements programme centred on two priority areas: rural
transformation and the construction sector.

Formulation of policies in th^ field of human setttement«

33. The formulation of policies on human settlements is a priority in Africa. Thus

eCrera^ared *""" d°CUmentS and or9anized a workshop on human settlements

(a) Policies and programmes in human settlements to accelerate rural

'l^3^ redUCG diSparitieS between urban and rural areas in Africa
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(b) Infrastructure development for upgrading rural settlements goods andI ^vices
in the implementation of programmes and improving rural hving standards

(E/ECA/HUS/40);

(c) Organizational needs of the construction sector in the provision of productive
and support services in rural areas (E/ECA/HUS/37);

(d) Planning methodologies and techniques for the development of rural

settlements (E/ECA/HUS/36);

(e) A workshop on planning methodologies and techniques for the development

of rural settlements.

34. The studies contained a number of recommendations at the national and regional
levels on how to meet the needs of the rural sector in African countr.es. The .technical
publications were intended to appraise government off.c.als, planners and building
construction entrepreneurs of methodological applications and management practices
in the construction industry and building planning in the rural environment.

35. The workshop provided valuable inputs from country experiences for the technical
publication on relevant planning methodologies and techniques for the development
of rural settlements. In addition, it afforded an opportunity for participants to exchange

relevant experiences from their respective countries.

36. The secretariat serviced the fifth meeting of the Joint Intergovernmental Regional
Committee on Human Settlements and Environment, held at ECA headquarters from
13 to 17 February 1989, which reviewed secretariat activities in the light of the priorities
defined at its fourth meeting, identified the priority elements of the future work
programme and adopted the various recommendations put forward in the studies

(E/ECA/HUS/ENV/5).

37. At the request of the rffntre senpgalais de recherche sur I'habitat. 1'u.rbanism.e
ftt I'arrhitccture. an advisory mission went to assist that centre in the definition,

organization and development of manpower and technical training.

pfypinpnr»»nt of th* building materials industry

38. Two studies were carried out under the regular budget programme of work:

(a) Design and applied technologies appropriate for the development of human

settlements infrastructures in Africa (E/ECA/HUS/41);

(b) The role of small-scale building materials industries in the implementa
tion of human settlements development programmes and projects for rural transforma

tion in the African region (E/ECA/HUS/42).

39. These studies contain a number of recommendations based on experiences from
inside and outside the region. The documents were discussed and the recommendations
approved by the fifth meeting of the Joint Intergovernmental Regional Committee
on Human Settlements and Environment. In addition, a technical publication was produced
entitled Guidelines for the development of appropriate building materials production

for low-cost housing construction (E/ECA/HUS/39).

40. The secretariat mobilized extrabudgetary resources from UNDP for the
implementation of the preparatory phase of a project on the development of building
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^.lr?^9 ma.eria.s, including an assessment
of small-scale pilot production units;

(b) An examination of the constraints, including policy issues, on the development

theseCp°roWems; IZat'°n * ^ ""* ^^^ "* r*c™™"^°™ for

bui.rfiin mj^f *°la?lmVe the accelerated development and use of locally produced
buldmg materials and the formulation of a programme of action as the basis of the
full-scale project document to be submitted to UNDP for funding.

t4hl ,1"! I"8?*!,"9 W3S attended bV high-level government officials and ministers from
the 20 selected countries. Participating countries committed themselves to funding
local components of expenditure and pledged their full support to the project. The
success of the project will depend on the determination of governments to create an
enabling environment in which local entrepreneurs can co-operate in partnership with
the authorities concerned. K

rtO CeneraI Ass,?mb|y ^solution 32/162, ECA took part in the eleventh
Commission on Human Settlements held in New Delhi, from 6 to 12 April

1988.

Ongoing activities

43. Since the rural sector economy is cut off from the mainstream development process
f ma"L c*Ca" coruntries' rural transformation will remain a major preoccupation

on Thl" ~ 7 ?' !!* secretariat has ^en collecting and processing information
on the management of the rural hinterland, with a view to highlighting successful
experiences and case studies in a manual for general diStribution.^t^inLdeTthat
oroiectl iT2nl° Jl •T"I',^riCar countries would set up pilot regional (subnational)
projects to demonstrate the validity of sound management practices.

44. In support of the provision of infrastructures and services in rural areas the
at will assist member States in the development of an indigenous construction
A two-pronged approach will be retained. Assistance will be provided to
>nts in the creation and establishment of an environment conducive to the

I°?^li!- i-pr!]?*e SeCt°.r an<? the community- Resources will be mobilized
to entrepreneurs in

Statistics

?«f£«? .♦ .PfnOd "nuf ™'eW' the WOrk P'-og^^me of the secretariat continued
to focus on statistical problems in the Afriqan region and on* measures taken to improve
£L i i "T* Pr°cessinS and anaIrsis °f demographic, social and economic data at

^irL^rrT:3150 made to maintain and further di
46. The major projects of the secretariat that respond to the needs of national statistical
services include the Statistical Development Programme for Africa (SDPA) and the
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airsssszzxxssxz~£=& •£2~=:
of the RASDS, 44 missions visited 37 countries to advise on census taking, census
cartography, data processing, civil registration systems and vita! statistics collection.

47 The secretariat also undertook a series of missions to member States to assess
naJna? Sfcaf capabilities in the context of the World Bank/UNDP/ECA project
entitled Data collection related to development programmes and aid flows.

48. Work to build up a regional statistical data base on the natural and man-made
environment was continued? as an initial step towards establishing the environment
statistics programme in member States. Thus, one advisory mission was undertaken

to identify the problems in this area.

49. The following publications were produced: African Statistical Yearbook, 1986;
African Socio-economic Indicators, 1986; Foreign Trade Statistics for Africa, Series
C No. 7; Directory of African Statisticians, 1988; Directory of Electronic Data
Processing Centres, 1988; the Statistical Training Programme for Africa bulletin entitled
STPA News, Nos. 15 and 16; and Statistical Newsletter, Nos. 69 and 70.

50. In addition, various computer printouts on demographic and social statistics, environ
ment statistics, foreign trade statistics, economic statistics and integrated social, demo
graphic and economic statistics were compiled and sent to African national statistical

offices.

51. The following publications were under preparation: African Statistical Yearbook,
1987; African Socio-economic Indicators, 1987; and Foreign Trade Statistics for Africa,

Series A, No. 30 and Series C, No. 8.

52. The following meetings were held:

(a) Subregional Training Workshop on Census Cartography, for French-speaking
Eastern and Central African countries, Kigali, Rwanda, from 28 March to 8 April 1988;

(b) Working Croup on Improving the Basic Economic Statistics Required for Plan

ning Purposes, for English-speaking countries, Addis Ababa, from 19 to 23 September

1988;

(c) Working Group on Improving the Basic Economic Statistics required for Planning
Purposes, for French-speaking government statisticians and planners, Addis Ababa,

from 19 to 23 September 1988;

(d) Seminar for Trainers involved in Middle-level Statisticaf Training, for French-

speaking participants, Abidjan, Cote d'lvoire, from 24 to 28 October 1988;

(e) Seminar for Trainers involved in In-service Statistical Training, for English-

speaking participants, Harare, Zimbabwe, from 21 to 25 November 1988;

(f) Training Seminar on Use of Software Packages in Statistical Computing,
for French-speaking government statisticians and planners, Addis Ababa, from 13 to

22 February 1989.
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Food and agriculture

Agricultural development policy, planning nntf p

fn^h^r™? the fri<^ "nder reVieW' fieId miss'<>ns were undertaken to selected countries
in the Eastern, Southern and Central African subregions. Two technical publkations

rnnina^n^r1"^ "2 "**"**. * membar """^ giving anwX^planning and pohcy-mak.ng strategies and making appropriate recommendations.

54 The specific problems highlighted included institutional inadequacies in terms
mak^HT "* ^W-phtal coverage; limited participation in planning and po ™
making at the grassroots level; an absence of realism in planning and policy objectives

Z C*VaTal data;IOW Capadty ln Project fo^"'ation ImlStWffii^
pg d policy objectives

Z VT ;. apadty ln Project fo^"'ation, ImplSr^ntaWnffii^
fn Jroj^t eTeacu°t?on!Car Y *"** "* inefficient resource •■location and utilization

fi5"-* T1? ^cretarlat "><>"itored the implementation of the agricultural aspects of the
fUN PAAPP°n7 P:°9ram.me of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development
Z S' * **¥? "*"* Drepared and submitted t th 1989 i

fUN PAAPPn7 :. omic Recovery and Development
of fZuui Pnr rS' * **¥? "*"* Drepared and submitted to the 1989 meetings
of the MULPOC policy organs. The reports reviewed the efforts made by member States
to implement the UN-PAAERD and delineate major constraints. While significant efforts
nave been made, the rate of implementation has been slower than expected in such
areas as inter-State co-operation in agricultural production and trade; internal and
external resource mobilization; the promotion of food security; the improvement of
agricultural support services; the formulation and execution of agricultural development
plans; national emergency preparedness measures and the practical and timely transla
tion into action of reform measures. The factors that have militated against successful
implementation include growing indebtedness; internal conflicts; unfavourable climatic
conditions; the poor co-ordination of donor assistance; demographic growth; increas
ing rural-urban migration and the associated negative effects on the agricultural labour
force; and the prevalence of human and animal diseases. The need to adjust development
strategies to the Programme's objectives and priorities was emphasized in all the reports.

56. A mission also went to the Central African subregion to conduct a survey of ongoinq
efforts to improve the agricultural data base on women. A report which outlined the
basic features of Africa's female-dominated agriculture and stressed the need to improve
agricultural data on women, in order to enhance their role in the development of the

(^A/aSusmT* 3nd SUbmitt6d tO the 1989 ECA Conference of Ministers

57. Two documents were prepared on forestry development. One was a report on
the management, exploitation and conservation of indigenous forests in Central African
countries which was finalized and submitted to the last meeting of the policy organs
of the G.senyH>ased MULPOC. The other was a technical publication on afforestation
and reforestation systems in the arid and semi-arid areas of the various subregions
which was distributed to the countries concerned.

Promotion Of integrated rural developing, improvement of agricultural institutions
and services and expansion of food prorinrtinn

58. Two reports on food availability and increased food production were prepared
and presented to the 1989 ECA Conference of Ministers. These were (a) a report on

J^T^?^0^?*^" in the Productio * ditibti f
These were (a) a report on

?^ in the Production ™<* distribution of agricultural inputs
L"i (W a repOrt On no^onventional food resources in Africa

.15/13). The mam objectives of the first report were to review the production
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and agriculture aimed to draw attention to the failure to make use of the variety and
weaHh of food' resources in Africa because of a lack of knowledge on the use and
Nutritional value of such foods, existing food habits and socio-cultural or psycholog.cal

factors.

59. Women's issues were highlighted in a study on the role of women in ^ Pr^^"
in the West African subregion (case studies of Benin, Burkina Faso, Mai. and Senegal)
and in a technical publication on subregional co-operation in the production of cereals
and tubers with emphasis on the role of women. These documents reviewed the
agricultural situation and contribution of women to food production, w'th emphasis
on working conditions and the major constraints limiting productivity. The study also
made recommendations on strategy, measures and programmes for .improving the
conditions of women in agriculture and increasing their contribution to solving the African

food crisis.

60. A report was presented to the 1989 meeting of the Council of Ministers of the
Lusaka-based MULPOC on progress in establishing the proposed maize research network
for Eastern and Southern Africa (JEFAD/AP1SS/88/40). The countries of the subreg.on
were invited to pursue their efforts to mobilize the requisite financial resources to
set up a co-ordinating centre as part of the development of the network concept approved
by the MULPOC Council of Ministers in March 1984. In the same context, two advisory
missions were undertaken to Lesotho and Mozambique on testing and demonstrating
improved technologies in maize production to small farmers. The results of both mis
sions were very positive and the Governments involved have requested that the activi

ties be continued.

61. Activities undertaken in the livestock sector at subregional and regional levels

included:

(a) The preparation of three documents, namely (i) a report to the Conference
of Ministers on the Harmonization of livestock development policies in Africa: The
performance of the sector and the impact of structural adjustment programmes

(E/ECA/CM.15/12) which critically assesses governmental interventions in the livestock
sector and puts forward recommendations for corrective measures and for the
development of a master plan to prevent losses and waste in the livestock sector; In)
a report entitled Framework for intervention in the livestock sector of West Africa
(CEA/JEFAD/M/NIAMEY/CSE/2/3/Rev.2), which includes emphasizing self-reliance,

environmental conservation, feed security, human health and food security. The report
was prepared at the request of government officials responsible for the livestock sector
in the West African subregion and submitted for approval to the eleventh meeting of
the Council of Ministers of the Niamey-based MULPOC in February 1989; (in) Master
plan for the prevention, reduction and elimination of losses and waste in the livestock
sector of trie West African subregion (CEA/JEFAD/M/NIAMEY/88/CSE/3/3/Rev.2).
This plan is one of the subregional subprogrammes. The set target is a 25 per cent
reduction in losses and waste by the year 2000 and the focus of action will be the
implementation of practical development projects;

(b) The preparation and organization of two meetings related to the
implementation of an operational project on trypanosomiasis control in the Kagera
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toTfi^T. ."'™ preparatory project (RAF/87/32), which will be central
to l,^6 project document, is to help design an integrated pest management system
to control tsetse and trypanosomiasis in the Kagera river bMln. The two merinos
oMhe PnT'? ahI th%W°rk ,P'an and ""P'^^tation schedule and the f7rs. mee ?ng
of the Project Advisory Committee. y

^ddlVOn' aAsemjnar on. improvement of the management and administration
♦**Z Pm• PT?JeCItS WIth emPhasis on Pastoralists was organized in September

with the major objective of providing a forum for West African project managers
in which to exchange and analyse national experiences in implementing rural pastora
development projects in order to determine the measures necessary to improve
management and administration. Recommendations for action were made, at project

H«e^ent mm\ d°T le.V!IS' At the re^uest of the Participants, a technical publication
has been completed entitled Improvement of the management and the administration

^rll^l^1 deVeI°pment Pro'ects wlth emPh«is on pastoralists

63. Advisory services were rendered to Liberia on the economic situation and the
national economic recovery programme. In its report (JEFAD/API&/88/5) the
secretariat commented on the Government's Proposal for the Green Revolution and
made appropriate recommendations, especially in the area of food self-sufficiency.

Aqrkultural marketinq^ institutions, services and facilities

64. In the area of agricultural marketing services, secretariat activities concentrated
on four areas: (a) improvement of marketing and credit institutions and services; (b)
improvement of marketing and price policies; (c) training and manpower development
in the field of agricultural marketing; and (d) food security.

65. The major aim was to improve efficiency in the marketing and distribution of
agricultural products and inputs by formulating appropriate policies and developing
manpower resources. Attempts were made to promote food security through the
reduction of food losses and adoption of adequate pre- and post-harvest technologies.

66. Thus, two reports were prepared and submitted to the Councils of Ministers of
the Yaounde- and Niamey-based MULPOCs, in January and February 1989 respectively.
They contain recommendations for the improvement of marketing institutions
particularly by the adoption of appropriate managerial and infrastructural measures
at national and international levels. In addition, a technical publication on improving
the utilization and marketing of fish in Eastern and Southern Africa was produced and
a report on improving the structure, management and operations of four regional co
operative unions in the United Republic of Tanzania was submitted to the Government
following an advisory mission.

67. With regard to food marketing and price policies, two reports were prepared in
the context of improving measures to harmonize staple food crop prices for the Gisenyi-
and Niamey-based MULPOCs, in 1988 and 1989 respectively. The problems of small
farmers were addressed in a report prepared, in collaboration with FAO, on the
improvement of marketing policies and programmes with emphasis on agricultural inputs
rural savings and credit facilities for farmers, particularly livestock producers and women'.
This report (E/ECA/CM.15/10) was presented to the ECA Conference of Ministers in
April 1989.

68. In the field of training and promotion of the development of manpower resources
a workshop was organized in September 1988, in co-operation with FAO, on policy changes
and their implications for grain marketing agencies.
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Sirs
for managers of marketing institutions.

70. In the same field, several other reports were completed for the Councils of Ministers
of the individual MULPOCs, namely:

(a) The implementation of a pilot project on the imPr7*men* °* £°d
self-sufficiency and security through the reduction and prevent.on of post-harvest losses,

(b) The improvement of storage facilities and services;

(c) The implementation of a pilot project on the reduction of food losses through
insect pest management and the use of small-scale, low-cost farm equ.pment in South

Nyanza, Kenya.

These three were submitted to the Council of Ministers of the Lusaka-based MULPOC.

(d) The implementation of a project on prevention and reduction °[f™<* 'osuses'
which was submitted to the Council of Ministers of the Niamey-based MULPOC, held

in February 1989;

(e) A feasibility study on the establishment of a processing plant to transform
and conserve roots and tubers, submitted to the Gisenyi-based MULPOC, in March 1989;

(f) The secretariat also prepared a technical publication on the promotion of
inter- and intra-regional trade in staple food crops, including increased inter-country

exchange of market information.

Integrated rural development

71 A study was made on the modalities of popular participation in selected African

countries which noted that participation by the local people has always been a feature
of African society and, therefore, the traditional village decision-making process should

be accommodated, in order to avoid conflict between village leadership and government

representatives. Furthermore, it was thought to be crucial to the success of activities
in rural areas that the beneficiaries participate in all stages. Popular participation

is a pre-requisite for sustained success after the formal period is over. The study also
concluded that a degree of local power must exist in order for the people to participate

fully; this entails a certain decentralization of the decision-making process.

72. The secretariat published two more issues of its journal on integrated rural develop
ment. Rural Progress. The themes were (i) Technical changes in rural development
and the development of the livestock sector; and (ii) Structural adjustment, decentraliza

tion, rural energy sources and institution building.

73. The secretariat continued to participate in the activities of the Administrative
Committee on Co-ordination (ACC) Task Force on Rural Development by submitting
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Population

74. Secretariat activities continued to be focused on three subprogrammes- (a) oooula-

an'dT *,'!? '"f deVe'°PTent P'annin?; (W dem°9"Phic analysis inVcont™ of economtc
and soc.al development planning; and (c) regional training and research.

itLtJ"3 n '^ P!u*' emPhasis was 9iven to the provision of advisory services to member
States. During the reporting period, the following countries: Benin. BurkinaTaso
Cameroon. Cote d'lvoire, Djibouti, Ghana. Liberia, Sao Tome and Principe Seychelles'

T'^ ' °9°' the UnUed RepUbHc °f Tanzania (2anziba^ a"<* Zambta benefited
ry servces on the evaluati d li f d

fTm^ ' °9°' the UnUed RepUbHc °f Tanzania (2anziba^ a"<* Zambta benefitedfrom advrsory servces on the evaluation and analysis of data from population censuses
rT£l h"" "?i*.t"*l«n. •y«»™. th. provision of on-the-job and middle-.evenra"nTng
h. iT,!?Pr'C a"/lySIS f"d '" the '»««"""tlon and implementation of population policies?
fami vS " P°PuIatl°" variable! in development planning and the evaluation of
ramily planning programmes.

76. The secretariat completed the following studies:

t;rt {SJ Th,ei.relevan.t legislative instruments for the formulation and implementa
tion of population policies in ECA member States (ECA/POP/TP/88/4(1.4(iii)) which
reviewed and analysed existing such instruments (including explicit population policies,
legal reforms and country statutes) and suggested a schematic framework for use in
formulating the correct legislation to achieve a specific population policy objective.

nf appfp DeT£rapMM ^A?™5 aiJd trends and their Implications for the implementation
%£ th h kUN-pAAERD (E/ECA/CM.I5/19), which pointed out that since the
1950s the demographic profile of Africa has been characterized by high fertility (over
six children per woman) and high but declining mortality rates, with the result that popula-
tion growth rates are very high (currently estimated at an average of approximately
3 per cent per year). The problems of population distribution and redistribution, urbaniza-

of°APPER !rthianCM ^t%nJ}OpUlaU?n and «x='«conomlc development in the context
?riP,Tho».w f the,UfN-pAAFRD were also discussed. It was emphasized that more coun-
tr.es should formulate and .mplement population policies to complement socio-economic
development.

;. c .(C)* J°aC1*1' cultural a^ legislative factors affecting family formation and fertility
in selected African countries (EC A/POP/TP/88/2(2.2)) - this showed that the social and
cultural values supporting early marriage and child-bearing and large families contribute
to the prevailing high fertility levels in Africa, together with low levels of contraceptive
use legislation on family planning activities and the declining importance of social and
cultural norms on prolonged breast feeding and sexual abstinence by nursing mothers.
The need was stressed for intervention to change popular attitudes in favour of smaller

Si !lZe I*? f marriaSe'.to imProve heal*h an<< family planning programmes, to
reform legislation on contraceptive use and to encourage prolonged breastfeeding. These

ZTTS T m°,deua,!f fertMity IeVe'S and reSuIt in the Improved health and well-being
mothers and children. 3

w*ff +- ,A comPar?tive geographic analysis of mortality levels, patterns, trends and
differentials and their life tables in middle Africa (ECA/POP/TP/88/3(2.3)) - this work
revealed that mortality rates in the countries concerned remain a matter of great concern
because of low life expectancy at birth, high infant and child mortality and the prevalence
of largely preventable infectious and parasitic diseases. Paucity of data prevented a
more detailed study of the trends and differentials in mortality in the subregion
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determinants and their role in potential demographic changes.

Cfl The Demographic Handbook for Africa - a publication presenting in a consoli
dated^m demogr^hic 'data and analysis from various sources on the major demography

S

dated g^
indicators of ECA member States.

77 The secretariat also prepared a report on self-evaluation of subprogramme 2: Demo-
g^phic analyst [n the context of economic and social development of tt-W"™;
Dooulation in Africa (ECA/POP/WP/1988/1), which was envisaged as a management tool
foPase s whether the work programme activities responded aptly to the needs of member
States. It was undertaken at the specific request of the Secretary-Genera of the United
Nations, n response to the expressed wishes of Member States that eva uafon be used
as an integral part of the decision-making and management process. Several useful f.ndmgs
emerged which should help to improve the effectiveness of the secretariat .n semng

member States.

78 In the area of population information dissemination, activities under the Population
Information Network in Africa (POPIN-Africa) project included the organization of a
round-table meeting for African press and media personnel on the dissemination and
diffusion of population information in the region. The meeting was organized jointly
with the Pan-African News Agency (PANA) and the Union of National Radio and Television
Organizations in Africa (URTNA) and took place in Dakar, Senegal, in November 1988.
A major exhibition was mounted to coincide with the second African Population Con
ference organized by the International Union for the Scientific Study of Population
(IUSSP) the Union of African Population Studies (UAPS) and the Office of Statistics
of Senegal and held in Dakar, from 7 to 12 November 1988. The POPIN-Africa Technical
Working Group held its first meeting in Addis Ababa in December 1988. A new publication
entitled POPIN-Africa INFO was launched and the regular range of publications continued
to be produced, including African Population Newsletter, POPINDEX-Africa and POPIN-

Africa country Bibliography Series.

79 As part of the regional demographic training and research commitment, the secre
tariat continued to assist the Regional Institute for Population Studies (RIPS) in Ghana,
tho ln«fti*"* <** formation pt de recherche demoqraphiques (1FORD) in Cameroon and
the Sahel Institute in Mali. The secretariat carried out the substantive servicing of the

meeting of the Governing Council of IFORD, which was held in Addis Ababa, on Hi and

25 March 1989.

Natural resources

Mineral resources

80. During the period under consideration, the secretariat organized and serviced the
third Regional Conference on the Development and Utilization of Mineral Resources

in Africa, held in Kampala, Uganda, from 6 to 15 June 1988. The Conference reviewed
progress in the implementation of the recommendations of the two previous conferences
held in 1981 and 1985 respectively and examined policy, strategy and technical issues
relating to mineral resources development in Africa. The Kampala Programme of Action

was adopted, which recommended the development of capital and technological

capabilities; restructuring and harmonizing existing national mineral policies to sustain
co-operation among member States; the growth of small-scale mining of precious and

semi-precious stones; an in-depth study of copper and aluminium processing facilities
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and the prospects for intra-African trade in copper- and aluminium-based products; and
the establishment of mechanisms to finance new mineral resources development projects
and rehabilitate existing production facilities. The recommendations also covered the
development of Africa's fertilizer sector based on domestic raw materials, sea-bed mining
and the necessary participation by developing countries in the negotiations of the
Preparatory Commission of the International Sea-bed Authority and the International
Tribunal for the Law of the Sea.

81. The secretariat provided technical support to the Central African Mineral Resources
Development Centre (CAMRDC) in Brazzaville, the Congo and the Eastern and Southern
African Mineral Resources Development Centre (ESAMRDC) in Dodoma, United Republic
of Tanzania. r

82. Advisory missions were undertaken to Guinea and Chad to survey small-scale gold
mining and the exploitation of soda ash.

83. The secretariat prepared a technical paper on coal for the Southern African
Development Co-ordination Conference (SADCC) and another to review the prospects
for the mining sector in Africa to the year 2000 for the Liptako-Courma Authority. Two
other technical publications on burnt dolomite and lime for African industries and the
financing of mining projects concerned with seven essential minerals in the region over
the last 15 years were prepared and distributed to member States.

Cartography and remote sensing

84. At the request of the Governments of the Gambia and Chad, the secretariat carried
out an appraisal of the manpower, equipment and materials needs of the respective national
cartographic institutions.

85. The secretariat provided technical support services to three multinational institutions
to assist them to respond better to the needs of member States: the Regional Centre

for Services in Surveying, Mapping and Remote Sensing (RCSSMRS), the Regional Centre
for Training in Aerospace Surveys (RECTAS) and the African Organization for Cartography
and Remote Sensing (AOCRS). RCSSMRS and RECTAS were assisted in the identification,
preparation and formulation of projects that were submitted for UNDP financing under

the fourth Regional Programming Cycle for Africa. It also contributed technical inputs

to the final document of the RECTAS second five-year development plan which was
launched in Dakar, Senegal, in February 1989. Assistance to these two centres was in
line with the secretariat's role as an executing agency for UNDP-funded projects. AOCRS
was assisted with triennial budget preparations and the drawing up of financial and staff
regulations for the approval of the Conference of Plenipotentiaries of the Organization.

86. During the year, the secretariat mounted two exhibitions, one in Kampala, Uganda,
during the third Regional Conference on the Development and Utilization of Mineral
Resources in Africa and the other in Kinshasa, Zaire, for the OAU All-Africa Trade Fair.

87. The secretariat continued to collect maps, charts, etc., for the Map Documentation

and Reference Centre and an accessions list was published. The explanatory notes to
the Atlas of the Cartographic Inventory of Basic Data for Africa was also prepared.

When completed, the atlas will contain basic data on triangulation, traverses, astropoints
and Doppler satellite stations; levelling; aerial photography; topographical mapping;

geophysical surveys; geological and hydrological surveys; water courses and water holes;

hydrological station networks; meteorological and agrometeorological stations; and surveys

of land use and potential. It will be useful to planners and policy and decision makers.
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the fourth Regional Programming Cycle for Africa.

resources

89 Advisory assistance continued to be provided to member States and river basin
o^anUation^in Afrtca over a broad range of activities concerning water resources
dSment and management. The secretariat participated in the fo low-up to a donors
m^etinq for the highlands water project of Lesotho. This project involves large-scale
:a^t%nsrferhacros9S the border, h^dropower generation ■*.!"*£^
for which financial and technical assistance has been solicited from banks, b.laterals

and the United Nations system.

90. As part of the continuing co-operation between ECA and UNDP on the promo
tion of river and lake basin development in Africa as a means of accelerating social and
economic progress, a ministerial meeting on Nile River basin development wa^ ^nvened
on 10 January 1989 in Addis Ababa. The meeting approved the sending of a fact find.ng
mission to the Nile basin countries to identify possible joint projects between two or
more countries, which could be combined into an action programme and later Presented
to appropriate financing institutions. An extraordinary meeting of the HYDROMET
Survey Technical Committee was also convened at the request of the Ministers to finalize
the terms of reference of the mission and begin the process of project identification.
This meeting took place in Kampala, Uganda, from 5 to 8 February 1989.

91. The Organization for the Development of the Senegal River (OMVS) was assisted
in the formulation and finalization of a project involving a study of river basin
development, which aims at examining analytically past experiences in river basin
development in Africa and proposing sound integrated approaches for future comprehensive

development.

92 As a result of the drought of the 1980s, Lake Chad had shrunk to one-tenth of its
normal size, which caused negative environmental, economic and social consequences
in the region. A series of efforts was made by the Lake Chad Basin Commission (LCBC}
to save the lake and promote the development of resources in the basin. The secretariat,
in collaboration with UNDP, assisted in the identification and preparation of a water
resources development project that was submitted for UNDP financing under the fourth
Regional Programming Cycle for Africa. Advisory assistance was also provided to LCBC

during ministerial meetings in 1988 on measures to be taken to save Lake Chad.

93. With a view to promoting innovative approaches to the harnessing of water resources

in West Africa, two papers were submitted for consideration to the policy-making organs

of the Niamey-based MULPOC in February 1989. These concerned the strategy for the
development of water resources in drought-prone countries of the subregion and cost
recovery, operation and maintenance strategies for community water supplies in rural

areas.

84. An Interregional Meeting on River and Lake Basin Development with emphasis
on the Africa region was held in Addis Ababa from 10 to 15 October 1988. Jointly
organized by ECA and the United Nations Department of Technical Co-operation for
Development (DTCD), the meeting was attended by 109 experts from national and
intergovernmental organizations, bilateral and multilateral funding organizations and
international organizations. Some 36 technical papers were presented for discussion,
including case studies from Africa and other regions of the world where integrated
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the only way to ach.eve economic independence and social equity, particularly "n the

Energy resources

95. The main objective of secretariat activities in this sector remained the continued

S«?J°HmTber StatcS ^ in*V*in9 «»W Policies into overall socTo-economic
fhl Jvn. , P,ment* SpeCia' emphaSis WaS 9iven to the following major issues:™
the exploration, evaluat.on and development of energy resources in Africa; Cb) inieqratinq
energy polices into overall socio-economic planning in African countries;^Cc research
training and information; and (d) institution building. researcn.

s9ubmit°tPWth^eh "? tW? POintS' reP°rU and technical Publications were prepared and
submitted either to relevant intergovernmental organizations or distributed directly

eLmtr^rnr^teS* T^lha."^ of a studV on the Possibility of inter-connecting the
R?rnnH? p9 w "e'ghbourm9 States of CEPG^ based on information collected from
Burundi, Rwanda and Zaire, was submitted to the meetings of the Gisenyi-based MULPOC

!!!J t ^h^ T^ Simi'arly' the rep°rt °n a mission t0 seIected countrle. in Eastern
L tht ^ [" iCitO, aSS'.St uh6m tO formulate integrated energy policies was submitted
to the meetings of the Lusaka-based MULPOC in March 1989.

97 A technical publication on the evaluation and development of coal resources in
Ptt!^ 7hS Prepared as part of the assessment of the coal potential in Africa and
itted to the Government of Madagascar.

suhmPtt!^ 7hS Prepared as part of the a
submitted to the Government of Madagascar.

98. Missions were mounted to Burundi, Rwanda, the Sudan, Uganda, Zaire Zambia
and Zimbabwe. The main findings and recommendations were presented in reports'outlininq
measures to improve energy planning, policies and management in African States.

99. In order to sensitize member States to the importance of energy planning, the
secretariat organized a seminar and study tour in the USSR on the planning of integrated
energy resources development, which reviewed energy planning in the USSR, evaluated

fo^ S?Z1 the ?m°f,AfHCan memb6r StateS and>r°poSed "-operation arran^menufor the future. It took place from 17 October to H November 1988 and was attended
by 29 participants from 26 member States.

100. The secretariat provided substantive servicing to the meeting of the Council of
he Afr.can Regional Centre for Solar Energy (ARCSE) which was held in Bujumbura
m June 1988. The Centre was officially launched in February 1989 with a core staff
of three professionals. So far, 21 States have become members of the Centre.

101. Missions were also undertaken to Niamey, the Niger from 23 March to 15 April 1988
and to Khartoum the Sudan, from 13 to 27 November 1988. The secretariat participated
on request, m the following meetings: (i) the ADB Workshop on an African Enerqy
Programme held in Abidjan, Cote d'lvoire, from 7 to 10 November 1988; (ii) the SADCC

ema TattJeCtT!% in the SADCC Re9ion' heId in Mbabane, Swaziland, from 6 to
1989; and (iii) the IDRC/SAREC-funded second Workshop on EnergC P<Ty and

reCnStern ""^^^^ C°UntrieS ^ l Gb B
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102. Consultations on the modelling of household energy production in rural Niger were
held with FAO in Rome on 28 June 1988 and subsequently by correspondence with UNEP.
There was aYso correspondence with the United Nations Institute for Training and Research
(UNITAR) and with the UNITAR/UNDP Centre on Small Energy Resources (CSER) on
the proper use of small energy resources for development in rural Afnca, follow.ng
secrePta£t participation in the Expert Group Meeting on Energy for Rural Afnca orgamzed
by CSER in Rome from 15 to 17 March 1988.

103 At Dresent energy supplies are far from being sustainable economically,
environmentally or socially in most ECA member States. Unless a rapid orderly transition
toTus?lable/country-splcific energy supplies and uses is deliberately established,.the
outlook is grim indeed. This transition must remain the major objective of the secretariat s

regional advisory services.

and technology

104 The work programme continued to be directed towards increasing the awareness
of member States on the applications of science and technology in socio-economic

development. Considerable efforts were made to strengthen policies and institutions

in science and technology, to develop and mobilize endogenous manpower in the field
and to achieve.greater collaboration among member States in tackling technical issues.

105. On the promotion and development of viable policies and institutions, the secretariat
provided advisory services upon request in April 1988 to the Government of Benin on
developing local capacity to produce school science equipment. A project document was
drawn up for submission by the Government to UNDP for financing. Another advisory
mission went to Mauritius from 26 to 29 September 1988, to assist in the definition of
a national policy on technology and mechanisms to accelerate technology development.
Similarly, in October 1988, in response to a request from the Government of Ghana,
the secretariat advised on the elaboration of modalities to execute aspects of a UNDP
funded project to be implemented by the Ghana Technology Transfer Centre (GTTC)
including the selection and shortlisting of foreign consultants for selected sectors.

106. The secretariat also undertook advisory missions to the African Regional Centre
for Technology (ARCT) in Dakar, Senegal, from 10 to 18 December 1988 to advise that
secretariat during the tripartite review meeting on UNDP project RAF/82/039, in the
recruitment exercise for project staff and also with important matters of joint ARCT/ECA
programming and execution during the current biennium. In a second mission from 4
to 20 February 1989, the secretariat, as executing agency of the UNDP-financed project,
presented a review of the status of project implementation and chaired the interview

panel of candidates for the job of post-harvest food technologist. An advisory mission
was undertaken to the Government of Senegal for technical consultations on the revitahza-

tion of activities to establish the Rural Technology Demonstration Centre to be situated

in Dakar and financed by the Indian Government.

107. In collaboration with the United Nations Centre for Regional Development, the

secretariat organized a symposium on technology development and transfer for rural
development, held in Arusha, United Republic of Tanzania, from 27 February to 3 March
1989. The symposium stressed the necessity for taking account of the views and initiatives
of rural people in any schemes designed to enhance their welfare and for fully exploiting

existing technologies.

108. Support was given to the North African subregional Working Group of the
Intergovernmental Committee of Experts for Science and Technology Development in
the planning and servicing of its second meeting held on 25 and 26 January 1989.
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has shown considerable interest. ACMAP will collect, jxtc*** m*4 ^?^
da a and provide information to users for application to agricultural %£«£*.»*
resources management and other human activities that depend on the weather and climate.

116. In order to ensure proper co-ordination of the activities of all the agencies of the
Uniied Nations system concerned with environmental matters and to avo.d duplication
o^programmes.£projects, ECA participated in the meetings of the Designated Officials
on Environmental Matters. This group assures effective cross-programm ing between
?he concerned agencies of the United Nations system, through the Sys*em;wlder^oIum-
term Environment Programme (SWMTEP) and the Inter-agency Workmg Group on

Desertification (IAWCD).

117. A report on the management of environmental degradation, particularly drought
and desertification aspects, in the implementation of Africa's Priority Programme for
Economic Recovery was presented to the ECA Conference of Ministers at its twenty-

fourth session in April 1989 (E/ECA/CM.15/14).

118. In the area of the development of manpower capabilities and the creation of environ
mental awareneTs through environmental training and education activities, two major

activities have been carried out. The first concerned the incorporation of environmental
components into the programmes of ECA-sponsored intergovernmental institutions. The
second was the servicing of seminars and study tours to China and to the^Soviet Union

in June and October 1988 respectively. J/CtIa^* tAu^-i [X- ^J 4 J A-

119. In order to implement General Assembly resolutions 41/186 and 41/187 on the UNEP
Perspective for the Environment to the Year 2000 and the Report of the World Commission
on Environment and Development respectively, a series of activities on environmental
management for sustainable development have been undertaken. One of the main ones

was the preparatory work on the organization of a Regional Conference on Environment
and Development in Africa, scheduled to be held in Kampala, Uganda, from 12 to 16
June 1989. This meeting is being organized by ECA and UNEP in close collaboration
with UNESCO, UNDP, FAO and UNIDO. The conference will be at ministerial level
and will bring' together Ministers of Environment, Planning and Education, as well as
policy-makers in non-governmental and youth organizations operating in the field of
environment. The theme of the conference will be the challenges of incorporating environ
mental considerations into national economic and social development programmes.

120. During iQftft arfvUnry services on combating desertification and the management

of drought were undertaken in Ethiopia^imbabwe, Somalia and Djibouti, as well as to
the Inter-governmental Authority on Drought and Development (IGADD).

121. In Ethiopia, the mission focused on the establishment of a central authority to co

ordinate desertification control activities, including monitoring, evaluation and mapping
of the desertification process, reclamation of salinized lands, the search for alternative

energy sources to fuelwood and afforestation of degraded lands. The expansion of meteoro

logical services was also addressed.

122. Activities to promote public participation in environmental conservation,
self-sufficiency in food production, establishment of woodlots and afforestation were
noted in Zimbabwe. The advisory services, therefore, focused on controlling over-grazing
in communal lands, the expansion of afforestation programmes, strengthening the search
for alternative sources of energy, promoting environmental education at all levels and
the need to establish a central authority on environmental matters.
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123. Somalia has completed the formulation of a plan of action to combat desertification.
The advisory .services emphasized sand-dune fixation, management of range and salinized
lands and the mobilization of public participation in resource management for sustainable
development.

124. Djibouti has produced an inter-ministerial report on the formulation of strategies
to mitigate the effects of drought. The advisory mission centred on the establishment
of a ministry or department of environment, rather than a forestry department, to address
adequately the diverse environmental issues facing the country. 1GADD has formulated
a plan of action for combating drought through development within the subregion. The
advisory services centred on promoting the establishment of an anti-desertification
research institute in a member State and also on the encouragement and support of

transboundary environmental programmes, including inter-country study tours and the
exchange of information, seeds and plant materials.

Marine affairs

125. During the period under review, there were no regular budget staff available to

implement this programme. Bilateral experts provided by the Government of France,

however, rendered advisory services to several member States: to the Comoros, on

manpower development in the sector; to Seychelles, where a feasibility study was carried

out on the establishment of a pilot project for marine and fresh-water shrimp breeding

in Mahe, and on the potential for algae export marketing; and to Ethiopia on upgrading
the crocodile farm at Arba Minch.

Transport, communications and tourism

Transport and tourism

126. During the period under review, the secretariat continued to provide advisory ser

vices, undertake studies, issue technical publications and organize and service professional
meetings.

127. In the field of general and multimodal transport, advisory services were rendered
to Burundi, Rwanda and Zaire to determine the extent to which they could containerize

exports and imports through the ports of Dar-es-Salaam and Mombasa. Recommendations

were put forward which could help in the opening up of the land-locked CEPCL countries.

128. A study was conducted on costing and rate setting for rail freight traffic, with
the aim of reviewing the problems in costing and marketing rail services. Recommenda

tions were put forward on increasing commercial efficiency and establishing standard
costing systems to facilitate intra-railway rate setting.

129. Activities undertaken in the field of railways dealt with the review of existing

policies, plans and projects aimed at developing relevant African industry.

130. The secretariat also prepared guidelines for the evaluation and harmonization of

international road transport practices, including the facilitation of international road

traffic. They aim to establish standard practices for adoption by all African countries

to ensure the smoother operation of international road transport. The recommendations
put forward focus on the reduction of non-physical road barriers.

131. Particular attention has been given during the period to the promotion of an African

industry to manufacture transport equipment and spare parts in order to reduce imports.

Reports on the subject were prepared and presented at subregional MULPOC meetings.
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Member States were urged to pay more attention to long-term development projects
thaV would promote such manufacturing industry and also to allocate s.gn.f.cant invest-

ment resources to these projects.

132. In the field of shipping, the main activities undertaken were:

(a) An assessment of Africa's capabilities to promote a shipbuilding and repair
industry, with the view of recommending appropriate measures to overcome the problems
that impede the smooth development of such an industry;

(b) The identification of the main bottlenecks hampering the smooth flow of

African maritime trade and proposed solutions;

(c) An attempt to establish a ministerial conference on maritime transport

for Eastern and Southern Africa as a permanent mechanism to prepare and implement
a global and co-ordinated shipping policy within the subregion in order to optimize the

utilization of scarce resources.

133. Several port-based activities were undertaken:

(a) Promotion of the manufacturing and repair of cargo-handling equipment

in order to reduce the import dependence of ports in African countries; also reports

to the MULPOCs on the existing situation and recommendations;

(b) Strengthening the Port Management Association for Eastern and Southern

Africa (PMAESA) by the continued provision of secretariat services;

(c) Preparation of the Regional Seminar for Senior Officials on Port Organization

Planning and Management which is planned for August 1989;

(d) Preparation of a technical publication, in co-operation with the North African

Port Management Association, on the facilitation of traffic through ports, in order

to ensure the smooth flow of goods (to be published late in 1989).

134. On inland water transport, the main activities were:

(a) Identification of transport facilitation problems and the ways and means

of easing Africa's international traffic flow;

(b) Study of activities to ensure the safety of navigation on lakes Kivu and

Tanganyika: hydrology, navigational meteorology, ship-to-shore telecommunications

and information, dredging and buoyage.

135. The main activity in air transport was the preparation of an African policy to meet

changes in the air transport environment, i.e., deregulation in the United States of

America, liberalization in Europe, noise restrictions and the introduction of a

computerized reservation system. In October 1988, the secretariat organized a Special

Meeting of African Ministers responsible for civil aviation to discuss the issues. The

meeting resulted in the adoption of the Yamoussoukro Declaration on a new African

air transport policy in which the African ministers agreed individually and collectively

to promote the necessary climate of co-operation and solidarity to safeguard and develop

international air transport activities in Africa. The secretariat was designated to co

ordinate the implementation of the Yamoussoukro Declaration.

136. During the period under review, the secretariat also continued to provide technical

assistance to countries and African organizations in the field of air transport.
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J w ♦ adAvJs.orv ferv.ee m.ss.on on tourism was undertaken to the Economic Community
of West Africa (CEAO) headquarters in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso to assist CEAO
to redynamize its tourism programme. The creation of a Tourism Unit within the CEAO
secretariat was proposed.

138. The secretariat maintained close contact with the Preferential Trade Area for
Eastern and Southern African States (PTA) by making suggestions on its tourism pro
gramme and with the EEC which indicated a willingness to contribute substantially
to the organization of the proposed African fair within the framework of the Lome
Convention.

139. Two documents, Le repertoire des experts africains d., tn..r^mf and Le repertoire
ties moyens <fe formation pour les metiers du tourisme are under reproduction.

140. In June 1988, the secretariat organized a co-financing meeting in Bujumbura,
Burundi, for transport and communications projects of the eastern corridor.

141. The first Inter-agency Co-ordinating Committee meeting of the second United
Nations Transport and Communciations Decade in Africa (UNTACDA II) was held in
Addis Ababa on 16 and 17 March 1989.

Communications

142. During the period under review, activities in the field of communications (telecom
munications - i.e., telephone, telex and its derivatives, broadcasting and postal services)
included studies, the organization of seminars, technical assistance to member States,
technical publications, participation in professional conferences, continued technical
support to UNTACDA I and the preparation of the programme for UNTACDA II,

143. As part of its programme of co-operation with the USSR, the secretariat, in
collaboration with UNDP and ITU, organized the second Regional Seminar on Satellite
Communications Technology in Moscow in July 1988, which was attended by 33
participants from 30 African countries. The objective was to provide a short training
course to upgrade knowledge and improve the professional competence of senior officials
concerned with policy, planning and the operation of satellite communication networks.

The programme included study tours to the International Satellite Communication Centre
and the International Experimental Centre at Dubna and Sochi respectively.

144. Under the bilateral technical co-operation arrangements with the Federal Republic
of Germany, the secretariat, in co-operation with ITU, also organized the second Seminar
on Planning of Rural Telecommunications for French- and Portuguese-speaking African
countries, held in Yaounde, Cameroon in October/November 1988. The seminar provided
a forum for planners from African national telecommunications organizations to share
their experiences on the planning, development and expansion of telecommunications
to the rural communities and to assist them to determine the best way of using telecom
munications systems in support of development efforts. It was attended by 57 participants

from 25 African countries, as well as representatives of international organizations
and equipment manufacturers.

145. Fellowships to enable their attendance were provided to all African participants
in both of these seminars under the ECA/USSR and ECA/Federal Republic of Germany
co-operation programmes.

146. Technical assistance missions were undertaken at the request of the telecommunica

tions organizations of Uganda, the United Republic of Tanzania, Chad and Sao Tome
and Principe:
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fa) In April 1988, to assist the Uganda Posts and Telecommunications Corporation
with plans to introduce digital technologies in the national network and develop proposals
for the next stages of network development;

(b) In June 1988, to the Tanzania Posts and Telecommunications Corporation
to prepare plans and strategies for the development of rural telecommunications services

using subscriber access systems based on population census data provided by the Ministry

of Planning and Economic Affairs;

(c) In September 1988 to Chad, to assist in formulating plans and strategies
for the extension of telecommunication services to the rural areas;

(d) In June 1988, to Sao Tome and Principe, to assist in formulating postal services

policy for the reorganization of a mail routing plan.

147. In its role as a member of the Inter-agency Co-ordinating Committee (IACC), com
posed of 10 international, regional and subregional organizations, the secretariat provided
short-term technical advisory services to Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia and Uganda in the
preparation of their national reports for the feasibility study of the African Regional
Satellite Communication System (RASCOM), which is to be completed in the mid-1990s.

148. A publication on the Organization and evaluation of existing mail and parcel routing
networks in Africa (E/ECA/CMU/28) was completed in November 1988 and despatched
to all ministries of posts and telecommunications in member States and to relevant

regional organizations.

149. Several reports were prepared and presented at various meetings:

(a) In October 1988 and in collaboration with the IACC, a Progress report on

the RASCOM feasibility study was prepared for review by the first meeting of the Interim

Executive Committee of RASCOM;

(b) Development of telecommunications in Africa during the programme of
the United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa (E/ECA/CMU/24),
prepared for the meeting of the Annual Regional Telecommunications Conference

(ARTC/PANAFTEL) of the Eastern and Southern African countries, held in Kampala,

Uganda, in September 1988;

(c) Telecommunications development in Africa - Process and policy

(TRANSCOM/224), a report prepared in January 1989 for the meetings of the Councils

of Ministers of the MULPOCs.

150. In addition to the preparation of the programme for UNTACDA II, other activities
included preparations for the establishment of a rural telecommunication pilot project

and for the organization of a seminar on the economic aspects of expansion and

modernization of national telecommunication networks for English-speaking countries.

International trade and development finance

Domestic trade

151. During the period under review, the secretariat carried out a study entitled Alterna

tive patterns of domestic trade structures and mechanisms for the establishment of

more rational distribution channels and domestic financial markets

(E/ECA/TRADE/88/20), which analysed the historical background to the domestic
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production and distribution of food products, the items of industrial production involved
in domestic trade and the import of consumer goods.

152. The study was presented to the Meetings of Officials and the Councils of Ministers
of the five MULPOCs. A recommendation was made that the material be updated.

Intra-African trade

153. As part of secretariat assistance to the member countries of the North African
MULPOC, a mission went to Egypt, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Morocco and Tunisia
to brief those countries on the technical issues involved in establishing the Preferential
Trade Area for North Africa and advising them on the national action required to promote
the PTA. As a result, the countries visited determined to participate in the negotiations
to establish the PTA and showed their readiness to assist in preparing the studies which
would form the basis for their mutual co-operation.

As part of the continuing assistance to ECCAS member States, consultants were
recruited to undertake two studies, one on harmonizing and standardizing trade
documentation and procedures and the other on transit trade in the Central African
subregion.

Trade promotion

155. Pursuant to the recommendations and decisions of the eighth session of the Con
ference of African Ministers of Trade, which called upon the OAU and ECA to assist
member States in organizing the fifth All-Africa Trade Fair, the secretariat participated
in that event, which took place in Kinshasa, Zaire, from 16 to 31 July 1988. A trade
information pavi 11 ion was set up to popularize United Nations and ECA activities for
Africa's socio-economic development. Workshops and seminars on intra-African trade
and the Industrial Development Decade for Africa (IDDA) were organized. At the seminar
on intra-African trade, the following papers were presented: (i) The development and
expansion of intra-African trade: a policy paper; (ii) Statistical analysis of intra-African
trade; (iii) Compendium of decisions, recommendations and resolutions on intra-African
trade; and (iv) Issues of the African Trade Bulletin.

156. The papers were discussed and several recommendations were made that efforts
should be increased to reduce and eventually remove all trade and customs barriers
to intra-African trade within the existing subregional groupings; national investment
policies should be rationalized; efforts should be increased to create industries based
on the processing of locally available inputs; transport and banking facilities should
be improved; and recourse made to counter trade to reduce clearing house imbalances
and the use of foreign currencies*

157. At the seminar on the link between agriculture and industry within the framework
of the IDDA, a paper entitled A strategy of dynamic link between agriculture and indus
trial developments was presented. The recommendations put forward at the seminar
included priority to the development of agriculture, with strong emphasis on promoting
industries manufacturing agricukural machinery; the rehabilitation and restructuring
of industries producing goods destined for the rural majority; the strengthening of small-
scale rural industries and the creation of small-scale engineering industries manufacturing
spare parts for the maintenance of rural infrastructures.

158. In the context of the dissemination of information to member States, publications
such as Flash on Trade Opportunities, African Trade Bulletin and the Directory of Cham
bers of Commerce, Industry, Agriculture and Mines was prepared and distributed.
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of the necessary office space and equipment and it was agreed in principte to grant
immunity to FACC staff. As a follow-up, a delegation from Egypt visited ECA to con-
dude negotiations before the headquarters agreement was finalized by the appropnate

Egyptian authorities.

160. The secretariat participated in the Workshop on the Unit£ N.tUw Electronic
Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Transport CEDIFACT), which was
held in Baghdad, Iraq, on 14 and 15 December 1988. It was organized by the Economic
and SocfalCommission for Western Asia (ESCWA) and the Economic Commission fo
Europe (ECE). The purpose was to discuss the possibilities of developing interregional
^ration in the development and application of EDIFACT n trade transactions
The applicability of the system was discussed in detail, although it was recognized that
the developing regions did not have the necessary conditions for the extensive use of
EDIFACT. It was necessary, therefore, to phase the implementation of EDIFACT in
these regions, by setting up pilot projects involving a limited number of operators.

yi*h non-African countries

161. In line with the decision of the eighth session of the Conference of African Ministers
of Trade, activities continued to promote African trade with the socialist countries
of Eastern Europe. The secretariat prepared a study on Zimbabwe's trade and economic
prospects in the context of Soviet economic reforms (E/ECA/TRADE/88/5) for presenta
tion to a seminar on Zimbabwe-Soviet trade, held in Harare from 10 to 12 May 1988.
Aspects analysed in detail included Africa's trade structures; trade and economic relations
with the USSR; Zimbabwe's trade with the USSR; and the external trading system of

socialist countries and trade with Eastern Europe.

162. The study recommended, inter alia, that every effort should be made to revise
existing trade or economic agreements between Zimbabwe and the USSR to include
those export products with specific state trading organizations (STOs). It was also sug
gested that Zimbabwean firms should promote their export products through the effective

use of joint/mixed commissions.

163 Fulfilling its mandate to assist African countries in international negotiations,
the secretariat rendered technical assistance to member States during negotiations
on the successor arrangement to the Lome III Convention. In this context, a paper on

African economic recovery within the ACP-EEC arrangement (E/ECA/TRADE/88/12)
was presented by the secretariat at the seminar held in Dakar, Senegal, from 11 to
15 July 1988, organized by the African, Caribbean and Pacific Group (ACP) secretariat
in conjunction with the Ministry of Commerce of Senegal. The secretariat also partici
pated in drawing up the successor ACP memorandum in Brussels from 2 to 17 August

1988.

164. Technical assistance was also rendered to the African Group at the ongoing Uruguay
Round of Trade Negotiations within the framework of the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT). A seminar on the post-Montreal Uruguay Round, organized for the
Central and West African subregions and held in Lome, Togo, from 6 to 8 February
1989 was serviced jointly with UNCTAD and the OAU. The seminar dealt with problems
of market access and related issues, institutional questions relating to GATT Articles
XVIII and XIX and new issues from the Uruguay Round on the trade related aspects

.©* international property rights including trade in counterfeit goods (TRIPS), trade invest
ment measures (TRIMS) and negotiations on services. Similar seminars for countries
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of international property rights including trade in counterfeit goods (TRIPS), trade invest
ment measures (TRIMS) and negotiations on services. Similar seminars for countries
of the Eastern and Southern African subregion will be organized with UNDP assistance.

165. The secretariat also focused attention on the promotion of interregional trade.
A technical paper was prepared on the Prospects and problems of promoting and expanding
interregional trade between Africa and other developing regions (E/ECA/TRADE/88/21)
to be presented at the forthcoming Conference of African Ministers of Trade. The
paper analyses the various problems of interregional trade and makes recommendations,
in particular for establishing joint ventures among developing countries. Such projects
would allow co-operation between countries with substantial food deficits and those
having good agricultural potential, but lacking the necessary capital resources to increase
present low productivity levels.

International monetary and financial relation*

166. During the period under review, the secretariat participated in the annual meetings
of the African Development Bank Group, the symposium on domestic resources mobiliza
tion for Africa's economic recovery and development and the fourteenth ordinary General
Assembly of the Association of African Development Finance Institutions.

167. The annual meeting of ADB adopted the reports of the Joint Steering Committee
and endorsed without discussion its decisions on the administrative and financial situation
of the ADB Group. It also heard the progress report on the establishment of the ADB-
sponsored Export-Import Bank for Africa and decided that efforts should be speeded
up.

168. The above-mentioned symposium discussed general trends and policies on domestic
resources mobilization in the context of Africa's economic recovery programmes and
emphasized (a) the special problems of African economies; (b) macro-economic policies
in the transition to independence; (c) recent characteristics in savings mobilization,
including trends in savings behaviour; and (d) policy implications of resources mobilization.

169. The secretariat participated in the fourteenth General Assembly of the Association
of African Development Finance Institutions, which took place in Abidjan, Cote dMvoire,

from 25 to 29 May 1988. The meeting discussed financial relations in Africa, particularly
the role of development finance institutions and focused on the necessity of development
finance institutions to mobilize both domestic and external resources effectively. The

creation of an African investment association and the organization of a training seminar
for development finance institution personnel were also discussed.

170. As part of its assistance to member States in international negotiations, the secre
tariat participated in the first annual meeting of the Working Party of African Governors
in the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank and in the annual meetings of
the Board of Governors of the World Bank and the IMF.

171. At the meeting of the Working Party of African Governors in the IMF and the World
Bank, which took place in Gaborone, Botswana, the secretariat presented three
papers: Issues for the Joint Statement of African Governors in the IMF and the World
Bank (E/ECA/TRADE/88/8), Issues for the Memorandum to the President of the World
Bank (E/ECA/TRADE/88/9) and Issues for the Memorandum to the Managing Director
of the IMF (E/ECA/TRADE/88/10). These were considered by the meeting and it was
decided to include most of the issues in the final memoranda to be presented to the
second Annual Meeting of the IMF and the World Bank, which took place in West Berlin.
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172 Several factors emerged from the 1988 IMF/World Bank Annual Meetings, he
lelf-saStion of the industrial countries on their economic performances over the
past year the fuM recognition by the industrial countries and multilateral developmen
institutions of the efforts made" by many African countries to implement structural
adjustment programmes; the realization that without adequate solut.ons to he debt
service crisis, many African countries would continue to face increasing diff.culties
n Vmplementing such programmes; the acknowledgement of widespread poverty .n
deveZing coun?ries (especially sub-Saharan Africa); and the feeling that urgent measures
w1thinPthe framework of the global strategies for recovery and sustained growth were
necessary to alleviate the problems.

173. The third session of the Conference of African Ministers of Finance was held in
Blantyre, Malawi, from 6 to 8 March 1989. The aims of the Conference were
threefold: to examine critically the premises of orthodox structural adjustment
programmes and to consider comprehensive viable alternatives; to examine the questions
of domestic and external resources management and external debt management; and
to review the important issue of the establishment of an African Monetary Fund to
enable countries in the region to respond more effectively to adverse developments

in international matters and financial relations.

174. The Conference discussed in great detail the proposed African Alternative to Struc
tural Adjustment Programmes: A Framework for Transformation and Recovery IAA-
SAP) (E/ECA/CM.15/6) and adopted the Blantyre Statement of African Ministers of
Finance on the Alternative Framework for Structural Adjustment Programmes (E/ECA/-
CM.15/21) which recommended, JnlfiLalia, further refinement of the macro-economic

framework of AA-SAP and more indepth studies on the effects of the proposed policy
instruments and measures, such as multiple exchange rates, differentia! interest rates,

selective subsidies and price and direct import controls.

175. On alternative systems of external resources management, including external debt,
the Conference took note of the policy measures recommended in document
E/ECA/TRADE/88/18 which had been discussed at the expert group meeting preceding

the Conference.

176. The expert group meeting also considered document E/ECA/TRADE/88/19 entitled
Progress towards the establishment of the African Monetary Fund. The Conference
subsequently adopted a resolution reactivating and expanding the Committee of Libreville
and giving it the mandate to examine in detail all outstanding issues and to take all
necessary measures to speed up the establishment of the African Monetary Fund.

177. The secretariat participated in the meeting of the Contact Croup on the African
debt crisis, which prepared an aide memoire for the International Seminar on the African
Common Position on Africa's External Debt Crisis, to be held in Cairo, Egypt, from

28 to 30 August 1989.

178. A document entitled The parallel foreign exchange market and intra-regional trade
co-operation (E/ECA/TRADE/89/2) was prepared and presented at a seminar on the
harmonization of banking legislation and practices with a view to promoting intra-regional

co-operation in Africa.

Transnational corporations in Africa

179. The Joint Unit on TNCs carried out two studies: The role of TNCs in the food
industry in Africa (E/ECA/UNCTC/2/62) and Transfer of technology in the petrochemical
industry in North Africa (E/ECA/UNCTC/61). The 1988 edition of Transnational Focus,
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No. 5, was also published to inform member States of recent research and disseminate
data on the TNCs,

180. Missions were undertaken to member States on foreign investments and the secre
tariat participated in the consultative meeting of African university deans, which took
place in Maseru, Lesotho, from 17 to 26 February 1989.

Policies, institutions and technical assistance for ecnnnmic co-opftr^jfrn

Assistance to the Multinational Programming and Operational Centres

181. Secretariat activities to promote and strengthen economic co-operation and integra
tion among African countries continued as the core of MULPOC programmes. The
meetings of the Councils of Ministers of the five MULPOCs and the associated meetings
of their Committees of Officials discussed the main development issues in each subregion.
These meetings drew the attention of policy-makers in the subregions to the basic
development issues which would benefit from a co-operative approach.

Assistance to subregional economjc groupings

182. The third meeting of ECA, UNDP, intergovernmental organizations and United
Nations specialized agencies on the implementation of the multisectoral projects of
African economic integration entities discussed the status of the projects submitted
to UNDP under the Fourth Cycle Regional Programme for Africa for ECOWAS, ECCAS,
UDEAC and CEPCL. The projects, which all require an interdisciplinary approach'
have three main objectives: ' rr

(a) To create a cohesive subregional area through the development of an inte
grated transport system and the production and distribution of cheap electricity;

(b) To develop a subregional productive structure in order to ensure food self-
sufficiency;

(c) To integrate markets by liberalizing intra-community trade and establishing:
a common external tariff. *

183.The meeting also stressed the importance of co-ordinating and harmonizing ICO
activities in each subregion. Within the framework of the Association of West African
Intergovernmental Organizations, created in 1985, the Niamey-based MULPOC set
up six sectoral committees: for agriculture and livestock; industrial development; energy;
transport; trade and finance; and training and information respectively. The MULPOC
also prepared the terms of reference of the committees and an outline of the harmonized
programmes of the intergovernmental organizations (ICOs) in the respective sectors.
The close co-operation between UNDP and ECA in implementing these projects will
help strengthen ECA's role in co-ordinating ICO programmes for economic co-operation
and integration in line with General Assembly resolution 32/197 of 20 December 1977.

184. ECA also held consultations between the Central African economic inteqration
groupings, namely ECCAS, UDEAC and CEPGL with a view to the adoption of a scheme
to co-ordinate and harmonize the activities of these organizations.

185. In connection with the establishment of the Preferential Trade Area for North
Africa and in compliance with the recommendation of the meeting of the Intergovern
mental Group of Experts of that subregion, the secretariat prepared the following-
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(a) A document on all the proposed activities which was submitted to the UNDP
Regional Bureau for Arab States and European Programmes;

(a) A similar document which was endorsed by North African member States
and submitted to the Islamic Development Bank; and

(c) A document to be financed on UNTFAD.

186. In the field of technical cooperation among developing ^r'" <£DC)' the
secretariat participated in the intergovernmental programming exercise in Egypt.

187 In compliance with General Assembly resolution 43/3 on strengthening co-operation
iet^ent^e United Nations system and the League of Arab States the secretariat
Seated in the ninth session of the Standing Committee on Afro-Arab ™^t.on
and submitted a report on the activities to be carried out within the framework of APPER
and the UN-PAAERD.

Public administration, management and manpower

public administration and finance

188. During the period under review, the secretariat provided assistance to member
States in developing and implementing programmes in the field of public administration,
management and finance. In September 1988, technical advisory services were rendered
in co-operation with the Ministry of Public Service and the State General Inspectorate
for Administrative Reform to Cameroon on the formulation of an administrative reform
strategy and on proposed measures to enhance the efficiency of the public service.
From 17 to 21 January 1989, the secretariat participated in the annual meeting of UNDP/-
EDI/ILO for directors of African management training institutions. The meeting took
place in Debre Zeit, Ethiopia. In March 1989, the secretariat gave advice to the African
Centre for Applied Research and Training in Social Development (ACARTSOD), based
in Tripoli, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, on proposed changes in its organizational structure

and, in addition, prepared job descriptions in accordance with the new structure.

189. The secretariat acted in an advisory capacity in a series of training programmes.

In co-operation with the African Association for Public Administration and Management
(AAPAM), a subregional seminar on critical skills for public policy management was

organized and held from 30 May to 3 June 1988, at the Management Development Insti
tute, Serrekunda, the Gambia. It was hosted by the Gambian Government and attended
by 38 participants from the West African subregion, plus observers representing other
subregions and international organizations. The second policy seminar, organized jointly
with AAPAM, took place in Mbabane, Swaziland, for 41 participants from Eastern and

Southern Africa and outside observers.

190. From 13 to 17 June 1988, the secretariat assisted the Institute of Development
Management based in Gaborone, Botswana, to conduct and evaluate a regional seminar

on management training and development in SADCC countries. The seminar was held
in Mbabane, Swaziland and was attended by 24 participants from eight SADCC countries.

Apart from providing technical support to the seminar, the secretariat also presented
the keynote paper on issues and priorities in management development in SADCC coun

tries.

191. In October 1988, the secretariat collaborated with the Ministry of Local Government
and Lands and the Institute of Development Management in Gaborone, Botswana, in
conducting a top-level seminar attended by 10 District Commissioners. Further, it
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for hf fl * y, °i L<?CaI Covernment o" the development of training programmes
Z t P*™™* ,?***"* administration units in Botswana. Also in October ?£8
the secretariat collaborated with th G
Z t P ,? ministration units in Botswana. Also in Octo
the secretariat collaborated with the Government of Uganda in reviewing the

rrtrr0" '" deVeI°Pin9 ^^ ™**nm for the staff o? d

tfhiJo N°Vember 1988' the, secretariat provided technical advice to the AAPAM round-
he^iIk^HIL rf,S0UrHCeS development and employment: Policy and management issues,
held in Kampala, Uganda, and assisted in preparing the final report which was distributed
to all countries represented at the round-table

p, ga, and assisted in prepa

to all countries represented at the round-table.

/^^^. colIaborated with the Ministry of Civil Service Affairs and Employ-
ITJT ^U^USf '" °[?anizin9 a training-of-trainers programme attended by 25 partici
pants and held from 21 November to 2 December 1988. p-ruci

194. In February 1989, the secretariat organized a two-week public administration work
shop for 50 senior police officers attending the fourth Senior Management Course at
the Police Staff College, in Jos, Nigeria.

195. In March 1989, the secretariat assisted the Management Services and Training
Department of the Federal Civil Service Commission of Nigeria to organize a national
conference on human resource development and utilization Policy, which was attended
by 350 participants, representing organizations in both the public and private sectors.
A paper presented by the secretariat on the cultural factors in human resources manage
ment, generated lively discussion and provided new insight into human resource develop
ment and utilization policy. K

196. In order to assist member States to improve the management of their public services,
the following technical publications were completed:

• (a),,-*PProacnes and methods for improving the management of African public
services (ECA/PHSD/PAM/88/9(1.1(ii)); P

(b) Approaches and methods for organizing management services systems as
instruments for performance improvements in African public services (ECA/PHSD/-
PAM/88/7{1.1(j)(a));

(c) The establishment, effective organization and management of institutions
for rural development (ECA/PHSD/PAM/88/10(1.3(a)).

197. Within the framework of the Special Action Programme for Administration and
Management in Africa (SAPAM), the secretariat developed and prepared a regional
project which aims to assist in the economic recovery and development of the region
by improving managerial systems, institutions and practices.

198. In the field of supply and procurement management, the secretariat helped organize
a national training course on stores management, in collaboration with the National
Institute of Public Administration (NIPA) in Lusaka, Zambia, which was held from 7
to 18 November 1988 and attended by 17 Zambian government officials. A subregional
workshop on procurement and supply management was held in Addis Ababa from 14
to 25 November 1988 for 16 participants from Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, the United
Republic of Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe. Both were funded from extrabud-
getary resources made available by the Government of India.
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199. Several technical publications were completed in the field of development of bud-

getary and taxation systems:

(a) Ways and means of improving the quality and effectiveness of public expendi
ture programming (ECA/PHSD/BUD/88/7(2.1(a));

(b) The redesigning of budgetary systems and policies for better allocation of
resources (ECA/PHSD/BUD/88/4(2.1(b));

(c) The effective process of reforming taxation systems and policies within
the framework of the objectives and fiscal implications of the development plan (ECA/
PHSD/BUD/88/9(2.2(i)(b));

(d) Assessment of specific conditions of and needs in public financial manage
ment: A country case Study of Malawi (ECA/PHSD/BUD/88/5(2.2(ii));

(e) Feasibility of the development or establishment of subregional or regional
tax training and research facilities and centres in Africa (ECA/PHSD/BUD/88/3(2.2(m)).

200. in collaboration with the Sudanese Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning
and the Academy of Administrative Sciences, a training course on national financial
policy and management was organized in Khartoum, from 17 to 29 October 1988, It
was attended by 23 senior officials from the finance division of the Ministry.

Human resources planning, development and utilization

201. The activities of the secretariat in this sector during the reporting period concen
trated on problems such as the absence or inadequacies of institutional machineries
and policies for human resources development; the inappropriateness of education and
training to the needs for African socio-economic development activities; declining stan
dards of instruction in education and training; and increasing under-utilization and was

tage of human resources.

202. The methods used included technical publications to analyse and define the issues
involved; country studies; advisory services; problem analysis and proposed action; and

training workshops to develop technical capabilities.

203. In the area of manpower planning, advisory missions went to Uganda and Somalia
and workshops were organized to proposed measures on national manpower policy formula
tion and on improving the structure and functional delineation of manpower planning
machineries in those countries. In order to promote dialogue and consultations on these
proposals at national level, two document were prepared: A handbook for manpower

planners in Africa (ECA/PHSD/HRP/89/7/6.1(iii)) and a monograph on human resources

management in Africa (ECA/PHSD/HRP/88/26/6.1(iii)). The results of the Ugandan
workshop were incorporated with ideas for strengthening the manpower planning

department in the Ministry of Planning. As a result of a second mission requested
following the Somali workshop, a proposal was made on the institutional machinery
and policy framework necessary to establish the Population and Manpower Planning

Department.

204. On human resources development, a regional workshop for 18 English-speaking
countries was organized in Kenya to consider the principles, methods and techniques
of curriculum planning and development in African countries. The objectives were
(i) to ensure stronger, more rational managerial capabilities for technical and curriculum
reform in national curriculum development centres and (ii) to sustain momentum in

reorientating curricula towards national socio-economic development needs.
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205. In addition, two workshops for Tanzanian and Zimbabwean university lecturers
were held on the development of professional excellence by improving technical capabili
ties for effective teaching in institutions of higher learning. They also stimulated activity
towards: (.) establishing viable on-campus programmes for the professional development
of academic staff and (ii) setting up research and development centres on teachinq
and learning. *

206. The secretariat prepared the following technical publications: (i) The role of educa
tional, vocational and guidance and counselling services in educational planning for
development needs (ECA/PHSD/HRP/88/16/5.3); (ii) Non-formal education and develop
ment (ECA/PHSD/HRP/88/18/5.3) and (ill) Trends and issues in African education (ECA/-
PHSD/HRP/88/17/5.1). These were distributed as teaching or reference material to
government ministries and institutions of higher learning.

207. In the area of human resources utilization, a workshop on strategies for employment
generation and productivity enhancement was held in Ethiopia, with the primary objective
of defining ways to create employment, enhance productivity and increase the labour
absorptive capacity of the private and informal sectors. It also identified the organiza
tional units required to sustain more definitive employment planning, implementation
and monitoring for incorporation into subsequent development plans in Ethiopia.

208. Two meetings were held in Cairo, Egypt: the fourth ECA/AAU Conference of
Vice-Chancellors, Presidents and Rectors of Institutions of Higher Learning in Africa
on Inter-university co-operation and the challenge of economic recovery and social
transformation in Africa and the second meeting of the Inter-agency Task Force on
Human Resources which discussed the draft outline of a regional strategic plan for
human resources development and utilization for Africa.

209. Several selected country case studies were prepared to examine existing policies,
programmes, practices and appropriate strategies to enhance the contribution of educa

tion to the development process. They also assessed the manpower requirements for
agricultural development in Africa. Other studies examined the relevance of educational
systems to the development process and proposed measures to re-orient them to national
needs.

Youth and social welfare

210. During the period under review, the activities of the secretariat focused particularly
on issues concerning youth employment and juvenile delinquency, the implementation
of the World Programme of Action concerning Disabled Persons and the establishment
of the African Institute for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders
(UNAFRl).

211. The secretariat completed a Directory of Youth Organizations in African Countries
(ECA/PHSD/SDU/88/1) which was circulated to appropriate organizations in member
States, as well as to individuals and bodies involved with youth. A study on the impact
of rural youth employment programmes on rural development was completed and circu
lated to concerned planners, poricy makers and practitioners in member States. A report
on the survey of juvenile delinquency, crime and justice in the light of socio-economic
conditions was prepared, using case studies prepared by national experts and data col
lected from various sources. It was shown that juvenile delinquency and crime is an
increasingly serious problem in African countries so that concerted action by all con
cerned and at all levels is necessary. The secretariat also participated in the Seminar
on Street Children, organized by the Ethiopian Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs
in Addis Ababa, from 29 November to 2 December 1988. In response to the expressed
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concern by member States that due attention be given to sports activities as an essential
element in the full development of youth, the secretariat prepared a project document
on the subject and submitted it for funding under the United Nations Trust Fund for

African Development.

212. In the field of disability, the secretariat continued its efforts in the implementation
of the World Programme of Action concerning Disabled Persons and in the promotion
of the United Nations Decade of Disabled Persons, 1983-1992. A Directory of Institutions,
Associations and Organizatrons for Disabled Persons in African Countries (ECA/PHSD/
SDU/88/2) was completed and distributed to various concerned organizations, institutions
and individuals. The second issue of Equal Time, a newsletter featuring activities in
the field of disability for and by disabled persons, was issued and widely circulated.
As a member of the Ad hoc Advisory Committee and the Governing Board, the secre

tariat also provided support to the African Rehabilitation Institute.

213. Efforts towards the establishment of the African Institute for the Prevention of
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders continued during this period. The draft Statute

of the Institute was presented to and adopted by the fourteenth meeting of the Con
ference of Ministers. The Conference of Ministers also selected Uganda as the host
country and decided on the composition of the Governing Board. Pursuant to article
XVII of the Statute, which stipulates that "This Statute shall enter into force upon its
adoption by the Conference of Ministers and signature by ten member States", the secre

tariat was actively involved in urging member States to sign the Statute. Thirteen

have so far signed: Burundi, Guinea, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Mozambique, Nigeria,

Rwanda, Senegal, Seychelles, Somalia, the Sudan, the United Republic of Tanzania,

Uganda and Zimbabwe.

214. Close consultation was maintained with the host country regarding facilities and

other logistical support. The draft host country agreement was submitted to the Govern
ment of Uganda for consideration and approval. The secretariat also continued to pursue

negotiations with UNDP to obtain the necessary promised funding. The assessed contribu

tion from member States will be established at the inaugural meeting of the Governing

Board scheduled for June 1989. Contact with other potential donors was also initiated.

215. As part of the preparation for the eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention

of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, to be held in 1990, the secretariat participated

in the tenth session of the Committee on Crime Prevention and Control, which was

held in Vienna from 22 to 31 August 1988. Among other issues, the Committee discussed
the implementation of the recommendations of the seventh Congress, as well as the

functioning and programmes of work of the United Nations in crime prevention and

criminal justice. In this context, the secretariat presented a report emphasizing the

progress made in the establishment of UNAFRI. The secretariat also participated in

the Inter-agency Meeting on Follow-up to the seventh United Nations Congress on the

Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, held in Vienna on 1 and 2 September

1988, which focused on preparations for the eighth Congress.

216. Contact with institutes in other regions was also maintained and they provided

assistance in the form of technical support, publications and information on possible

sources of funding for the new Institute.

African Training and Research Centre for Women (ATRCW)

217. The secretariat continued to pursue efforts to ensure the inclusion of women's

issues in development planning, as a pre-requisite for the full integration of women

in development. To this end, an ad hoc expert group meeting on guidelines for the

incorporation of women's concerns in national development plans was held in Addis
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Ababa, from 24 to 28 November 1988, attended by five high-level national experts and
15 observers representing- member States and non-governmental and United Nations
organizations. Participants discussed the gender responsiveness of current plans as
well as analysing and adopting various guidelines as instruments for the inclusion of
women s issues in sectoral and national development plans and programmes.

218. In the same context, training programmes were implemented to ensure that in
future, women's needs are adequately formulated and reflected in development pro
grammes. Emphasis was given to women from Portuguese-speaking countries. A seminar
on project formulation and implementation for Portuguese-speaking women was organized
in Sao Tome and Principe, from 16 to 27 May 1988, attended by 15 women from Angola,
Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique and Sao Tome and Principe. Such training
gave participants a deeper knowledge of the concepts and methods of preparation,
management, administration and monitoring of women's projects and demonstrated
ways of adapting acquired skills to national realities.

219. Special attention was given to enhancing women's skills and employment opportuni
ties by means of three major operational projects: (i) improving the role of women
in the informal sector; (ii) improving women's access to credit through training in manage
ment and credit techniques; (Hi) training in optimal nutritional use of food donated
for relief and food-for-work activities.

220. Research was begun in Burkina Faso, the Congo, the Gambia and Zambia on the
economic, legal and political environments in which women operate in the informal
sector. These studies should determine the policy options available to decision-makers
for improving the working conditions of women in that sector.

221. A subregional seminar on measures to improve women's management skills was
organized in Douala, Cameroon, from 28 November to 2 December 1988. The purpose
of the seminar was: (i) to examine existing management training programmes and the
economic, cultural and social environments in which women managers work, in order
to evolve ways of increasing management skills; (ii) to promote exchanges between
trainers and extension workers involved in women's activities. Women from 20 French-
speaking countries participated in the seminar, from Benin, Burundi, Burkina Faso,
Cameroon, the Central African Republic, Chad, Comoros, the Congo, Cote cflvoire'
Guinea, Gabon, Madagascar, Mali, Morocco, the Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Togo, Tunisia
and Zaire. The observers present included representatives from the group of women
entrepreneurs in Cameroon, the Centre cfassistancft aux petite *t moyenngs flntnr

,pxi3£S_ (CAPME) and the Conseil national des caisses populates d'epargne et de rr^jt

tin CameroUHf The seminar stressed the need to consider women's psychology when
designing training programmes, teaching materials and methodologies for women. The
exchange of information between training institutions and the beneficiaries was
emphasized. There are also plans to develop management training structures in Ethiopia,
Rwanda and Zambia and to establish experimental linkages between financial institutions
and women's projects.

222. In the third project, the secretariat, through the Ethiopian Nutrition Institute,
continued to provide assistance in the form of ongoing training in aspects of agriculture,
health and nutrition to women in drought-affected areas of the country.

223. On the dissemination of information on African women, two issues of the bulletin
ATRCW Update were published in June and December 1988, containing topical informa
tion on various activities carried out in the region by ECA and other United Nations
institutions and on any other programmes of interest, such as training opportunities.
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224. Case studies were undertaken on the role of women in agro-industries in Botswana,
Lesotho the United Republic of Tanzania and Zimbabwe and on women managers in

the informal sector in Kenya, Mauritius, Swaziland and Zambia. The studies were de
signed to highlight the extent of women's involvement in those sectors, to identify the
factors hindering their full and efficient participation, to recommend ways of overcoming
the difficulties and to propose mechanisms for improving their productivity. It was
revealed that there are various formal and informal structures, established by both
governmental and non-governmental organizations, to train and encourage women to

enter the industrial sector; that some of the obstacles impeding women's full participation

are inherent to their female status; also that the absence of adequate policies in the
informal sector has delayed the transition of women from marginal operators to viable
small- and medium-scale entrepreneurs. A number of remedial measures were suggested.

225. A study on research on women and scientific professions in Africa was also carried
out, showing the degree of participation of young women in scientific training programmes

and the ways of encouraging them to enter such fields. The study covered Kenya, Sierra
Leone and Swaziland and will be presented at the meeting on the same subject planned

for the end of 1989.

226. As part of its monitoring exercise, the secretariat completed a study on the chang
ing socio-economic conditions of women in the context of the Nairobi Forward-looking

Strategies for the Advancement of Women (E/ECA/CM.15/17). The report covers changes
in the status of women in the political, economic and legal sectors. The findings were

reported to the twenty-fourth session of the Commission/fifteenth meeting of the Con

ference of Ministers of the Economic Commission for Africa in order to pinpoint the

areas needing increased effort by member States. The tenth meeting of the Africa

Regional Co-ordinating Committee (ARCC) for the Integration of Women in Development,

organized in Addis Ababa from 23 to 25 March 1989, reviewed ongoing programmes

and recommended that greater emphasis be given women in scientific and technical

fields and to their access to credit, and that a study be prepared on the flow of resources

for women in the context of the food and debt crisis.

Pan-African Documentation and Information System (PADIS)

227. During the period under review, the activities of the Pan-African Documentation

and Information System focused on establishing a network for the exchange of develop

ment information and improving the information infrastructure of ECA member States.

PADIS data bases

228. During the year, 1,300 new records were added to the PADIS bibliographic data

base on socio-economic development literature, managed by the PADIS Central Co

ordination Office (CCO). The receipt of data bases produced by the United Nations

and other international organizations continued, for example, a new data base on livestock

development was acquired from the International Livestock Centre for Africa (ILCA)

and 3,500 entries were added to previously received data bases.

229. Two new data bases have been opened: (i) a data base on ongoing research projects

in the Eastern and Southern African countries and (ii) a data base on African development

institutions. The data bases contain 1,400 and 100 references respectively. Printed

versions of the two data bases will be available in the course of 1989. In addition, several

full-text data bases were added to the system, including one on ECA resolutions and

another on important annual documents of the Commission.
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230. The PADIS Statistical Data Bank (PADIS-STAT) which was accessible on a Hewlett

Packard micro-computer system has been made transportable to IBM-compatible micro
computers, via the D-Base III data base management system.

231. Services to individual and institutional users were supplied at a higher rate in the
form of published indexes, replies to ad hoc enquiries, document delivery, selective
dissemination of information, and the distribution of data bases on magnetic tapes and
diskettes.

Training

232. The following training courses were organized: (i) a regional seminar on the policy

and managerial aspects of information systems development; (ii) a regional workshop

on statistical data base development and utilization for government planners and statisti

cians; and (iii) three training courses in computerized documentation techniques for
the Gambia, Cape Verde, Ethiopia, Guinea, Malawi, the Niger, Seychelles and Swaziland.

PADIS network

233. During the period under review, 11 member States designated national participating

centres, thus bringing the total number of countries participating in PADIS to 27.

Advisory services, missions and meetings

234. A wide variety of advisory missions were carried out. Two missions were organized

to assess the needs and capacities of national participating centres in Swaziland and

Cape Verde. An advisory mission to Ethiopia concluded a preliminary investigation

for the establishment of an industrial and technological information network. Two

missions were organized to assist in the installation, use and development of PADIS-

STAT in Algeria and the Congo. The Association of African Universities benefitted

from an advisory mission to reorganize its documentation centre. The Kagera Basin
Organization was assisted with the design and formulation of a project to strengthen

its information and documentation services.

235. A number of meetings were serviced during the year: (i) the Information and Docu

mentation Committee of the Joint Conference of African Planners, Statisticians and

Demographers, held in April 1988, which reviewed the implementation of the PADIS

project during 1986-1988 and examined its work programme for 1988-1990; (ii) a meeting

of the Standing Committee on the Harmonization and Standardization of Information

Systems at ECA-sponsored Regional and Subregional Institutions was convened in Addis

Ababa in March 1988; (iii) the Regional Technical Committee for PADIS, an advisory

body set up by the EC A Conference of Ministers to monitor the implementation of the

PADIS programme, held its fourth meeting from 23 to 25 March 1989, in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia.

236. These meetings provided member States and African institutions with the opportunity

to express their needs and also to guide the development and monitor the implementation
of the PADIS programme.

237. Two major technical consultative seminars were organized: (i) the Regional Seminar

on National Information and Informatics Policies, held in Addis Ababa, from 28 November

to 1 December 1988 and (ii) the Technical Consultative Meeting between Heads of Schools

of Information Science in Africa, held in Addis Ababa, from 20 to 24 February 1989.

The seminars dealt with two of the most prominent issues affecting the development

of information infrastructure in the region, i.e., policies and manpower development.
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The discussions and recommendations arising from these consultations are expected
to make significant contributions in the formulation of national information policies

and in the planning and development of information manpower in the region.

Executive direction and management

238. The Inter-Agency Task Force established by the Secretary-General to monitor
the implementation of the United Nations Programme of Action for African Econo
mic Recovery and Development, 1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD), under the chairmanship
of the ECA Executive Secretary and with secretariat services provided by ECA, met

regularly during the period under review. It was particularly preoccupied with the
preparation of the Secretary-General's report to the General Assembly on the mid-term

review of the implementation of the UN-PAAERD.

239. The secretariat also provided technical support in the substantive servicing of

the various meetings of the Permanent Steering Committee of the OAU.

240. It also participated in other United Nations system-wide activities, particularly

as they related to the implementation of the recommendations of the Group of High-

level Intergovernmental Experts to Review the Administrative and Financial Functioning

of the United Nations and to cross-organizational analysis and programme evaluation.

241. During the period under review, the secretariat serviced the twenty-fourth session

of the Commission/fifteenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers. Three reports

were prepared for presentation at that conference:

(a) The draft Proposed programme of work and priorities for the biennium 1990-

1991 (E/ECA/CM.15/33), which was presented for comment before being considered

by the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination;

(b) A Progress report on the implementation of the 1988-1989 programme of

work and priorities (E/ECA/CM.15/31), to serve as a basis for discussing the draft pro

gramme of work and priorities for the forthcoming biennium;

(c) A report on Self-evaluation of programmes in ECA (E/ECA/CM. 15/32).

242. The Conference of Ministers decided to establish an open-ended Ad hoc Committee

entrusted with the task of examining the draft Medium-term Plan, 1992-1997 and of

making appropriate recommendations on the Plan to the Secretary^General on behalf

of the Conference.

C. Relations with other United Nations programmes

243. The Commission continued to maintain close working relationships with other agen

cies of the United Nations system. Such relationships were particularly enhanced through

the mechanism of the Inter-Agency Task Force.

244. Relations with UNDP were further strengthened by the organization of a joint

meeting between the Conference of Ministers responsible for economic development

and planning and the UNDP resident representatives in Africa, which took place during

the twenty-fourth session of the Commission in April 1989. Other secretariat activities

included participation in UNDP round-table meetings, at the request of member States,

and in the organization of the third meeting of ECA/UNDP/lntergovernmental organiza

tions and United Nations agencies on the Implementation of the multisectoral projects

of African economic integration entities. In collaboration with UNDP and DTCD, the

secretariat also organized an interregional meeting on river and lake basin development.
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245. During the period, the secretariat and UNCTAD collaborated closely in the prepara
tion of the second United -Nations Conference on Least Developed Countries, due to
be convened in Paris, in September 1990. With the financial assistance of UNDP, the
two secretariats jointly serviced a seminar on the post-Montreal Uruguay Round for

member States of the West African subregion. A similar seminar is planned for countries
of the Eastern and Southern African subregion.

246. Within the framework of its programme to assist African groups and delegations
during international negotiations, the secretariat provided technical support to the

meetings of the Working Party of African Governors preparatory to the Annual Meetings
of the IMF and the World Bank.

247. Co-operation with UNEP included participation in the activities of the Designated
Officials on Environmental Matters (DOEM) and the Inter-Agency Working Group on

Desertification, with a view to the closer co-ordination of programmes and projects

in order to avoid duplication. Thus, the secretariat and UNEP, in close collaboration

with UNESCO, UNDP, FAO and UNIDO, are closely involved in the preparation for

a Regional Conference on Environment and Development, to be held in Kampala, Uganda,
from 12 to 16 June 1989.

248. Pursuant to the resolution on human settlements adopted by the fourth meeting

of the Committee, the secretariat, in collaboration with, UNCHS (Habitat), Shelter-

Afrique and the Commonwealth Science Council, has begun to implement the project

on the development of building materials industries in Africa. UNDP agreed to finance

the preparatory phase of the project and to consider favourably the implementation
phase.

249. The secretariat held consultations with UNIDO, FAO, the Commonwealth Science

Council, the Overseas Development Administration, the Building Research Establishment

and the Intermediate Technology Development Group to determine whether their

respective experience in the design of building materials in Africa could be used in
the implementation of the project.

250. Co-operation with UNIDO continues, especially in the implementation of the

decisions of the various legislative organs, such as the special meeting of the Conference

of African Ministers of Industry preparatory to the second General Conference of UNIDO.

Pursuant to the decision of the eighth meeting of the Conference of African Ministers

of Industry, UNIDO, ECA and OAU jointly formulated the project document for an

independent mid-term evaluation of the IDDA programme (DP/RAF/88/034), which

was subsequently approved for financing by UNDP, to the amount of $US 378,000. To

ensure the effective co-ordination of the evaluation exercise, a joint Steering Committee,

comprising the secretariats of the OAU, ECA, UNIDO and UNDP, was established and

has met three times both in Addis Ababa and Vienna.

251. During the period under review, an agreement for ongoing co-operation between

the secretariat and UNIDO was signed, which involves the secondment of UNIDO staff

to ECA to implement programme elements and inter-secretariat consultations and the

joint execution of programme activities, such as the ECA/FAO/UNIDO collaboration

in the survey of the pulp and paper industry in Africa. Thus, the two organizations

have held consultations on their respective programmes in the light of the objectives

of the UN-PAAERD and IDDA, as part of the 1990-1991 programme budget preparation.

252. In pursuit of the goal of increased concertation and co-ordination within the United

Nations system on women's programmes and projects, the secretariat participated in

various meetings and seminars organized by the United Nations International Research
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arfd Training Institute for the Advancement of Women (INSTRAW), the United Nations
Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM), the United Nations Centre for Social
Development and Humanitarian Affairs (CSDHA) and- the United Nations Department

of Technical Co-operation for Development (DTCD); and in the thirty-third session
of the Commission on the Status of Women and the thirteenth session of the ad hoc

Inter-agency Meeting on Women held in Vienna, from 29 March to 7 April and on 10

April 1989 respectively, at which the programming and co-ordination of women's

programmes in the United Nations system were discussed.

253. In collaboration with ILO, INSTRAW, UNIFEM, the United Nations Sudano-Sahelian

Office (UNSO) and the OAU, the secretariat as the executing agency, is implement

ing the UNDP-funded four-year project mentioned earlier on improving the role of women

in the informal sector.

254. A close working relationship was maintained with CSDHA in Vienna, the global

focal point for issues on youth, disability, crime prevention and criminal justice, which

has been actively involved in the establishment of the United Nations African Institute

for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders (UNAFRI).

255. In collaboration with the United Nations Population Division, the secretariat

completed the 1988 revised population estimates and projections for African countries.

In preparation for the 1990 revision, the secretariat presented a paper on the differences

between the ECA population estimates and projections on member States and those

of the United Nations at the ACC meeting of the Ad hoc Inter-agency Working Croup

on Demographic Estimates and Projections, held at Geneva, from 16 to 18 May 1988.

256. The secretariat also participated in several meetings organized by the United Nations

Population Division: the Expert Croup Meeting on Contraceptive Use Dynamics, held

at New York, from 5 to 17 December 1988, with the aim of developing a better

understanding of the various methodologies used in the study of use-failure and

continuation rates and to improve methodologies for evaluating the dynamics of

contraceptive use; the Expert Croup Meeting on the Transmission of Population Policy

Experience, held at New York, from 27 June to 5 July 1988, for which a background

paper had been prepared; and the twenty-fifth session of the Population Commission,

held at New York, from 21 February to 2 March 1989, at which the secretariat requested

the United Nations to give priority to the needs and problems of population in Africa.

257. In the field of promoting regional and interregional co-operation in science and

technology, the secretariat contributed to a number of initiatives during the period

under review. In collaboration with the United Nations Centre for Science and Technology

for Development (UNCSTD) and the German Foundation for International Development

(DSE), a regional meeting was organized in Brazzaville, the Congo, from 3 to 5 December

1988, to review the implementation of the Vienna Programme of Action on Science

and Technology for Development in the African region. The secretariat submitted a

paper on its own activities in implementing the Programme of Action since 1980. The

meeting noted the institutional, financial and other constraints inhibiting the imple

mentation of the Programme of Action in the 1980s and urged the adoption of innovative

approaches to incorporate science and technology in the development process and to

bring about a closer understanding between the science and technology system and

potential users in the production and service sectors. The secretariat also participated

in an interregional meeting on future options for international co-operation in science

and technology, held in Feldafing, the Federal Republic of Germany, from 23 to 26

February 1989, at which the guidelines and orientations for North-South and South-South

co-operation in the 1990s were discussed and proposed.
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258. The secretariat also co-operated with UNESCO in planning the first meeting of

heads of African science and technology policy institutions, scheduled to take place

in July 1989 and with UNIDO in servicing a workshop on technology transfer, organized

by the Government of the United Republic of Tanzania in Arusha, from 13 to 17 March

1989.

259. Collaboration also continued with other agencies such as the United Nations Centre

for Science and Technology Development (UNCSTD), UNIDO and UNESCO in science

and technology; FAO, UNEP and UNITAR in energy and development; the World Bank

and with ITU and other agencies in transport and communications.
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CHAPTER III

TWENTY-FOURTH SESSION OF THE COMMISSION AND

FIFTEENTH MEETING OF THE CONFERENCE OF MINISTERS

A. Attendance and organization of work

260. The twenty-fourth session of the Commission/fifteenth meeting of the Conference
of Ministers responsible for economic development and planning was held at the headquar
ters of the Economic Commission for Africa, Addis Ababa, People's Democratic Republic
of Ethiopia, from 6 to 10 April 1989. The meeting was formally opened by Comrade
Addis Tedla, Member of the Politburo of the Central Committee of the Workers Party
of Ethiopia and Deputy Prime Minister in charge of National Plann.ng and Studies Sector.
Statements were also delivered at the opening ceremony by Mr. Adebayo Adedeji, Execu
tive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa, Mr. Ide Oumarou, Secretary-
General of the Organization of African Unity and by Mr. Salvator Sahinguvu, Secretary
of State, Ministry of Planning of Burundi who spoke on behalf of the Chairman of the
twenty-third session of the Commission. A message from the Secretary-General of the
United Nations, H.E. Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar was read by Mr. A. Blanca Director-
General for Development and International Economic Co-operation. H. E. Mr. Abdou
Rahim Mikidache, Minister of Planning, Development, Environment, Town Planning and
Urban Affairs of the Comoros, moved a vote of thanks on behalf of all the delegates.

261. The meeting was attended by representatives of the following States members

of the Commission: Algeria, Angola, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon,
the Central African Republic, Chad, the Comoros, the Congo, Cote dMvoire, Djibouti,
Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau,
Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali,
Mauritania, Morocco, Mozambique, the Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sao Tome and Principe,
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, the Sudan, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, the United Republic

of Tanzania, Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

262. Observers from the following States Members of the United Nations, not members
of the Commission, were present: Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada,
Czechoslovakia, Finland, France, the German Democratic Republic, Germany, Federal
Republic of, Greece, Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands, Nicaragua,
Romania, Spain, the United Kingdom, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Venezuela

and Yugoslavia.

263. Observers from the following States, not Members of the United Nations, were

present: the Holy See, the Republic of Korea and Switzerland.

264. In accordance with the Commission's rules of procedure, the African National Con

gress (ANC) was represented.

265. The following United Nations bodies and specialized agencies were represented:

United Nations Secretariat, Office for Programme Planning, Budget and Finance (OPPBF),
United Nations Regional Commissions New York Office (RCNO), United Nations Depart

ment of Technical Co-operation for Development (DTCD), Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief
Co-ordinator (UNDRO), United Nations Centre for Human Settlements (Habitat), United
Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP), United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), United Nations
Population Fund (UNFPA), World Food Council (WFC), International Labour Organisation
(ILO), Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), United Nations
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Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), World Health Organization (WHO), World Bank
International Telecommunication Union (ITU), World Meteorological Organization (WMO)'
International Maritime Organization (IMO), World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO) and World Food Programme (WFP). 9

266. The Organization of African Unity (OAU) was represented by its Secretary-General.

267. Observers were present from the following intergovernmental organizations:
Association of African Trade Promotion Organizations (AATPO), African Centre for
Applied Research and Training in Social Development (ACARTSOD), African Cultural
Institute (AC I), African, Caribbean and Pacific group (ACP), African Development Bank
(ADB), African Institute for Higher Technical Training and Research (AIHTTR), African
Regional Organization for Standardization (ARSO), Arab Bank for Economic Development
in Africa (BADEA), Banoue centrale des Etats de I'Afrigim de I'OiiPst fRrFAni Economic
Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL), Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance (CMEA), Desert Locust Control Organization for Eastern Africa (DLCO-EA)
Economic Community of West African States (EC 0WAS), Eastern and Southern African
Management Institute (ESAMI), European Economic Community (EEC), Islamic
Development Bank (IDB), African Institute for Economic Development and Planning
UDEP), InstitUt de formation et de recherche demngraphig..^ (IFORD), International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), League of Arab States (LAS), Pan-African News
Agency (PANA), Regional Centre for Services in Surveying, Mapping and Remote Sensing
(RCSSMRS), Regional Centre for Training in Aerospace Surveys (RECTAS), Regional
Institute for Population Studies (RIPS) and Trans-African Highway Authority (TAHA).

268. Observers were also present from the following non-governmental organizations:
Caritas International, International Commission on Irrigation and Drainage (1CID), Interna
tional Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF), League of the Red Cross and Red Crescent,
Lutheran World Federation (LWF) and World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU).

269. The Commission unanimously elected the following officers:

Chairman: Comrade Mersie Ijigu (Ethiopia)

First Vice-Chairman: Mr. Awadh Abdulmottalub Bin Mosa

(the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya)

Second Vice-Chairman: Mr. Pascal Gayama (the Congo)

Rapporteur: Mr. Simon Ifede Ogouma (Benin)

B. Agenda

270. On 6 April 1989, the Commission adopted the following agenda:

1. Opening of the meeting.

2. Minute of silent prayer or meditation.

3. Election of officers.

4. Adoption of the agenda and organization of work.

5. General debate on Search for an African Alternative to Structural Adjustment
Programmes:
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I. Review and appraisal of progress made in the implementation of the
United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery
and Development, 1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD), and Africa's Priority Pro

gramme for Economic Recovery, 1986-1990 (APPER):

(a) Annual Economic Report on Africa, 1989;

(b) Outcome of the mid-term review of the UN-PAAERD and APPER:

(i) Work of the Ad hoc Committee;

(ii) General Assembly response;

II. Proposal for an African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes

(AA-SAP):

- African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes consistent

with long-term development objectives.

6. Report and recommendations of the tenth meeting of theTechnical Preparatory

Committee of the Whole for consideration by the twenty-fourth session of

the Commission/fifteenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers on:

(a) Reports from the policy organs of the MULPOCs;

(b) The situation of food and agriculture in Africa;

(c) Environment in Africa

- Management of environmental degradation, particularly drought and

desertification aspects, in the implementation of Africa's Priority

Programme for Economic Recovery;

(d) Industrial development in Africa:

- Eighth joint ECA/OAU/UNIDO progress report on the implementation

of the programme for the Industrial Development Decade for Africa;

(e) Transport a;.d communications in Africa:

- Progress report on the preparation for UNTACDA I!;

(f) Issues in social development:

(i) Changing socio-economic conditions of women in Africa in the

context of the Nairobi Forward-looking Strategies for the Advance

ment of Women;

(ii) Overcoming economic obstacles to achieving health for Africa:

The organization and functioning of a special fund for Africa;

(g) Population:

- Demographic patterns and trends: Implications for the implementation

of the UN-PAAERD and APPER;
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(h) Operational activities:

- Report on ECA-executed projects;

(i) Recommendations from subsidiary organs and sectoral bodies of the
Commission:

(i) Third meeting of the Conference of African Ministers of Finance;

(ii) Eighth meeting of the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts
of African Least Developed Countries;

(iii) Fifth meeting of the Joint Intergovernmental Regional Committee
on Human Settlements and Environment;

(iv) Tenth meeting of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee
for the Integration of Women in Development;

(v) Fourth meeting of the Regional Technical Committee for PADIS;

(vi) Special meeting of African Ministers of Civil Aviation;

(vii) Third meeting of the Regional Conference on the Development
and Utilization of Mineral Resources;

(viii) Fourth meeting of the Ministerial Follow-up Committee of Ten
of the Conference of African Ministers Responsible for Human
Resources Planning, Development and Utilization;

(ix) Memorandum of the Governing Council of IDEP: Future of the
Institute;

(x) Report of the Governing Council of IFORD;

(j) Statutory issues:

(i) Follow-up action on relevant resolutions adopted by the twenty-
third session of the Commission and decisions adopted by the
General Assembly and ECOSOC that are of interest to Africa:

a. Follow-up action on other relevant resolutions adopted by
the twenty-third session of the Commission/ fourteenth
meeting of the Conference of Ministers;

b. Resolutions adopted by ECOSOC at its second regular session
of 1988 and by the General Assembly at its forty-third session
in the economic and social sectors that are of interest to
Africa;-and

c. Review of recurrent publications of the Economic Commission
for Africa;

(ii) International Development Strategy for the fourth United Nations
Development Decade;
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lI10 Specia, session of the

(10 Programme of work and priorities of the Commission:

(,) importation of the 1988-1989 programme of work and priorities;

(ii) Self-evaluation of programmes in ECA;

(iii) Programme aspects of the 1990-1991 proposed programme budget;

(iv) Proposed Medium-term Plan for the period 1992-1997;

(,) international conference on popu,ar participation in Africa's recovery

and development;

(m) Staff and administrative questions.

7. Report of the ninth meeting of the Conference of Ministers of African Least
Developed Countries.

8. Pledging Conference for the United Nations Trust Fund for African Develop
ment (UNTFAD):

(a) Progress report on the implementation of UNTFAD-funded projects,

1987-1989;

(b) Mobilization of resources required for the biennium 1990-1991.

9. Any other business.

10 Date and venue and other matters relating to the twenty-fifth session of
^Commission/sixteenth meeting of the Conference of Mm.sters.

11. Consideration and adoption of the report and resolutions of the meeting.

12. C losure of the meeting.

C. Ar"»unt of pmreedin9s

addresses

w
772 He recounted the far-reaching measures taken by African, countries to rise above
he recent deTeHoration in economic and social conditions and "^^f.'^'Vp*^

SESS'HSSfi
Africa in its recovery and development efforts.
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273. He stated that the prominent feature of the recovery and development process
was the implementation of structural adjustment programmes under the multilateral
donor agencies, and that recovery was not possible without such adjustment measures.
It was therefore encouraging that structural adjustment was central to the agenda of
the meeting.

274. He noted, however, that a number of studies had shown that structural adjustment
had failed to solve African problems. The internal and external imbalances of African
problems remained unresolved. Instead, the social and political costs of those programmes
had worsened. He reminded the Conference of the Khartoum Conference on the Human
Dimension of Africa's Economic Recovery which had pointed out that "Rather than improve
the human condition, structural adjustment programmes have worsened it because they
are incomplete, mechanistic and of too short a time perspective".

275. He underlined the unfavourable economic environment of the 1980s: the sharp fall
in commodity prices; fluctuations in currency exchange rates; and increasing protectionism
by the developed countries. Although the international community had tried to provide
help with debt rescheduling, creation of special financing facilities and debt cancellation,
that relief had fallen short of requirements, and in some cases debt relief was even tied
to IMF/World Bank conditionalities. Consequently, despite wide-ranging reforms in most
African countries, economic growth remained sluggish and living standards continued
to deteriorate.

276. The theme of the Conference - Search for an African Alternative to Structural
Adjustment Programmes - was therefore most timely. A concrete and viable alternative
to structural adjustment programmes was essential to the ongoing development dialogue
with a view to addressing the underlying causes of the African crisis.

277. He highlighted some of the other items on the agenda before the Conference. With
regard to the situation of food and agriculture, he observed that there had been a definite
shift in favour of agricultural priority in many countries as was evident from the changes
in institutional and incentive structures. He noted, however, that improved relative
prices were not a panacea for an increase in productivity as other factors such as provision
of public investment in infrastructure, marketing and human resources development
were just as important. Environment was also a critical constraint to Africa's agriculture,
and he hoped the meeting would discuss issues relating to its management, with particular
reference to drought and desertification control.

278. Comrade Addis Tedla informed the Conference of the significant measures under
taken by his country to lay the foundation for sustained and long-term development,
the role of agrarian reform and the creation of institutions for the participation of the
people in the development process. A ten-year perspective plan had been adopted by
his country. The first five years of that plan were nearing completion. He reviewed
the plan's strategy and priorities and dwelt on the strategy for food self-sufficiency which
was focused on surplus and potentially surplus-producing regions. The measures used
included conservation and development with the expansion of irrigation.

279. In the area of institutional and constitutional development, he noted the establish
ment of the People's Democratic Republic of Ethiopia as the most prominent development.

280. He pointed out that in spite of all the efforts and measures including the significant
progress in the social sector, economic growth remained slow and uneven because of

the recurrent drought, adverse internal factors, and the unfavourable economic environ
ment. Indeed, the ninth Plenum had examined all those problems and had recommended
far-reaching measures towards long-term economic development.
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281. He finally underlined the importance of the self-reliant and self-sustaining concepts

of the Lagos Plan of Action and added that people-centred development should form

the centre-piece of any programme for economic development. He accordingly urged

the Conference to consider the African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes

within the framework of the Lagos Plan of Action.

282. In his message to the meeting, the Secretary-General of the United Nations referred
to the various recent developments in the political scene in Africa as positive landmarks

in the observed process towards the general elimination of regional conflicts and the

reduction of tensions; factors that were inextricably linked to, and without which, equit

able economic development and social progress could never be pursued with single-minded

purpose. Much, of course, remained to be done in the political area in Africa. The objec

tionable system of apartheid in South Africa remained a major stumbling block to peace

and progress. There was also the need for an enabling environment for the free flow

and expression of all shades of opinions and ideas, for popular participation and, above

all, for the respect of the dignity and worth of the human person in accordance with

the principles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. He commended in that

connection ECA's initiative to convene an International Conference on Popular Participa

tion in the Recovery and Development Process.

283. The fact remained, however, that Africa was also caught in the fresh wind of wisdom

and peace that was pervading the world. He was proud that the United Nations had been

closely associated with that movement and he was anxious that the gains realized in

the political and military fields should be built upon to ensure that equally significant

breakthroughs were brought to bear on the economic and social development process.

Complete global security would never be attained and maintained for as long as two-

thirds of mankind continued to be relegated to the periphery of world development.

Concrete initiatives and measures needed to be taken urgently by all concerned to bring

about a just and equitable international economic and social situation.

284. He was accordingly personally gratified by the substance of the crowded agenda

before the Conference since the issues that the meeting was about to consider were

directly related to the possible initiatives and measures that must be taken by African

Governments and peoples, individually and collectively and in partnership with the interna

tional community to bring about genuine progress. He referred specifically to the forth

coming special session of the General Assembly devoted to international economic co

operation, in particular to the revitalization of economic growth and development of

the developing countries. The importance of the special session was anchored in the

potential it had for generating the required impetus for the world community to address

the diverse but interrelated problems and issues in international economic relations in

the context of the prevailing positive spirit for co-operation. He expressed confidence

that members of the Commission would lend their usual support to the success of the

special session.

285. With regard to the central theme of the meeting which was the search for an African

Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes (AA-SAP), he referred to his report

of 10 August 1988 to the General Assembly at its forty-third session on the mid-term

review of the implementation of the UN-PAAERD in which he had stated that the imple

mentation of structural adjustment programmes had given rise to general concerns because

of their limited objectives and short-term perspective which were viewed as being at

variance with the objectives of more balanced long-term development. Not only did

the General Assembly concur with that analysis, it also decided to urge that "African

countries should increase their efforts in the search for a viable conceptual and practical

framework for economic structural adjustment programmes in keeping with the long-

term development objectives and strategies at the national, subregional and regional

levels". He congratulated the Conference on accepting that challenge.
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286. The Secretary-General called for an urgent breakthrough in the debt and debt-induced
financial crisis facing developing countries especially those in Africa and Latin America.
He also called for an immediate comprehensive re-examination of the commodity situation
He had, himself, at the request of the General Assembly, recently constituted a high-
level Expert Group on African Commodities and Export Diversification to undertake
an in-depth assessment of the situation. The Group would be chaired by Sir Malcolm
Fraser, former Prime Minister of Australia and it included a number of other prominent
individuals.

287. He referred to the tremendous and commendable efforts that had been deployed
by the African countries to honour their side of the commitment entered into with their
development partners in the UN-PAAERD. It was equally recognized that significant
initiatives and actions had been taken by the international community in support of African
countries' own efforts. Those efforts were, however, being thwarted to a considerable
extent by the continuing adverse conditions in the external economic and financial environ
ment and consequently, possibilities for further growth and development remained seriously
limited. Imaginative and decisive steps such as those spelled out in the conclusions of
the mid-term review of the UN-PAAERD needed, therefore, to be taken by both sides
to redeem the programme in the remainder of its term. If that were done, he was con
vinced that there was still a chance to regain lost ground but only if one acted quickly
and promptly.

288. He highlighted the serious environmental problems that were arising in all countries
particularly in Africa, and emphasized in that connection the need for strengthened
international collaborative action in that area.

289. In conclusion, the Secretary-General referred to the situation in the 28 least de
veloped African countries which was of alarming dimensions in spite of the Substantial

New Programme of Action for the 1980s adopted on their behalf in 1981 by the international
community. Much more far-reaching national and international policies and programmes

would have to be formulated and implemented to accelerate the development process
in those countries during the more complex environment that would characterize the
1990s. He hoped that the second United Nations Conference on Least Developed Countries
to be held in Paris in 1990 would facilitate the reconsideration of the special problems
of those countries.

290. He wished the ministers a successful meeting and looked forward to their conclusions.

291. In his statement, the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa

said that the twenty-fourth session of the Commission was the culmination of nine separate
preparatory meetings which had immediately preceded it. Those preparatory meetings,

together with other sectoral ministerial meetings as well as the meetings of the policy

organs of the MULPOCs, constituted the basis for submitting, in an integrated and co

ordinated manner, all major issues in the field of economic and social development to
the annual session of the Commission. TEPCOW had performed admirably its task by

considering thoroughly all the issues and coming up with sound recommendations and
resolutions for consideration by the Conference.

292. All the preparatory meetings that took place in Addis Ababa had been successfully
held because of the extremely congenial atmosphere which had been provided by the

host Government. The Executive Secretary accordingly expressed, on behalf of his col

leagues and on his own behalf, sincere appreciation to His Excellency Comrade Mengistu

Haile-Mariam, General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of
Ethiopia, Commander-in-Chief of the Revolutionary Armed Forces and President of
the People's Democratic Republic of Ethiopia.
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He said that at the formal opening of the twenty-third sess.on of the Commission
had been held in Niamey, the Niger, and which had also commemorated the th.rt eth
iry of the Commission, he had posed a number of ques ions relating to the future

oTaSE. among which was "whither Africa?". By 1989, the last year hi.the decade of
the 198OS; he had been asking himself the same questions. That decade had been U^ -
tuous one, a decade of disappointed hopes and lagging econom.c performance all round
as had been consistently documented in the ECA annual Survey of Econom.c and Social
Conditions in Africa. Indeed, the picture of recent econom.c Pfrfor^nce in Africa
as revealed by the outcome of the mid-term review and appraisal of the UN PAAERD
and by the ECA Economic Report on Africa, 1989 left much to be desired. The ^escapable
conclusion from the available data on Africa's performance was that the decade of the
1980s had been a complete write-off in terms of the search for econom.c transformat.on
and equitable and sustainable growth and development.

294. What was more worrying and therefore of greater concern was that the decade
of the 1990s might be equally lost if one were to be lulled into a sense of security and
complacency by the suggestion made by some that the 1980s were a model of econom.c
performance and cumulative growth. That, however, would not happen since Africa
and Africans were bound to perceive themselves not only in their own mirror of poverty
and deprivation but also in the mirror and image of others, notably those of the continents
of Asia and Latin America where the stark reality of Africa's own relat.ve econom.c

backwardness and increasing marginal! zation was writ large.

295. It was already certain that the 1990s would be a decade of regional economic blocs
and groups. Africa could not therefore afford to be the odd man out and there was thus
the urgent need for the preparatory process and steps towards economic integration
in Africa as well as the establishment of the African common market to be intensified
so that the target date of the year 2000 as envisaged in the Lagos Plan of Action could
be significantly advanced. South-South co-operation needed also to be enhanced and
intensified. Even more immediate was the creation of the African Monetary Fund which

had for long remained on the drawing board.

296. The Executive Secretary explained that preparing Africa for the decade of the
1990s must include finding a viable alternative to existing orthodox structural adjustment
programmes (SAPs) in Africa. The need to replace SAPs with a new generation of adjust
ment programmes that would take fully into account the continent's social, political
and economic realities, restore growth and facilitate the achievement of medium- and
long-term development was not only the view of ECA, but a general concern as reflected
in the mid-term review of the the UN-PAAERD. It was in that and other respects that
the adoption of the document African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes

(AA-SAP): A Framework for Transformation and Recovery became particularly pertinent

and crucial.

297. That Africa must adjust was an imperative necessity. But in adjusting, he said,
Africa should embrace a transformational path to adjustment. It was imperative that
the rehabilitation of the African economy was completed and the expansion of its produc
tive sectors accelerated early in the 1990s. Donor support of Africa's adjustment efforts
and the vigorous implementation by the international community of the compact in the
UN-PAAERD was in that respect particularly significant. Growth prospects in Africa
had been significantly constrained by deteriorating terms of trade, inadequate resource

flows, excruciating debt burdens, and weak commodity prices, as well as by an increasingly
hostile and inhospitable international economic environment.

298. The mid-term review of the UN-PAAERD had revealed that no progress had been
made in the improvement of the international trade environment in relation to commodities
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of interest to Africa. The establishment and operation of the common fund for the
stabilization of prices of major third world primary export commodities had remained
ummplemented, while compensation mechanisms for shortfalls in export earnings had
continued to be undeveloped except for the limited cases of the EEC/ACP Stabex and
Sysmm systems, it was accordingly to be noted with appreciation that the Secretary-
General of the United Nations had, as requested by the OAU and endorsed by the General
Assembly, set up a High-level Expert Group on African Commodity Problems with Sir
Maicolm Fraser, former Prime Minister of Australia, as Chairman,

299. He referred to the impending independence of Namibia as a most welcome develop
ment. ECA looked forward to Namibia soon becoming its fifty-first member. That
notwithstanding, the removal of the remaining fundamental causes of insecurity and
instability in the subregion of the SADCC countries was a basic step for remedying that
subregion's prevailing socio-economic predicament. There were also a number of other
long-standing constraints on development which African countries needed to address
as they prepared for the 1990s. He referred in that connection to the problems of
inadequate transport infrastructure, low levels of human resources development, lack
of effective environmental management and maintenance, the poor levels of agricultural
research, and lack of technological breakthroughs for African staple food crops.

300. The Executive Secretary asked: "How far are we ourselves gearing up to the basic
task of willing for ourselves an African economic miracle in the 1990s and beyond?" and
"How far are we prepared to go in enhancing and widening the margin of manoeuvrability
available to us in the 1990s?" That, he said, was precisely the objective of the 1989 session
of the Commission. In preparing for the 1990s, one thing was clear, and that was to ensure
that Africa did not enter into the 1990s with the same economic albatrosses around its
neck as it had done in the 1980s. Africa and its 600 million people were therefore looking
up to the session to give them hope in the future.

301. The Secretary-General of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) said that the
meeting was being held at a time when Africa's problems were becoming worse and af
firmed that it was time to reflect upon Africa's future. Several years after the adoption
of the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos, APPER, the UN-PAAERD and
the African Common Position on External Debt, it had become obvious that the economic
situation in Africa needed a profound review.

302. The crisis facing Africa was structural in nature and Africa's failures were the
result of the unsuitable development of human resources and the allocation of resources
without appropriate attention being paid to the development of the priority sectors.
It was up to the representatives to choose the appropriate development paths which would
maximize progress without exposing their societies to the dangers of upheavals.

303. With regard to the debt problem, he said that it had continued to weigh down on
African countries and had wiped out their development gains. Creditor countries should
help Africa to find a solution. Initiatives had been taken and the OAU was monitoring
their implementation. There was a hope that such initiatives would be crowned with
success at the international conference on debt proposed by the OAU.

304. That conference should not be a forum to discuss the weaknesses of African econo
mies or to reassess the damage and frustrations suffered by its people. Rather it should
consider how resources could be made available so that individual and collective action
could be taken to ensure that the performance of the African economy in future years
would respond to the objectives set in the OAU and United Nations programmes.
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participants to think about giving effect to the commit
fiaures that A*-!"a haH marfe before the whole world

mmmmor African Economic Recovery and Development, p
^onl^o^'and fhe Niamey Declaration on the occas■£oi■ the thirt.eth adversary
celebration of the Commission. The first document had been submitted to the .AdJiac.
Committee of the Whole on the mid-term review of the UN-PAAERD. The aocumeni
had b^en e^mlned by that Committee whose recommendations hadI been subrniUe^to
the United Nations General Assembly at its forty-th.rd session. He noted that^the NI amey
Declaration was a very important reference document since it outlined the evolut.on
a^ fmpoVtan? achievements^ ECA over the last 30 years and outlined the perspectives
for the future.

307. He thanked the Executive Secretary of ECA and the secretariat for the good work
"compHshed between April 1988 and April 1989 and paid tribute to *JJ^J™^
takina the initiative to prepare the document on the Search for an African Alternative
o^ucturaTAdTusTment^rSgrammes (AA-SAP) which had been considered by the, A rican
Ministers of Finance in Blantyre, Malawi. That was the first time Africans themse yes
were choosing their own solution to structural adjustment programmes. For that solu on
XoL sustained, however, a carefully prepared and well-considered document reacting
the collective attitude of African Governments was necessary. The African Governments
should be able to defend that document both collectively and individually.

308 On behalf of the delegates, H.E. Mr. Abdou Rahim Mikidache, Minister of Planning,
Develojmrnt Envi onment' Town Planning and Urban Affairs of the Comoros moved
a vote oTthanks to the Party, Government and people of Ethiopia for the warm and frater
nal hospitality offered to all delegates.

ioo He also expressed qratitude to the representatives of the international community
Resent at'"heTeetTng "and congratulated "the members of the Technical Preparatory
Committee of the Whole on the occasion of the tenth anniversary of their Committee.

(agenda item 5)

I Review and appraisal of progress made in the implementation of the United
Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Develop
ment, (UN-PAAERD), and Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery,

1986-1990 (APPER)

(a) Annual Economic Report on Africa, 1989

(b) Outcome of the mid-term review of the UN-PAAERD and APPER

(i) Work of the Ad hoc Committee

(ii) General Assembly response.

II. Proposal for an African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes

(AA-SAP):
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on^tS^, tO St™!ural Adjustment Programmes consistent
long-term development objectives.

far—tzsxzss.s.t jzr.rsraasssb
o cultural development in Africa. He emphasized that development and culture were
inseparable. Available statistics and projections showed that Africa was b^w'thErrors
in conception and strategy which had resulted in unsuitable development models tT
were not centred on human needs and were not focused primarily onS^d

fJTK °/ *re lylonr°via Symposium held 10 years previously had remained
\ I • c°n^ePtua"zatlon °f development efforts in Africa. But those conclusions
1 6"k' • If aCC°Unt the CultUral dimensi°" °f development. It was becoming

^ ontelT COU'd "Ot deVe'°P 3nd hi i
312. He pdinted out that ECA, after more than 30 years of existence and 26 years of
close co-operation with the OAU, should be one of the main centres of the new cultural
dynamism which must characterize Africa which had contributed so much to universal
civilization. He, nonetheless, commended the ECA Executive Secretary who had spared
no efforts to bring about the economic decolonization of Africa and a typically African
approach to development. He observed that ECA's and OAU's terms of reference and

whV^h fhS.Wrr%COmpIemtntAa:y.' Acc°r*n#Y> ^ underlined the following specific issues
whichi the Conference of African Ministers responsible for culture wished to bring to
the attention of the Conference of Ministers responsible for economic development and
planning, namely that the cultural dimension of development should be taken into account-
a cultural common market should be established as a prelude to the establishment of
!„!. w," economJc ciommu"ity and as a framework for the co-ordination, promotion,
^.ih Z Tki- KVi"tUraJ industries' and a medium-term cultural development plan
should be established for the period 1990-1994, which would include essential elements
such as education and scientific research for development, cultural industries, trade
and tourism, and mtra-African cultural co-operation.

313. At the initiative of ECA, the Khartoum Declaration of March 1988 had enabled
Africans to express their intention to work "towards a human-focused approach to socio-
economic recovery and development in Africa". Hence, Africans should bear in mind

the vital necessity of financing socio-cultural projects which were generally relegated
to the background by donors and ministers responsible for economic development and
planning on the basis of priority criteria which were very arguable. ECA's involvement
in such a relat.vely fresh approach to development would be crucial and would make
it possible to streamline Africa's economic models by adapting them to the socio-cultural
context, that is, to man.

314. The representative wondered whether African countries would be able to escape
from the economic and technological trap in which they were caught if it was not realized
that the cultural factor should come first in any human endeavour. There were more
than glimmers of hope because cultural identity had been the catalyst of the independence
struggle. Culture was also, in the dynamic sense of the word, the product of material
changes which in turn became the means of deliberate action on the very same changes.

315. On behalf of his colleagues the African Ministers responsible for culture, he finally
appealed for international co-operation with respect to development; such co-operation
should be bound up with both cultural identities and economic changes.
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316. The representative of the Congo, in his declaration, stressed the historical impor
tance of the fifteenth meeting of the EC A Conference of Ministers, which also marked
the tenth anniversary of the Monrovia Strategy for the economic development of Africa.
The evaluation carried out five years after the Lagos Plan of Action was adopted by
the OAU Heads of State and Government had concluded that progress in the implementa
tion of the Plan had been poor. As a result, Africa had adopted Africa's Pr.or.ty Pro
gramme for Economic Recovery, 1986-1990 (APPER) in order to speed up the .implementa
tion of the Lagos Plan of Action. APPER had been accepted by the international com
munity through its adoption of the United Nations Programme of Action for African
Economic Recovery and Development (UN-PAAERD). The evaluation carried out by
the forty-third ordinary session of the United Nations General Assembly, however, had
shown that little progress had been made in implementing the UN-PAAERD. While African
countries had made considerable efforts, the international community had not shown

the necessary political will to translate those programmes into action.

317. At the same time, it was clear that the structural adjustment programmes adopted
in Africa with the help and support of the IMF and the World Bank had not led to the
appropriate solution of the crisis. He regarded AA-SAP as an important initiative involving
pertinent and complex questions, but which when enriched and developed would form
an innovative alternative approach within the logical follow-up and direction of the Lagos
Plan of Action. AA-SAP called upon Africans to mobilize and develop their human and
natural resources efficiently, in line with the principle of collective self-reliance and
self-sufficiency. It would also assist Africa to strengthen its negotiating power, because
of the number of technical suggestions put forward on management and negotiation.
Thus, African countries should share their experiences on negotiation and debt manage
ment. They should harmonize and co-ordinate their attitudes and expertise. In that
respect, AA-SAP would lead to the strengthening of the preparatory processes for the
international conference on Africa's external debt and would support the efforts of the

contact group on debt.

318. He also stressed the need for the document to take into account science and techno

logy and to predict future trends in technological development at the dawn of the third
millennium. In that regard, special attention should be accorded to new technologies
such as biotechnology, genetic engineering and robotics.

319. The representative of the Congo accordingly reaffirmed and supported the African
position defined in the Blantyre Statement adopted by the Conference of African Ministers

of Finance.

320. The representative of Guinea indicated that his Government agreed with the analysis
on the performance of African economies. While traditional SAPs had been successful

in some countries including Guinea, they had not achieved the same results in other coun

tries. In that respect, an evaluation should be undertaken on the underlying causes of

success or of failure.

321. Guinea had achieved notable success in the implementation of its SAP, no doubt

because of its considerable resources, particularly in the mining sector, but mostly because

of political will. The preparation and monitoring of SAP had been institutionalized and

an economic and financial co-ordination committee composed of nine ministers including

the Ministers of Planning and Finance and the Governor of the Central Bank had been

set up.

322. Some adjustment programmes had failed due to several internal and external factors

including poor management, the unfavourable fluctuation in the prices of commodities,

and natural disasters. The AA-SAP document was a good reference framework, but it

could be improved if it was amended to correct its inaccuracies and became a document
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for consultations and not one for confrontation. Multilateral and bilateral donors should
be associated in the mobilization of the considerable resources required for the
implementation of AA-SAP.

323. He called on the Conference to adopt the Memorandum of the Conference of Minis
ters on the financial support to the OAU Special Emergency Fund for Drought and Famine
in Africa.

324. The representative of Zambia expressed his appreciation to ECA for initiating
the discussions on finding an alternative to structural adjustment programmes for African
countries and for producing a high-quality document on the issue. He underlined the
importance of those discussions for his country, which was currently implementing its
own new economic recovery programme (NERP) after many years of experience with

orthodox structural adjustment programmes with virtually no success as far as arresting
the economic decline was concerned.

325. He informed the meeting that his country's relations with the International Monetary

Fund on structural adjustment started as far back as 1976 when the balance-of-payments

position deteriorated following the fall in copper prices and the first oil prices shock

of 1973. Since then, Zambia had put in place many orthodox adjustment programmes.

Yet, the economic situation in Zambia deteriorated and living standards fell to unac
ceptable levels.

326. It was against that background that the Zambian authorities decided to embark

on a structural adjustment programme of their own in May 1987. The theme of the new

economic recovery programme was "growth from our own resources", which reflected

the country's commitment towards self-reliance in all areas of human endeavour, and
in line with the objectives of the philosophy of humanism that put man at the centre

of everything. After 20 months of implementation, notable and measurable impacts

had been achieved. In particular, growth had spread throughout all the major sectors

of the economy, namely agriculture, industry, mining, transportation, education and

health. Indeed, the performance of the food and agriculture sector was particularly
good in 1988 when the overall performance of the economy increased to over 6 per cent

as against just over 2 per cent in 1987. The performance also had positive effects on

the external balance and the budget. The representative of Zambia recognized the impor

tance of good weather and increase in the copper price in the performance of the economy.

These had been favourable factors in the implementation of the new economic recovery
programme.

327. As for AA-SAP, he said that the title should be maintained since it described merely

what the document was. He found AA-SAP to be a flexible framework and a reference

document, which aimed at ensuring that both domestic resources and those from develop

ment partners were utilized in a manner that was productive in the short, medium and

long terms. He underlined that Africa should not be afraid of formulating its own economic
strategies.

328. The representative of Egypt recalled his delegation's contribution to the important

improvements made to the document on the proposed African Alternative to Structural

Adjustment Programmes during the meeting of TEPCOW and hoped that those improve

ments would facilitate the adoption of the document by the Ministers. His delegation

fully supported the framework for adjustment with transformation formulated by the

secretariat; a framework whose main elements coincided with what Egypt had been imple
menting.

329. He reviewed Egypt's experiment on adjustment with transformation which, he said,

was based on a package of policies and instruments in one framework that combined
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financial, monetary, investment and price policies and took into account, ,n
and long-term perspectives, not only the external environment, but also a 11 aspects> for
the economic and social life of the Egyptian people. The need to achieve the maximum
possible increase in local output, the need to increase self-reliance on locally produced
commodities both for export and consumption and the need to mobilize all the available
capabilities and resources for development had been some of the considerations for adopt

ing the export-led development strategy.

330. He regretted however certain negative developments that had taken place in Africa
during the decade of the 1980s and he called for a new spirit of international co-operation
built on the basis of dialogue and consensus. Egypt was looking forward to that dialogue
through the adoption of the International Development Strategy for the decade of the
1990s by the United Nations General Assembly in 1990. He expressed concern about the
delay to operationalize the common fund for primary commodities and announced that
Egypt would host the International Seminar on African Indebtedness in Cairo from 28
to 30 August 1989, which would seek means for alleviating the problems of growth and
self-development in the continent. He finally expressed his delegation's satisfaction
with the work done by TEPCOW concerning AA-SAP and the framework for transformation

and recovery contained therein.

321. The representative of Mozambique welcomed the initiative taken by the secretariat
on the important theme of the meeting and expressed his delegation's appreciation for

the high quality of the document prepared on AA-SAP.

332. He recounted the prevailing external factors such as the external debt problem,
the burden of servicing such debt and adverse terms of trade which, among others, had
caused many African countries to embark on economic adjustment programmes involving
heavy sacrifices especially by the most vulnerable groups in society. In his country,
the Government had adopted the adjustment programme because it was convinced of
the need for reforms. He noted however that the usual measures of currency devaluation,

price decontrol and trade liberalization as well as other fiscal and monetary measures

were not by themselves effective. His delegation therefore shared the views contained
in the document on the need to incorporate the wider social objectives and commended
the legitimate initiative to seek alternatives to the current adjustment models.

333. While the alternative model proposed by the secretariat was acceptable in essence,

his delegation wondered as to its feasibility given the adverse external environment and
the heavy reliance on external financing. Also, given the wide-ranging measures proposed,

he said his country would have to be strictly selective as to which of the measures it
would give priority to during implementation. In that regard, given the historic circum

stances of Mozambique, his Government would give priority to food self-reliance through

strengthening the planning and statistical apparatus, public management, and to

strengthening and support of the informal, subsistence and private sectors.

334. In conclusion, he expressed support for the document on AA-SAP as a tool for dia

logue and discussions with the international community and multilateral institutions

and recommended that efforts be made to have the document widely disseminated and

discussed in-depth especially within the various organizations in the United Nations system.

335. The representative of the Sudan welcomed AA-SAP and said that it provided African

Governments with opportunity for reflection on African development strategies. He

observed that economic development was a complex process and one which would involve

economic, social and institutional transformation. For such a balanced development

to come about, the full participation of the peoples who were also the ultimate benefi

ciaries would need to be ensured.
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336. He drew attention to three critical obstacles which he said had impeded the process
of economic development in Africa. As it were, many of the approaches used in the
planning process were for the most part restrictive and hence ineffective in achieving
the desired objectives. The-region was going through financial difficulties and many
countries were saddled with civil and border conflicts. He stressed the necessity for
those obstacles to be removed as a precondition for implementing AA-SAP. In that connec
tion, he suggested that African Governments should do all they could to bring to an end
any form of external domination, as well as ongoing internal and border conflicts where
they existed. Economic and financial management capabilities would also need to be
improved with greater focus on structural transformation rather than on mere growth.

337. He pointed out that orthodox structural adjustment programmes had failed to take
into proper account the human dimension of development. He called for an in-depth
reconsideration of the adjustment issue and therefore felt that not only was AA-SAP
a step in the right direction, it was also positive and courageous in its approach. Africa
had waited for too long, but with perseverance, it could achieve its adjustment programme
with a human face as embodied in AA-SAP.

338. The representative of Uganda observed that the document on AA-SAP had made
far-reaching recommendations which needed to be supported by a sound theoretical frame
work. He pointed out that the document was hot strong on theory; for instance, there
were powerful theoretical arguments against devaluation and trade liberalization which
were not treated in the document. He therefore urged that the theoretical and conceptual
framework of the document should be substantially strengthened.

339. He pointed out that the suggestion of wise policies alone was not enough for develop
ment to take place. Resource availability was critical for accelerated development.
In his view, AA-SAP should include an indication of the sources of the resources apart
from the alternative framework for long-term development. Otherwise, what was proposed
would amount to an alternative framework rather than an alternative to SAP. He also
cautioned against the impression which AA-SAP apparently gave that short-term disequi-
libria were unimportant and should not be addressed at all within the proposed alternative
to structural adjustment programmes. He emphasized that there was need to concentrate
on getting better terms out of the Bretton Woods institutions without losing sight of
the objectives of long-term structural transformation.

340. He pointed out that some of the proposals in table 5.2 of the document on AA-SAP
were in part similar to those in table 5.1. For instance, removal of subventions from

parastatals was tantamount to privatization as proposed by the World Bank. The objectives
were the same, namely encouraging efficient operation of economic enterprises.

341. He commended the efforts of countries which have succeeded to dispense with
SAPs and pointed out that because of the continual disruption of the economic and social
infrastructure in his country in the past 20 years, that country was not in a position to
carry out rehabilitation programmes without foreign support.

342. The representative of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya stated that the theme of the
Conference was appropriate and that it came up for discussion at an opportune moment,
when Africa was being confronted with a host of problems thwarting its socio-economic
development efforts. Those problems included mounting debts, declining prices for primary

commodities, and natural calamities particularly drought and pest infestations. He pointed

out that Africa's capacity to resolve those problems was dependent on concerted

approaches and well thought-out regional development programmes reflecting the

collective will of all countries in the region and promoting economic independence, co
operation and integration.
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^to economic groupings so as to be able to defend their own interests and to get ou
"fperenn™ economic dependencies. He recollected that it was ^J^*™* **
fact which had prompted his country to help create the "Union of Maghreb Courtney
compHstg his own country, Algeria, Morocco, Mauritania and Tums.a, whose membership
was open to any interested African countries.

344. He expressed his desire to witness the emergence of analogous fconofmict^ouP^
in other parts of the region and congratulated the Executive Secretary for the useful
work EGA* had done on AA-SAP which, in the main, embodied the thrust of his country's
development strategies which were human-faced and based ^y^^^^^A-
supplemented by manpower from other African and Arab countries. He hoped that AA
SAP would be enriched by the novel and constructive comments of various Afr.can experts
and serve as a tool for attaining the region's common development objectives.

345. The representative of Benin congratulated the Executive Secretary for having dili-
qentlv and skilfully conducted all the initiatives that had led to the important and long-
awaited document on AA-SAP and, in that respect, expressed his appreciate to him
for being always ready to provide assistance, and to his staff for the inestimable work
they had carried out. He thanked the participants for electing his country as rapporteur

of the fifteenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers.

346. AA-SAP was an eloquent response to the expectations of the international community
and of Africa and was evidence that Africa had remained alert and well aware of the
nature of its woes and of the most appropriate solutions to an unprecedented economic
and financial crisis. That crisis was mainly characterized by a widespread deterioration

in the terms of trade. It was also a crisis of the structures and economic mechanisms
inherited from the colonial period. It was compounded by the fragmentation of African
economies and markets and therefore was not simply a result of poor management of

African economies.

347. The structural adjustment programmes adopted by African countries under the
auspices of the IMF and the World Bank and in agreement with the international community
had not always been suited to the specific context of each African country. Furthermore,
their implementation had often brought in its wake an adverse backwash which hit the

most disadvantaged sections of society hardest.

348. He welcomed the initiative taken by African countries to seek a more flexible
framework for the structural adjustment of their economies that took into account their
growth requirements and their social and economic development. AA-SAP was not a
structural adjustment programme as such but a framework that would lead to the design
of programmes that were better adapted to the realities and specific situation of each
country. However, the implementation of such new programmes should meet the following
criteria- (a) the need to correct imbalances at national level in the short term; and (b) the
need to maintain close co-operation with the IMF and the World Bank so as to secure
their assistance in efforts by African countries to mobilize resources from the international

community.

349. He gave a brief account of the current experience in his country as part of negotia
tions for a structural adjustment programme to be implemented during the period 1989-
1991 with the assistance of the World Bank and the IMF. He indicated that a national
standing committee had been set up to carry out such negotiations. The programme

had put emphasis on investment, education, health and other social forces all of which
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** requirementS of the LaSos P'™ of Action and the Final

° c°mpete internationally in the 1990s, economic integration must

SnaTCS o^Lats In" h8ttiVe imPlementation <>f the Lagos Plan of Action and the
2Tf£ \ 79 ; ,al reSpeCt' he su39ested that the ECA Executive Secretary
and the Secretary-General of the Organization of African Unity should jointly canvass
member States and the Conference of Heads of State and Comment to J^SS
AA-SAP and embark upon action to implement the Final Act of Lagos.

351. The representative of the Central African Republic recalled that his country had
been one of the first countries to have concluded stabilization agreements with the IMF.
He remarked that economic bankruptcy, following 14 years of disastrous resource manage
ment, had led the authorities to establish rehabilitation, stabilization and adjustment
Pr^rum,meS.7Jth,the a9reement of the international community, particularly the IMF
and the World Bank. '

352. He said that the results had been rather disappointing as there had been a deepening
spiral of recession in economic activity. There was need to break with the past and in
that regard, he welcomed AA-SAP as a framework that was likely to be more effective
than the traditional programmes. He underlined the need to have a common position
on the document since that was indispensable for the negotiations with donors.

353. He shared the concern of other representatives for a more detailed macro-economic
framework for AA-SAP and requested that a time frame be incorporated to reflect the
dynamic nature of economic development. In its present form and in spite of certain
amendments, AA-SAP did not set out adequately the applicability of certain measures
such as the establishment of multiple exchange rate systems and direct import controls
on which the Ministers of Finance had requested more in-depth studies. Experience showed
that direct control over exchange rates and imports usually gave rise to parallel markets
which, by definition, escaped the control of local authorities.

354. Finally, on the subject of the measures to be avoided in applying AA-SAP the repre
sentative indicated that only market interest rates would lead to the efficient allocation
of financial resources, but that did not exclude the promotion of priority development
activities by means of subsidies. He added that only a high level of interest rates on
loans would lead to sufficiently attractive deposit rates to encourage domestic savings
while ensuring the development of the banking system. He ended by drawing the attention
of the Conference to the risks of excessive central control which would lead to an inef
ficient allocation of already limited resources.

355. The representative of Sierra Leone stated that the problem of structural adjustment
was a very familiar one. Many of the issues were recurring and were sufficiently docu
mented in the literature. However, there were certain aspects which required critical
examination. It was, for instance, the tendency for the structural adjustment programmes
to be started only when a country was literally bankrupt. In most adjustment programmes
emphasis was usually put on unsuitable structures and when the programmes failed it
was the government which was to blame.

356. He stated that while there were differing claims regarding the success or failure
of the programmes, a close examination of the success cases revealed that there was
a gap between the claims and the actual experiences of the people. He pointed out that
agencies like UNICEF had already expressed concern with the effects of structural adjust
ment on vulnerable population groups such as children, mothers and the low-income groups.
The suffering experienced and the deterioration of social conditions were unavoidable
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SSralSSneS. In spite of all that, the institutions which formulated the programmes
insisted that the government alone was responsible.

357. He further pointed out that the existence of common and similar factors between
countries reporting success and those reporting failure called for close scrutiny of the
structural adjustment experience. In that connection, he stated that it appeared that
t was ?he countries ruled by military governments which M.^*™*™?™?
n those countries strikes and demonstrations were often not possible. On the other hand
civilian regimes had to contend with strikes. Consequently, they were often compelled
by massive social pressures to abandon their programmes.

358. It was clear that it was not possible to transfer the programmes wholesale from
country to country. He stressed, therefore, that there was a need to take into account
individual peculiarities of each country in the formulation and implementation of the

adjustment programmes.

359 He finally stressed that it was essential to identify the common and similar elements
in each success or failure story and to use them as the basis for negotiation towards
developing sustainable adjustment programmes. Such programmes would for individual
countries become sustainable only if the social, political and labour milieu of each country
were given careful and proper consideration in the formulation and implementation of
the adjustment programme through its turbulent first few years.

360. The representative of the Kingdom of Lesotho deplored the fact that, despite their
onqoing adjustment efforts, African countries had still not succeeded in overcoming
their development problems. Along with other previous speakers, he expressed the view

that something must be done to redress the situation.

361 He acknowledged that conventional structural adjustment programmes had short-
term objectives and did not take into account the possible adverse social effects. However,
adjustment was inevitable and it must be considered in the same way that sick people
needed medicine. What was required was sound conceptual and practical framework
with consideration for popular participation and other social concerns expressed in such
important documents as the Abuja Statement and the Khartoum Declaration. Such pro
grammes should be implemented with the assistance of the Bretton Woods institutions,
UNDP and UNICEF. He then briefed the Conference on the experience of his country

which in 1988 had to embark on the design and implementation of a structural adjustment
programme aimed at expanding the production base and reducing the budget deficit which
had become precarious since revenue was based mainly on customs receipts and workers
transfers. The measures were drastic. Since the experience was short, and one could
not say whether the results were positive or negative, it would be too early to share

the experience with other countries.

362. With respect to AA-SAP, he recalled the recommendations of the Blantyre Statement
of the Conference of African Ministers of Finance and emphasized that while he agreed
with the thrust of the document, he was of the opinion that a lot of studies would still
have to be done and a lot of wide-ranging consultations carried out. He congratulated
the secretariat on the good work done. However, it was a job well done that still required
more work. The draft before the Conference was the beginning and not the end. Moreover,
he supported the proposal of the representative of Guinea that the title of the document
should be changed to "Search for African Alternative to Structural Adjustment: A Frame

work for Recovery and Transformation".
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363. The
tarv hk^ of Cote d'lvoire thanked and congratulated the Executive Secre-
nrn'^ c?llea?u.es and the me"ber States concerned for having taken the welcome
init ative of pos.t.ve action in the search for an African solution to the problemTfactaa

of lea^naToTn8- "*• TV"?* "" "">*">* W°U'd r6SUlt ln Practical cone usionTcaS
continent n tZZT, T*'™ *° "~ *"'?'"? a"d ""^ Proble™ <* th. Africancontinent. In that respect, he was very appreciative of the address given by the Executive
Secretary and entirely shared his concerns for Africa in the 1990s. txecutive

,,at MS C°Untry had ChOSen to °Pen its economy to the outside world
t rePresentativ« .-"Viewed the development of the world economy
>-epercussions on h.s country's economy. During the 1960s and 1970s!

nlr, h^ vTf-f -T bee" clharacterized »y economic stability. Cote d-lvoire and its part-
arowth L , 't** equitably. That had been reflected in particularly high econom .
Za « ♦\.. ° ?! t0 meet the Profound cha"9<* ^d upheavals that during the 1980s
had affected the world economy which obeyed the discernible rules, African States enter-
£?J rnatl° devel°Pment institutions, etc. had been obliged to hastily desi

y y the discernible rules, African States enter-

£nrf?rJ rnatl°r • deviel°P.ment institutions, etc., had been obliged to hastily design
and implement polices of adjustment and readjustment designed to restore major balances

LeC°nOmy- Thf init!atiVe take" by ECA in drawin9 "P the document o
p j and readjustment designed to restore major balances

AA-SAP w« tLeC°fnOmy- Thf init!atiVe take" by ECA in drawin9 "P the document onaa-sap was, therefore, opportune.

h!5;hHe K+eOt °?-,t0 make.commen*s a^ suggestions on improving the document, which
he thought constituted an .mportant technical work in which he expressed prime interest.
His observations centred on: policy instruments and the measures proposed within the

Zl^t °f AA~SA/the rbICmS °f finanCS arisi fr * il°f finanCS arisi"9 from *™ implementa on; he,/;, rCmS °f finanCS arisi"9 from *™ implementa on; he
q nature of the international market for Africa's commodities; the choice of

agricultural, rural and industrial policies; the document's insufficient analysis of and

rITtSaKfhre9a[ n,9. Af!iiCalS maj°r ob*ectives' '•*.: ^) the establishment or
re-establishment of foundations of a healthy economy; (b) the use of substantial and
vigorous act.ons designed to bring about sustained and durable economic growth; (c) making

?HfI ♦■USe, ,ex!stin9 caP^ity and giving full employment to Africa's labour force;
Id] the optimal valorization of Africa's resources; the worsening terms of trade; the fact
that most of the external debt tended to make African countries poorer and bring about
econom.c depression. Those last two aspects had a direct effect on the level of financial
resources available to African States. In conformity with the need to improve the
document he suggested that complementary activity be carried out to establish a hierarchy
in the pol.cy instruments and measures proposed; to evaluate their costs by outlining
poss.ble ways of funding and potential returns; and to verify the agreement and
commitment of the partners. Referring to the contents of the document he felt that
the title African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes" seemed unsuitable-
the document was more like a framework of proposals than of programmes. He therefore
proposed the title "African Contribution to Improving Structural Adjustment Programmes".

366. The current problems facing Africa which should be urgently tackled were: (a) the
international marketplace which behaved in such a way that when Africans went there
as sellers of raw materials, they met a market of "buyers" and when they became
buyers of capital goods, they came up against a "sellers" market. That situation
constantly put Africans in a position of "taking or leaving" the prices fixed by the market-
Ibj the external debts, most of which resulted in increased poverty and depression. The
inequitable market coupled with the depressive debts resulted in a decline in the volume
and purchasing power, a downswing in the volume of investments, a halt in the hiring
of labour and in massive redundancies; (c) the growing number of unemployed mainly
un.versity and "qrandes eco|es" graduates and youths; (d) low intra-African trade as well
as the low level of integration of African States' economies; (e) the absolute and urgent
need to prepare Africa in time to reap the best possible profit from the future "European
market of 1992" which would be fabulous but demanding and would be coveted throughout
the wnrln_ -*
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wmmmmwell as strengthening economic and trade co-operation among African States.

368. in conclusion, he indicated that he found the *VT^nc^
of the OAU and the United Nations reassuring particularly since they had botn nign .gnx
the common destiny of mankind, the interdependence of the States of the world and
the need f^r finding a just solution to the problems associated with commodit.es, n
addition hTwelcomed the presence of representatives of the internat.onal community
af he meeting S™h a presence demonstrated a dynamic and lively partnership that
His Exc^ency9President Felix Houphouet-Boigny called the "give and take Partner hip
on wh£h the Economic world had been and should be based Tl« rt «me "^£*£
economic development, the European continent had "given" assistance to the American
SS had "taken" such assistance and "improved upon it"; in.turn the American

continent had "given" assistance to the European continent which had taken the ass s
"andimproved upon it". The American and European continents had "given" assis-
ance to Asia which had "taken" it and was "improving upon it". Only the Afncancontinent
was excluded from the "give and take" partnership. The time had thus come to get the
African c^nTinent, which was currently going through a critical period, act.vely .nvolved
in the "partnership" so that after it had been "given" assistance by the other^con ments
Africa could build upon such assistance and ensure that at the appropriate time it would
fn turn be able to accomplish the act of "giving" to the others. If the partnership was
well conducted in a spirit of active solidarity and unflinching determination as the current
meeting seemed to indicate, it could very rapidly help to develop Africa's immense
resources in a rational manner and thus contribute significantly to increasing the well-

being of all the inhabitants of the planet.

369. The representative of Kenya said that his delegation supported the analytical frame
work of AA-SAP for many reasons which he believed all delegations should bear in mind.
First while the conventional structural adjustment programmes recommended harsh
measures even when some variables might not hold and some of the proposed solutions
were not applicable because of the fundamental social, economic and political structures
of the countries of the region, AA-SAP had introduced an imaginative concept, namely
transformation. It also made a distinction between development and growth and stressed
the need for integrating short-term objectives and measures into the long-term perspec
tive. He emphasized that since the development process was complex, one needed an
environment that encouraged transformation in which attention would be paid to adjust
ment and maladjustment, adjustment and transformation. In that connection, the impor

tance of time must always be borne in mind.

370. The representative then took up the question of resources for the implementation
of AA-SAP which a number of representatives had raised. While he shared the view
that resources were important, he was of the opinion that that should not be made the
first condition. A well-designed framework for action was likely to attract support from
donors. Therefore what was important was first to put into programmes what was thought
and wanted to be done. Hence, in the light of the points he had given, he whole-heartedly

supported AA-SAP.

371. The representative of Angola first thanked the Government of Ethiopia for its hospi
tality and warm welcome and congratulated the ECA Executive Secretary for the excellent
work that had been carried out, which had led to an in-depth consideration of the problems
affecting the continent. He deplored the fact that Portuguese was not one of the working
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languages of the United Nations and expressed the hope that that abnormal situation
would soon be corrected, especially since Portuguese was spoken by over 200 million
people in tne world*

372. He reviewed the economic and social situation in the Southern African subregion
in the context of the geo-political and strategic importance of that subregion. He under
lined Angola's solidarity with the brotherly African peoples of Namibfa and those of South
Africa and emphasized that the destabilization acts of the South African regime had
aggravated the economic crisis facing Angola.

373. With respect to his country, he said that a programme of economic stabilization
had been adopted to correct the disruptions and distortions in the economy and the Govern
ment was preparing for the post-war situation. He appealed to EC A and to other interna
tional organizations to join in that economic effort by assisting in the execution of develop
ment projects established within the framework of that programme.

374. The representative of Guinea-Bissau congratulated ECA and its Executive Secretary
for having taken the initiative to prepare and present the document on AA-SAP which
was important and relevant in view of the critical economic situation facing African
countries. He hailed tY\e message of the African Ministers for Culture and said that
he totally endorsed its contents.

375. His delegation supported the overall aspects of the document which critically and
objectively analysed the economic situation of African countries. He then dwelled on
some aspects of AA-SAP particularly the State's role in the economy and the need to
democratize African societies. With respect to the role of the State, it should continue
to co-ordinate and give an impetus to development policies or objectives by managing
and controlling plans and programmes and ensuring the involvement of all economic agents
including those of fhe private sector. In view of the situation in African countries, the
democratization process might be very slow even if it had a crucial role to play in the
development and transformation of the socio-economic system.

376. AA-SAP required the political will of African States as that was its only guarantee
of success. It was regrettable that AA-SAP had not given sufficient attention to the
specific conditions of national economies, the underdevelopment of human resources,
the terms imposed by the international economy and the role of international institutions
in an increasingly interdependent world. In that regard, he hailed the initiative of UNDP
for having undertaken the NATCAP exercises in close collaboration with some African
Governments.

377. Although the framework proposed in AA-SAP was correct as far as design was con
cerned, it seemed relatively ambitious, difficult to implement and its proposals could
be implemented only in the medium and long terms in view of factors such as the debt
burden and shortage of financial resources. The implementation of AA-SAP assumed
that there were adequate administrative, institutional, technical and financial capacities.
He recommended that the document's objectives should be more modest and restricted
so as to have a greater chance of success within an acceptable time frame.

378. After reviewing the objectives and performances of traditional structural adjustment
programmes, he stressed their limitations and the need for African countries to formulate
strategies with macro-economic, sectoral and regional objectives and policies, bearing
in mind the financing requirements of the economy.

379. The representative of Nigeria hailed AA-SAP as representing a bold, imaginative
and positive response to correct the fundamental distortions that had, for some time.
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Plan of Action, Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery (APPER) and the
Un'teS Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and D^to^t
(UN-PAAERD). African countries, as a matter of necessity, would need to adopt and
undertakea[African-centred structural adjustment programme which would adequate y
take care o? the social, political and economic particularities of the African economic
system. Consequently, he regarded AA-SAP as a move in the right direction.

380. He underscored the need for effective management and administration of the
imDlemenentation of the prescriptions and recommendations contained in AA-bAK,
oTherwise he warned, thosemeasures could create their own distortions in the economy
To that end, he pointed out that while no government should allow its economy to be
controlled entirely by market forces without any form of polit.ca! or administrative
control, the Nigerian experience in the implementation of SAPs had shown that excessive
administrative controls generally tended to breed corruption and inefficiency in the
economy. A balance of public intervention and allowance for the play of market forces

was therefore necessary to cancel out distortions.

381. He remfnded the Conference that AA-SAP was not an adjustment programme in
itself. It was rather a framework to be used by African Governments as a basis for
designing and holding negotiations for adjustment programmes. The document was
appropriate as a guide, particularly since the world we lived in was a dynamic one, and
the process of structural adjustment was a continuous process. AA-SAP was also regarded
as appropriate because of its emphasis on self-sufficiency and the human and social

dimensions of development.

382. He concluded by urging member States to make every effort to sell AA-SAP to
the international community for endorsement. That would give AA-SAP a certificate
of credibility and make it acceptable to the international community since that community

was also expected to assist African States in their adjustment process.

383. The representative of Morocco expressed his appreciation to the Executive Secretary
and his colleagues in the secretariat for the excellent thinking that had gone into the
preparation of the document on AA-SAP. The meeting was taking place at a crucial
time in the evolution of Africa's economy. Its theme demonstrated an awareness of
the structural challenges that must be taken into account if the geographical, demographic

and social bases of growth were to be laid and genuine, self-sustaining, national and

interregional development achieved.

384. After reviewing the main characteristics of the African crisis, he observed that

the persistence and worsening of the crisis had made it necessary to develop short-term

stabilization and adjustment programmes designed to restore both internal and external
balances. However, in spite of such programmes, the crisis had continued to be just
as serious. Even though in some countries, traditional SAPs had resulted in the
achievement of internal and external balances, the seriousness of the crisis and the
difficulties in implementing traditional SAPs provided justification for the substance
of AA-SAP. The document had described clearly those structural problems of the African
economy which were responsible for Africa's underdevelopment.

385. The objectives in AA-SAP were human-focused. Ways were to be found to alleviate
poverty and improve the welfare of the African people and to institute a self-sustaining
process of economic growth and development, based on popular participation and the
integration of African economies. Morocco was already working towards achieving that
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living and working cond"onofthe
? ^? r0" °f SmaI1" and -edium^ized enterpXe
role in job creation and in the stimulation of the private sector

tO r1^ and m°re th°rOU9h Centralization and 'S thfv tai
iiJ.TOmk °P«tw» in development within a framework where

^ b-i of consultations and contracts-since empi«
^vel0Pment «™tegy «« based on pursuing a policy of adjustment and

and on thrmin ^Gd "* re?*tabMs.hin9 domestic and external macro^conomic trances
and on the minimum growth requirements for meeting the basic needs of the people
The measures taken included the mobilization of the resources needed for eco^omT
growth through the development of public and private savings, the mobilfzYtioTf T^

SK5 SL^'Sa1110-11"of such— «*«*■the *~ 5Sof such

fntln^/^^^ conc'uded °Y referring to two recent successes in the economic
^l^Sit».0n8KWaLthe estabJis.hment of the Maghreb Arab Union, and the other
was the completion by Morocco of its section of the Tangier-Lagos Highway. The
estabhshment of such infrastructures facilitated the integration of African economies.
Similarly Morocco was continuing the studies for the establishment of a permanent link
between Europe and Africa through the Strait of Gibraltar.

388. The representative of Senegal stated that the document entitled "African Alternative
to Structural Adjustment Programmes" was a means by which the Senegalese authorities
could respond to the overall question of appropriate adjustment.

fh^ SI1S-**!? ?ai?lcaluadJ*ustment Policies carried out in some African countries had
shown their limitations by not being able to mitigate the social effects of the austerity
measures on the most vulnerable sections of the population, it would be easy to rejeci
them. Such a rejection, however, risked the neglect of one essential consideration: that
the adjustment policies were designed for the medium term and that before they were
implemented, each country was aware that there would be costs attached to such
adjustments. It was, therefore, up to the African countries and their partners to study
the accompanying measures necessary to mitigate the negative effects.

390. AA-SAP certainly offered a wider development perspective than that of the classical
structural adjustment programmes. In that sense, AA-SAP constituted a special framework
for dialogue with Africa's partners. Individually, the African countries had not the strength
to combat the current economic crisis. Only economic integration could enable African
countries to negotiate on an equal footing with the developed countries. Economic
integration which was desired by most African countries had led to the establishment
of economic groupings in Africa. However, the movement towards market integration
had been very inadequate. In order to improve the situation, ECA would need the constant

8?7^,t.?JLAfrlcan StateS ParticuIarIY "it" regard to the reinforcement and wider spread
of MULPOC activities in order to make them more efficient instruments for the promotion
of economic integration in the different subregions of Africa.

391. With regard to Africa's external debt, he said that the traditional methods used to
alleviate the problem such as rescheduling were no longer suitable since they only
postponed current problems. African countries needed to consult with their development
partners in order to solve the debt problem since the implementation of policies within
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of all, including that of the developed countries.

392 The representative of Togo first stated that he shared the opinions expressed1 by
the Secre a?^eneral of the OAU in his opening address on the development problems
of Africa H^recaHed that it was the need to speed up the imp «^™^ftft
Plan of Action that had led the Heads of State and Government to adopt Africa s Priority

P ogrammeZ Economic Recovery (APPER) in .985 That P^^J.^^;^ ofs
in June 1986 by the United Nations General Assembly in the form of the ""'^Nations
Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development (UN PAAERD1,
jTSthl international community undertook to support economic and socal
development efforts in Africa.

393. Four years after the adoption of APPER and in spite of the economic reforms
undertaken by most countries to revitalize growth, the continent's economic and soctal
situation was sTm alarming. Both the successes and setbacks marking economic and
socTa Wstory snowed that economic development problems could only be tackled proper y
tf hey werl treTted within an overall framework, which was more likely to generate
he necessary action, so.idarity and coherence. Thus, the search for an African^framework
for structural adjustment programmes, centred as it was on man as both the "it.ator
and beneficiary of development, was a very commendable init.at.ve on the part of the

ECA secretariat.

394. Togo had been very quick to restructure the enterprises sector under the pressure
of constraints in the world economy, particularly the fall in the market pr.ce fo the
countr/s principal export products. The objectives of those programmes were: to balance
public finances by Seeking to increase revenues and decrease expenses; f^™*"* «£
pub c enterprise! sector; meet the State's external commitments; improve public
investment programming and give priority to rural development and ^.ntenance>*f
institute administrative and institutional reforms as a basis for sustained econom.c

revitalization.

395. In spite of those programmes, however, Togo had experienced a drop in household
income, an increase in unemployment and an acute shortage of public resources needed
for financing social projects. He stressed that AA-SAP, which took into account all
long-erm development aspects, represented a framework within which African counties
could consider and negotiate with the Bretton Woods institutions. He observed, however
that there would be difficulties in implementing certain proposals shown in table 5.2
of the document on AA-SAP, notably measures A.6, B.2, C.5 and D.6 and suggested further
analysis of certain concepts in order to make them more credible.

396. The representative of the Comoros indicated that AA-SAP was a step forward in
trvinq to define an African alternative to current structural adjustment programmes

supported by the Bretton Woods institutions. However, it had come late since many
African countries had already embarked on IMF-sponsored programmes starting in 1980.
Although it was not a response *o the short-term problems of LDCs, it was a framework
for reflection which should be improved so as to make it a common document that could
be used for negotiations with both bilateral and multilateral donors particularly the Bretton

Woods institutions.

397 For AA-SAP to become an effective instrument for recovery and economic and
social development, it must also include a component on science and technology. It was
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through research and the exploitation of research findings in Asia and elsewhere that

uno^rtaken1. eCOnOmlc 9rouPin9s- m general, more technical studiet still need^d^o^

398. The management of public finances and enterprises was not stringent enough Yet
economeirsentThntSUCh m?na*evnent was important for the transformation of African
Rank aJ! th lie *8 * **ru?tural adjustment programmes supported by the World
Bank and the IMF were usually introduced so as to correct the situation. However the
IfetoT' ei?Vironme"t was sti" harsh- Commodity prices had fallen, the burden of external
th h '"creased, and donors had not responded. Therefore, all those problems and
Lrw^-n1 effects of structural adjustment programmes should be properly

of io« ;hf'TJ V 9 6n *.he chalIen9e ^presented by the EEC's single European market
r«n.i!L;.Ki • " co?itment must strengthen its political and economic cohesion by
considerably improving all aspects of subregional and regional cooperation in order not
to face greater margmahzation in the future world economy.

IMF Inrf ZTm'T f A'f/!a reCa"ed the conditions generally laid down by the
IMF and the World Bank to African countries undertaking stabilization and structural
fhi^ «"* Pr°3rammes and said that none <>f t"e measures prescribed had demonstrated
ST hJ Z%^ fe"eSS I"/"6 C°.nttXt °f AfHcan ec<>nomi^. Although Algeria had not gone
itnl^fJ^ f""" assistance t nad nevertheIess folIowed wjth considerabIe interestMthe

experiences of other countries which varied greatly from one country to the other. How-
»ne=H, ♦ .r '° stabilize and restructure its economy, Algeria had imposed on itself
a^t^!-Te!Ji«Pr0Sra?me ,WhiCh WaS continuous|y adi««ted to meet both domestic and
!??£ cKond'tlons and markets. The central aspects of the Algerian reforms were reforms
of the public sector, management and industries, the reduction of the sizes of enterprises

ment and9nnance aUtOnOmy to them with resP«ct to decisions about production, invest-

400. Administrations and ministries had been relieved of their supervisory role with respect
to the enterprises which had regained absolute autonomy in all areas, particularly recruit-
HPrUCtl°n' expansion' direct relations with domestic and external partners and

401. The economic reorganization programme had yielded positive results and had had
repercussions on how the State itself was run. Thus, the Staie's capital budget was cur
rently more than its operational budget. The reforms Implemented had enabled Algeria
\ZJVZ! if"9, a classical structural adjustment programme. The only difference was
that the Algerian programme had been conceived and prepared by the public authorities
alone and not in consultation with the IMF and the World Bank.

402. He noted that there were over 100 million under-nourished people in Africa in 1989.
For 10 years, the standard of living had progressively declined and currently stood at

? iliTl V, °f the 197° leVel> The c°ntinenfs debt, which had stood at $US 48 billion
in 1980. had increased to $US 240 billion in 1987. He wondered whether the injection

ZZZHX 1 a1y ben?ficial effect on Africa. In the face of an increasingly hostile
mternational economic environment, most African countries had embarked upon extremely

£ imT"^ 1""T* U"der structural adjustment programmes. Without trying to deny
or belittle the few improvements that structural adjustment programmes had produced
on balance of payments, export growth or the reduction in the public deficit, it was diffi
cult to overlook their limitations with respect to economic, social and politicaf issues.

wmmemmmm
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external debt was held.

404 The representative of Zaire indicated that his country had a long and diversified
ex^rienceTS^nal structural adjustment programmes. Following the various, rtruc-
3 adiultmenrprogrammes concluded in 1986 and 1987, Zaire had been j.mong _hef«t
countries to denounce the adverse effects of those programmes .n the social sector.
zX was current"" negotiating with the World Bank for structural adjustment programme,
airn^l at correcting distortions in the social sector and at strengthening ongoing pro
grammes in education and health, employment and income distribution, ma nutshell
bv taking into account the human factor which was at the centre of AA-SAP. AA-SAP
shoufd bi a genuine frame of reference for negotiation and not for confrontation with
Africa's partners.

405. However, the success of AA-SAP would depend on two main factors: (a) at the
international level, if Africa's partners in development showed the flexibility and compre-
S.which were essential to the vitality of AA-SAP; and (b) at the African level
rail necessary arrangements were made to use AA-SAP as * negotiating -trument
between African countries and their partners. In the opinion of Zaire, AA-SAP was a
bold step in the right direction, given the increasingly hostile external economic environ

ment.

406. The representative of Burundi first congratulated ECA for having given an opportunity
to African ministers responsible for development and planning to discuss such an-important
issue as structural adjustment which was vital for the future of most of the countries

of the region.

407. In 1986, Burundi had adopted a structural adjustment programme based on economic
and financial reforms whose main objectives had been the recovery of its economy. He

gave a brief account of the results achieved.

408. With regard to public finance, in spite of some imbalances that still existed, the
budget deficit had been reduced and there had been better control in the management
of public resources. Public enterprises were becoming more efficient and at that time
were requiring less subsidies. Instead, they had started to contribute to the national

budget through the distribution of dividends.

409. The trade balance was however still deep in deficit due to the low prices for coffee,
the main export crop. Furthermore, the devaluation of the currency, the liberalization
of imports and price deregulation which were supposed to give a competitive edge to
local products had not as yet produced the results expected. The private sector which
was expected to replace the declining public sector had yet to assert itself.

410. The representative said that, in general, the overall performance of structural adjust
ment programmes had indicated that the measures adopted were mostly aimed at short-
term stabilization and emphasized that it was absolutely necessary to integrate them
into long-term development programmes. In that respect, it was necessary to concentrate
on such key issues as increase in productive investments, diversification of the economy,
the creation of new productive sectors such as industry, maintaining and improving food
and nutritional balances, and continued satisfactory development in the social sector.
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AA-SAP whch 3 f atIV%'ndiCated that he suPP°rte« the initiative of preparing
grtmmes AA-S^PM^Tn w referenc*f7 the P^ration of better adjustment pro?
!^?*A SAP could enable new candidates for structural adjustmt t id
errors

A-S^PM^Tn w referenc*f7 the P^ration of better adjustment pro?
SAP could enable new candidates for structural adjustment to avoid past

took into account the social dimension of development and the promotion
e sector in adjustment programmes promotion

ok into account the social dim
of the private sector in adjustment programmes

ll'rJH% rePT?"tatlVe £ Botswana congratulated the secretariat for its continuous
tilt fjutions t0 Afri<*'* development problems. He observed that many ideas
had been put forward to give AA-SAP the stature and credibility it deserved and expressed
his delegation's endorsement of the proposals. Botswana had not yet undertaken any
structural adjustment programmes with the World Bank and the IMF.Ince the countr^
E^iSTT P°IIC'eS' supP°rted with resources from the booming mineral sectTr,
had helped produce an economic miracle.

mLHe.eXpla+ineVhat^iS COUntry had' within the context of the six-year national develop
ment plans tried to identify emerging issues in advance. A slow-down in the growth
of the economy was, however, likely in the future. His Government's energies would,
therefore, be focused on policies and programmes to further stimulate the growth and
d versification of the productive sectors which were bound not to be contributing suffi
ciently to maintain the growth of the economy. S

414. He finally welcomed AA-SAP for opening new horizons and for the help it could
give his country in strengthening and deepening the process of economic growth if it
had to be applied. He however noted that the African Heads of State and Government
did not feature ,n the dialogue for approving AA-SAP and he expressed the hope that
they would be included in that dialogue. ^

415. The representative of Gabon said that his country had taken a keen interest in AA-
5AK since it was the ideal framework including approaches and guidelines for the
transformat.on and recovery of African economies. The issue was very important and
in that respect, his delegation commended the ECA secretariat for its efforts to find
solutions to the development problems of the African continent. Those efforts had resulted

AA-SAP3905 ACti°n and thC Fina' AGt °f Lag°S/ the UN~PAAERD and currently

416. He paid tribute to the Ministers of Finance for the declaration made at Blantyre
Malawi, which was one of the most important contributions to the improvement of the
document on AA-SAP. Traditional stabilization and adjustment programmes in Africa
had failed to ach.eve the expected results and there was therefore a need to prepare
an alternative framework for structural adjustment which would take into account Africa's
structural characteristics and development objectives as contained in the Lagos Plan
of Action and endorsed by the UN-PAAERD. The fundamental rule in adjustment and
structural transformation in Africa was national and collective self-sufficiency and the
satisfaction of basic human needs,

417. In reviewing the main principles of AA-SAP, the representative highlighted some
shortcomings. He referred, in particular, to science and technology because of the crucial
impact which they could have on the economic performance of African States in the
face of international competition. AA-SAP was seeking alternative mechanisms, the
African way, for the transformation of economic and social conditions on the continent
although its implementation was still to be worked out since AA-SAP was only a frame
of reference for the preparation of more adequate structural adjustment programmes.
In that respect, it was important to improve the framework.

418. The observer for France said that on the whole, Africa's economic situation gave
cause for concern and felt that African countries had not really benefited from the global
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. Such programmes were the product of the crisis. The programmes had
ofteTs^cceed;d in avoiding the worst. They should be judged over the duration. However,
his Government appreciated Africa's impatience with SAPs.

419 The secretariat's document was a message addressed not only to African countries
bLt'also t" the^national community. AA-SAP taught i«**™£^^™
weakness was that the modalities for its implementation were not c ear.Jhe world *>e.ng
what it was, it would be difficult to present as an alternative solution something that
was rather a frame of reference or a framework for negotiations.

420. He provided some figures on trends in Franco-African ^P61*3?'0" ^^^^if,1^*
French official development assistance was more than FF 28 billion in 1988 or 0.5 per
cent of the GDP of France; bilateral assistance had accounted for 74.3 per cent of that
figure and multilateral aid 25.7 per cent. The grant portion had represented 80 per cent
of aid in general, and 90 per cent of aid to LDCs. French assistance to African countries
had been Stable because of the consensus in political circles and in French publ.c opinion
on the subject. As far as the external debt of African countries was concerned he stressed
his country's commitment to the search for a comprehensive solution to the problem
and informed the Conference that the issue would be raised again at the summit of indus
trialized countries to be held in Paris on 14 July 1989. He also addressed the importance
of the second United Nations Conference on Least Developed Countries to be held in

Paris in September 1990.

421. On the question of environmental issues, he said that France was in favour of control
ling the transborder movement of toxic wastes and called on African countries to support
the Hague Declaration on the Atmosphere, stressing that it had recognized the prmciple
of just and equitable assistance and co-operation machineries for these countries which
would suffer from abnormal or particular constraints as a result of the decisions taken.

422. The observer for the Netherlands recalled the concerns expressed at the fourteenth
meeting of the Conference of Ministers responsible for economic development and planning
about Africa's gloomy prospects and the heavy sacrifices resulting from structural adjust
ment. However, the news that emerged in 1988 indicated that there was some hope.
Further the UN-PAAERD mid-term review had also provided some hope as it demonstrated
an awareness of the necessary changes and the shared responsibility of the donor and

recipient countries.

423 He stated that his country was aware of the political, economic and social tensions
emanating from structural adjustment. However, those problems were shortlived and
necessary for restoring economies on long-term basis. His country supported structural
adjustment programmes which were long term in nature. However, while it endorsed
the principle that sustainable economic growth was a prerequisite, his country was aware

that It was not sufficient for balanced economic growth.

424. He elaborated on the purposes and mechanisms of structural adjustment and empha
sized the need for a parallel flow of resources during the adjustment implementation
stage so as to maintain investment in infrastructure and to preserve the provision of
basic social services. That called for tight donor co-ordination to ensure the flow of
donor money and to prevent its utilization on activities outside the structural adjustment

programme.

425. The planning of structural adjustment programmes had to take into account the
individual peculiarities of the countries concerned and consideration given to longer
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F^htr <*.ad'UStment w'th'n which there would be a series of short-term programmes.
Further, the programmes had to be formulated such that the duration of the various
measures would be in consonance one with the other. The negative effects on the most
vulnerable population groups had also to be planned for. Preparatory activities wTch
would mclude a limited set of conditions and instalments had^lso to bepanned for.
Such an approach, he said, would increase the effectiveness of the adjustment programmes.

426 He reviewed Africa's debt problem and stressed the need for donor coordination.
the Zl^fVL nT Vf ^ Spedal Pr°Sramme of Action for Africa (SPAA) in
Ipaa u L \L lefL and exP|ained that his Government would continue to support
«L « } fn H*?* |hat a'th°"gh the increase in ODA funds had been disappointing,
the flow of funds to Africa and its qualitative aspects had increased due primarily to
increased donor co-ordmation. In that context, discussions on effective donor co-ordination
would remain cruc.al. He was of the opinion that the World Bank report "Beyond adjust
ment: Toward sustainable growth with equity in sub-Saharan Africa" which was still
under preparation would play an important role in such discussions and expressed his
Government's view that the Economic Commission fcr Africa, on account of its mandate
had to be an important participant in those discussions.

427. Finally, he applauded African Governments for their efforts, courage and wisdom
and re-affirmed that his Government would continue to give high priority to aid
programmes for Africa within its policy of development co-operation.

428. The observer for the Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL)
thanked the Executive Secretary for having invited CEPGL to take part in the Conference.
The invitation illustrated the close co-operation between ECA and CEPGL. The meeting
whose theme was "African Economic Recovery and Development: Search for an African
Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes" was being held at a critical period
in the history of the African continent, which was characterized by the continued
deterioration of its social and economic situation in spite of the laudable efforts made
and initiatives taken by African countries, including adoption and implementation of
structural adjustment programmes.

429. The impact of structural adjustment programmes on the economic co-operation
and integration process at the regional and subregional levels in Africa had been much

more negative for intergovernmental organizations engaged in economic integration
because in spite of political commitment of the States members of those groupings
they had not received sufficient support from the international community and in particular
from international financial institutions.

430. The difficulties of the integration process had been compounded by the effects of
structural adjustment programmes. The measures imposed on adjusting the States in
terms of the considerable reduction of public spending in general and external financial
commitments in particular, had resulted in a reduction of integration activities and even
the suspension of entire programmes.

431. Import liberalization measures and the revision of customs tariffs contained in the
structural adjustment programmes were not only jeopardizing national and subregional
enterprises but had also undermined the impact of clearing and other arrangements,
in the medium term, many agreements and protocols had been entered into in order to
strengthen the integration process but those relating in particular to the establishment
of preferential trade areas would be gradually undermined and the establishment of an
African economic community would be compromised.
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mmlmWmmActive laws of world economic development and equal economic security.

laid oarticular emphasis on the legitimate rights of African countries to map

5sT5US.rss, ess

tased on the optimum combination of public, co-operative mxed and private sectors
which would tate into account specific political, economic and historical realities.

434. The Soviet Union, he said, had always and would continue tc.oppose .»* ££
of alien models of economic growth on the developing countries and it was in that context
that it sW for the introduction and strengthening of International guarantees for the
free choice, by each country, without external interference, of socio-econom.c systems

for self-determination.

435 The use of embargoes, boycotts, trade, credit and other means of economic coercion,
-Kalone theutilization if the United Nations mechanism for the W^ rf ^nng
someone's political ambitions should not be tolerated in a civilized .nternational com

munity.

436 He referred to the aggressive policies of the racist regime of South Africa and noted
tM theTust and lasting 'so.ution to the problems existing in South Africa was the most
important pre-condition for the successful implementat.on of the UN-PAAERD. He
uXlined the interrelationship between disarmament and ^^^p^J11^^,
cally no country which had not, either directly or indirectly, been affected by the arms
race. Expenditures on armaments in developing countries were approaching the magnitude
of the combined external debt of the African region. Reductions in military spend.ngs
and the transfer of resources released as a result of disarmament measures to the purposes
Of peaceful socio-economic development of States, including those in developing Africa,
would provide a real resource base for economic recovery and development.

437. The development of international co-operation among all the States, regardless
of their ideology, economic potential or size of population or territory could play an
important role in overcoming the critical economic situation in Africa. The Soviet Un.on
called for the promotion of such co-operation and the involvement of other donors as
well as recipient countries to the largest extent possible. The priority areas of such
co-operation could include rendering financial, material and other forms of assistance
to the developing countries jointly with developed capitalist countries, and, inter alia,
measures aimed at solving the external debt problem of the African region.

438. He finally assured the meeting that the Soviet Union was prepared to discuss all
the elements of its recent initiative on ways and means of solving the external debt prob
lems in multilateral fora, including consultations under the aegis of the United Nations
with a view to working out an international approach to that problem on the bas.s of

consensus.
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'iecrs£Jihnen ■:Ttt^P™°?f*eI™nV -P—d his country's concern

ZZ with ,ti°nS th3t P°PUlatim 9r°Wth "^S tointo line with economic and environmental capacity.

440. He expressed his country's appreciation for the efforts and determination of the

£ ors" Trcl'501"1^ tOth!ir StrUCtUral Pr°blems in the economic and Lialsectors Hi G and had i i

y pp the efforts and determination of the

£ ors" Trcol™'.501"1^ tOwth!ir StrUCtUral Pr°blems in the economic and Lialsectors. His Government recognized those efforts and had, in response, increased its

-^is^^sr*"strong support to internatronai p^-- andcs,v*:
1h!f.||?overnmentIs W>"t«l assistance to Africa had been increased to a total

1Z dm irua'^;rsentin9 over ao ^cent °f an cerma" w'«t«i SS
xT f/J^ p M?" ^ bee" channelled *° Africa via multilateral organizations
The Federal Republic of Germany had also participated in other forms of assistance
such as for structural and sectoral adjustment and a total of DM 6 bilMon of deb had
teen cancel ed for Africa's poorest countries with a view to reducing the"" debt burden
mToTdYn'r -T' thVeir °f °ermanylS financial —P-ation hid £en conside£|y
»T™ ?nl? assis*ancf to African countries was almost exclusively in the form of grants
and th?1nierT" rVlf° mentioned his coun*^ contribution under the Lome Convention
o? his LuK ,' ^f r<?9ramm^fOr sub-Saha|-a" Africa. He informed the Conference
of his country's lead role in contributing to the African Development Bank's fourth capital
increase, to which it had contributed $US 20 billion, an increase of 200 per cent.

iZtd tha* econ°mic Prudence and social responsibility were not mutually
term ^t,, ac^now'edgfd .tha* structural adjustment processes had to be of a long^
£*J1 ?k r a"eViate S°Cial burdenS' Consist«nt adherence to policy reformpackages was therefore essential for ultimate success. Y rerorm

referred to the armed conflicts which still prevented progress in some

fJ^^^LT^'r3'5 rndTndenCe Under United Nations SecurUymCouncresolution 435 and the Umted Nations settlement plan in which his Government had partici
pated in drawing up, would soon become a reality. He deplored ^oaxthsid and racial

'T'Z^T 0UhAfrL!fandthe!r "ti i ^S ShaTZ-^Td had.obL!fIHw!r T p t^Sand sS^Mth^f^"1 ?5 t0- "* abollshed and replaced by a system in which all the people of
South Africa would enjoy the same human and civil rights. P

144. Finally, he stressed the importance of regional co-operation and stated that his
country's co-operation programme with SADCC was the most extensive that his Govern
ment had carried out with any regional organization in the world. He then referred to
the special assistance his Government had provided to ECA in recognition of the fact
that many problems in Africa transcended national boundaries and required solution at
the regional level. ^

MinJ*r< °thSerVer. f°r ?!uW°cld FOOd C°UnciI (WFC) c<>nveyed to the Conference of
Mm.sters the apology of the Executive Director of his organization who had wanted to
deliver his statement personally but could not because of the sudden death of a member
of his family on the eve of his scheduled travel to Addis Ababa and then read the Executive
Director's statement to the meeting. "ecuuve

446. The Executive Director reviewed the current developments in Africa's food sector
strategies and stated that, despite encouraging efforts in that policy domain as reflected
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in r*»r*»nt oolicv reforms and structural adjustment
in recenx poncy ioivmi „-.„, rnnrern. He added tnai per cd^ui iwu Ki«««^
in the region constituted a matter of grave concern. H"a £ f ^ne nungry

P economic adjustment measures had been a contributory factor.

Initiative Against Hunger in the World", adopted in May 1988.

vital.

449 Africa was still plagued with several problems including the growing impoverishrnent
of ts people all sorts of disasters, the disastrous consequences of .ts external deb
?ooo- shortages inadequate sanitation, and declining terms of trade between raw mater.aI.
^manufactured ^oducts. No development plan had been able to overcome Afncrt
underdeve^pment; on the contrary, African countries had become poorer, disease_had
tecome deadUer and the confused people lacked health facilities and qual.ty training,
tattat reqard AA-SAP had arrived at the right moment to help Africa overcome the
errors ofX past and explore new and more appropriate *ayS of deveiopment which
would create a framework for participation by all.

450 Such new paths of development would also make it possible to reflect cultural aspects,
?te traditiona|Pskill of the people particularly women, and to make man the pnmemover
arrf beneficiary of the fruits of deveiopment. AA-SAP was not a framework of conflict
and ddI not want to isolate Africa from the rest of the world. She reaffirmed her bel.ef
?hat he devefopment of Africa should begin from the rural areas and move to modern
cities AA-SAP which was in line with that belief, would meet with the approval and
active support of everyone inc.uding the international community. She ended her state
ment by^essing thWhope that women, youth and the elderly would be closely involved
rl^ of the African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes.

451. In his concluding remarks on the general debate, the Chairman underscored with
sa sfacton the richness of the debate. Altogether, 34 delegations had spoken with all
of them concentrating on AA-SAP, thus confirming the fundamental importance of the
!uber0f structura,9 adjustment. In the interventions, representatives had generally
endued ^document. However, a number of theoretical and empirical issues which
reuTed mainW to the macro-economic framework and empirical aspects of the proposals
had bin raisXl. Representatives recognized that the proposals would go through a process
of further discussions and consultations.
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*S2. Such a process of dialogue and consultations would be a lonn one arid the AA-SAP

tiTfUSJ"f °n'y 3 ?? St6p '" that prOCeSS- Several °f the representatives i
-ndthft t f™e"orkKf01: negotiation and/or planning structural adjustment p
d U\r?V 3 ""? ^ dynamlC dia'°9Ue With the donor institutions.

" * * ' !°n9 °"e' the "eed f°r "'** at a"

ri".7'™i".I.. j- _— „ *^n ""7 jrgwiiinicnMatlgnS Of the tenth meeting of the Technical
.rr.fiparatorv committee of the whole fagenHa item 6)

?h^Xh^Chrfirma*nwOf*uhe tenth meeting Of the Tech™ca' Preparatory Committee of
ihe Whole presented the report of the Committee (E/ECA/CM.15/47). In doing so he
fndelnH6 ""^^ ^ Confe™ce to corrigendum E/ECA/CM.15 47/C*M o^'the
Independence of Namibia which should be inserted as paragraph 349 under part III of
the document, and before the subject "Statutory Issues".

pprnw l:?P°rted °n the attendance and organization of work of the tenth meeting
TEPCOW, !ts agenda and proceedings. The Committee had discussed item 4 (ii) of

aH1a: /IT!?1* ^°ru ^ rAfri0an Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes
at length and had followed up those discussions with the establishment of an

S5T7S? iJ/fJSte*,me!Sl!rl sub-committee to review further the secretariat document
til qa£ I c^Rev-7 " African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes
IAA-SAP): A Framework for Transformation and Recovery. The report of the
sub-committee as amended and adopted by TEPCOW was attached as annex I of TEPCOW's
report. The consensus of TEPCOW was that AA-SAP provided Africa with a framework
which each country could use to meet its own structural adjustment needs. Some
representatives had raised the issue of the title of the document and had suggested that
it should be changed. Others had suggested that it should remain as it *<£ After a
protracted exchange, of views without a consensus, the Committee had decided to refer
the matter to the Conference of Ministers responsible for economic development and
planning for decision.

m5?: LheK,C!lairmtn °f the Comm|ttee then reported on the deliberations on the second
united Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa (UNTACDA II) the
preparations for the International Development Strategy for the fourth United Nations
Development Decade, the Industrial Development Decade for Africa (IDDA) and on the
secretariat's programme of work, including the progress report on the implementation
of the programme of work and priorities 1988-1989, the draft programme of work and
priorities for the bienmum 1990-1991, and the Medium-term Plan 1992-1997.

456. The Committee had adopted 20 resolutions, three memoranda and one appeal for
consideration by the Conference of Ministers.

457. In the discussion that followed, representatives concentrated on the issues covered
Deiow.

Annual Economic Report on Afrira i?y? ray>nHa item H {$ (a) of TEPCOW]

458. The representative of Algeria requested the secretariat to correct an error which

aSSorenTiy C°nC,fT?.d °nly. the French text of the annual Economic Report on Africa,
1989. The word "dismantled" in paragraph 33 of the report should be replaced by the
words "was significantly restructured11. r



^YfT|npment nbjectives [agenda item 4 (II) of

459. Some representatives expressed the need to review the title of AA-SAP in the
of^aragraph 121 of the report of TEPCOW. They felt that the title should reflect the
content9o?Pthe document. Moreover, it was felt that the word "alternation P-rxiariar.
might raise undue hope for the population of the continent which had bee*, .utterly
from the effects of orthodox SAPs. The need for an alternative was fulSy recognized
and must be vigorously pursued. However, at that stage of the work, one was only -
the beginning of the search for an alternative. Others, however, believe^ that .he
should remain as it was since it conveyed the message which Africa wanted.
the title reflected faithfully the Africanness of the document.

460. After a long exchange of views during which a number of titles were suggested,
it was agreed that there was need for a consensus. In that connection, the following

titles were retained for consideration:

(a) African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes {AA-SAP): A Frame

work for Transformation and Recovery;

(b) African Alternative Framework to Structural Adjustment Programmes: Adjust

ment with Transformation;

(c) African Structural Adjustment Programmes: A Framework for Adjustment

with Transformation; and

(d) Proposed Alternative for African Adjustment Programmes: A Framework for

Transformation and Recovery.

461. After a further exchange of views, the Conference decided to retain the second

and third proposals and then entrusted them to an Ad hoc Committee for further discussion

and recommendation. The Ad hoc Committee comprised the Bureau, namely Ethiopia,

the Congo, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Benin and the representatives of Cote dMvoire,
Sierra Leone and Zambia. That committee was to meet on 8 April 1989 to decide on
a single title which should be submitted to the Joint Meeting of the Ministers responsible

for Economic Development and Planning and the Ministers of Finance on 7 0 April 1989.

462. The representative of Cameroon said that the silence observed by his delegation
until that moment did not in any way mean a lack of commitment but rather caution
since his country did not have much experience with respect to SAPs. In view of the
complicated nature of the problem and of the importance of the subject, Cameroon was

taking note of AA-SAP and requesting time to ponder over the matter and make a fully

informed statement at the appropriate time.

463. The representative of Guinea stated that his delegation had no objection to AA-
SAP. He regretted that his intervention during the general debate had mistakenly been

interpreted as an expression of opposition to AA-SAP. In actual fact that intervention

was intended to point out some imperfections and to make suggestions and recommenda

tions for improving the AA-SAP document.

Special meeting nf African Ministers of Civil Aviation [agenda item 6 (f) of TEPCOW]

464. The representative of Gabon referred to paragraph 318 of TEPCOW's report in which

reference was made to the conversion of the Addis Ababa Centre to a Multinational
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Training Centre for Pilots and Aircraft Engineers and suggested that the other Centre
at Mvenge, Gabon, which was for training pilots from francophone countries, should also
De mentioned*

Third meeting Of the Regional Conference op the Development ang; Utilization nf M
Resources fagenria Hem 6 (g) of TEPCOW] „..„., Vl IVI

465. The representative of Zaire indicated that the last sentence of paragraph 325 should
be changed to read as follows: "Some representatives stressed that the studies to be
carried out must take Into consideration the structure, potential and market conditions
and a mode! document on co-operation in the sector".

Independence of Namihia

466. The representative of Angola referred to the substance of paragraph 349 of TEPCOW's
report (E/ECA/CM.15/47) and stated that given the fact that it was the Brazzaville Proto
col of 13 December and the New York Accord of 22 December 1988 that led South Africa
to agree to the implementation of Security Council resolution 435/78 on the independence
of Namibia, the text of the corrigendum should have recognized the primary importance
of that protocol and that accord in the recent developments in Southern Africa.

International Development Strategy for the fourth United Nations Development rwaHo
(agenda item 8 of TEPCOW) vr..._

467. A representative of Zaire requested that the following should be added to paragraph

"(f) to consider the integration of African economies as a process whose stages
must be well defined". *

Draft medium-term Plan for the period 1992-1997 hynHa item 10 (d) of TEPCOW]

468. The representative of the Niger pointed out that the name of his country was omitted
in paragraph 414 of TEPCOW's report in which the members of the open-«nded jdhoc
Committee on the Medium-term Plan were cited.

,e??JlUt'QnS' memoranda- declaration and appeal rerommended by the tenth noting

469. The representative of the Congo suggested that an operative paragraph should be
added to resolution 1 (X) appealing to the international community to assist Africa to
acquire and master technologies.

470. The representative of Guinea suggested that there should be a resolution mandating
the secretariat to undertake a comprehensive study on toxic waste in Africa for 1990.
The Chairman replied that the secretariat had taken note of the request and that such
a study would be prepared.

471. The Conference took note of the report of TEPCOW and adopted the resolutions
memoranda, declaration and appeal referred to it by TEPCOW for consideration and
adoption.
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leveloped
iiiu \ji m^ ******* »■ »-»■ -w- —

Countries (agenda item 7)

472 In the absence of the Chairman of the ninth meeting of the Conference of Ministers
of African "ast Developed Countries, the Chairman of the fifteenth meeting of the
Conference of Ministers Vesponsible for economic development and plann.ng introduced
document E/lc"cM.I5/39 -Report of the ninth meeting of the Conference of M.msters
of African Least Developed Countries.

473. The ninth meeting had considered the report and the resolution ^^^IS^
mental Committee of Experts of African LDCs which had met from 22 to 25 March 1989.
Following the consideration of that report, the meeting had adopted a declaration on
policies and measures for accelerating the development process in the least developed
countries during the 1990s. The declaration was to be presented to the high-Ieve' P"£»-
tory meetings for the second United Nations Conference on Least Developed Countries.
A resolution had also been adopted on measures for strengthening the ECA special pro
gramme for least developed, land-locked and island countries in Africa.

474. The meeting took note of the report.

Rennrt of th* fourth meeting of the Ministerial Follow-UD Committee Of Ten Of the COIT
ferenre of Afrlrmi Minister* Responsible for Human Resources Planning. Development

and Utilization [agenda item 6 (i) (viii)]

475. This report, not having been considered by TEPCOW, was referred directly to the

Ministers.

476. The Chairman of the fourth meeting of the Follow-up Committee presented the
report of the Committee (document E/ECA/CM.15/28). All members of the Follow-up
Committee of Ten had attended the meeting which had taken place on 4 and 5 April
1989. Observers had also been present from ILO, UNDP and ADB.

477. The meeting had reviewed the overall human resources situation in Africa. It had
also considered the report of the United Nations Inter-agency Task Force on Human
Resources Development and Utilization in Africa, the report of the fourth meeting of
the Conference of Vice-Chancellors, Presidents and Rectors of Institutions of Higher
Learning in Africa, and the ILO/JASPA report on employment in Africa. A number of
recommendations had been made by the Committee in the light of issues and problems
that had emerged in the areas of human resources planning, development and utilization

and steps taken towards the implementation of the Khartoum Declaration.

478. The Conference took note of the report and endorsed the recommendations.

Seventh Pledging Conference for the United Nations Trust Fund for African Development

(UNTFAD) (agenda item 8)

479. The Deputy Executive Secretary welcomed delegates to the seventh pledging Con
ference for UNTFAD. He outlined the priority areas where UNTFAD funds would be

particularly needed during the biennium 1990-1991 and expressed gratitude to both member
States and non-ECA member countries which had continued to support UNTFAD and

ECA's activities.

480. The representative of Zimbabwe informed the Conference that his country had taken

the necessary steps several weeks ago to pay its arrears of $US 29,836. He added that
Zimbabwe had already made a significant contribution to the organizations in the subre-

gion, particularly SADCC and the Preferential Trade Area. In the spirit of collective
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ofn.^onoy »°n -^ ?.tinunt' h°Wever' the reP^entative pledged a contribution
of $Z 160,000 He indicated that the sectors in which the funds should be used wou°d
be communicated to the secretariat soonest.

^81. Tne representative of Nigeria stated that according to document E/ECA/CM.15/35
his country had paid 86 per cent of the $US 2,191,509 pledged since the first
Conference. He indicated that he wouid ask the ECA secretariat to correct that p
tage which should be higher. He pledged a new contribution of *US 50,000, hal? of
should go to support the Niamey-based MULPOC activities.

o?iu^.onnnL, ?k *" Hl*£ ^f°rmed the Conferen^ that there was a difference
of ?U5 10,000 between the contnbut.on announced by his country in 1987 ($US 26 529)
and the total stated m document E/ECA/CM.15/35 and he requested the secretariat to
make the necessary corrections. His country would soon pay the arrears of $US 16,629.

483. The representative of Guinea informed the Conference that his country accorded
great importance to the programme of co-operation between African countries. He
reaffirmed his country's support for UNTFAD by announcing a pledge of $US 5 000. Of
that amount, $US 4,000 was a fresh contribution while $US 1,000 was to cover Guinea's
arrears.

k84* ™e representative of Zambia informed the Conference that his country would contri
buteJUS 15,000 to the Fund and would be communicating on how such contribution should
De utilized.

*;,.Ih|f/ce^eSerltative of Sierra Leone took note of his country's arrears which amounted
to ?US 42,625 and announced a fresh contribution of $US 10,000, half of which was ear
marked for FAO activities and the other half for WFP activities.

486. The representative of Togo informed the Conference that as it had done in the past
Togo would like to stress that despite the difficulties that Africa was facing, it wasthe
duty of ECA member States to make a contribution, no matter how modest, to Africa's
socio-economic development activities particularly at a time when resources were declin
ing continuously and it was becoming increasingly urgent to attain development objectives.

487. For the 1990-1991 biennium, Togo would pledge $US 10,000. Half of that contribution
wou d go to the Niamey MULPOC to support its development activities. The other half
would go to ECA to finance its work programme and to pay off the $US 650 that were
registered in ECA's accounts as Togo's contribution arrears.

488. The representative of Egypt announced that his country was taking all necessary
steps to renew the pledge on fellowships offered from his country's Fund for Technical
Assistance for Africa to the Economic Commission for Africa. The fellowships totalled
35 for the year 1989-1990. He also confirmed that his country had already paid all previous
pledges amounting to $US 901,426.

489. The representative of Zaire told the Conference that his country had just settled
all its arrears and announced a fresh pledge to the Fund of $US 50,000 in support of the
activities of the Gisenyi MULPOC. KK^

490. The representative of Angola briefed the Conference about the current difficulties
of his country, stressing in particular that the people of Angola had been making consider
able sacrifices as part of the struggle for Namibian independence. The destruction caused
by South African aggression was estimated at over $US T2 billion. Although his country
could not currently pledge any contribution, it supported UNTFAD which it would join
later by making an appropriate contribution.
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The reoresentative of the Kingdom of Lesotho announced a pledge of $US 38,872

££=Ekt-mserrsssjsssrur?,: £
thfSties of the Lusaka-based MULPOC and the remaining half to be given to the
general pool.

492 The representative of Rwanda informed the Conference that the arrears mentioned
I*^ documentME/ECA/CM.15/35 had already been settled through the G seny.-based
MU^OC. He announced a fresh pledge of $US 15,000 to support the activit.es of the
Gisenyi-based MULPOC.

493. The representative of Uganda informed the Conference that his country had been
facing serious economic and social difficulties. In spite of that, h,s country had pledged
$US 10,000 in 1987 which was fully paid, and in a spirit of collective self-reliance he
would inform the secretariat of his country's pledge after consultations with his ^league,
the Minister of Finance. Uganda's pledge would be to support the Lusaka-based MULPOC.

494. Despite the economic difficulties facing his country, the representative of Guinea-
Bissau announced a pledge of $US 5,000 to be disbursed as soon as possible.

495. The observer for France informed the Conference that document E/ECA/CM.15/35
had omitted France's 1988 pledge of FF 300,000 which had already been disbursed. More
over another document had mentioned assistance to the tune of $US 116,000 while the
actual figure was about $US 475,000 for assistance particularly to the marine resources

development programme of ECA and to ECA's audio-visual centre. He promised to write
to the ECA secretariat to make appropriate corrections. He announced that Frances
1989 pledge to the Fund was FF 400,000 and that the order for transferring that sum

had already been given.

237. The representative of the Federal Republic of Germany said that his country con
tinued to provide assistance to ECA in priority areas. Due to the budget arrangements
of his country, a pledge to the Fund could be announced only as part of specific projects.
His country would continue to provide experts to ECA as it had been doing in the past.

497. The representative of Senegal informed the Conference that his country was going
through difficult times and that it was paying the sum of $US 15,000, of which $US 6,000
was to cover its arrears. The difference of $US 9,000 in fresh pledges were to be allocated
to the Niamey-based MULPOC to support its activities.

498. The representative of Ethiopia informed the Conference that his country attached
special importance to the Fund and it would therefore contribute 30,000 Birr in kind

of manpower.

499. The representative of Equatorial Guinea informed the Conference that despite the

difficult economic situation that Equatorial Guinea, a least developed country, was going
through, his country would contribute the sum of $US 2,000 in support of the activities
of the Yaounde-based MULPOC with a view to promoting the policy of collective self-

reliance.

500. The representative of Benin informed the Conference that as a result of the particular
circumstances of his country he could not announce any pledge at the current meeting

but that arrangements would be made to pay the country's arrears.

501. The representative of the Sudan informed the Conference that as a result of the
difficulties facing his country, a contribution of $US 5,000 would be paid into the Fund
and that the amount could be revised should his country's economic situation improved.
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5?J-The representative of the Sudan informed the Conference that as a result of the
difficulties facing his country, a contribution of $US 5,000 would be paid into the Fund
and that the amount could be revised should his country's economic situation improve.

502. The representative of Malawi informed the Conference that his country would be
contributing $US 2,000 to the Fund.

503. The representative of Ghana informed the Conference that his country would be
contributing $US 20,000 to the Fund. 7

504. The meeting was informed of a letter addressed to the Executive Secretary in which
the Carnegie Foundation had pledged a sum of *US 176,000 to the Fund. The sum was
earmarked for financing activities in the areas of science and technology.

Any other business fagenria item 9)

505. The representative of Uganda informed the Conference that his Government was
taking all necessary steps to make the African Institute for the Prevention of Crime
and the Treatment of Offenders, which it was hosting, operational. It was however essen
tial that all countries members of the Governing Board of the Institute should accede
to the Statute of the Institute in order to enable the Board to meet. Two more members
of the Board, the Central African Republic and Zaire, had indicated that they wo_uld
sign the Statute by 30 April 1989. Following informal consultations, it had been suggested
that the following three countries which were members of the Board but were not in
a position to accede to the Statute by 30 April 1989, namely Botswana, Equatorial Guinea
and Ghana, should be replaced by Zambia, the Congo and Nigeria respectively.

506. The Conference accepted the suggestion.

Pate, venue and other matters relating to the twenty-fifth session of the Commission/six
teenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers fagenda item 10)

507. The representative of the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya paid tribute to the Economic
Commission for Africa for the role it had played and continued to play in the
socio-economic development of Africa. He informed the Conference of his country's

activities in the area of irrigation, in particular the artificial river that was being
constructed to increase food and agricultural production. He reminded the Conference

of the invitation his Government had extended to the Commission in 1984 for the
Commission to hold its annual session in 1990 in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya on the
occasion of the inauguration of the first phase of that artificial river. That invitation,
he said, was being renewed.

508. The Conference accepted the invitation by acclamation.

Closure of the meeting fag^nria item 11)

509. The representative of Gabon, on behalf of the Conference, moved a vote of thanks
to His Excellency Comrade Mengistu Haile-Mariam, General Secretary of the Workers'
Party of Ethiopia, Commander-in-Chief of the Revolutionary Armed Forces, and President
of the People's Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, for providing the Conference with the
opportunity to discuss such an important issue as the African Alternative Framework
for Structural Adjustment Programmes. He expressed gratitude to His Excellency Comrade
Mengistu Haile-Mariam and through him to the Party and people of Ethiopia for the tradi
tional hospitality offered to the Conference.
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s

preva^nTgTn their Countries. He informed the meeting that piedges were s ,1o
hoped that those countries which had not yet pledged would do so as soon as possible

512. He expressed his sincere thanks for the leadership which the Chairman and the other
members^f the Bureau had provided to the Conference to make the meeting a success.
He emphasized however that meetings should not be ends in^themselves I was very
knpoVTant for member States to implement the decisions and recommendations made
at meetings.

513. The Director-General for Development and International Economic C°-operation
commended the delegates for their extraordinary determination to grapple with the crisis
mTrica a fact which, he said, he would convey to the Secretary-General. The ser.es
of meetfngs that had just been held had provided him with an opportunity not only to
meet the Ministers responsible for economic development and planning. Ministers of
Finance the resident representatives and other important people in Africa but had also
enabled him to learn a lot about Africa. He referred to the good working relat onship
between UNDP, FAO and other international organizations, especially in combating locusts
taAfttea and the floods in Djibouti and reiterated that the United Nations would confnue

to assist African Member States.

514. The Chairman of the Conference remarked that the closure of the meeting marked
the beginning of the implementation of AAF-SAP. He expressed his thanks for the oppor-
unity given him to preside over the meeting which, he reiterated had been unique ,n
waysalready expressed by the Executive Secretary. After stressing the need for member
Stages to unite their actions as they entered the decade of the 1990s he thanked the
members of the Bureau and the Ministers of Finance and Planning for their co-operation
the UNDP Regional Administrator for Africa for organizing the cluster of meetings and
the ECA secretariat and others involved in organizing the meetings for their valuable

contributions.

515. He then declared the meeting closed.

D. Programme »f work and priorities

516. The performance of the secretariat for the first half of the biennium 1988-1989, JL7
showed a marked improvement over that for the same period1 in the previous biennium,
mainly because of the relaxation of the freeze on recruitment and improvements in

programming.

SJ E/ECA/CM.15/31
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LIST OF RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE
OF MINISTERS AT ITS FIFTEENTH MEETING

•Eage.
Number Title

656 (XXIV) Proclamation of a second Industrial Development Decade for ^

Africa

657 (XXIV) United Nations Trust Fund for African Development 10°

658 (XXIV) Strengthening development information systems in Africa 101

659 (XXIV) Review of the achievements of the Multinational Programming and
Operational Centres of the Commission in order to strengthen them - 1 us

660 (XXIV) Promotion and strengthening of subregional, regional and interna-
tional co-operation in the fight against migrant locusts in Africa

661 (XXIV) African Institute for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of
Offenders (UNAFRI) "

662 (XXIV) Assistance from the United Nations Industrial Development Organiza
tion for the promotion of multinational projects within the framework
of the Industrial Development Decade for Africa (IDDA) - - 106

663 (XXIV) Creation of an African Economic Association 107

664 (XXIV) International Conference on Popular Participation in the Recovery
and Development Process in Africa - "" ~" " 10B

665 (XXIV) Mobilization of extrabudgetary resources for the operational
activities of the Economic Commission for Africa

666 (XXIV) Strengthening the capabilities of subregional and regional structures
for the integration of women in development " 110

667 (XXIV) Measures for strengthening the Economic Commission for Africa's
special programme for least developed, land-locked and island

countries in Africa " in

668 (XXIV) Economic Report on Africa and Survey of Economic and Social
Conditions in Africa 112

669 (XXIV) African Institute for Economic Development and Planning 113

670 (XXIV) Establishment of the African Monetary Fund 11*

671 (XXIV) The current economic situation in Africa 115

672 (XXIV) Making operational the African Centre of Meteorological Applica

tions for Development 116
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Number Title

-Hage_

673 (XXIV) ^buUons by the Economic Commission for Africa to the

116

674 (XXIV) Draft Medium-term Plan, 1992-1997
-- 117

675 (XXIV) Proposed progr3mme of work and priorities for the biennium 1990-7991

676 (XXIV) African Alternative Framework for Structural Adjustment Programmes
for Socio-econom.c Recovery and Transformation (AAF-SAP) - - - - -

677 (XXIV) Joint meeting between the Conference of Ministers responsible
for economy development and planning and the UnitedEms
Development Programme Resident Representatives in Africa

118

119

121
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CHAPTER IV

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE CONFERENCE
OF MINISTERS AT ITS FIFTEENTH MEETING

656 (XXIV). Proclamation nf a second Industrial Development Decade for Africa

The Conference of Ministers.

.Bejallinfl- its resolution 588 (XXII) of 24 April 1987 on industrial development in

Africa,

RAralling further resolution GC.2/Res.2 of the second General Conference of the
United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) and decision 5 of the fourth
session of the Industrial Development Board, both on the Industrial Development Decade

for Africa (IDDA),

Bearing in mind resolution 1987/90 of the Economic and Social Council on the IDDA
which recommends, inter alia, the consideration after appropriate evaluation of the first
IDDA, of the proclamation of a second IDDA in order to accelerate further the
industrialization of Africa launched during the first IDDA,

Reiterating resolution CM/Res. 1188 (XLV) of the Council of Ministers of the
Organization of African Unity (OAU) on preparation for the third General Conference
of UNIDO and the ninth meeting of the Conference of African Ministers of Industry which
urges the Industrial Development Board of UNIDO to adopt an appropriate decision at
its fifth session in June/July 1989 to facilitate the proclamation of a second IDDA by
the General Assembly of the United Nations at its forty-fourth session.

Having considered the eighth joint progress report (parts I and II) by the secretariats

of the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), the OAU and UNIDO on the implementation

of the programme for the IDDA, Ji

Re-emphasizina the crucial role of the industrial sector in accelerating economic
growth in Africa and particularly in the implementation of the United Nations Programme

of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development (UN-PAAERD) and Africa's

Priority Programme for Economic Recovery (APPER),

Aware that an independent evaluation of the implementation of the IDDA programme

has recently been completed by a team of experts as called for in Commission resolution

588 (XXII),

1. Takes note with appreciation of the eighth joint progress report (parts I and
II) by the secretariats of the Commission, the OAU and UNIDO on the implementation
of the programme for the IDDA and endorses the proposals for accelerating its

implementation;

2. Invites the Conference of African Ministers of Industry at its ninth meeting
to examine the report on the evaluation of the implementation of the IDDA and present
its views on the modalities of launching a second IDDA for submission, with the present
resolution, to the forty-fourth session of the General Assembly through the Economic
and Social Council and the Industrial Development Board of UNIDO;

JJ Documents E/ECA/CM.15/15 and E/ECA/CM.15/15/Add.1.
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3. Further invites the General Assembly, at its forty-fourth session, to proclaim

ftot !DD9a"2° ^ °rder *° aCCelerate the indus*r«N«tion of Africa launched

4. _Uqjss_ all African countries and organizations to intensify tfieir efforts and
increase resource allocations to the industrial sector towards the accelerated industrializa
tion of the region;

5. Calls Upon the General Assembly to allocate adequate resources to the Commis
sion in order to enable it to provide more effective assistance to African countries and
organizations in the formulation and implementation of their programmes for the second
IDDA;

6. Strongly urges the legislative organs of UNIDO to increase significantly the
resources allocated in UNIDO's regular budget for the IDDA and to take all necessary
measures towards the early establishment of a UNIDO Regional Office for Africa, in

order to enable the organization to contribute more effectively to African countries
and organizations in the formulation and implementation of their programmes for the
second IDDA;

7. Appeals to the international community, in particular the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) and other multilateral and bilateral agencies and finan
cial institutions, to increase significantly the flow of technical assistance and investment
resources into the industrial sectors in African countries in support of their programmes
for accelerating the industrialization of the region;

8. Requests the Executive Secretary of the Commission, in collaboration with
the Director-General of UNIDO and the Secretary General of the OAU, to take appropriate
follow-up action to ensure the proclamation of a second IDDA, including the allocation
of adequate resources to the respective secretariats in support of the programme.

261st meeting.

7 April 1989.

657 (XXIV). United Nations Trust Fund for Afriran Developmpnt

The Conference of Ministers-

Recalling its resolution 288 (XIII) of 26 February 1977 which, inter alia, endorsed
the establishment of the United Nations Trust Fund for African Development (UNTFAD)
and urged member States to contribute the substantial resources required for the imple
mentation of the Commission's plans and work programme.

Recalling also General Assembly resolution 37/139 of 17 December 1982 inviting
all Member States as well as international organizations to contribute generously to
the Fund, thereby assisting the vulnerable economies of African countries to face the
serious effects of the world economic crisis.

Recalling further that the Commission has the leading role to play in the implementa

tion of Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery, 1986-1990 {APPBR)21 and
the United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Develop
ment, 1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD)J/,

21 A/40/660.

21 A/S-13/2, annex.
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jifisagoiiina the efforts of the Executive Secretary of the Co"^o«Mto .ctl«jU
the Fundandmake it functional and to ensure the collection of pledged contributions,
particularly in the light of regular audit queries on the subject of non-payment,

Havin? examined the report on pledges and payments by member States, expenditures

for the period 1988-1989 and the progress on project implementation,

1 ADDfiflls. to those member States and financial institutions that have pledged
to the Fund to deposit any unpaid contributions and to make their pledges as soon as

possible;

2. _Reoufisis_the Executive Secretary to continue his efforts to secure contributions
from non-African Member States of the United Nations and from international financial

institutions to the Fund.

,261st meeting.

7 April 1989.

658 (XXIV). Strengthening development information systems in Africa

Conference of Ministers.

Recalling its resolution 498 (XIX) of 26 May 1984 on the Pan-African Documentation

and Information System in Africa (PADIS),

also resolution 600 (XXII) of 24 April 1987 on information systems develop

ment in Africa,

Recognizing the need to increase the flow and reliability and improve the compati
bility of information and data for development planning and decision-making in the member

States of the Commission,

Cognizant of the rapid evolution of information technologies, but the slow rate

of introduction in the African region.

Fu cognizant of the need to evaluate the activities of PADIS periodically

to ensure their continued relevance, effectiveness and impact.

Noting with satisfaction the level of PADIS programme implementation and the

high quality of the outputs delivered during the period 1987-1989,

Recognizing further the need to put PADIS on a firm financial footing and to ensure

its sustainability.

Noting with concern the attempts made in the Fifth Committee of the General
Assembly at its forty-third session to reduce the scope of PADIS and therefore to jeopar-

dize the collective efforts of African countries to promote the effective collection and

dissemination of information for development.

Bearing in mind the adverse consequences of any such reduction on the integrated
collection, analysis, storage and dissemination of development information in Africa,

Commending the successful stance taken at that forum by African Member States

to defend the PADIS programme.
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Notinq with appreciation the measures currently being taken by the Executive
Secretary to put PADIS on regular budgetary support basis.

Noting also with Satisfaction the increasingly broad scope of PADIS activities in
support of development information in Africa,

1. Endorses the report of the fourth meeting of the Regional Technical Committee
for PADIS, including its recommendations; the proposed work programme for the period
1990-1991; and the change in title from the Pan-African Documentation and Information
System to the Pan-African Development Information System;

2. Commends the Governments of Zambia and Zaire for their support of PADIS,

particularly towards the establishment of the Eastern and Southern African Documentation
and Information System (ESADIS) in Lusaka and the Central African Documentation
and Information System (CADIS) in Kinshasa;

3. Commends also the Governments of Algeria, Djibouti, Morocco and Somalia

on signing the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) project document
RAB/88/012, which enables the participation of North African countries in PADIS;

4. Calls upon member States to renew their commitment to PADIS, by

their support, through the appropriate channels, at the Fifth Committee of the Genera!

Assembly to secure the necessary inputs for PADIS under the regular budget of the United

Nations Secretariat for the period 1990-1991 and by making voluntary financial
contributions to PADIS;

5. Commends further those member States that have already designated their

national participating centres in the PADIS network and encourages them to make fuller

use of the products and services available through the System;

6. Invites member States that have not yet nominated their national participating

centres to do so as soon as possible;

7. Expresses its appreciation to the African missions in New York for their support

of PADIS and requests them to continue their efforts in the appropriate forums;

8. Thanks UNDP for its additional support to permit the participation of North

African countries in the PADIS regional programme, as well as for as its ongoing support

of PADIS Phase III and the International Development Research Centre (Canada) (IDRC)
for its continuing support;

9. Calls upon:

(a) UNDP to continue funding the personnel component of PADIS Phase III at
its 1987-1990 level through to 1991;

(b) The IDRC to continue its support of PADIS through the approval of new grants;
and

(c) Other donors to contribute to PADIS for the overall benefit of information
for development in Africa;

10. Requests the Executive Secretary to develop fully in the Medium-term Plan

for 1992-1997 a subprogramme of substantive activities for development information

systems in Africa including the development and maintenance of data bases and the opera

tion of a network to promote the exchange of information among member States for

the benefit of balanced and self-reliant African development;
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11. Ah" requests the Executive Secretary to:

term Plan for the period 1992-1997;

(b) Intensify his efforts to diversify the sources of extrabudgetarv funding available
to PADIS in order to increase technical assistance to member States in this strateg.c

area of development;

(c) Call upon PADIS to intensify its marketing efforts in order to increase the

utilization of its services and products;

(d) Undertake periodic evaluations of the continued effectiveness, relevance
and impact of PADIS, in collaboration with member States and donor organ.zat.ons; and

(e) Submit a report on the implementation of this resolution to the twenty-fifth

session of the Commission.

meeting.2fr1 g

7 April 1989.

659 (XXIV). Review of the achievements of the Multinational Programming and Opera
tional Centra nf the Commission in order io strengthen them

Jhe Conference of Ministers.

RecaWDfl- its resolutions 296 (XIII) of March 1977 on economic co-operation and
311 (XIII) of March 1977 on the creation of Multinational Programming and Operational

Centres (MULPOCs),

Recalling also resolution 566 (XXI) of April 1986 on the role of the MULPOCs in

the promotion of subregional co-operation.

Resiling further resolution 611 (XXII) of April 1987 on the acceleration of subre

gional economic integration in Africa and the new role of the MULPOCs,

Conscious of the role of the MULPOCs both in the definition and in-depth considera
tion of development issues specific to each subregion and in promoting co-operat.on

and subregional economic integration in accordance with the Final Act of Lagos, JL/

Considering the crucial importance of subregional economic co-operation and integra

tion in Africa for the creation of viable subregional production entities,

satisfaction that during their 10 years of existence the MULPOCs have
SaWl^create subregional economic communities over the whole

ih hld d the establishment
assiste^SeTSaWl^create subregional economic com
continent theStrengthening and co-ordination of which should speed up the establishment
of the African economic community.

Expressing the wish for member States to ensure the continuation of the MULPOCs,

RecogniiinaalSQ. the evident need to strengthen the MULPOCs to make them more
effective,e^fiS"relevant and responsive to the substantive needs of the.r respect.ve
subregions,

jt/ A/S-11/14, annex.
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^^

m t Se"ndmecnt of staff to the MULPOCs and through contributions to
- actS; ^ *"" ^ ^^ DeVeI°Pment ^NTFA^) to support the

3. Welcomes. General Assembly resolution 43/216 which requested the Secretarv-

ofTheBoTrdTf? hV"" '"J1"!11** °f the C°mmentS' Nervations'and recomm^ndatol
Question^^^^^ "" AdVlS°ry Committee on Administrative and Budgetary
It u" IACABQ) to take appropriate measures within his competence and to review

JnCh-evement, of the MULPOCs and to recommend either their continuance in the
present form or the revision of their mandate, number and structure;

^fiP4jfisls_ the Secretary-General to ensure that the report of the evaluation

^rted T^the *Wen.^fifth —'on of the^ommissfon^emh
oTdt wh£h i! Confere?" °/ Mmisters for in-depth examination and comments by that
^en^l aLIk. rfSPOnSlb ! for.creatin9 the MULPOCs, before being transmitted to the
Oeneral Assembly for consideration and decision.

261st meeting.

7 April 1989.

660 (XXIV). Promotion and Strengthening of «.»hreoiOnal. regional and i
CO-Operfltlon in the fight against migrant locusts in Africa

The Conferenre of

that t^SI^c^ ^J63-1 tHreat P°Sed by the invasion of mj9rant locusts and convincedthat the matter should be given particular attention,

.assailing, jts resolution 641 (XXIII) adopted in April 1988 in Niamey, Niger,

Locu^&^-H°f, p^ rRfommendations of t^ ^rst International Conference on the
Locust Threat held at Fes, Morocco, on 28 and 29 October 1988,

to ™nlflll!l!£ ?KtS fll*Vf Lhe tremendous effor*s made by affected member countries
to cope with the recent ou breaks of locusts using the operational capabilities of national
and subregional control institutions,

m»nit?n)!!h HmJ^ ^tHf!*rti0n,of the inest'ma»>le support of the international com
munity, both on a bilateral and a multilateral basis.

Iooo WetePming also with satisfaction General Assembly resolution 43/203 of 22 November
988 which calls for the establishment, under the auspices of the United Nations and
the technical and organizational responsibility of the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations (FAO), of an international task force to provide direct support

0C0UneS ^^ '"? T**"*** "*« i ? SSEJ
al task force to provide di

nreaionStht ■'"? T**"*** «""""*«« actions to control locus?m regions that are seriously infested or of difficult access.
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1 Wejcojnfis_the steps already taken by the Executive Secretary of the Commis
sion in'implementing resolution 641 (XXIII) and encourages him to continue his efforts;

2 ADDreciateshiflhbL the initiatives of the Secretary-General of the United
* in mobilizing the international community for the fight against locust infestationNation in rS*ttoL«U*»l comy g

in Africa and in establishing an international task force for the purpose;

3 Fvproc^c jtc appreciation for the actions taken by the secretariats of FAO,
Z™£™™() d th Wld Meteorological

3 Fvproc^c jtc appreciation for the actions taken by t
the United Nations Z™£P™™Program (UNDP) and the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) and for the positive collaboration between these organizations anc

the Commission in co-ordinating efforts against migrant locusts m Arnce;

4. Reaffirms the necessity of co-operation among African countries in the fight
against locusts and of establishing as a matter of urgency a mechanism tor tne timely
exchange of information on locust breeding, infestation and outbreak^

5 Requests the Executive Secretary of the Commission to set up such an appro

priate mechanism for information exchange among African member countries, in collabora
tion with the Director-General of FAO and the Secretary-General or WMO;

6. Reaffirms further the need for a common strategy in the fight against locusts

at the international level, during emergency situations as well as in the search for long-
term strategies aimed at a permanent solution to the locust problem in Africa and in
this context recalls, JniejialiiL General Assembly resolution 43/203 of 22 November 1988;

7. Strongly urges that all the necessary steps be taken to make operational the

International Task Force established under the auspices of FAO;

8 Further urges the Executive Secretary of the Commission, in collaboration
" with the Director-General of FAO and the Administrator of UNDP, to organize fund-
raising missions to mobilize adequate resources for strengthening Africa's capabilities

in the fight against locusts;

9. .Appeals, to the international community to help strengthen the national, subre-
gional and regional capabilities of African and Africa-based institutions involved in the
control and management of migrant locusts and grasshoppers,

261st meeting.

7 April 1989.

661 (XXIV). African Institute for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders

(UNAFR1)

The Conference of Ministers,

Recalling its resolution 392 (XV) of 12 April 1980 requesting the Executive Secretary
of the Economic Commission for Africa, in consultation with the relevant international
and regional organizations, to take appropriate steps to establish a regional institute

for the prevention of crime and the treatment of offenders.

Recalling also resolution 609 (XXII) of 24 April 1987 which invited interested member

States to offer host facilities for the Institute,

Rearing in mind that, at its fourteenth meeting, it had by resolution 642 (XXIS1)
of 15 April 1988, adopted the Statute of the Institute and urged member States to sign
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the Statute as soon as possible; also that it had decided that the headquarters should
be in Kampala, Uganda and had determined the composition of the Governing Board,

bearing in mind that pursuant to article XVII of the Statute the Statute

SJST """ ltS adOPti°n ^ the C°nferenCe °f M^tterir:

st.t^RfafJiirm|ng ^ ^taI r°]e the lnstitute is ca»«*d upon to play in assisting member
States In the formulation and implementation of appropriate policies for the preXeS
of crime and the treatment of offenders prevention

nd impleme
of crime and the treatment of offenders,

»f tiJL*-»NftCLWlth aW,rftrlfltinn that so far '* member States have signed the Statute
of the Institute, thus ensuring its official establishment as a legal entity;

possible- J>kflfi5" member StateS Which have not si9ned the Statute to do so as soon as

timely-* ^^H26*1*-*0 member States to make their financial contribution to the Institute

4. Calls upon the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), now that

and !E2? "7**1?"? 3t IeaSt 10 S*natures has t*en fulfilled, to consider favourably
S^ Io"9"t«'-m funding for the Institute so as to bl it t b

? * s t*en fulfilled, to consider favourably
Io"9"t«'-m funding for the Institute, so as to enable it to become

it ^ftVi .-ffi*lfi5js-otner fundin9 agencies to provide support to the Institute to enable
■i 10 Tuirii its mandates;

h^f!'-nrCT?!lVhe 6ffOrtS made bv the Government of Uganda in preparing the-
host facilities for the Institute, and in promoting its objectives;

7- Acknowledges with satisfaction the efforts so far made by the secretariat

°f m11!!81?1 the Centre for Social Dlt d H
far made by the secretariat

!!?1' the Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs and
! N«'«» **«• towards the realization of the project and urges them to

with such efforts to enable the Institute to become operational and to fulfil
its objectives effectively.

261st meeting.

_Z_ADriL1989.

662 (XXIV). Assistance from the United Nations Industrial Development Orcpn.7a-
tlPnfor the Promotion of multinational projects within the framework
Of the Industrial Devftlopment pftCade for Afrfca fmn A)

The Conference of Ministers

re*?lu*ion »/«6-B of the General Assembly of the United Nations of
Proclaimed the IMOs as the Industil Dl D

D^-Sl ? al Assembly of the United Nations of
Afrto«DDA) Proclaimed the IMOs as the Industrial Development Decade for

Considering that priority multinational industrial projects have already been identi
fied, in collaboration with subregional economic communities and included in the pro
grammes adopted by the subregional follow-up meeting on the promotion of intra-African
industrial co-operation within the framework of the IDDA,
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Bearinfl_in_milKL resolutions 5 and 6 adopted respectively by the Tangier (2 to 3
February 1989) a"dI Niamey (17 to 18 February 1989) meetings of the Multinational
Programming and Operational Centres (MULPOCs), as well as the recommendations
adopted by the IDDA subfegionai meetings for North and Eastern/Southern Africa,

need at this stage to undertake promotional activities and
^ the effective implementation of projects and the

t th promotion of
s^^T^f^^^for the effective imp pj
paramount importance of the subregional economic communities in the promotion of

those projects.

Taking note of the inadequacy of financial resources for the effective promotion

of such projects by the subregional economic communities,

Takinp nnte al*» with satisfaction of the close co-operation between the Economic
Commission for Africa (ECA) and the United Nations Industrial Development Organization

(UNIDO) in the formulation of multinational projects under the IDDA programme,

1. Requests UNIDO, when elaborating the programme for the second IDDA,
to make sure that the subregional programmes prepared during the first IDDA are fully

integrated into that programme;

2. Further requests UNIDO to increase the allocations in its regular budget

for the IDDA to enable it to intensify its assistance to member States and relevant inter
governmental organizations in the joint preparation, with the respective MULPOC offices,
of studies indispensable to the promotion and implementation of multinational industrial

. projects, especially in the metallurgical, chemical, agro-industries and engineering subsec-
tors, as well as in the organization of future subregional meetings;

3. Calls upon UNIDO, the MULPOCs and subregional organizations to inten
sify their co-operation particularly within the framework of the intergovernmental
committees on industrial co-operation so that they can mobilize member States more

effectively to set up multinational projects.

261st meeting.

7 April 1989.

663 (XXIV). Creation of an African Economic Association

Conference of Ministers.

Conscious of the effect that the creation of a pan-African association of economists

would have in contributing considerably to the expansion of scientific solutions to African

socio-economic problems.

Mindful of the aggravation of the economic and social problems in Africa since

the early 1980s and of the serious consequences for the continent's populations and econo

mies.

Recalling the dispositions of the Lagos Plan of Action and Final Act of Lagos as
adopted by the Heads of State and Government of the Organization of the African Unity
in 1980, concerning the crucial role of scientific research and the promotion, development
and application of science, technology and research to the socio-economic transformation

of African countries,

1. Endorses the decisions of the Meeting of African Economists held in Addis

Ababa in January 1989 and of national and subregional economic associations to establish
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for Africa, with thf JO?™*l*0^*^*! ""**!** **?? United Nations Economic Commissionfor Afrka wKhThe JZT ^T Ec~c Commission
sc entifk s"tudv of AfHrTn P™^55'0™1'^ the economic discipline, furthering the
mists; economic problems and solutions and training African econo-

SUDnort'tnfhlrAnfg'Y "T* 3" .Af!iiCan countries to lend their full financial and political
support to the African Economic Association in all its objectives;

man+ I ^¥!Atx .African re^ona\ financial institutions such as the African Develop-
™S!"t«a^ r B? Deve.IoPment Fund together with the United Nations specialized
agencies to make financial contributions towards the realization of this objective;

4* Further appeals to universities, trade unions and nongovernmental organiza
tions to support this initiative;

the J" .^V^ t[le tExeclJtive Secretary of the Commission, in collaboration with
he execute heads of the other relevant regional bodies, to lend their full support to
the creation of the African Economic Association and to assist that body in all possible
ways especially w.th the financial resources and logistical services required for its smooth
functioning.

261st meeting,

7 April 1989.

664 (XXIV). International Conference on Popular Participation in the Rflrnwrv
and Development Process in Africa ^. r

The Conference of Ministers

^fi£aUina General Assembly resolution S-13/2 on the United Nations Programme
or Action for African Economic Recovery and Development, 1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD),

Recalling also General Assembly resolution 43/27 and its annex on the mid-term
review and appraisal of the implementation of the UN-PAAERD,

DAAc'5?ttOf thC need *° take ful1 advanta9e of the opportunities offered by the UN-
KAAERD during the remainder of its mandate and the momentum ganerated by the con
sensus decisions of the General Assembly on the mid-term review of the UN-PAAERD
to ensure that a truly sound foundation is laid for recovery and development in Africa, " '

Mindful of the important contributions of the Abuja Conference on Africa: The
Challenge of Economic Recovery and Accelerated Development and the Khartoum Con
ference on the Human Dimension of Africa's Economic Recovery and Development in
finding solutions to Africa's socio-economic crisis,

■CwiWlPW of the important role that grass-roots and community organizations
can play in the recovery and development process in Africa,

Taking note With appreciation of the initiatives of the Commission, non-governmental

^9!HIZaM^nLaAn«lhe United NationS '"ter-Agency Task Force on the implementation
of the UN-PAAERD at the regional level to organize an International Conference on
Popular Participation in the Recovery and Development Process in Africa in February 1990,

J^kinjLJifiie. of the decisions of the first meeting of the Preparatory Committee
of the Conference,
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1. Welcomes the efforts to maintain the momentum generated by the
UN-PAAERD and the mid-term review and appraisal of the Programme;

2. lupppxlS. the proposed international Conference on Popular Participation

in the Recovery and Development Process in Africa;

3 Commends the Commission, the United Nations Inter-agency Task Force
and the joint Preparatory Committee of the Conference for their initiative in organizing

the Conference;

4. Urges member States to support and actively participate in the proposed

International Conference;

5. Calls upon the international community, non-governmental organizations
and the United Nations system to substantially support and participate in the Conference;

6. Requests the Executive Secretary to submit the report of the International
Conference on Popular Participation in the Recovery and Development Process in Africa
to the sixteenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers.

261st meeting.

7 April 1989.

665 (XXIV). Mobilization of extrahndgetary resources for the operational activities
of the Economic Commission for Africa

The Conference of Ministers.

Recalling General Assembly resolution 33/209 of 29 January 1979 which decided
that the United Nations regional commissions should have the status of executing agencies
in their own right in respect of multisectoral, intersectoral, subregional and regional

projects.

Recalling also the provisions of the Lagos Plan of Action for the Economic Develop

ment of AfricaJi and the United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic
Recovery and Development, 1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD)_6_/ concerning multisectoral, subre

gional and regional development activities.

Realizing that the financial stringencies facing the Organization were causing

the resources under the United Nations regular budget to dwindle, hence making it impera
tive to mobilize more supplementary extrabudgetary resources for the implementation

of the Commission's work programme and priorities.

Having examined the progress report on the implementation of projects executed

by the Commission as an executing agency during the biennium 1988-1989,

Taking note of the fact that the Commission is putting greater effort onto its opera

tional activities to enhance the socio-economic development process of African countries

funded by extrabudgetary resources.

Taking note with satisfaction of the generous financial contributions provided to
the Commission by African countries and the international community to support its

5] A/S-11/14, annex I.

&i A/S-13/2, annex.
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actirjties' r.esuItjna 'n a "ported increase in resources during the biennium
over the previous biennium,

1. Encourages the secretariat to continue its efforts to intensify its operational
activities in the context of socio-economic transformation and technical co-operation
and economic integration in the region; *■

2- Expresses gratitude to international organizations such as the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP), the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) and
the United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM), and to bilateral donor govern
ments and institutions, in particular, the Federal Republic of Germany, India, the United
States of America, the Soviet Union, Canada, Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Sweden,
Italy and Japan for their generous financial assistance to the Commission for the
implementation of its operational activities;

3. Requests the Administrator of UNDP to give positive consideration to project
proposals submitted by the Commission for funding under the fourth Regional Programming
Cycle for Africa, especially those related to economic integration activities and debt
management;

4. Requests further the Executive Director of UNFPA to augment substan
tially the resources made available to the Commission for the implementation of its
operational activities;

5. Appeals to bilateral donor governments and international organizations to
increase their financial support to the Commission's operational activities, particularly
in the areas of Africa's structural transformation, the debt crisis and the control of locusts
and grasshoppers, all of which have affected the food and agricultural situation, women
in development, human resources development and South-South co-operation.

261st meeting.

7 April 1989.

666 (XXIV). Strengthening the capabilities of subreqional and regional structures for
the integration of women in development

The Conference of Ministers

Considering its resolution 626 (XXIII) of 15 April 1988 on women's integration in
the development process which urged countries to pay their budgetary contributions
to international institutions responsible for financing programmes for the integration
of women in development in the Multinational Programming and Operational Centres
(MULPOCs),

Referring to the United Nations Development Programme/Economic Commission
for Africa/Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee report of August 1987 related to
the programme for the integration of women in the development process in African coun
tries.

Having considered the current situation of the women's programme at the MULPOC
level and the difficulties encountered by the existing subregional committees on the
integration of women in development in carrying out their assigned functions,

PesirPUS of strengthening these existing subregional and regional structures in
order to ensure their viability and continued efforts to co-ordinate and implement activi
ties for the advancement of women and to accelerate their integration in development.
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T.fcinn account of the considerable importance of the fourth Regional Conference
on the Integration of Women in Development, to be held in Abuja, Nigena, .n September

1989,

Kintinn with satisfaction the collaboration between the secretariat of the Commission
and ^^X^S^rM^ the Organization of African Unity (OAU) in the organization
of the fourth Regional Conference,

1. Reasjssis. member States to take necessary steps to extend the mandates
of the bureaux of the subregional committees and of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating
Committee for the Integration of Women in Development (ARCC) for another two years;

2. priests further the Executive Secretary of the Commission to make every
effort to find necessary resources and to undertake contacts with all international
organizations interested in financing the women's programme in the MULPOCs;

3 Invites member States to make voluntary contributions to the women's pro
gramme at the MULPOCs to enable the achievement of the set objectives for the integra

tion of women in development;

4. Fvpresses its deep nratitude to the Egyptian Government for taking a lead
in support of the women's programme by providing a co-ordinator to the North African

MULPOC;

5. Urges member States to ensure the participation of high-level delegations
in the fourth Regional Conference on the Integration of Women in Development to be

held in September 1989;

6. Requests also the Executive Secretary of the Commission, in collaboration
with the Secretary-General of the OAU, to take necessary steps to organize adequate

resources to ensure the success of the fourth Regional Conference;

7. Calls upon the secretariat of the Commission to make necessary arrange

ments for the celebration of the tenth anniversary of ARCC during the fourth Regional
Conference and to sensitize all member countries to give due publicity to the event through

the mass media.

261st meeting.

7 April 1989.

667 (XXIV). Measures for strengthening the Economic Commission for Africa's special
programme for least developed, land-locked and island countries

The Conference of Ministers.

Recalling General Assembly resolution 42/177 of II December 1987 which mandated

the second United Nations Conference on Least Developed Countries to consider, formulate
and adopt appropriate national and international measures for accelerating the develop

ment process in the LDCs during the 1990s,

Recalling also its resolution 397 (XV) of 12 April 1980 requesting the Executive
Secretary of the Commission to establish, as a matter of urgency, an adequately staffed
unit within the secretariat to be responsible for the major ongoing technical work and
to provide substantive support and the advisory services necessary to the African LDCs
in the context of the Substantial New Programme of Action (SNPA),
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Recailinq further resolution 457 (XVII) requesting the Executive Secretary at the
?nn nf'n^nc 9<\Vernments' to undertake studies to assist the African LDCs in the formula
tion of plans and programmes using appropriate planning methodologies.

21 in21 in K^nV™ •,^ °f 'eaSt deveI°Ped countries in Africa has increased from
;'!" .tOi8 '" l988/ '"•P'yng an expansion of the work programme and increased respon-
s.b.ht.es ,n the prov.sion of technical assistance and advisory services and in the execution
of other core elements of ECA's special programme for LDCs,

RecognUing the inadequacy of existing staff resources to meet the assistance needs
of the increased number of least developed countries in Africa,

., !*, Expresses its appreciation to the General Assembly for making staff resources
available under the regular budget of the Commission for the establishment of a section
on LDC^ within the secretariat;

2. Appeals to the Secretary-General of the United Nations to make additional
staff resources available to strengthen the Commission's special programme for African
LDCs in order to enable the secretariat to respond adequately to the assistance needs
of those countries in the context of the programme for the 1990s;

3* Notes with satisfaction the collaborative efforts of the Commission the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and the United Na'tions
Development Programme (UNDP) in providing assistance to the African LDCs for the
preparation of the second United Nations Conference on Least Developed Countries;

4. Urges the Administrator of UNDP to provide resources to the Commission
under the fifth Regional Programming Cycle (1992-1996) for the implementation of pro
grammes and projects in the context of the immediate action programme (1993-1995)
proposed as a component of the programme for the 1990s, in the Declaration of the Con
ference of Ministers of African Least Developed Countries preparatory to the second
United Nations Conference on LDCs;

5. Requests the Executive Secretary of the Commission to take appropriate
follow-up action to implement this the resolution and to report on developments to the
eleventh meeting of the Conference of Ministers of African Least Developed Countries.

261st meeting,

7 April 1989.

668 (XXIV). Economic Report on Africa and Survey of Fronomir anW Social r.nnHI-
tions in Africa

The Conferenre of Ministers.

Recalling, the terms of reference of the Commission, in particular point (1) b on
surveys and studies to be carried out on economic problems and economic trends.

Recalling also its resolution 404 (XVI) of 10 April 1981 on the importance of the
Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa,

Recalling further resolution 460 (XVIII) of 2 May 1983 calling upon member States
to provide the necessary information for the preparation of the Survey and in particular
resolution 354 (XIV) on the timely response to the secretariat's questionnaire on economic
conditions.
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^, with satisfaction the efforts made by the secretariat to improve the coverage

and the quality of the Survey,

Congratulating the secretariat for preparing the Economic Report on Africa which
highlighueconomic trends and issues in the region and presents a short-term forecast

of the main macro-economic variables,

1. _Reaii££is_ the Executive Secretary of the Commission to prepare and present
every year the Economic Report on Africa as a summary preview of the Survey of Econo
mic and Social Conditions in Africa to the ECA Conference of Ministers;

2 Requests also the Executive Secretary of the Commission to continue the
preparation of the annual Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa and to
ensure its timely and wide dissemination to member States, African research universities

and institutions, international organizations and the general public as a source of detailed

and useful information;

3. Urges member States to respond promptly to the secretariat's requests for
information on their economic conditions, particularly to the questionnaire sent to coun

tries in conformity with Commission resolution 404 (XVI);

4. Calls upon member States to make available to the secretariat published
information on socio-economic trends and policies including own economic forecasts.

261st meetino:.

7 April 1989.

669 (XXIV). African Institute for Economic Development and Planning

Conference of Ministers.

Recalling its resolutions 285 (XII) of 28 February 1975, 433 (XVII) of 30 April 1982,
574 (XXI) of 19 April 1986, 612 (XXII) of 24 April 1987 and 622 (XXIII) of 15 April 1988
on the financing and future development of the African Institute for Economic Develop

ment and Planning (IDEP),

Rerat tiny also resolution 185/62 of the Economic and Social Council which recom

mended regular budget posts for the Institute,

Noting with great satisfaction the achievements of the Institute, the services it

has rendered and continues to render to African Governments and the increasing interest

of member States in its activities.

Appreciative of the invaluable assistance given to the Institute by African Govern

ments, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the Economic Commission
for Africa (ECA) and other organizations and institutions.

Considering the critical financial crisis facing the Institute, the decline in contribu

tions from member States and UNDP's decision to withdraw its assistance for training

at the Institute and for the funding of core staff at the end of 1989*

Noting with satisfaction that the Governing Council of the Institute had appointed

a sub-committee to review the structure and management of the Institute and make

recommendations for restructuring it.
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-Urs!fis- the Administrator of UNDP to reconsider the decision to withdraw
f n^Ha1l ^anCe from the. lnstitute "« » «™ African countries are facing critca"
Statute uSm1TS and *° ~ntjnU! ^Porting the Institute in line with article Vof it
tuftion f^'"f°ther modaIit'es ufor^Proving the Institute's financial capabilities, including
eaufar Silt JTT* "* 'j**'*™*1*' °f 'nStitUte Posts int° *h Ui^ !regular budget and other measures have been determined;

2. Appeals to the General Assembly of the United Nations to approve the

EcoZScZjTr T* T* "* }*"■ 'nStitUte ln the re3uIar bud^et in accordance with
bSETi- r 5° C°UnC" resoIution 185/62' ^d as in counterpart United Nations
institut ons in other regions, to enable the Institute to carry out its functions on a regular
ana sustained basis;ana sustained basis;

*' . Earnestly request* African Governments as a matter of urgency to pay their
* regular|y and on time and t0 m^ke plans to pay gradually their accummulated

4. Calls upon African member States to support the Institute's request for fundinq
to implement its medium-term plan and in particular for assistance in the governing
bodies of international organizations such as UNDP, the Fifth Committee of the General
Assembly, etc.;

5. JSfiqufisls_the Executive Secretary of the Commission to take immediate action
* fSSS* directiy the representatives of African member States on the Governing Council

of UNDP and other concerned bodies of the United Nations and bring to their attention
this resolution and the resolve of member States that they should support the request
for assistance to the Institute; H

6. Requests also the Chairman of the twenty-fourth session of the Commission/-
f fteentn meeting of the Conference of Ministers, the Executive Secretary of the Commis
sion and the management of the Institute to inform the Administrator of UNDP of the
need for continued support to the Institute and to stress to the Director-General for
Development and International Economic Co-operation the urgent need to incorporate
the post funding of the Institute's core staff in the regular budget of the United Nations.

261st meeting.

7 Apri' 1989.

670 (XXIV). Establishment of thg Afrjcan MnnPtary Fun/1

The Conference of Mini

the decision of the Heads of State and Government of the Organiza-

am ••••.." U1lty aS contained in the La9os Plan of Action which was adopted in
April 1980, calling for the establishment of an African Monetary Fund,

Acknowledging the importance of such an institution in the development of the
African economies, K

Regretting the considerable delay in establishing the African Monetary Fund and
the inability of the AsUlQSL Committee of Ministers, known as the Committee of Libreville
to meet since it was established in 1986,

Reaffirming its commitment to establish the African Monetary Fund,
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1. JJacidSS. that the Committee of Libreville be reactivated and expanded to
comorise t"h?Mhrtsters of Finance of the following countries: the Central African

ReZbHc, Ethiopia Gabon. Malawi, Morocco, Senegal, Sierra Leone T""1513/,"9™*
and Zambia and also that the governors of central banks as we I as the executive heads
rfthe Central Bank of West African States (BCEAO) the Central Bank of Central African
States (BCEAC), the African Development Bank (ADB), the Organization of African
Unit? (OAU) and the African Centre for Monetary Studies (ACMS) should be mcluded
on the Committee;

2. ReoufiSlS-the Minister of Finance of the People's Democratic Republic of
Ethiopia to serve as convener of this Committee, with the Economic Commission for

Africa as secretariat and co-ordinator;

3. AlandatfiS. the expanded Committee of Libreville to examine all outstand
ing issues in great detail and take all necessary measures to ensure the speedy establish

ment of the African Monetary Fund;

4. Further requests the expanded Committee of Libreville to report its progress

to the next Conference of African Ministers of Finance, to be held in October 1990.

261st meeting.

7 April 1989.

671 (XXIV). ThP current flrnnomic situation in Africa

The Conference of Ministers.

Having reviewed the outcome of the mid-term review of the United Nations Pro
gramme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development (UN-PAAERD),

Having also reviewed the Commission's Economic Report on Africa, 1989,

Considering the fact that Africa's economic situation remains critical in spite of

the improvement in agricultural production.

Concerned with the overall picture painted by the recent World Bank/United Nations
Development Programme report Africa's Adjustment and Growth in the 1980s, which
is at variance not only with the report of the Secretary-General of the United Nations
on the mid-term review of the UN-PAAERD and the consensus report of the forty-third
session of the General Assembly on the same subject, but also with two recent studies
by the World Bank in 1988, namely Beyond Adjustment: Toward Sustainable Growth
with Equity in Sub-Saharan Africa and Report on Adjustment Lending,

1. Expresses its appreciation to the Secretary-General for the quality of his

report to the General Assembly, at its forty-third session on the mid-term review of
the UN-PAAERD which reflects faithfully the African economic situation from 1986

to 1988;

2, Further expresses its appreciation to the Executive Secretary for the Economic
Report on Africa, 1989, which has presented a realistic picture of the performance of

the African economies and also for the interest shown in the discussion thereof;

3. fxprpsses its deep concern that in many respects the World Bank/United

Nations Development Programme report is at variance with the mid-term review of
the implementation of the UN-PAAERD conducted by the forty-third session of the

General Assembly and also with the reality of the African economic situation;
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4. Calls on the Executive Secretary to publish a paper highlighting the technical
and statistical variances contained in the World Bank/United Nations Development Pro
gramme report, for an objective evaluation of the economic situation on the continent;

5. Requests that the Commission's paper should be widely disseminated so as
to put the record straight.

261st meeting.

7 April 1989.

672 (XXIV). Making operational the African Centre of Meteorological Applications
for Development

The Conference of Ministers.

Mindful of its resolution 651 (XXIII) of 18 April 1988 on the resources for the African
Centre of Meteorological Applications for Development (ACMAD),

Having considered the report of the fifth meeting of the Joint Intergovernmental
Regional Committee on Human Settlements and Environment,

Having further considered th«> importance that member States attach to the Centre*

and their continued commitment to its objectives and goals.

Conscious of the urgent need to sustain the interest and commitment of the donor
community in the establishment of the Centre,

1- .Urges, member States which have not as yet ratified the Constitution of the
Centre to do so as soon as possible;

2. Further urges member States which have not paid their contribution to the
recurrent budget of the Centre to do so as soon as possible;

3. Requests the Administrator of the United Nations Development Programme
to continue his organization's financial support to the Centre;

4. Further requests the Executive Secretary of the Commission, in close collabora

tion with the Secretary-General of the World Meteorological Organization, to continue

to mobilize the financial and technical support of the specialized agencies of the United

Nations system, bilateral and multilateral donors as well as other financial institutions.

261st meeting.

7 April 1989.

673 (XXIV). Contributions by the Economic Commission for Africa to the preparation
Of the International Development Strategy for the fourth United Nations

Development Decade

The Conference of Ministers-

Recalling the Lagos Plan of Action for the Economic Development of Africa, 1980-

2000 and the Final Act of Lagos, JJ

21 A/S-11/14, annexes! and II.
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in mind Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery, 1986-1990,.87

General Assembly resolution S-13/2 of 1 June 1986 the annex

to whichcomains^Unrted Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery
)

to whichcomains^Unrte g
and Development, 1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD),

Rolling also General Assembly resolution 43/27 of 18 November 1988 on the
mid-term reviewand appraisal of the implementation of the UN.PAAERD which jnlfiL.
^Trnphaslze? that the' African economic crisis is one that ««^^^^
community as a whole and that the accelerated implementat.on of the UN PAAERD
requires further effective action by all parties concerned,

Aindexlinina. the importance of the Blantyre Statement of the third meeting*af the
Conference of African Ministers of Finance convened in Blantyre, Malawi, from 6 to
8 March 1989, on the African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes. A
Framework for Transformation and Recovery,

Considering General Assembly resolution 43/182 of 20 December 1988, calling
upon regional commissions and other organizations and specialized agenc.es of the United
Nations system to include on the agendas for their 1989 meet.ngs items regarding their
contributions to the preparation of the International Development Strategy for the fourth
United Nations Development Decade,

Having examined the secretariat note recommending that Africa's regional concerns

be reflected in the Strategy,

1. Requests the Executive Secretary to enrich the note in the light of the discus

sion, comments and recommendations of the Conference of Ministers;

2 Requests also the Chairman of the twenty-fourth session of the Commis
sion/fifteenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers to present the Commission's
contributions to the preparation of the International Development Strategy, as finalized
by the Executive Secretary in consultation with the relevant African regional organizations
and specialized agencies, to the Chairman of the AsLhaSL Committee of the Whole for
the Preparation of the International Development Strategy for the fourth United Nations

Development Decade.

261st meeting.

7 April 1989.

674 (XXIV). nraft medium-term plan. I992-I997

The Conference of Ministers.

Recalling General Assembly resolution 43/219 of 21 December 1988, part II, operative
paragraph 6 on programme planning and participation, which endorses the recommendations
of the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination (CPC) on the calendar of consultations
proposed by the Secretary-General for the preparation of the Medium-term Plan, 1992-

1997,

Haying considered the note by the secretariat on the Medium-term Plan,

1992-1997, .9/

9] A/40/40.

£1 E/ECA/CM.15/34.
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US. that the Commission should make its proposals available in time for
incorporation in the Secretary-General's proposals for consideration by the Committee
for Programme and Co-ordination at its meeting in spring/summer 1990,

1. Decides to establish an open-ended jfLhoji committee with members of the
bureau, namely Ethiopia, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, the Congo and Benin as core
members and the following member States representing the various subregions: (a) North
Africa: Algeria and Morocco; (b) West Africa: the Gambia, the Niger, Nigeria, and
Senegal; (c) Eastern and Southern Africa: Angola, Lesotho, Uganda and the United
Republic of Tanzania; and (d) Central Africa: Gabon, Rwanda and Cameroon;

2. Empowers the .ad-hoccommittee to examine the draft proposals to be submitted
by the Executive Secretary and make appropriate recommendations to the Secretary-
General of the United Nations on behalf of the Commission;

3. Requests the ad hoc committee, through its chairman, to report on its work
to the Conference of Ministers at its sixteenth meeting/twenty-fifth session of the
Commission in 1990;

4. Requests also the Executive Secretary to submit the Commission's proposals
for the Medium-term Plan, 1992-1997 to theMSLhQSLcommittee and to provide that commit
tee with all the necessary substantive and technical assistance to enable it to do its work
efficiently and on time.

261st meeting.

7 April 1989.

675 (XXIV). Proposed Programme of work and priorities for the biennium 1990-1991

The Conference of Ministers-

Recalling General Assembly resolution 37/234 of 21 December 1982 and the appro

priate articles of the rules and regulations governing programme planning, programme
aspects of the budget, the monitoring of implementation and methods of evaluation.

Having examined the progress report on the implementation of the 1988-1989 pro
gramme of work and priorities of the Commission. 10/

Recognizing the difficult conditions for the implementation of the approved pro

gramme of work and priorities during the biennium 1988-1989, as a result of the financial
crisis in the United Nations and the consequent freeze on recruitment,

HaYinfl examined also, the Commission's proposed programme of work and
prioritiesJiy for the biennium 1990-1991, which the Secretary-General of the United
Nations is expected to incorporate in his proposed programme of work and priorities
for consideration by the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination at its twenty-
ninth session in New York,

Convinced that the proposals reflect the requirements for implementing the United
Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development, 1986-
1990 (UN-PAAERD),_12/ including the imaginative approaches elaborated in the African

_LQ/ E/ECA/CM.15/31.

AM E/ECA/CM.15/33.

J2I A/S-13/2, annex.
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Alternative Framework for Structural Adjustment Programmes (AAF-SArtJA'and that
?f approved and implemented they will go a long way to assist member States in their
continuing search for effective approaches to the solution of their problems,

1. ADpjmfiS. the revision of programmed commitments for the biennium 1988-
1989 including the reformulation of outputs, the postponements and the proposals for

ermination, in accordance with the explanations of the factors ~^*rt'£•^^£
including the inadequacy of financial resources, obsolescence and difficulties of recruit

ment;

2. Endorses also the proposals for the programme of work and priorities of the
Commission for the biennium 1990-1991 including the additions emanating from the meet
ings of the Multinational Programming and Operational Centres and the twenty-fourth
session of the Commission/fifteenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers;

3. Requests the Secretary-General to incorporate these proposals in the submission

to the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination;

4. Calls upon the African members of the Committee to support the propo

sals at its twenty-ninth session;

5. Further calls upon all member States of the Commission to instruct their
permanent missions to the United Nations in New York to support these proposals;

6. Urges the Committee for Programme and' Co-ordination to consider these

proposals favourably at its twenty-ninth session.

261st meeting.

7 April 1989.

676 (XXIV). African Alternative Framework for Structural Adjustment Programmes

for Win-economic Recovery and Transformation (AAF-SAP)

The Conference of Ministers,

Reaffirming Africa's development objectives as contained in the Lagos Plan of
Action and the Final Act of Lagos, as well as in the United Nations Programme of Action
for African Economic Recovery and Development, 1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD),

Recalling United Nations General Assembly document A/43/664, urging African
countries to "increase their efforts in the search for a viable conceptual and practical
framework for economic structural adjustment programmes in keeping with the long-
term development objectives and strategies at the national, subregional and regional

levels".

Recalling further the Blantyre Statement of African Ministers of Finance on the

African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes: A Framework for Transforma
tion and Recovery, adopted at the third meeting of the Conference of African Ministers

of Finance, held in Blantyre, Malawi, from 6 to 8 March 1989,

Recalling also the Joint Statement on the African Alternative Framework for Struc
tural Adjustment Programmes for Socio-economic Recovery and Transformation (AAF-
SAP) of African Ministers of Economic Planning and Development and the African Minis
ters of Finance, adopted at their joint meeting on 10 April 1989, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,

13/ E/ECA/CM.15/6/Rev.3.
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£aD&n&L mth the continuously deteriorating economic, financial and social condi
tions in African countries, in spite of the commendable efforts by African Governments
to implement policy reforms and undertake stabilization and structural adjustment pro
grammes, often with the support of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World
Bank respectively.

Convinced Of the urgent need for African economies not only to adjust but at the
same time to bring about structural transformation and sustained growth and development.

Having considered the African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes- A
hramework for Transformation and Recovery as contained in document E/ECA/CM.15/6/-
Rev.2, and having decided to change the title to African Alternative Framework for
structural Adjustment Programmes for Socio-economic Recovery and Transformation,

1. .Adepts, the African Alternative Framework for Structural Adjustment Pro
grammes for Socio-economic Recovery and Transformation as a pragmatic framework
which will assist African countries, individually and collectively, in formulating country
programmes that integrate adjustment with transformation and will serve as a basis
for negotiating such programmes thereby ensuring self-sustained development and equity;

2. Appeals to the international community to give full support to African countries
in the implementation of their national programmes and to increase its financial support
to Africa, particularly in the form of autonomous and non-conditional resource flows;

3. Requests the Executive Secretary to submit the AAF-SAF document to the
July 1989 meeting of the Working Group of African Governors of the IMF and the World
Bank, for inclusion in the memoranda to the Managing Director of the IMF and the Presi
dent of the World Bank, as well as in the Joint Statement to the Annual Meeting and
to undertake close consultation at executive and technical levels with multilateral develop
ment and finance institutions, particularly the African Development Bank (ADB), the
IMF and the World Bank, in order to promote their acceptance of the ideas contained
therein;

... 4- Requests also the Chairman of the fifteenth meeting of the Conference of
Ministers of Economic Planning and Development, in collaboration with the Executive
Secretary, to present the AAF-SAP document to the 1989 regular session of the Economic
and Social Council of the United Nations and subsequently to the forty-fourth session
of the General Assembly of the United Nations. To this end, his country's permanent
representative to the United Nations should transmit the said document to the United

Nations Secretary-General, with a request to include it on the agenda of the forty-fourth
session and to have it circulated as a General Assembly document;

5* Further requests that the AAF-SAP document be submitted jointly to the
Chairman of the Conference of African Ministers of Finance and the Chairman of the
Conference of Ministers responsible for economic planning and development to the meet
ings of the Development Committee of the World Bank and the IMF, and the Group of
24, in September 1989. In this connection, the Executive Secretary of ECA should make
the appropriate contacts with the Managing Director of the IMF and the President of
the World Bank.

261st meeting.

7 April 1989.
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677 (XXIV). ^ffin™mt\^
Representatives in Africa

Conference »* Ministers.

_Bfi£flUinfl.its second extraordinary meeting held at the headquarters of the.Commis
sion fromlTto 16 October 1986 and particularly its resolution ES-2/1 on the United
Nations Development Programme's (UNDP) fourth Regional Programming Cycle for Africa,
1987-1991 and H. resolution 2/2 on linkages between the UNDP-assisted fourth Reg.onal
Programming Cycle for Africa and the UNDP country programmes.

Rolling also decision 88/24 of the Governing Council of UNDP concerning the
implementation of the United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Re
covery and Development (UN-PAAERD) which, inter alia, urged the Administrator of
UNDP to continue his efforts to identify more concrete and innovative approaches and
actions in support of the UN-PAAERD and to consult adequately with African Governments
in the formulation of such approaches and actions and which also endorsed the Adminis
trator's proposal to hold four subregional meetings of Ministers of Planning in late 1988,
to ensure that UNDP adapts to the changing circumstances in Africa and that the pro
grammes and projects funded by UNDP continue to be truly reflective of African policies

and programmes.

Having had a fruitful discussion with the UNDP resident representatives in the

African region on 9 April 1989,

1. r«nr«««« its appreciation to the Administrator of UNDP, the Executive Secre
tary of the Commission and UNDP's Regional Director for Africa for organizing the
present meeting, as well as the four subregional cluster meetings held in
November-December 1988, in Gaborone, Kampala, Lome and Bujumbura,

2. Notes with satisfaction the decision of the Administrator of UNDP to hold

a similar cluster meeting for the North African Ministers of Planning in May 1989,

3. Endorses the consolidated report of the four cluster meetings of African

Ministers of Planning, including its recommendations on:

(a) Relations with the Bretton Woods institutions and the role of UNDP in the

structural adjustment process;

(b) The revival of development planning in Africa;

(c) The overall issue of technical co-operation and national technical co-operation

assessments and programmes (NATCAPs);

(d) The round-table process and the role of UNDP in consultative groups;

(e) Modalities of programme and project execution and the role of governments;

4. Requests the Administrator of UNDP to submit the report and its recommenda
tions together with the conclusions and recommendations of the present meeting, to
the next session of the Governing Council of UNDP in June 1989, with the further recom

mendation that such joint meetings be held every two years;
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ro.e ofro.e of UN^fthemo^,;
Council's decisions on this topic"

i"? CoU"cilJn™' —Nation of the
e '"commendations of the report into the

implementa-
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Aimex I

MEMORANDUM OF THE ECA CONFERENCE OF MINISTERS ON FINANCIAL
SUPPORT TO THE SPECIAL EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE FUND FOR

DROUGHT AND FAMINE IN AFRICA

1 We the African ministers responsible for economic development and planning,
assembled at the fifteenth meeting of the ECA Conference of Ministers/twenty-fourth
session of the Economic Commission for Africa, have examined the report on the
management of environmental degradation particularly drought and desertification
aspects, during the implementation of Africa's Priority Programme for Economic

Recovery, I986-I990 (APPER).

2 We have also taken note of the appeal made on behalf of the Republic of Guinea
by Ambassador Mamadou Bobo Camara, Chairman of the Steering Committee of the
OAU Special Emergency Assistance Fund for Drought and Famine in Africa, regarding

the activities and the financial situation of the Fund.

3. We are aware that the Fund, which was established by the twentieth ordinary
session of the Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the Organization of
African Unity (OAU) in November 1984 and became operational in June 1986, has already
financed major projects aimed at combating the adverse consequences of drought and

desertification in 20 African countries, to the tune of over $US 18.7 million.

4. We have taken into account the objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action, Africa's
Priority Programme for Economic Recovery (APPER) and the United Nations Programme

of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development (UN-PAAERD) which
all recognize that drought and desertification are vita! aspects in the effective
implementation of the strategy for the development of Africa's natural resources.

5. We have considered the critical financial situation of the OAU Special Emergency

Assistance Fund which has until now played an important role in the implementation

of the strategy.

6. In view of that situation, we wish to express our gratitude to member States,

non-African States and to international organizations and institutions which have pro

vided and continue to provide support to the activities of the Fund.

7. We urgently appeal to those ECA member States which have not done so to contri

bute to the Fund.

8. We call upon non-African countries and international organizations and institutions

to provide financial or other assistance in support of the activities of the Fund.

9. We hope that the concerted efforts of everyone concerned, as mentioned in the

present memorandum, will help to improve the financial situation of the Fund.
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Annex II

SPECIAL MEMORANDUM BY THE GOVERNING COUNCIL OF IDEP TO THE
ECA CONFERENCE OF MINISTERS RESPONSIBLE FOR ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING ON THE FUTURE OF IDEP

1 We the members of the Governing Council of the United Nations African Institute
for Economic Development and Planning (IDEP), meeting at the thirty-first session
of the Council from 20 to 22 March 1989 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, have carefully
reviewed the past and present activities of the Institute, particularly its future prospects,
in the light of the decision by IDEP to withdraw the assistance it has been giving to

the Institute's core training activities for over 25 years now.

2. In this regard, we deem it necessary to recall that the African Institute for Econo
mic Development and Planning was established in 1963 by resolution 58 (IV) of the ECA
Conference of Ministers with the mandate to train specialists and senior officials of
those services and institutions in Africa responsible for economic development and
planning. Specifically, the Institute was charged with undertaking four main interdepen
dent activities: training, research, advisory services and supportive activities in the

form of conferences, seminars and workshops.

3. We are aware that IDEP, though a United Nations institution, has never benefitted
since its inception from resources of the United Nations regular budget. As a result,
it has had to depend heavily on UNDP for support not only for its operational activities

but also for its regular activities.

4. Bearing in mind the need for member States to complement UNDP resources,

the ECA Conference of Ministers, in resolution 285 (XII) adopted on 28 February 1975,

decided that member States provide a total of $US 1 million per year. This amount

was later raised to $US 1,600,000 by resolution 433 (XVII) of 30 April 1982. In spite

of this commitment, the member States have not fulfilled all their obligations to IDEP,
and their effective contributions dwindled from $US 600,000 in 1981 to only $US 245,000

in 1985. Although contributions in 1988 rose to $US 450,000, there is still a substantial

accumulation of arrears in contributions.

5. As a result, IDEP has had to rely to a large extent on the resources of UNDP to

be able to implement its programmes. On its part, UNDP has been reducing its funding

for IDEP's programmes until 1988 when it gave the final warning of its intention to
withdraw its assistance at the end of 1989. It is however pertinent to recall that article

IX of the Statute of the Institute states, inter alia, that "the Institute shall derive its

finances from contributions made by African Governments and by UNDP".

6. We consider that the non-payment of contributions by member States, coupled

with the withdrawal of UNDP assistance, will provoke the sudden collapse of the Institute

at a time when it needs to expand its capacity in order to assist member States in their

search for solutions to their economic development problems.

7. We reiterate our unreserved interest in the invaluable service rendered by the

Institute to member States in the field of economic development, particularly in the

training of specialists in this field, the organization of conferences and the provision

of advisory services. Over the years, the Institute has trained a substantial number

of nationals from various member States, some of whom currently hold key positions

not only in their own countries but also at the international level.

8. The real threat facing IDEP is its imminent collapse if UNDP withdraws its assis

tance. In the face of this threat, we feel obliged, as members of the Governing Council,
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and hIH!S?|fOf?*CUitO<?.an$ °f thG Institute' to aIert th* ECA Conference of Ministers
rf^^ln? J! COncerne* of}he dan9er confronting the Institute and to launch

concerned to do everything in their power to prevent the collapseof theTnsti?uTe

9. In the circumstances, we appeal to African member States to:

(a) Urgently pay without delay their assessed contributions for 1989 as well
as the arrears in instalments as recommended by resolutions of the Conference of Minis-

(b) Give every support to and follow up IDEP's efforts in the UNDP Governing
Council the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), the Fifth Committee of the General
Assembly or any other fora in the search for funds for its activities; and

(c) Request the Chairman of the twenty-fourth session of the Commission/fif
teenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers, the Executive Secretary of ECA and
the management of 1DEP to contact the Administrator of UNDP and the Director-General
for Development and International Economic Co-operation and inform them of the
predicament of IDEP with the threatened withdrawal of UNDP assistance, and consider
together with them the immediate implementation of the provisions and measures
recommended in this memorandum.

10. We draw UNDP's attention to article IX of the Statute of the Institute and urge
the Administrator of UNDP to:

(a) Continue UNDP support to IDEP in line with that article;

(b) Assist IDEP to establish its own facilities for carrying out the new activities
proposed in the field of research, consultancy and advisory services, in order to reduce
its dependence on the traditional sources; and

(c) Subcontract to IDEP some of the consultancy assignments which it allocates
to other agencies to execute for fees.

11. We appeal to the United Nations Secretary-General to submit to the United Nations
General Assembly as a matter of urgency, the funding of the core staff of IDEP by
the United Nations regular budget for the biennium 1990-1991 and to make every effort
to ensure that from the biennium 1992-1993 onwards, IDEP's budget is fully integrated
into the United Nations regular budget as has been done for similar institutes in other
regions.

12. We also appeal to the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa to increase
its assistance in human and financial resources to IDEP.

13. We hope that concerted efforts by all concerned, as already specified in the present
memorandum, will make it possible for IDEP to attain its objectives. We attach a draft
resolution for consideration and adoption by the ECA Conference of Ministers.
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Annexii

ADDIS ABABA JOINT STATEMENT BY AFRICAN MINISTERS OF ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING AND MINISTERS OF "NANCE ONI THL

-AFRICAN ALTERNATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT
PROGRAMMES FOR SOCIO-ECONOMIC RECOVERY AND TRANSFORMATION*

I We the African Ministers responsible for Economic Development and Planning
and the Ministers of Finance, deeply concerned by the continuously deteriorating econo

mic situation in Africa, as well as the worsening social conditions of the African people,
convened a-joint meeting in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, on 10 April 1989. Our deliberations
have focused on the examination of the African Alternative Framework for Structural
Adjustment Programmes for Socio-economic Rernvery and Transformation (AAF SAP],

2. We were inspired, in the exercise, by the recommendations of the United Nations
General Assembly during its forty-third session on the mid-term review and appraisal
of the United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Develop
ment 1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD) whirhf inter alia, stated that the African countries should
increase their efforts in the search for a viable conceptual and practical framework
for economic structural adjustment programmes in keeping with the long-term develop
ment objectives and strategies at the national, subregional and regional \eveh,

3. In undertaking the examination of the AAF-SAP, we took full cognizance of the
courageous efforts of African Governments in implementing the policy reforms they
had committed themselves to, in the context of the United Nations Programme of Action
for African Economic Recovery and Development (UN-PAAERD). We also noted
that such policy reforms, in most cases, were being implemented in the difficult context

of stabilization and structural adjustment programmes supported by the International

Monetary Fund and the World Bank.

4. We have realized that conventional structural adjustment programmes have
generally failed to take into account the social and human dimensions, the long-term

development objectives, and the structural transformation of African economies*

5. We consider the AAF-SAP consistent with Africa's development objectives as

laid down in both the Lagos Plan of Action and the United Nations Programme of Action
for African Economic Recovery and Development, 1986-1990. The Framework could
constitute a basis for constructive dialogue with Africa's development partners and
for designing country programmes that would ensure self-sustained development and

equity.

6. We have therefore adopted the African Alternative Framework for Structural

Adjustment Programmes for Socio-economic Recovery and Transformation and decided

that this document should be submitted to the relevant fora.

7. We firmly believe that in the formulation, implementation and monitoring of AAF-

SAP at the national level, the entire population should be fully involved. To this effect,
each country should take appropriate measures to create the necessary enabling environ
ment for effective popular participation thereby consolidating and deepening the process

of national self-reliant development.

8. We also believe that AAF-SAP necessitates a new partnership not only among

African Governments themselves but also between them and their development partners.

It is essential that African Governments undertake to consult among themselves at

bilateral and subregional levels for the effective formulation, implementation and
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monitoring of AAF-SAP. It is also important that the international community shows
full understanding and gives its support to AAF-SAP especially with respect to increased
and sustainable non-autonomous flow of resources. Similarly, substantial increases
in the flow of autonomous and non-conditional resources are essential for the success
of AAF-SAP.

9. We note and extend our gratitude and appreciation to the Economic Commission
for Africa under its Executive Secretary for its outstanding role in the initiation of
the process and the construction of the African Alternative Framework for Structural
Adjustment Programmes for Socio-economic Recovery and Transformation.

10. Finally, we reiterate our gratitude to the Government and people of the People's
Democratic Republic of Ethiopia and particularly to Comrade Mengistu Haile-Mariam,
General Secretary of the Workers' Party of Ethiopia, Commander-in-Chief of the Revolu
tionary Armed Forces and President of the PDRE, for providing us, once again, with
the historic opportunity for Africa to address such an important issue and to come up
with an African Alternative Framework for Structural Adjustment Programmes for
Socio-economic Recovery and Transformation. The long-standing and continuous support
of the Government and people of Ethiopia to the Commission has always greatly contri
buted to the successful conclusions of the deliberations of the sessions of the Commission.

Done at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

10 April 1989
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AnnexlV

DECLARATION BY THE CONFERENCE OF MINISTERS OF AFRICAN LEAST
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES PREPARATORY TO THE SECOND UNITED

NATIONS CONFERENCE ON POLICIES AND MEASURES FOR

ACCELERATING THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS IN THE

LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES DURING THE 1990s

Preamble

1. We, the Ministers responsible for economic development and planning of African
least developed countries, assembled in Addis Ababa on 4 and 5 April 1989, for our
ninth meeting, and acting for and on behalf of our Governments and peoples in the
spirit of the Charters of both the United Nations and the Organization of African
Unity, have reviewed the progress achieved in the implementation of the Substantial

New Programme of Action (SNPA).

2. We are deeply concerned about the deteriorating socio-economic situation in

our countries which are characterized by very low economic growth and poor develop

ment performance, with a resultant continuous decline in per capita income.

3. We are gravely concerned with the deteriorating international economic environ

ment, especially as it relates to: (a) the continued fall in the prices of primary commo

dities that greatly affects our export earnings; (b) the decline in total external assis

tance, especially official development assistance (ODA) and the hardening of the

terms of aid; (c) the increasing debt burden; and (d) the aggravating effects of severe

climatic conditions and refugee problems.

4. The combination of all these factors has led to the increase in the number of

LDCs in Africa from 21 in- 1981 to 28 in 1988 and brought most of our countries to

the verge of economic collapse, in spite of all our past and present efforts,

5. We strongly reaffirm that we are primarily responsible for the development

of our own economies. We have, therefore, undertaken the necessary and often painful

adjustments and policy reforms with a view to restoring growth and development.

6. We particularly appreciate the response of the donor community in providing

the necessary assistance to those of our countries in need of emergency relief and
the support to the rehabilitation and reconstruction activities contained within our

adjustment or economic recovery programmes*

7. We are, however, distressed to note that the spirit that prevailed at the 1981

Paris Conference on Least Developed Countries has not been fully sustained. Commit

ments made by the international community have not been implemented and the

achievements are far below our expectations. This was pointed out in our

"Memorandum", presented at the meeting of the UNCTAD Intergovernmental Group

on LDCs on the Global Mid-Term Review of the Substantial New Programme of Action

for the 1980s, in September 1985.

8. In spite of the disappointing developments outlined above, we reaffirm our

commitment to the Substantial New Programme of Action, which is still a valid

framework of reference for measures to be taken by the LDCs themselves and at

the international level with a view to effecting the necessary changes to improve

the living standards of the LDCs1 populations.
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9. We therefore, weicome the convening of the second United Nations Conference
on Least Developed Countries, which will carry out a global review of the Substantial
New Programme of Action and consider, formulate and adopt appropriate national
andI international polices and measures for accelerating the development process
m the least developed countries (LDCs) during the 1990s, in accordance with long-
term national social and economic objectives as per the provisions of United Nations
General Assembly resolution 42/177 of 11 December 1987. Such an important gathering
has given us the incentive to prepare the present Declaration, in the hope that the
proposals ,t contains will be considered by the international community as an adequate
framework for bringing about the necessary changes in the African LDCs.

I- Overall economic performance
of African LDCs. 1981-1988

10. The economic growth rate in the African LDCs decreased during the 1980s
aS/^6SUlt °f the deePenin9 economic crisis and the effects of natural calamities
and disasters, especially the recurrence of drought after 1982. The average annual
growth rate in overall GDP was only 0.99 per cent in real terms during 1981-1984
against 2.5 per cent in 1975-1980. As a result of improvement in rainfall in 1985*
that resulted in a significant recovery in agricultural production, the main source
of value added in the majority of the African LDCs, a GDP growth rate of 3.8 per
cent was recorded in 1985-1986 and 3.6 per cent in 1986-1987 but this performance
fell back in 1987-1988 to 2.1 per cent. Per capita GDP declined from an average
of $US 236.7 in 1980-1984, to $US 220.9 in 1987-1988 for the LDCs as a group.

11. The SNPA recommended that the LDCs should aim at an annual growth rate
target of 4 per cent or more in the agricultural sector in the 1980s. In the African
LDCs as a group the target was achieved only in 1986 when an annual increase in
agricultural output of 6.1 per cent was recorded.

12. The manufacturing sector recorded an annual average increase in value added
of only 2.4 per cent between 1980 and 1986, which declined to 0.4 per cent in 1987.
The increasing difficulties in importing raw materials, spare parts and equipment
due to the lack of foreign exchange led to very low utilization rate of industrial capa
city, even in a number of cases, to the complete shutdown of manufacturing establish
ments.

13. The rapid deterioration of the external sector of the African LDCs in the 1980s
had an adverse effect on their already fragile economic structures. The contraction
in world demand for primary commodities, often due to protectionist policies, coupled
with the collapse in commodity prices, substantially reduced export earnings. As
a result, therefore, the African LDCs experienced persistent and chronic
palance-of-payments problems.

14. The debt problem of African LDCs worsened considerably in the 1980s. Estimated
at $US 13.3 billion in 1980, the total external debt of the 28 African LDCs, including
outstanding use of IMF credits, reached $US 40.16 billion by the end of 1987.
Debt-service payments were, on average, about 10 per cent of the combined GDP
of the LDCs as a group during 1981- 1988.

15. Many African LDCs were seriously affected by drought and other natural calami
ties. In 1983-1984, 16 LDCs of the 24 most severely affected African countries were
heavily dependent on food aid. In 1985, imports of food alone absorbed over 25 per
cent of the total export earnings of the affected African LDCs.
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!!. Implementation of the Substantial New

of Actj^n fSNPAl in the African LPCs

16. In chapter I of the SNPA, the LDCs were required to adopt appropriate policies
and measures, including the mobilization of domestic and external resources, for
the implementation of their development programmes. Since 1981, ali the African
LDCs have taken major policy reform measures to revitalize their economies. To
enhance agricultural production, especially of food crops, producer prices have been
systematically reviewed and adjusted upwards and the timely delivery of essential
inputs has been ensured, as an incentive to farmers. Public enterprises that are a
burden on the government budget have either been privatized or measures instituted
to enhance their efficient management. To mobilize domestic resources, interest

rates have been restructured to encourage increased domestic savings and measures
have been taken to broaden the tax base. Attempts have been made to reduce the
budget deficit through a freeze and/or reduction in the size of the public sector employ

ment.

17. The persistent external payment difficulties faced by the African LDCs caused
a number of them to adopt short-term stabilization measures. The lack of a
well-articulated long-term perspective in the policy packages prescribed by the IMF
aggravated the risk of neglecting infrastructure and other structural factors, and
thus imposed major constraints on long-term economic growth. Furthermore,

programmes have not received adequate external funding from donors, partly because

disbursements are stopped at mid-stream, if the LDCs cannot meet the conditionalities

and performance criteria and/or if they are declared ineligible to use Fund resources

because of accummulated arrears owed to the IMF. Consequently, the suspension

of the resource disbursements and the time lost on renegotiating agreements have

limited effectiveness and damaged the prospects of success.

18. At the regional level, the African LDCs, as member States of the OAU, adopted
Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery, 1986-1990 (APPER) in July
1985 and the United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery

and Development, 1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD) in June 1986, in response to the African
economic crisis. The objectives and priorities established by these programmes are

consistent with those of the Substantial New Programme of Action (SNPA). Relevant
measures have been adopted, as a means of judiciously implementing these programmes,

albeit with very limited domestic and external resources.

19. In accordance with paragraphs 110 and 111 of the SNPA, all the African LDCs
designated national focal points, usually the ministries of planning and economic
development, to be responsible for the co-ordination of development assistance and

other international support measures and to act for the government in aid co-ordination

with donors. The necessary administrative mechanisms have been established both

for internal co-ordination and consultations with donors. Development plans have

been reformulated, priorities redefined and public investment projects realistically

designed to reflect the absorptive capacities of the LDCs. Some development plans

and programmes formed the basis of policy dialogue at round-table and consultative

group meetings with donors, organized by the LDCs to mobilize external resources.

20. In 1981, the total cost of country development projects and programmes presented

by 21 African LDCs at the Paris Conference was $US 133 billion (1980 prices) for
the period 1981-1990, 60 per cent or $US 81 billion, of which was the external funding

component. With the addition of five more African countries in 1982, ECA estimated
the external financing needed to support the SNPA in the 26 LDCs to be $US 96.5
billion, or an annual flow of at least $US 8.6 billion during 1981-1987. Total net finan

cial flows including flows to Mozambique and Mauritania, recently listed as LDCs,
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averaged only $US 4.97 billion during 1981-1987, which falls far short of the annual
minimum external assistance of over $US 10 billion required to transform substantially
the LDC economies.

21. The SNPA suggested that donors should aim to devote 0.15 per cent of their
GNP to the LDCs as ODA, or to double the total ODA to these countries by 1985,
relative to 1975-1980 figures. In general, total Development Assistance Committee
(DAC) official development assistance was stagnant at 0.08 per cent of CNP during
1981-1985. Since 1981, however, a few donors have consistently achieved this threshold
and some are making considerable progress towards achieving the target. Other DAC
donors, however, which accepted neither the target nor the time frame, still lag behind.
Comparatively, OPEC official development assistance (ODA) flows to LDCs as a
percentage of donor GDP has exceeded the SNPA target during 1981-1987.

22. In paragraph 70 of the Substantial New Programme of Action, it is stated that
the successful implementation of the Programme would require significant improve

ments in aid practices and management, particularly the provision of assistance as

grants and loans on highly concessional terms. Since 1981, DAC concessional ODA

as a proportion of total resource flows to the LDCs has increased steadily, apart

from 1982 and 1984; in 1986, the share was 91 per cent. The grant element of DAC

concessional assistance also increased from 86 per cent in 1981 to 89 per cent in

1986. The DAC norm of 86 per cent for the LDCs has been met for most bilateral

aid from OECD member countries.

23. We are grateful to lead agencies, namely the United Nations Development Pro

gramme (UNDP) and the World Bank, for the financial and technical support they
have provided to African LDCs in organizing round-table and consultative group meet

ings. There are still some countries, however, which have not yet been able to organize

such review meetings and we therefore urge the lead agencies to actively pursue

their roles in this respect.

24. We are also grateful to the donor community for its participation in the review

meetings held so far. Donors continued to be very critical about project priorities

and LDCs1 absorptive capacities relative to Public Investment Programmes (PIPs).

The policy dialogue, however, has led to a better understanding of the LDCs

macro-economic policy frameworks and created a better appreciation of their

development assistance needs. On the whole, adequate medium-term pledges were

made, in addition to short-term quick-disbursing funds and import support for countries

undertaking adjustment measures. The actual disbursement of aid funds, however,

has been rather slow and inadequate, compared with the requirements of the investment

programmes, a factor which has adversely affected programme implementation and

hampered economic growth and the development prospects in all African LDCs.

25. We note with satisfaction that some donors have taken measures in the context

of UNCTAD Trade and Development Board resolution 165 (S-IX) such as the cancella

tion of ODA debt and other equivalent debt-relief measures in favour of a number

of African LDCs.

26. In general, however, the provisions of chapter II on international support measures

are far from being fully implemented* These include (a) financial assistance targets

of bilateral ODA; (b) adequate increases in the allocation to LDCs of multilateral

aid programmes; (c) the creation of new mechanisms for increased financial transfers

to LDCs; (d) the improvement of aid modalities; (e) the improvement of current

commercial measures and practices (e.g., protectionism, commodity agreements,

compensation for export earnings shortfalls, etc.); (f) removal of transport and

communication bottle-necks; and (g) the transfer and development of technology.
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27. The disappointing experience of the 1980s clearly reinforces the need for a
global review and appraisal of the SNPA to consider, formulate and adopt appropriate
national and international policies and measures to accelerate the development process

in the LDCs during the 1990s, in accordance with national long-term social and econo

mic objectives.

III. Proposals on policies and measures for the 1990S

A. Immediate qrtion programme. 1991-1993

28. The African LDCs1 economies are extremely fragile and more vulnerable to
external shocks and susceptible to drought and other natural calamities than those
of other developing countries. Based on experiences of the 1980s, it is absolutely
necessary to launch an immediate action programme for the period 1991-1993 as

a component of the comprehensive action programme for the 1990s, in order to ensure

emergency preparedness and to rehabilitate and reconstruct our economies, while
ensuring that medium- and long-term development plans and programmes are not

impaired. The main components of the immediate phase should include:

1. National level

29. African LDCs should continue to implement the necessary macro-economic

and sectoral policy measures in order to achieve adequate economic recovery and

to pave the way for self-sustained growth and development. At the national level,

this would require efficient macro-economic management, including the effective

mobilization and efficient utilization of financial, human and material resources.

30. At the sectoral level, emphasis will be placed on:

(a) Rehabilitation and reconstruction of the food and agriculture sector;

Incentive packages, especially remunerative producer prices and easy access of farmers

to credit; development and support of small-holder farms; expansion of the cultivable

areas, through small-scale irrigation schemes and adequate land tenure systems;

appropriate measures for the development of the livestock, fisheries and forestry

subsectors; development and application of appropriate technologies in the sector;

applied agricultural research, notably of high-yielding and drought-resistant food

crop varieties; improvement in extension services; environmental protection, especially

soil conservation and control of desertification, etc.;

(b) Measures tn revitalJ2e the industrial sedfiTJ The development of

agro-support industries with strong backward and forward linkages; small- and medium-

scale enterprises and other local resource-based industries, restructuring of the sector,

including export diversification, and improvement in managerial capabilities;

(c) Rehabilitation of existing infrastructure and equipment; Roads, especially

feeder roads, transport equipment and the improvement in communication infrastruc

ture and services in the context of the Pan-African Telecommunications Network

(PANAFTEL) and African Regional Satellite Communication System (RASCOM) pro

grammes;

(d) Measures aimed at improving economic and financial management;

Liberalization of pricing policies and marketing channels; fiscal and budgetary policies,

and the application of other appropriate financial and monetary instruments;
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(e) Measures for the development anrj effective utilization of human r«sniirr?yr
Especially the training of middle- and high-level technicians and managers and other
urgently required skills in the development process; and

W The integration of women: Efforts should be intensified to integrate women
in development and to ensure the mobilization and fullest participation of the popula
tion as a whole in the development process.

2. International level

31. In support of the immediate action programme, the international community
is urged to adopt the following basic measures:

(a) The provision of emergency assistance and the financing of all costs involved
in the management of relief operations caused by food shortages and other emergencies;

(b) In the spirit of the June 1988 Toronto summit of the seven major Western
industrialized countries, and of other new international initiatives on third world
debt, the complete write-off of the external debt obligations of African LDCs;

(c) Adequate external assistance, in the form of grants, corresponding to
identified immediate requirements including balance-of-payments support for export
shortfalls;

(d) A greater share for African LDCs in the allocation of funds of multilateral
institutions, including the International Development Association (IDA), the special
facility for sub-Saharan Africa and the newly established Special Action Programme
of the World Bank, and the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF) of the

IMF. Resources should be made readily accessible and disbursed unconditionally.
An increase in the disbursement of multilateral financial institutions should be ensured,
so as to increase substantially net disbursements to African LDCs; and

(e) Greater flexibility and an increased share of resources to the African
LDCs under the existing compensatory financing facilities for export shortfalls-and
increased accessibility of their primary commodity exports to the markets of indus

trialized economies; the removal of tariff and non-tariff barriers.

B. Comprehensive Action Programme. 1990s

32. The objective of the SNPA. inter alia, of introducing major structural changes

in the LDCs has not been fulfilled. In addition to structural limitations, other

contributing factors to the set-backs of the 1980s were: the protracted drought,

deteriorating terms of trade, weak export earnings, capital flight, inadequate ODA

and other resource flows; and mounting external debt obligations. These same factors,

which were the fundamental basis of the SNPA, still constitute the critical bottle

necks to development in the LDCs, hence, the objectives of the SNPA will remain

valid, for at least the 1990s. The SNPA targets are not beyond the reach of either

the LDCs or the international community and their attainment in the 1990s should
be pursued intensively.

33. We welcome the adoption of a comprehensive action programme for the LDCs

for the 1990s with the underlying themes of alleviating poverty and providing for

the basic needs of the LDCs1 population. Such a programme must be based on mutually

reinforcing commitments and the dedication of the international community and

the LDCs themselves to creating an environment for adequate economic recovery
and for self-sustained development.
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1. Nnt'"""1 measures

34 The LDCs reaffirm the primary responsibility for their overall development.

They should, therefore, conceive, design and implement ma"^?X^ubs\'ntia*
within a framework of national economic and social objectives, aimed at the substant.al
structural transformation of the LDC economies in the 1990s.

35. African LDCs should continue to implement the necessary adjustment measures
on tl« basfs of the "African Alternative Framework for Structural Adjustment Pro-
grammeVfor Socio-economic Recovery and Transformation" wh.ch focuses on the

transformation of structures.

36 The LDCs should prepare and implement programmes and projects leading to
the expansion of their productive capacities and increasing national "H^ ™™I
tially in order to provide an internally acceptable minimum standard of living for

the population.

37. Concerted efforts should be made to improve planning capabilities so as to
strengthen the LDCs1 capacities to formulate and implement their plans and

programmes.

38 The least developed countries should effectively mobilize and use domestic
resources including the development and efficient utilization of human resources.

39 We reiterate our commitment to the "Regional Food Plan for Africa", not only
to attain the objective of food self-sufficiency, but to produce adequate surpluses
and also a strategy for national food emergency preparedness and subreg.onal andand also a strategy for national foo gy pp
regional food security programmes. An integrated programme embodying ^

ii d kti of food and agricultural products should be
regional food security programmes. An g pg
processing, distribution and marketing of food and agricultural products sho
the main focus, supported by adequate investments in .rngat.on schemes and other
agro^upport institutions, improvement in extension services incentive packages
to farmers, development and application of appropriate technologies, education and

training.

40. We support the launching of the second United Nations Industrial Development
Decade for Africa (IDDA-ll) for the 1990s. The programme should emphasize the
establishment of a sound industrial base with strong linkages to agriculture, so as
to ensure the maximum exploitation of domestic raw materials. Priority must be
accorded to the development and promotion of small- and medium-scale enterprises

and to other indigenous resource-basedindustries and to the encouragement of informal

sector activities.

41. We also support the launching of the second United Nations Transport and Com
munications Decade in Africa (UNTACDA-ll) for the 1990s. The programme should
focus especially on the development of indigenous capabilities in the construction
and maintenance of all modes of transport and communication infrastructures to

facilitate the distribution and marketing of goods and services. In particular multi
modal transport systems must be developed to facilitate the transit trade of land

locked and island LDCs in Africa.

42. In view of LDCs enormous energy potential, efforts must be intensified to explore
and exploit energy resources, in particular renewable sources of energy.

43 We reiterate our commitment to the eradication of illiteracy, the provision
of primary health care for all, appropriate measures to provide family planning and
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population control as an integral part of overall development policies, the full integra
tion of women in development and to popular participation in the development process.

2. International support measures

44. The difficult international environment in the 1980s worsened the resource
problems of the African LDCs. Unfavourable factors included: inadequate ODA
flows contraction in demand for, and low prices of primary commodities, resulting
m extremely low export earnings; mounting protectionism; inflexibility of the compen
satory financing facility mechanisms for export shortfalls and increased external
debt-service obligations. International support in these areas during the 1990s should
be flexible and appropriate to the broader development efforts of the LDCs.

45. The international community is urged to support fully and effectively the compre
hensive action programme for the LDCs for the 1990s and to provide financial assis
tance in amounts and on terms corresponding to immediate and long-term development
needs. Donors should accept the aid targets, to be agreed upon at the second United
Nations Conference on LDCs, as the basic minimum to ensure the successful
implementation of the programme.

46. As a matter of priority, the international community should (i) support LDCs
to attain internal and external balance in their economies; (ii) help in maximizing
capacity utilization of the productive economic units; (Hi) support efforts to increase
per capita food production; and (iv) in view of the energy problems facing LDCs
provide financial and technical assistance for the research, exploration and development
of energy resources.

47. Relevant multilateral institutions should consider new mechanisms and arrange
ments for mobilizing increased financial transfers to the LDCs. Balance-of-payment
and budget support must not be used to impose policy conditions which involve social
and political costs that hinder the broader development objectives.

48. We recognize that some African LDCs have entered into policy arrangements
with the IMF extending to the early 1990s and we urge the Fund to undertake a constant
review of the principles on which its conditionally rests in such a way as to reflect
the social, economic and political priorities of the relevant LDCs in the context of
the African Alternative Framework for Structural Adjustment Programmes for Socio-
economic Recovery and Transformation".

49. AH donor countries are urged to take steps to provide official development
assistance (ODA) to the LDCs fully in the form of grants and to provide loans on
terms at least as concessional as those of the IDA. Urgent steps should also be taken
by donor countries to provide ODA, loans and grants on an untied basis and without
discrimination, to improve the quality and effectiveness of aid and to eliminate the
timelag between aid commitment and disbursements.

50. With respect to commercial policy measures, the developed countries should
take actions aimed at enhancing the export trade of the LDCs, in particular by: improv
ing the Generalized System of Preferences treatment for their exports with the objec
tive of providing duty-free access to such products; using more flexible regulations
on the rules of origin for such exports; eliminating non-tariff barriers to the LDCs
exports and facilitating their participation in multilateral trade negotiation agreements
and arrangements.
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51 In the area of compensatory financing of LDCs export shortfalls developed
countries should improve boTh bilateral and multilateral Stabex schemes for the .mport
of primary commodities from African LDCs.

52. Special arrangements should be considered under IMF compensatory financing
to provide full coverage of export shortfalls, to subsidize interest payments on
outstanding drawings and to allow a repayment period of 10 years with a grace per.od

of 5 years.

53. In the context of South-South economic co-operation and in the spirit of collective
self-reliance, developing countries in a position to do so should provide assistance

to the LDCs in the following areas:

(a) Preferential treatment, in the context of the Global System of Trade
Preferences, to imports of goods produced by the African LDCs;

(b) The development of production potential of food, energy and other

resources, including manufactures;

(c) The provision, on preferential terms and conditions and at minimum costs,

of the results of scientific and technological development adapted to the development

needs of the least developed countries; and

(d) Promoting and expanding joint ventures involving the transfer of equipment
and technology, through long-term bilateral agreements or special arrangements.

54. The international community should provide substantial financial and material
assistance to those LDCs susceptible to major man-made and natural disasters with
a view to complementing their national efforts to respond to such events.

C. AH-anqements for the second United Nations

Conference on LDCs

55. We mandate the EGA and OAU secretariats, in collaboration with UNCTAD,
to establish on the agenda of the second United Nations Conference on Least Developed
Countries a framework for interregional negotiations among all LDCs and to inform
LDCs in the other regions of this aspiration. In particular, the meetings of Govern
mental Experts from Donor Countries and Multilateral and Bilateral Financial and
Technical Assrstance Institutions with representatives of LDCs, to be held in Geneva,
from 22 to 31 May 1989; the UNCTAD Intergovernmental Group on LDCs (Preparatory
Committee on the second United Nations Conference on LDCs), Geneva, 26 March

to 6 April 1990; and the second United Nations Conference on LDCs, to be held in
Paris, from 3 to 14 September 1990, will provide an excellent opportunity to adopt
a common position on the appropriate national and international policies and measures

to accelerate the development process in the LDCs during the 1990s.

IV. Conclusions

56. We, the Ministers responsible for economic development and planning of African
least developed countries, once again, strongly reaffirm that the primary responsibility
for the overall development of our countries remains with our own Governments.

We are determined to continue our efforts in making the necessary adjustment measures

so as to restore growth and development.
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57. We call on the international community, however, to honour its commitment.
In this regard, the immediate action programme proposed for 1991-1995, as a compo
nent of the decade programme of the 1990s, represents the minimum package required
to enable our countries to recover adequately and to lay the foundations for
self-sustained economic growth and development. The measures involved are not
beyond the means of the international community and we are confident that its response
will be positive- ^

58. Finally, we firmly believe that the success of any strategies and policies arising
from the second United Nations Conference on LDCs for the 1990s will depend on
mutually reinforcing commitments and the dedication both of the international com
munity and the LDCs themselves, to create an environment for adequate recovery
and for self-sustained economic growth and development. The primary concern in
such development co-operation efforts must be to raise the living standards of the
population as a whole.
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AimexV

APPEAL BY THE ECA CONFERENCE OF MINISTERS RESPONSIBLE FOR ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING ON BEHALF OF THE AFRICAN DEMOGRAPHIC

TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTES

I. We, the African Ministers responsible for economic development and planning,
assembled at the fifteenth meeting of the ECA Conference of Ministers/twenty-fourth
session of the Economic Commission for Africa, have recognized the important role
that African demographic training and research institutes have played and continue
to play in the training of high-level specialists in population questions and in the promo

tion of related research.

2 We have also recognized the increasing importance of population questions in
development planning and the obvious interest shown by African Governments in these
matters and more specially, in the satisfaction of the basic needs of their population.

3 We have further recognized the need to train sufficient numbers of demographers
fully conversant with the continent's problems and to promote research work on popula

tion questions in Africa.

4. We are therefore gravely concerned by the critical financial situation of the
African demographic training and research institutes caused by the insufficiency and
irregularity of member States' contributions.

5. We, accordingly, strongly appeal to the Governments served by these institutes
to clear up their arrears and regularly pay in their contributions.

6. We express our appreciation to the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)
and ECA for their continued support for the institutes and urge them to maintain such
support so that the institutes may continue their training activities and develop those

related to research.
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Annex VI

REPORT OF THE JOINT MEETING OF THE ECA CONFERENCE OF MINISTERS
RESPONSIBLE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING AND

AFRICAN MINISTERS OF FINANCE

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 10 April 1989

jptroduction

1 The Joint Meeting of the ECA Conference of Ministers responsible for economic

development and planning and the Conference of African M*""*6™,0; ^'nan" ^*JJf!°
at the headquarters of the Commission in Addis Ababa, on 10 April 1989. The meeting
was held at the instance of the African Ministers of Finance who, at their third meeting
held in Biantyre, Malawi, had decided that they would join their colleagues the Ministers
responsible for economic development and planning to consider the African Alternative
to Structural Adjustment Programmes (AA-SAP): A Framework for Transformation
and Recovery (E/ECA/CM.15/6/Rev.2) and adopt it jointly. The meeting was formally
opened by Comrade Yusuf Ahmed, Member of the Central Committee of the Workers
Party of Ethiopia and Vice-President of the State Council. Statements were also
delivered at the opening ceremony by Mr. Adebayo Adedeji, Executive Secretary of
ECA and Mr. J. Haggag, Assistant Secretary-General of the OAU. The Minister of
Planning of Kenya moved a vote of thanks to the Party, Government and people of

Ethiopia on behalf of all the delegations.

Opening addresses

2. Comrade Yusuf Ahmed, Member of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party
of Ethiopia and Vice-President of the State Council, formally opened the meeting. He
recalled that the Lagos Plan of Action had been an embodiment of Africa's hopes and
aspirations, but its objectives had remained largely unrealized. He deplored the fact
that the region had been going through a period of unprecedented socio-economic crisis
despite the numerous development strategies it had adopted as reflected not only in
the Lagos Plan of Action, but also in the United Nations Programme of Action for African
Economic Recovery and Development, 1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD), and the various
structural adjustment programmes (SAPs) introduced by several countries.

3. He observed that there had been a growing concern about the appropriateness of
the SAPs in the context of the region's socio-economic realities. According to him,
the programmes had neglected the region's long-term development and entailed problems

of far-reaching consequences such as rising unemployment and reduced expenditure
on social sectors. He claimed that the frailty of the region's economies, the horrendous
crisis it was faced with and its appalling backwardness would warrant the urgent introduc
tion of new alternative structural adjustment programmes. He believed that those
should mirror the region's pecularities, accord due attention to social dimensions, remove

structural rigidities and promote increased production with a focus on food
self-sufficiency. He lauded ECA's initiative as regards AA-SAP and said that this should
merit the unreserved support of all countries. He concluded by calling upon the
international community to assist in its implementation.

4. The Executive Secretary placed particular accent on three salient issues. The first
of these centred mainly on the preparatory work and intellectual inputs that had gone
into the formulation of AA-SAP. The second pertained to the basic characteristics

of AA-SAP. The third encompassed the follow-up measures which should be taken by
African countries. With regard to the first issue, he pointed out that a long and arduous
process of consultation and consensus building had taken place prior to drawing up the
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•£j i Proposals. Those consultations had involved an international workshop of reputed
economists; the commissioning of 24 case studies; national technicians in planning and

(IepcowT I^hT^ I TV^ed TeChniCaI PreParat^y Committee of the Whole
ITEPCOW). In add.t.on, the Mm.sters responsible for finance and economic development
and planning had made substantial contributions to the proposals.

5. The first characteristic of AA-SAP was the fact that it constituted merely a flexible
and pragmatic framework for African countries to use in formulating national programmes
^ I", "n^uctm9 constructive dialogue with development partners. That being so
the AA-SAP proposals were consonant with the objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action
and the United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and
Development (UN-PAAERD). Another feature of AA-SAP, he said, was its focus on
peoples welfare and stabilization objectives. Talking about the policy directions needed
he contended that these would revolve around (a) strengthening and diversification of
production capacity; (b) the level of income and its distribution; and (c) the pattern
of expenditure. r

6. He emphasized that the success of AA-SAP would hinge upon a number of subsequent
measures. To begin with, he said there should be popular participation in AA-SAP imple
mentation at the grass-root level. Secondly, increased solidarity should be forged amonq
individual countries. Finally, a strong bond of co-operation must exist between African
countries and the international donor community to whom he appealed for assistance.
He called on African countries to enter the coming decade with unflinching determination
to attack the root causes of their economic problems. Finally, he expressed his gratitude
to the Governments of Malawi and Ethiopia for their hospitality as well as for their
unreserved support.

7. The Assistant Secretary-General of the OAU commended the efforts made by ECA
the African Ministers of Finance and the ECA Conference of Ministers to formulate
AA-SAP. He stressed, however, that AA-SAP would be a significant milestone if African
countries were able to use it as a basis for drawing up their development plans and ensured
its accelerated implementation. In that context, he stated that one of the vehicles
for ensuring its rapid implementation was to mobilize resources internally and externally
and to utilize those judiciously. In order for that to happen, he argued, there should
be well-designed and fundable development programmes at the national level.

6. He expressed his apprehension that the donor community might find AA-SAP's pro
posals distasteful and decline to finance development programmes emanating from
them. He hoped that that situation would probably not arise, given the fact that the
initiative for drawing up and executing national development programmes within the
framework of AA-SAP constituted essentially the sovereign right of African countries.
He underscored the necessity for the donor community to view such programmes in
this light and consider them for funding favourably. He attached tremendous significance
to the meeting as this provided a forum for consultations and dialogue on matters pertain
ing to ongoing and prospective development approaches including structural adjustment
programmes.

9. The representative of Kenya expressed his sincere gratitude to the distinguished
ministers for having been conferred upon the privilege and honour to move a vote of
thanks on their behalf. Referring to the speech made earlier by Comrade Yusuf Ahmed,
he said that that was thought-provoking and could make substantial contributions to
the deliberations of the meeting.

10. He reminded the meeting that considerable groundwork had been done on the theme
being considered. He recollected that it had been rigorously examined by the African
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meeting.

11 Finally he paid tribute to the Heads of State of Malawi and Ethiopia for their support

of Ethiopia

SAP): A Framawork for Transformation and Recovery

12. In his introductory remarks, the Chairman informed the !•'* ^'^J^*^*^
before it was to consider and approve the document on the Afr.can Alternat.ve to Struc-
^T Ps(AASAP): A Framework^T^^^^^
before it was to consider and appro

^raT Ad ustment Programmes (AA-SAP): A Framework ^T^^^ECA^Confe^
(E/ECA/CM.1S/6/Rev.2) as well as the report and resolutions of the ECA Conference
of Ministers at its fifteenth meeting/twenty-fourth session of the Commission.

13. Referring to the AA-SAP document, he informed the meeting that the document
had teen extensively considered by the Ministers of Finance at their third mee ng^hed
in Blantyre, Malawi, the Technical Preparatory Committee of the Whole at its tenth
meetingheid in Addis Ababa, and the Ministers responsible for econom.cdevelopment
™nd panning at their current meeting. The Ministers and the Experts tadI al made
considerable comments, suggestions and proposals for improving ^■ndrtr*ngthening he
document. He referred specifically to the suggestion made on the need to djvtta
title of the document in view of the fact that it represented a framework rather than
a programme. He then informed the meeting that, as a result of the recommendation
ofTnlSbl Committee established to examine the possibility of selecting one tme
for condo^aTlon by the Ministers, the title "African Alternative Framework for Struc
tural Adjustment Programmes and Socio-econom.c Recovery and Transformation IAAF
SAP)" had been agreed upon by the Ministers at their joint meeting of heads of delegation

earlier on.

14. The Chairman reiterated the need for Africa to support the alternative and speak
with one voice and called on the Ministers to make any comments which they might
have on the theory and modalities for implementation of the Framework. Hetowevw
hoped that, given the considerable comments and proposals that had already been made
at7he various meetings already referred to, the Ministers would have no difficulty in

adopting the document.

15. The observer for UNESCO said that all indications pointed to a further fall in the
prices of primary products of interest to Africa at a time when Africa s population
would continue to increase. In anticipation of that new crisis, which would no doubt
be more tragic than anything seen up till then. African States ought to attach great
importance to developing their resources within the context of an African economic
commuity as a prelude to full political, economic and scientific Integration.

16. In that respect, he drew the attention of the meeting to UNESCO's proposed Special
Programme of Assistance to Africa (SPAA). The strategy of SPAA deal n part with
thTreinforcement of national capacities for scientific and t"*?1^fl"£™**£
the training of specialists in the fields of programming; the pubhcation of directories,
the identification and preparation of development projects; and the integration of science
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£h .i. V Wh'C1 Wa$ taWe 5'2 in the version submitted to the
had undergone tremendous changes linking chapters « and 5. He toETJSEd
on the essence of the changes, stating that chapter 3 brought out area! of common
cZZI %and C.haPt,er,4 had bee" «*»■*"«»* strengthened in terms of the framework
Deu^d as'aPr Ufar'y W1*' 5-°5 and 5-06' stained various options anTcould
ZJZt V ?" f?m Wb'ch gove"""ents could formulate their respective adjustment
that fh ^6nt F.'*??*' «toP«rf"»» O" *"«"• objectives and circumstances? He strS
that the |,.t conta.ned in table 5.2 was not exhaustive nor were the issues compiete^

V^Vt rfPresentativf of *"e United Republic of Tanzania said that, given the exDlana-
tions by the secretariat and the positive observations of other delegations his de!eoat?on
rld^l'M^r1411 the.document *"<* "oped that it would represlm Africa's Ss at
22^1"^?" COmn?itm_ent t0 the OUeSt for economic and *°™> development as ha^
,b""*ne, "l^ as„«" th« «ses of the Monrovia Strategy, the Lagos Plan of Action
and Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery.

22. In his intervention, the Minister of Finance and Development

=ssjj;ysi=?tsr^ssrr

-a a=rA=rs-f5

r!VrjasKsa=5^r£,a.fi[r^2
mented by programmes focusing on the social aspect^ In that context most of tne
s^rttd'^ the doCUmen* were *»■««* be^g incor^rated in the .MF- and Worid Ban£
supported programmes. Moreover, the World Bank itself was a development institution
and he two Bretton Woods institutions were not always seeing ZT to eye on cer ain
stab,lization and structural adjustment programmes. The Minister of finance and
Development Planning of Ghana further said that, given the importance of the document
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was not yet operational

the secretariat and thVacronym AA-SAP should be replaced by AAF-SAP.

25. The representative of Morocco expressed satisfaction with the document as a whole
but proposed the following improvements:

(a) Concerning chapter 6, section 5, on "Monitoring", it was proposed that the follow
ing three sentences should be added on to paragraph 6.18:

"Budoets especially in draft programme form, should be used as Instruments
for monit^ mac^conomic^rformance. They should also be seer, a, excel
lent instruments for matching financial estimates with development strategy,
n order townee the adminUtration-s ability to monitor the budget pjrftam,
a training programme in project analysis and management should be initiated
for the management staff in the administration";

(b) With regard to paragraph 3.12, questions had been raised about the impact of
SAPs on the Gnomic performance of African countries and the officials of TEPCOW
hapropped wayTof effectively evaluating the impact of SAPs lU^pn^
3?U, thVquestions raised would be addressed in a subsequent phase of the study. He
had every confidence that the ECA secretariat would address those issues;

(cl Reaardina the general formalization of the framework of AA-SAP annexed to
the document he found the explanations provided insufficient. The modules proposed
were tooTneral and concealedunquantifled variables such as the forces which would
come ~to%.ay. A would therefore be difficult to apply. For want of further
explanations, he saw no use in maintaining the annex.

26. He finally expressed support for the statement by-the gE^^*™**
to the effect that a science and technology component should be included in AAF SAP

27 The Minister of Planning and Finance of Zambia wanted the secretariat to prepare
and submit to the joint meeting the contribution of the Ministers of Planning to the
fmtovement of the' document Tor the benefits of the Ministers of Finance. Referring
7the Ju^qestion that the annex be deleted, he felt that it was useful and should be
retledTtte document. As regards the effective date of the implementation of the
Framework the Minister felt that member States could start the .mplementation of
the airema'tiveframework as soon as it was adopted by the joint meeting. In that
connection?^ stressed the urgency to adopt the document at the meeting so as to enable
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tiveTof Xlcoin'ft a'ap\apT c°mmfnded the Pr°P°^l made by the representa-

llt might * We" to Io°k "to thatt^vie"8fZaArFasTpCtdand the, iW2'rlllt might * We" to Io°k "to that t^rh?
decTa'rat^n of aap ^en\u°U'd d° With a preamble which would ~ver the draftdeclaration of AAF-SAP, the message received from the United Nation.

S52 «^xrS
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35 The representative of Zaire said that remarkable progress had been achieved during

a•=&is^nssr.'s.'ss-sres^sa
p?irPamme had adverse effects on the population. He added that there was no prob.em
in adopting the document which could be improved if amended.

36. The representative of Cameroon stated that in view of the limited experience of
his country in the implementation of structural adjustment programmes he would not
be able, to make a valuable contribution to the debate. However, he had taken note
of the AAF-SAP document and his country would make its position known in due course.

37. At the end of the general debate, the Chairman proposed that the document should
be adopted subject to the various amendments and recommendations which had been
proposed and would be incorporated by the secretariat when finalizing the document.

38. The joint meeting accepted that proposal and adopted the document, the resolution

and the joint statement.
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AmexVll

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
JOINT MEETING BETWEEN THE ECA CONFERENCE OF MINISTERS
RKPO^SIBLE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING

AND UNDP RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVES IN AFRICA

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 8-9 April 1989

1 The African economic situation remains a cause for grave concern and thereMs
I; urgent need" for attention, in particuiar to the issues of debt, commodity pnces and
^source flows. Economic growth must be pursued in con,unct.on with the object.ves
of social equity and poverty alleviation.

2 Programmes of adjustment must be designed to achieve structural transformation
and growth ^African economies, based upon national.y led analyses and prescnp.ons
ensurina internalization of the process and the incorporation of social dimens.ons and
3 l^s The search for a truly African structural adjustment programme for
economic transformation and recovery offers the most appropriate framework to achieve

this.

3 UNDP assistance to African countries should continue to be placed in the context
of the Lagos Plan of Action, Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery
°APPER) the United Nations Programme of Action for African Econom.c Recovery
and Development (UN-PAAERD) and the Khartoum Declaration.

it UNDP assistance should be ideologically neutral, and will be particularly useful
£ strengthening nationar economic management capacities, in building institutional
capacity and in the formulation of adjustment and development strategies^ andin
strengthening^ management and coordination. In that respect, the recently aooroved
Droiect for structural adjustment advisory teams in Africa ISAA i aj, w<

collaboration with ECA and the African Development Bank, w.ll be instrumental.
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Annex VUL

REPORT OF THE TENTH MEETING OF THE TECHNICAL
PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE

A. Attendance and organization of work

1. The tenth meeting of the Technical Preparatory Committee of the Whole* CTEPCOW)
was held at the headquarters of the Economic Commission for Africa, Addis Ababa,
People's Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, from 27 March to 3 April 1989 The meeting
was formally opened by Comrade Mersie Ijigu, Member of the Central Committee of
the Workers' Party of Ethiopia and Minister in charge of Central Planning. Statements
were also delivered at the opening ceremony by Mr. Adebayo Adedeji, Executive Secretary
of the Economic Commission for Africa, and by H.E. Mr. Mouloul Al-Housse.ni, Ambas
sador of the Republic of Niger to Ethiopia who spoke on behalf of the Chairman of the

ninth meeting of TEPCOW.

2 The meeting was attended by representatives of the following States members
of the Commission: Algeria, Angola, Benin, Botswana, Burkina Faso, Burundi, Cameroon,
the Central African Republic, Chad, the Congo, Cote d'lvoire, Djibouti, Egypt, Ethiopia,
Gabon, the Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Kenya, Liberia, the Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Morocco, Mauritania, Mozambique,
the Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, the Sudan, Togo, Tunisia,
Uganda, the United Republic of Tanzania, Zaire, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

3. Observers from the following States Members of the United Nations, not members
of the Commission, were present: Argentina, the German Democratic Republic, Germany,
Federal Republic of, France, India, the Netherlands, the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics, the United Kingdom, Venezuela and Yugoslavia.

4. An observer for Switzerland, not a Member of the United Nations, also attended

the meeting.

5. In accordance with the Commission's rules of procedure, the African National

Congress (ANC) was represented.

6. The following United Nations bodies and specialized agencies were
represented: United Nations Regional Commissions New York Office (RCNO), United
Nations Department of Technical Co-operation for Development (DTCD), Office of
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), Office of the United
Nations Disaster Relief Co-ordinator (UNDRO), United Nations Centre for Human
Settlements (Habitat), United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO),
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), United Nations Population Fund
(UNFPA), World Food Council (WFC), International Labour Organisation (1LO), Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), United Nations Conference
on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO), World Health Organization (WHO), International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) and World Meteorological Organization (WMO).

7. The Organization of African Unity (OAU) was represented.

8. Observers were present from the following intergovernmental
organizations: Association of African Trade Promotion Organizations (AATPO), African
Centre for Applied Research and Training in Social Development (ACARTSOD), African
Cultural Institute (ACI), African Development Bank (ADB), African Institute for Economic
Development and Planning (1DEP), African Regional Organization for Standardization
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in Aerospace Surveys (RECTAS, and RegionVl^Sr' P^'aTion Sadies

League of the Red Cross and Red Crescent and Lutheran World Ration (LWF)

10. The Committee unanimously elected the following officers:

Chairman: Ethiopia
First Vice-Chairman: Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
Second Vice-Chairman: Congo

Rapporteur: Benin

11. The Committee decided to establish an open-ended sub-committee on the African
Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes (AA-SAP), to be chaired by the sd

^rXt *" "*™*«>™ <* ^ «*™<* -mber States U.I

North Africa: Egypt and Morocco

Southern Africa: Malawi, Mozambique, Zambia and Zimbabwe
tastern Africa: Ethiopia, Kenya, the United Republic of Tanzania

and Uganda

rfn!«|f a?- Guinea, Mali, Mauritania, Nigeria and Senegal.
Central Africa: Congo, Rwanda and Zaire.

TJl! L°m^Ute! tIS°Ae,Stablished another °Pen-ended sub-committee on draft resolu-
l^Z ^^ r^~tiveS °< ti- Allowing member States

North Africa: Sudan and Tunisia
Southern Africa: Angola, Botswana and Lesotho

w ?Tr^fnCa: Somalia, Djibouti and Madagascar
r * i A?- the Gambia- Chana, Liberia and Cote d'lvoire
central Africa: Burundi, the Central African Republic and Chad.

B. Agenda

13. On 27 March 1989, the Committee adopted the following agenda:

1. Opening of the meeting.

2. Election of officers.

3. Adoption of the agenda and organization of work.

PARTI: Search for an African Alternative to structural /Hj^m^m
Programmes

4.(1) Review and appraisal of progress made in the implementation of the United
Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Develop-

^NTAERI) an<J AfrlCa'S PriOHty PrOgramme for Economic Recovery,

(a) Annual Economic Report on Africa, 1989
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(b) Outcome of the mid-term review of the UN-PAAERD and APPER

(i) Work of the Ad hoc Committee

(ii) General Assembly response.

4.(11) Proposal for an African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes

(AA-SAP):

- African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes consistent

with long-term development objectives.

PART II: Issues, studies and reports on economic co-operation and integration

5. (a) Reports from the policy organs of the MULPOCs

(b) The situation of food and agriculture in Africa

(i) Increased use of inputs and statistical information in the develop

ment of African agriculture

a. Inter-country co-operation in the production and distribution

of agricultural inputs

b. Improvement of marketing policies and programmes with

emphasis on agricultural inputs, rural savings and credit

facilities for small farmers and livestock producers, parti

cularly women

c. Improvement of the agricultural data base for women

(ii) Measures taken to harmonize Iivestock development policies

in Africa: The performance of the subsector and the impact

of structural adjustment programmes

(iii) Campaign against migrant locust and grasshoppers

(iv) Non-conventional food resources in Africa.

(c) / Environment in Africa

- Management of environmental degradation, particularly drought

and desertification aspects, in the implementation of Africa's Priority

Programme for Economic Recovery

(d) Industrial development in Africa

- Eighth joint ECA/OAU/UNIDO progress report on the implementation

of the programme for the Industrial Development Decade for Africa

(e) Transport and communications in Africa

- Progress report on the preparation for UNTACDA II
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(f) Issues in social development

(i) Changing socio-economic conditions of women in Africa in the
context of the Nairobi Forward-looking Strategies for the Advance
ment of Women

(ii) Overcoming economic obstacles to achieving health for
Africa: The organization and functioning of a special fund for
Africa

(g) Population

- Demographic patterns and trends: Implications for the implementation
of the UN-PAAERD and APPER

(h) Operational activities

- Report on ECA-executed projects

PART Ml: Recommendations from subsidiary organs and sectoral
bodies of the Commission

6. (a) Third meeting of the Conference of African Ministers of Finance

(b) Eighth meeting of the Intergovernmental Committee of Experts of
African Least Developed Countries

(c) Fifth meeting of the Joint Intergovernmental Regional Committee
on Human Settlements and Environment

(d) Tenth meeting of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee for
the Integration of Women in Development

(e) Fourth meeting of the Regional Technical Committee for PADIS

(f) Special meeting of African Ministers of Civil Aviation

(g) Third meeting of the Regional Conference on the Development and
Utilization of Mineral Resources

(h) Memorandum of the Governing Council of IDEP: Future of the Institute

(i) Report of the Governing Council of IFORD

PART IV: Statutory issues

7. Follow-up action on relevant resolutions adopted by the twenty-third session
of the Commission and decisions adopted by the General Assembly and
ECOSOC that are of interest to Africa

(a) Follow-up action on other relevant resolutions adopted by the twenty-
third session of the Commission/fourteenth meeting of the Conference
of Ministers
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(b) Resolutions adopted by ECOSOC at its second session of 1988 and
by the General Assembly at its forty-third session in the economic

and social sectors that are of interest to Africa

(c) Review of recurrent publications of the Economic Commission for

Africa.

8. International Development Strategy for the fourth United Nations Develop

ment Decade.

9. Special Session of the General Assembly devoted to international economic
co-operation, in particular to the revitalization of economic growth and

development of the developing countries.

PART V: Programme of work and priorities of the Commission

10. Programme of work and priorities

(a) Implementation of the 1988-1989 programme of work and priorities

(b) Self-evaluation of programmes in ECA

(c) Programme aspects of the 1990-1991 proposed programme budget

(d) Proposed Medium-term Plan for the period 1992-1997,

PART VI: Pledging Conference for the United Nations Trust Fund for African

Development (UNTFAD)

11. (a) Progress report on the implementation of UNTFAD-funded projects,

1987-1989

(b) Mobilization of resources required for the biennium 1990-1991.

12. International conference on popular participation in Africa's recovery and

development.

13. Staff and administrative questions.

14. Any other business.

15. Date and venue of the eleventh meeting of the Technical Preparatory Commit

tee of the Whole.

16. Adoption of the report.

17. Closure of the meeting.

C. Account of proceedings

Opening addresses

14. Comrade Mersie Ejigu, Member of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party

of Ethiopia and Minister of Planning opened the meeting. He welcomed participants

to Ethiopia on behalf of the Government of the People's Democratic Republic of Ethiopia

and on his own behalf and wished them a pleasant and rewarding stay.
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same policies, as reflected in the current structuraTadjustmen^ pro^ammes were
^ d '" Sf>ite °f the "*■" °f empirical'st^eT^fchreefed

16. Although both the World Bank and the IMF had since admitted the need to allow
for a longer-term perspective on adjustment mechanisms to pay greater aUention to
and th*T dimenSr" and' above a»' *> t^ substantial aid requirements of r^KSn?
^on.l „ a.PPf.a/^ tO * a «*■«■"• convergence of opinion, there were stHI other
taffllt^?"1 C°nti^ tO ar9Ue that the "Afrlca" PerspecW conta ned
in the WorI lank'sA^^f^ ?tlB5! f?m thC "WeStern P«pe5l^ « embodiedlh,« * • !, Bank's Agenda for Action.^/ Essentially, the African perspective was
characterized by a desire for deep-rooted structural transformation coSpledTwith*sTl?-
S&rS*,1^, Ai"-* m<Mt AfHcan *"■»"""«• haTwelcomed i.

structural adjustment programmes of multilateral donors did not

w°ncly t0U:Ched °n P"1!*8™1 ■«•«•* and ignored the structural bottle-
w^th irfr i^^qd.State lntervention- Besides, the discussion was often permeated
with ideology disguised as technique- ^ "w-wsu

!I^*- th6JlI!0!ietarX VeU °f relative inspectoral price shifts, exchange rate
deprecations and balanced budgets lay normative statements on the efficiency of the
private sector, the capacity of state marketing channels, the optimal size of state bureau
cracies and the desirability or otherwise of encouraging industrialization in primarily
agrarian economies. Besides, the dialogue which was conducted between African poor
nations and the world's multilateral and private lenders was supported by "leveraoe"-
conditionally, implied threat of boycott and orchestrated excommunication. "

18. However, the search for an African perspective on development required first
the choice of an appropriate and relevant theoretical framework for the pursuit of econo
mic growth and income distribution, and second, understanding the historical perspective
concerning development issues. It was to be noted in that connection that structural
changes were slow and rather disruptive and expensive processes. Therefore, the
d.scussion of structural adjustment could not be isolated from the discussion of
development strategies.

19. He outlined the history of ideas influencing the thinking on development issues
and reviewed some of the most glaring areas of disagreement on structural adjustment
issues. He pointed out the relevance of the classical economic perspective and
re-aff.rmed fixed capital - which went hand in hand with technological progress as the
engine of economic growth. Industrialization was therefore a logical sequel to capital
accumulation and so also was regional integration as recognized in the Lagos Plan of
Action. However, the primacy of industrialization did not imply neglect of other sectors
particularly agriculture. He noted the "fallacy of composition" in the urge for all
countries to accelerate the production and export of the same commodities and explained
that the expansion of traditional exports by all economies of the region risked a fall
in world prices. He was of the opinion that it was an error to blame Africa's loss of
its share of the world market on currency overevaluation since there were other non-
pnce factors which had been at work. In that connection, it should be noted that the

U A/S-I1/14, annex I.

The wildABCaenTted DeVe'°Pment '" -b-Saharan Africa: An Agenda for Action. „„,
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protectionist policies of the developed countries had been qu.te g r, . *ml£J*
farmer subsidies had been increased in both the EEC countries and the United States
of America and export diversification had not helped the African countries either
Further, despite the tariff reductions in the Tokyo Round, tariff protection aga nst
agricultural commodities had increased progressively with the degree of processing.
Exchange rate depreciation was no panacea either as it risked repeated market
destabilization as well as a reduction in the utilization of existing industrial capacity,
and could therefore choke off further industrial growth.

20. Comrade Mersie noted the consensus which was emerging between donors and
recipients, and pointed out that the World Bank had conceded that structural adjustment
required time and that it was essentially a medium-term programme. However, it was
clear that in the short term, most African countries were in a precarious position as
measured by their level of international reserves in terms of months of import coverage,
and therefore required more assistance in the form of debt write-offs and increased
donor assistance. Instead, net resource flows had actually declined by 5 per cent in
real terms in the period 1980-1985. Besides, most adjustment loans had tranche release
delayed just as project finance was delayed due to policy-related conditionally. The
adherence to conditionality thus defeated the very objectives of structural adjustment
loans. He nevertheless cautioned that given the convergence of ideas on several points
of detail in structural adjustment programmes, one had to resist any hardening of atti

tudes.

21. He demonstrated that sub-Saharan Africa had suffered greater and increased
conditionality on its core sectors of agriculture, industry, public enterprises and trade

at the cost of lessening control over economic policy.

22. He concluded by emphasizing that regional integration provided the most effective
way of expanding markets and pointed nut inter alia, the need and urgency for a case-
by-case approach to such issues as the economic impact of shifts in exchange rates,

agricultural and industrial policies, and protective tariffs. Finally, he stressed that
whatever the precise dimensions of public sector reform, the State would continue to
play an important role in determining and diverting the development agenda.

23. The Executive Secretary of ECA welcomed the participants and extended sincere
gratitude to Comrade Mersie Ejigu, the representative of the Government and people
of Ethiopia, for his opening statement. He paid homage to His Excellency Comrade
Mengistu Haile-Mariam, General Secretary of the Central Committee of the Workers1
Party of Ethiopia, Commander-in-Chief of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Socialist

Ethiopia and President of the People's Democratic Republic of Ethiopia and through
him to the people of Ethiopia whose long-standing support and dedication to the Commis

sion had continued to stand it in good stead.

24. The present meeting was important in many ways. It marked Africa's crossing
of the bridge between the tumultuous decade of the 1980s to that of the 1990s leading
to the start of a new millennium. The meeting was taking place after the mid-term

review of the United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery

and Development (UN-PAAERD) and Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery

(APPER) by the General Assembly of the United Nations. It was also the first time
that Africa was undertaking a collective search for an African Alternative to Structural
Adjustment Programmes (AA-SAP) - the theme of the meeting.

25. The Executive Secretary focused attention on Africa's recent performance as

evidenced in the outcome of the mid-term review of the-UN-PAAERD and APPER as

well as in the Economic Report on Africa, 1989. The mid-term review had led to a useful
consensus on the salient features of both the assessment of the implementation of the
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UN-PAAERD and the required future actions which provided an important backqround
to the theme of the present meeting.

26. The review of the implementation of the UN-PAAERD had revealed that the
average performance of the African economies had remained unsatisfactory. That
poor performance had been fully substantiated by the information available for the
period 1986-1987 in the Report of the Secretary-General on the mid-term review.

27. Regarding policy reforms, the mid-term review had shown that the experience
of African countries in the implementation of stabilization or structural adjustment
programmes had revealed substantial concerns not only to African Governments but
also to bilateral donors, multilateral financial institutions and non-governmental organiza
tions. Disturbing trends had also been discerned in the response of the international
community in supporting the UN-PAAERD. A certain degree of "donor fatigue" had,
for instance, become increasingly more perceptible and there had been increasing and
enhanced levels of conditionally on the strict adherence of African countries to World
Bank- and IMF-sponsored structural adjustment programmes.

28. The Economic Report on Africa, 1989 had shown that the overall performance
of the African region in 1988 had been significantly better than that in !987 although
the upswing had not been strong enough to halt the decline in per capita output and
the average level of purchasing power had been further adversely affected by rising

rates of inflation. Exceptionally good weather conditions and a sustained increase in

metal prices, especially copper, had been the two most important factors behind the
growth rebound in 1988. The Executive Secretary emphasized, however, that the region

as a whole had not benefitted as much as other developing countries had done from

the recovery of and buoyant markets in the industrialized countries. Demand for Africa's
exports had remained weak. The burden of debt had continued to thwart efforts at

maintaining high economic growth at the same time as negative resource flows com

pounded the recovery problems. The recovery in agriculture had been hardly region-

wide and the food situation had remained precarious. Prospects for 1989 were most
uncertain, predicated as they were on the most unpredictable parameters such as the
out-turn of the weather and unstable external factors.

29. The Executive Secretary briefed the Committee on the motivations that had led

the secretariat to embark on a study on an African Alternative to Structural Adjustment
Programmes, the general thrust of the findings of that study, its conclusions and recom
mendations.

30. The study had been initiated against the background of the growing dissatisfaction

with the theoretical and empirical inadequacy of the World Bank- and IMF-sponsored

orthodox structural adjustment programmes that the majority of African countries

were undertaking. The ECA secretariat had also been greatly encouraged in that regard

by the urgings of the international community as represented by the General Assembly
and as reflected in its conclusions on the mid-term review of the UN-PAAERD.

31. He said that the study had greatly benefitted from the financial support of UNDP

and, in that connection, he thanked UNDP and particularly its Assistant Administrator

and Regional Director for Africa for that organization's dedication and support to the

cause of the betterment of Africa. The study had evolved through a process of consulta

tions and consensus building involving an International Advisory Board composed of

20 eminent African and non-African personalities including senior officials of UNDP,

the World Bank and the IMF; the use of general and specific case studies prepared by

a total of 25 national consultants and several African economists who had met in a

workshop organized by ECA from 2 to 5 January 1989 to consider the preliminary findings

and conclusions of the study. The draft findings and conclusions of the study had been
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reviewed bv the Conference of African Ministers of Finance at its third meeting held
at Blantyre, Malawi, from 6 to 8 March 1989. The conclusions of that meeting, which
were embodied in the Blantyre Statement, had been used to revise the study into the
form in which it was being submitted to the meeting of TEPCOW.

32. The findings and conclusions of the study in general showed that the design, imple
mentation and monitoring of conventional stabilization and structural adjustment pro
grammes had had serious implications which cut across the political, social and economic
spheres. The programmes had often implied an erosion of national sovereignty. They
had ignored the human dimension and had tended to worsen the well-being of large cate
gories of the population. The standard monetarist approach of the programmes, with
its related classical instruments of money supply control, credit squeeze and exchange
and interest ra.te adjustments, had only served as a temporary palliative for the symptoms
of the more deep-seated structural imbalances of the African economies. The
programmes had, moreover, failed in their limited objectives since many of the sub-
Saharan African countries implementing them had experienced a deterioration in

investment ratios, budget deficits, debt-service ratios and overall GDP growth. Similarly,
the sustainability of the programmes had been undermined by the inadequacy of the
inflow of non-autonomous resources which they were expected to generate in the first

instance.

33. The Executive Secretary maintained that all these findings were consistent with
the World Bank's own conclusions resulting from its own assessment of the programmes

in 1988. The need for adjustment was nonetheless unquestionable. What was imperative
was a structural adjustment process with built-in and fully integrated transformation
processes. And it was in that connection that the proposals of the study were made.
He went on to outline the proposals which were in three interrelated parts, namely
(i) the macro-framework of adjustment with transformation; (ii) policy directions, instru

ments and measures to operationalize the framework; and (iii) implementation strategies
and effective monitoring of programmes of adjustments with transformation.

34. He then referred to the relevance and significance of the central theme of the
meeting and to the various other issues, studies and reports as well as the
recommendations of the subsidiary bodies of the Commission that had been brought
up for the consideration of the Committee. He highlighted, in particular, the role of
the Commission's MULPOCs; the need for cogent and practical policy recommendations
for the further development of the food and agricultural sector; the need for a sound
basis for the preparation and launching of arrangements for a possible follow-up to
the programme for the Industrial Development Decade for Africa; the preparation of
the second United Nations Transport and Communications Decade in Africa

(UNTACDA II); the recommendations of the Blantyre meeting of the Conference of
African Ministers of Finance on the questions of domestic and external resources
management; external debt management and the establishment of the African Monetary

Fund; and the need to incorporate the social dimensions of economic change in the

recovery and adjustment with transformation process.

35. The Executive Secretary said that 1989 was an important programming year. In
that connection, he drew the attention of the Committee to the programme budget
for the biennium 1990-1991 and the preparation of the next Medium-term Plan, 1992-
1997. He then referred to the International Development Strategy for the fourth United
Nations Development Decade which was expected to be adopted in 1990 by the General
Assembly of the United Nations. He also informed the Committee that the General
Assembly had decided to hold a special session in April 1990 devoted to international
co-operation with special emphasis on revitalization of the economic growth of the

developing countries. With regard to the Medium-term Plan, he proposed that in the
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light of the difficulties the secretariat had encountered in getting the proposals ready
for consideration by the Conference of Ministers, an open-ended ad hoc committee
consisting of members of the bureau as core, should be set up to meet later that year
and make recommendations to the Secretary-General on behalf of the Commission.
With respect to the International Development Strategy for the fourth United Nations
Development Decade, he informed the meeting that the Commission was expected to
make inputs into the work of the_ad_uflc_committee which had been established to prepare
the draft. On the proposed special session, he urged member States to participate at
the highest policy-making level.

36. The Pledging Conference for the United Nations Trust Fund for African
Development (UNTFAD) was a major event of the current session of the Commission.
The Executive Secretary accordingly urged member States to replenish the Fund to
enable the secretariat to carry out its expanded operational activities.

37. It was the tenth anniversary of TEPCOW, just as it was the tenth anniversary
of the Africa Regional Co-ordinating Committee for the Integration of Women in
Development. The Executive Secretary wished both Committees we!!. He referred
with a sense of history to the many occasions TEPCOW and the ECA Conference of
Ministers had had cause to defend African interests and integrity against various forms
of blackmail and subterfuges. ECA had no silver and gold and no loans or credit to
offer; but it had the power of ideas which was more potent than all those put together.
He had no doubt that TEPCOW would once again generate that power in defence of
the African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes.

38. Speaking on behalf of the outgoing Chairman of TEPCOW, the representative
of the Niger expressed gratitude to the Party, Government and people of Ethiopia for
their generous hospitality. He congratulated the Executive Secretary of ECA and his
colleagues for their dynamism in defending the interests of Africa. He observed that
the tenth meeting of TEPCOW was an occasion to take stock of what had been achieved
since its last meeting and to make appropriate recommendations.

39. It was high time that Africans looked in greatest detail into the ills besetting
their economies. Solutions had to be found if African economies were to emerge from
their current stagnation. Stabilization and structural adjustment programmes had been

implemented but the results of those experiments had fallen short of the hopes on which
they had been formulated. Thed igain, and most unfortunately, African economies were
tragically performing badly.

40. In view of that bitter reality, the current session would have, among other things,

to consider the study on an African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes.
That study should be considered most meticulously in order to find an alternative more

adapted to the economic, social and political realities of the African countries than
were the traditional structural adjustment programmes which had failed in most African
countries.

41. The current session would also consider matters relating to intra-African
co-operation and to the integration of the economies of various African countries which

was the only means of strengthening Africa's position in the world economy. African

countries had a wide range of natural resources which needed to be exploited and properly
managed as the continent was regularly hit by natural disasters. He requested the
Committee to accord special attention to PADIS and to see to it that the African Centre
of Meteorological Applications for Development (ACMAD) project was strengthened.
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42 As far as the integration of African women in development activities was concerned,
?h; traditional soc afsUuctures of African States had often, in vary ng degrees^mar
ginalized the role that women, who were in the majority in some countr.es, haI to-play
The Committee should focus particular attention on the various documents before it
^Ti role of women in order to integrate women in all development processes.

43. On behalf of the Committee, the representative of Mauritania moved a vote of
thanks to the Party, Government and people of Ethiopia for the warm welcome accorded
to the delegations and for the excellent facilities made available to them.

PART I

SEARCH FOR AN AFRICAN ALTERNATIVE TO STRUCTURAL
ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMMES

•flss niflde in tne implementation of the United Nations

^prfgrAfriTa'SQ Pr^ri't0" ProgOqm^r fnr° tof^^X^veTy 1^-1^"" ApJ»ER) faqenda
item

(a) Annual Economic Report on Africa. 1989

44. A representative of the secretariat introduced the annual Economic Report on
Africa, 1989 (document E/ECA/CM.15/5). He informed the Committee that henceforth
the annual Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa, which used to be presented
to the Conference of Ministers responsible for economic development and planning
everv year, would be published as a technical publication and distributed directly to
member States. In its place, the ECA Conference of Ministers would be presented with
the annual Economic Report on Africa at its annual meetings. The report was a shorter
more pointed and therefore more readable document than the Survey. He then highlighted
the main findings of the report which covered an overall view of the African economy
in 1988 subregional performance, performance in the food and agriculture sector, com
modity prices, trade and resource flows, the debt situation, the social s.tuation, and

the outlook for 1989.

45. In the discussion that followed, many representatives commended the quality

of the report and the manner in which it was presented.

46. One participant however expressed regret that the report did not cover the problem
of refuqees. He cautioned that the refugee problem was a crucial factor in the economic

and social situation of many African countries which should not have been overlooked
in a report of that nature. Several representatives also felt that other sectors such
as industry, transport and communications, population and intra-Africar. trade should
have been covered. The choice of country examples in the report was also queried for
being too narrow and restricted to a few countries. However, many countries which
had tried a lot of innovative approaches and whose experiences could have been shared

with other countries had not been mentioned.

47. It was also suggested that in future reports, GDP trends should be systematically
linked to population growth. The concept of capital formation or accumulation should
be better defined. Projections should be coherent with the objectives of the
UN-PAAERD. The shifting of sand-dunes and tropical cyclones should also be considered

as natural calamities.

48 A number of representatives pointed out errors in the information provided on
their respective countries. The representative of Algeria, referring to paragraph 29,
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explained that the enterprises under socialist self-management had not been dismantled
^w th' reStrUCtUred so as to imP«>ve the management of farms He alfindicated
as a maior" a?ra9e °tUtPUt °f 32 m'IIiOn tOnS °f Oil a year' A'9eria could not be da sif ed
f TT TrVn9 C°Untry HiS t' d

^tw th P«>ve the management of farms He alfindicated
as a maior" a?ra9e °tUtPUt °f 32 m'IIiOn tOnS °f Oil a year' A'9eria could not be da sif ed
fine wTthTts DonTrVn9 C°Untry' HiS C°Untry'S SteadV VOlume of Production was in
set by OPEC. Y preSerVmg ener^ res<>urces and meeting the production quotas
set by OPEC

°^Bo*swana '"Seated that in paragraph 21, the second sentence
In Botswana ^^"se of its did id G
^ t in paragraph 21, the second sentence

k! po In Botswana- ^^"se of its diamond industry, GDP growth

24 thmil ^t06"* !u 1l8iafter 3n 3Verage gr0Wth of n Per ce"t"'"- '" Paragraph24, the fifth sentence should be amended as follows: "Zimbabwe had again an exportable
nrn£Un h ^ ? theu1988'1989 sea^n and in Botswana a six-yearVought h^sbVin
broken by rainfall with cereal outputs rising to 100,000 tons". Referring to table ?
of the annex he md.cated that the average annual growth rate of the consumer price
mdex was 10.4 instead of 6.8. Those figures were derived from a budget speech made
in Parhament in February 1989, whose copy he offered to provide to the secretariat.

50. Regarding the same table 1 of the annex, the representative of the United Republic
II Jr/3"'3.1nd!cate.<! that the Iatest Population census put the country's total population
at 23.3 m.lhon ,n mid-1988 with an annual average growth rate of 2.8 per cent compared
to 3.1 per cent previously. r K

51. The representatives of Malawi, Botswana and the United Republic of Tanzania
promised to provide the secretariat with more up-to-date information on GDP, population
and the effect of rainfall and flooding on harvests in their respective countries.

52. Several representatives provided brief accounts of current economic policies pursued
in their countries. These have included the various plans and measures undertaken
their implementation, the results achieved and follow-up action carried out. Representa
tives also stressed the adverse impact of external factors such as slump in the prices
of commodities, the debt burden, and heavy dependence on external resources on their
economic policies. Most participants considered that the rescheduling of debt aggravated
the debt-service burden and only postponed the solution of the problem. There was
therefore need to find a lasting solution to the debt problem.

53. Several representatives expressed concern at the significant discrepancies between
tCA statistics and those of other institutions, especially the World Bank. Such discrepan
cies would confuse member States. Therefore, there should be more harmonization
or data and the sources of information.

54. One representative observed that there was a lot that was wrong with the present
course of development in Africa, that it would be proper, in line with traditional African
wisdom, to acknowledge errors and review policies. Development must go from the
rural areas towards the cities and not vice versa. Previous successful experiments on
the continent should in particular be rehabilitated; for example, barter trade could
promote intra-African trade.

55. With regard to the conventional structural adjustment programmes presented
by the international community as a panacea for African development problems
representatives were generally of the opinion that they had failed in several countries
and had had disastrous consequences on both the urban and the rural populations. In
that respect, a number of representatives called for more humane economic decisions
and stressed that the African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes (AA-
SAPJ was an alternative of hope. One representative called for a programme to
rehabilitate the aged. 3
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56 Some representatives referred to paragraph 60 of the report and underlined the
need ^oarresT the tain-drain and to accelerate the training of managerial personnel.
They noted that technical assistance staff who should normally be phasing out their
intervention by training local people were on the contrary compet.ng wrth them and
aggravating local unemployment.

57. The meeting expressed its deep concern with the food crisis and famine in Africa
and urged concerted action to deal with the problems.

58. One representative observed that the problems of Africa did not stem from difficul
ties in economic theories and he stressed the intrinsic responsibility of Africans over
their own problems. All development factors were not necessarily economic in origin

and the solution to Africa's ills was to be found in a change of mentality and better

discipline.

59. The observer for France, referring to paragraph 7 in the report, raised the problem
of the links between improving the African economy and the steady course of the interna
tional economy. The European Economic Community (EEC) considered that Africa
had benefitted less than other regions from the strong recovery in Europe over the last
three years. He requested that official development assistance should be expressed
in constant dollars to provide a clearer picture of the trend. Donor countries were
also worried about the debt of average income countries.

60. The observer for UNIDO indicated that the document contained statistical informa
tion of the highest interest to African countries and international organizations including
UNIDO. The document could have been more informative if it had included information
such as statistics on imported industrial products like fertilizers, capital goods, steel
products' a break-down of costs of imports into their various components; a breakdown
of foreign debt by sector which would show that most of the borrowed funds had financed
the import of manufactured goods and technical services; and developments in the
processing of the continent's major raw materials. While collection of economic and
industrial statistics was an arduous exercise, the usefulness of such information would

justify the efforts.

61. The observer for ILO spoke about the content of chapter III of the report and
informed the Committee that his organization had undertaken studies on the food situa
tion in Africa and published the results of the study entitled "African crisis, food security
and structural adjustment" in the Special Issue of the International Labour Review,

vol. 127, No. 6.

62. He indicated that the findings were based on case studies of Ghana, Madagascar,

Nigeria, Somalia and Uganda. The study addressed the question of food security and
structural adjustment in Africa. It had also addressed in general the policy questions

connected with recent agricultural performance in African countries.

63. The observer for UNESCO referred specifically to chapter VII of the report on

the social situation. He was of the opinion that a new strategy based on an in-depth
study, and broad-based co-operation could be useful in tackling or solving some of the

major problems affecting social environment.

64. In that connection, he suggested that the following five methodological approaches
could be adopted, namely the problem-solving approach which was to identify mutually
complementary projects for an integrated development effort; diversification;

decentralization; integrated planning and programming; and international co-operation.
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***"*"* tO *"* lnternational co-operative effort to bear

iLii^"86 3°. the V!d0US iSSUeS and observations, the Executive Secretary
part.cpants for their numerous and useful statements and said that

aHy '^d.ICated the intereSt Of the C«""»««ee in the report. He classi-
ra,sed ,nto three categories namely (a) th t d
y ^.d the intereSt Of the C«""»««ee in the report. He classi-

ra,sed ,nto three categories, namely (a) the nature and scope of the

the reJt'C ^^ ^ W^ COU"trieS' "ctor» *«

66. He stressed that the study was a zero draft document, designed to provoke discus-
w?£ian! *°k ?!. th*v'ews and suggestions of participants before it was finalized and
widely distributed. The scope of the Economic Report was limited in time and space.
Its summary presentation was in distinct contrast to the bulky Survey of Economic and
Social Conditions in Africa.

6Zl *W-Lth regard t0 the statist'cal <feta in the report, he informed the meeting that
about 85 per cent of the information on GDP was collected at source, i.e., from the
member States. He also spoke of the difficulty which ECA had in collecting such data.
For example, in 1987, in order to prepare a report on the UN-PAAERD, a questionnaire
had been sent to all member States several months before the meeting of the ECA Con
ference of Ministers held in Niamey in 1988; only a few replies to the questionnaire
had been received. Following an urgent appeal made at the meeting, 38 out of the 50
member States had sent in their replies to ECA.

68. Referring to the countries and the subjects covered by the study, he stressed that
the Economic Report was not a document on long-term perspectives such as APPER
the UN-PAAERD or the Lagos Plan of Action; it was not a report on the implementation
of some United Nations programmes either. The report covered the countries, sectors
and selective subjects in which important socio-economic events had taken place during
the year. Contrary to what happened in agriculture, data on industry and transport
did not change every year and any attempt to take them into consideration would result
in repetition from year to year.

6'9. The Executive Secretary recalled that oil accounted for 60 per cent of the export
earnings of the continent. He particularly stressed the current problems with regard
to cocoa which ranked second to oil in terms of export earnings by African countries
stressing that there was more cocoa produced than the world could consume.

70. He assured Jhe Committee that the Economic Report would be revised and distri
buted by the time the meeting of the Conference of Ministers started on 6 April 1989.

71. A representative of the secretariat responded to the questions raised by a number
of representatives regarding the discrepancies observed between ECA's data and those
of the World Bank in its recent publication on African development "Africa's adjustment
and growth in the 1980s". She stated that based on preliminary observations, four areas
needed to be considered,

72. Country groupings were not held uniform throughout the World Bank report and
criteria for inclusion of countries in a particular category were not made clear. Further
more, the country selection made in the World Bank report, i.e., the exclusive considera
tion of sub-Saharan Africa, did not correspond to ECA's practice, especially as the report
claimed to cover all Africa. Insufficient explanations were provided for the statistical
treatment of oil-exporting countries, especially in view of their significant share in
sub-Saharan Africa's economic potential and population.
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73 Base years or base periods were not held uniform throughout the World Bankreport^
bul varied According to the topic covered. It had not been stated on a case-by-case
tasis wnv the common practice in international statistics, to shift base years on a ten-
yiar tosil had b^en^abandoned. The conclusion reached in the World Bank report^regard-
fng teTms of trade would not have been possible if data had been compared ^to those
of 1970 or 1980 instead of 1970-1973. In both cases, a clear decrease would have been

observed.

74. No clarification regarding contradictions among various recent Worid Bank reports
deaiing with the African economic situation as a result of structural ajusment£
grammes (SAPs) had been provided in the World Bank report. \hatwasaH the more
unfortunate as the Worid Bank report did not include a data set for a "P^f™*
all the analyses made. In the case where ECA had made its own analysis using the World
Bank data, the results had shown that a negative average growth rate of about 1.5 per
cent had been achieved by sub-Saharan African countries with strong reform programmes
over the period 1980-1987 whereas positive growth rates had been achieved by those
countries with weak or no structural adjustment programmes. That contrasted sharp y
with positive growth rates of 2.8 per cent in the period 1985-1987 and 1.4 per cent in
the period 1980-1984 which the World Bank report had shown for countries with strong
reform programmes. The difference in the assessment of GDP growth between ECA
and the World Bank was due to the fact that the World Bank used unweighted averages

whereas ECA used weighted ones.

75. At the end of the discussion, the Committee requested the secretariat that the
analysis should be circulated as widely as possible, particularly to the recipients of

the World Bank report.

76. The Committee took note of the report and adopted draft resolution 13 (X).

(b) Otitrnme of th* miH-tPrm review of the UN-PAAERP and APPER

(i) wnrk nf the Ad hoc Committee

(ii) General Assembly response

77. In introducing document E/ECA/CM.15/4, a representative of the secretariat
recalled that in accordance with Genera! Assembly resolution 42/163 of 8 December
1987 an Ad hoc Committee of the Whole of the Genera! Assembly conducted a
comprehensive mid-term review and appraisal of the implementation of the UN-PAAERD.
He indicated that the Ad hoc Committee had considered three documents: The Report
of the Secretary-General on the mid-term review of the implementation of the UN-
PAAERD, 1986-1990; the Khartoum Declaration: Towards a human-focused approach
to socio-economic recovery and development in Africa; and the mid-term assessment
of the implementation of the UN-PAAERD, adopted by the fourteenth ordinary session
of the Permanent Steering Committee of the Organization.of African Unity.

78. The representative of the secretariat reviewed the work of the jAgLhoc. Committee
and summarized the decisions of the General Assembly on the mid-term review. The
conclusions of the General Assembly, he stated, had pointed out that the measures taken
by African States and the international community within the context of the
UN-PAAERD, as commendable as they had been, had failed to reverse the downward
trend of the African economy, whose performance had hardly been positive in 1986
and 1987. The recovery of Africafs economy was being held back by a number of
exogenous factors including the crushing debt burden, insufficient and stagnating net
resource flows, and the collapse of commodity prices. More and more countries were
undertaking reforms based on structural adjustment programmes in order to cope with
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the crisis. The conclusions of the General Assembly pointed out the limitations of those
programmes and recommended that African countries should adopt balanced development
programmes concentrating on the priorities of the UN-PAAERD. The General Assembly
also recommended that African countries should increase their efforts in the search
for a viable conceptual and practical framework for economic structural adjustment
programmes in keeping with long-term objectives and strategies at the national
subregional and regional levels.

79. In conclusion, he pointed out that permanent crisis management was no substitute
for development action. On the contrary, structural transformation was required for
self-reliant growth and self-sustaining development. What was more, the report showed
that with two years remaining before the end of the programme period, the UN-PAAERD
had not been satisfactorily implemented and bold additional measures would need to
be taken. At the same time, Africa's position needed to be harmonized on major crucial
problems such as the debt issue.

80. During the discussion that followed, many representatives congratulated the secre
tariat for the work done. They then raised substantive questions about the report and
made suggestions for a new approach in Africa's relationship with the international
community as well as the designing and implementation by Africa of new development
strategies. r

81. Particular stress was laid on the need to take the Khartoum Declaration, adopted
by the Conference of Ministers Responsible for Human Resources Planning, Development
and Utilization at its third meeting in Khartoum, from 9 to 13 March 1988, into account
in formulating any development policy. Indeed, there was an indissoluble link between
human resources development, economic development and the culture of a country.
In that connection, many representatives felt that African Governments should accord
major importance to the human dimension in their negotiations with the international
community on economic development problems. The failure of several development
policies in Africa had been due to the fact that the human and cultural aspects of develop
ment were overlooked.

82. Some representatives emphasized the need for Africa to take up the challenge
and work out realistic alternatives to externally imposed structural adjustment pro
grammes which invariably contain policies with adverse effects on their peoples.

83. Representatives also pointed out the fact that no consensus existed between Africa
and the international community on the issues of debt and structural adjustment. In
that regard, the meeting stressed the need for Africa to make a collective response
to the international community by way of the evaluation of the UN-PAAERD before
the end of 1989. The evaluation report which would be submitted to TEPCOW in 1990
should include a review of the achievements of the UN-PAAERD, the shortcomings
of the international community and proposals for the 1990s. In the formulation of those
proposals, Africa should make its position on such basic issues as debt and resource
flows clear to the international community.

84. One representative expressed the hope that African countries would be given
enough latitude to amend structural adjustment programmes in order to make them
into instruments that could genuinely solve African problems. He also wished to know
whether the proposal to set up a group of experts on primary commodities and the rather
contraditory substance in paragraph 90 of the document, had come from the Ad hoc
Committee or from ECA.

85. Another representative upheld the logic of the UN-PAAERD even though consensus
on the programme had been difficult to arrive at. After three years of implementation.
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Africa alone was not to blame for the failure because many external factors had obviously
fnf u?nced the performance of the UN-PAAERD. He asked whether the Khartoum
Declaration had had any impact on the behaviour of the international community during
the preparation and implementation of the programme.

86. The meeting expressed its displeasure at the fact that the international community
had f.lltd to honour Its commitment to support the efforts of Africa. What contributions
had been made had fallen far below what had been promised and, in certain cases, the
net flow of resources between Africa and the international community had favoured

the iatter.

87. In view of all those experiences, representatives stressed that Africa should mobilize
its own resources for the implementation of its own development strategy. In that
regard, the African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes constituted a

step in the right direction.

88. It was noted that various institutions were pursuing several development strategies
and programmes for Africa. It was hoped that all those strategies would be harmonized
and integrated into a single comprehensive and long-term approach to development
on the continent. It was also hoped that the common fund for primary commodities
would become operational as early as possible. In that connection, the Committee
launched a strong appeal to those countries which had not signed the agreement especially

among the developed countries to do so.

89. Many representatives stressed that one lesson to be drawn from 25 years of develop
ment experience in Africa, including three years of the UN-PAAERD, was that Africa
should create its own self-reliant development pattern based on its aspirations, realities,
culture and the immense wealth with which it was naturally endowed. It was in that
context that the African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes should be
welcomed. Africa had been calling on the international community for far too long
and it was high time that it counted first on its own resources before calling on the

international community.

90. In response to the observations and the issues raised by representatives, the secre
tariat thanked them for their observations and then took up the major issues one by
one. Concerning the respective contribution of the Ad hoc Committee and ECA to
the Note presented, the secretariat indicated that the conclusions of the_AsLhfi£.Commit-
tee were covered in paragraphs 1 to 12 while ECA's own assessment was reflected in

paragraphs 13 to 20 of the document.

91. As to the resppnse of the international community to the Khartoum Declaration,
the secretariat indicated that the report had been one of the working documents of
the Ad hoc Committee of the Whole of the General Assembly and had certainly influenced
its deliberations. Participants might in that regard refer to paragraphs 22, 39, 40, 54

and 55 (b) of the document.

92. With regard to the post-UN-PAAERD period, the Executive Secretary informed
the Committee that the final review and appraisal which would take place in 1991 would
constitute an ideal framework for the suggestions made. The preparation of the Interna
tional Development Strategy for the fourth United Nations Development Decade would
constitute another framework for discussions concerning follow-up action to be taken
on the UN-PAAERD. Concerning the cultural dimension of development, he acknowledged
that economists had often overlooked that aspect when formulating economic policy
because they concentrated mainly on the analysis of economic indicators. He referred

to the work being done by the OAU in the field of culture and development.
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93. The
h n J • ?*??• °L the °AU P°lnted out that the cultural aspects of development
had been included m the agenda of the latest meeting of the Permanent Steering Commit
tee of his organization. Even though that Committee had in genera! confined itself
to economic problems h.therto, it had devoted a substantial part of its deliberations
at that meeting to cultural issues and had recommended the establishment of a cultural
common market. He expressed the hope that African Ministers of Culture would from
time to time be invited to attend conferences of ministers responsible for economic
development and planning. That would strengthen the links which already existed between
economic development and culture.

*u\ .-The Committee """fl*1 the Executive Secretary to make a policy statement alonq
that line* 3that line*

95. It then took note of the report and adopted draft resolution 16 (X).

Proposal for an African Alternative to Strurtural Adjustment Programmes (AA-SAPl-
African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes consistent with lonn-w™
development obfectives ragenHa item 4 (II)]

96. The representative of Malawi briefed the Committee on the outcome of the third
meeting of the Conference of African Ministers of Finance held in Blantyre, Malawi
from 6 to 8 March 1989, which had discussed document E/ECA/CM.15/6, "The African
Alternative to Structural Adjustment Programmes (AA-SAP)". That meeting had adopted
the Blantyre Statement of African Ministers of Finance on the African Alternative
to Structural Adjustment Programmes.

97. The meeting had expressed sincere appreciation to the Executive Secretary and
his staff for having taken such a bold and long-awaited initiative. It had concurred
with the secretariat's analysis of the structure of the African economy and of Africa's
long-term development objectives as defined in the Lagos Plan of Action. It had found
that the overall framework for adjustment with transformation was a sound approach
for the implementation of Africa's development strategy, and had considered that the
framework was an instrument for constructive dialogue with Africa's multilateral and
bilateral partners.

98. The representative of Malawi drew the attention of the Committee to the
recommendations contained in the Blantyre Statement which were aimed at improving
the proposed alternative. These included, inter alia, the need for further work on the
macro-economic framework of AA-SAP; the need for more in-depth studies on the policy
instruments and measures such as multiple exchange rates, differential interest rates,
selective subsidies and price controls and direct import controls; further elaboration
of the resource implications of the framework, especially external resources; the need
for drawing up practical measures for strengthening links among African countries with
respect to research, production, trade and finance within the framework of adjustment
and transformation; and the need to elaborate further on the policy instruments and
measures to be adopted.

99. He indicated that the meeting had stressed the need for wide-ranging consultation
on the study. The Ministers had specifically decided to join their colleagues, the African
Ministers responsible for economic development and planning, on 10 April 1989, during
the twenty-fourth session of the Commission, to consider AA-SAP at a joint meeting.
They had also decided that AA-SAP should be submitted to the 1989 meetings of the
Working Group of African Governors of the IMF and the World Bank, and the Development
Committee of the World Bank as well as to the second session of the Economic and
Social Council of the United Nations in 1989, and subsequently to the forty-fourth session
of the General Assembly of the United Nations. That process of consultations would

; r .— .'.'7"'.— — "-— -- -*-- ■ i
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help focus the attention of the international community on Africa's stand with respect
to policies required for adjustment and transformation.

100 The representative finally congratulated the ECA secretariat for the quality of
he work dTne in revising the first document on AA-SAP, in the light of tteoM
and recommendations of the third meeting of the Conference of African Ministers of
Finance. Document E/ECA/CM.I5/6/Rev.l reflected most of the comments and sugges
tions made by the Biantyre meeting. He finally urged the Comm.ttee to add its own
contribution to the process of improving the document.

101. In introducing document E/ECA/CM.I5/6/Rev.l, the Executive Secretary first re
newed his appreciation to His Excellency the Life President of the Republic of Malawi
Ngwazi Dr. Kamuzu Banda, the Government and people of Malawi for having hosted
the third meeting of the Conference of African Ministers of Finance.

102. He acknowledged that the document before the Committee was not as perfect
as one would have wished but that was as it should be, since the issue at stake was a
very complex one which encompassed both development theory and its application.
He compared the current exercise to the process of building a house; any contribution
in the right direction would help that house rise higher. He was certain that perfection
would be achieved as consultation on the study progressed.

103. He outlined as he had done in his opening address to the meeting the rationale
for the search for a valuable and effective alternative to existing orthodox stabilization
and adjustment programmes. Conditions in Africa were so unique that there was a

need to take into account the socio-cuitural and historical factors in any effort of
development. There was also the growing concern and doubt about the efficacy of
conventional structural adjustment programmes as quick cures to African problems
and ills as they had been used in Europe during the nineteenth century and as they were
being used in Asia and Latin America. There was the need to respond to the call made
by the United Nations General Assembly during the mid-term review of the UN-PAAERD
that "African countries shoujd increase their efforts in the search for a viabie conceptual
and practical framework for economic structural adjustment programmes in keeping
with the long-term development objectives and strategies at the regional, subregional

and national levels".

104. The Executive Secretary noted that the words "structural adjustment" were never

mentioned in APPER. They were, however, used twice in the UN-PAAERD where they
reflected their importance as conditional ities for access to the financial resources of
the IMF and the World Bank. That omission in APPER was by design and not by accident
since the problem of development was considered more wide and fundamental than

generally thought under SAPs. The omission should, however, not be interpreted as

if Africa did not need adjustment. Africa indeed needed structural adjustment. The

question was what kind of adjustment.

105. In theory, disequilibria were necessarily associated with the process of change and
development. Accordingly, there was need to challenge the fallacy that Africa should
first solve the problems of disequilibrium before moving to development As disequilibria
and debt would always be with us, Africa should not sacrifice its long-term objectives

of development for short-term gains.

106. He drew the attention of the Committee to some of the negative effects that the
application of SAPs had on the health and welfare of the African people. In that connec

tion, he referred to the fact that the situation was so bad that diseases thought to have
disappeared years ago had in fact reappeared in the continent and that education per

capita was rising everywhere else in the world except Africa.
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107. The Executive Secretary drew the attention of the Committee to chapters 4 and
^ u- !,. uCUTent Wh'"ch he believed ^served the fullest attention of the Committee

and highlighted some of the salient features under AA-SAP. He observed that since
the controversy on the Lagos Plan of Action and the Agenda of Action of the World
Bank, the difference between EC A and the World Bank had considerably narrowed and
it was hoped that there would be more convergence in the future. He hoped that a
second generation of SAPs in the 1990s would be avoided at all cost as their application
would result in a decrease of 20 to 25 per cent in the average per capita income of
Africa. If that were to happen in the face of the projected high rate of population growth
the situation in the region at the turn of the century would be even more catastrophic
than it was during the 1980s. He stressed the fact that AA-SAP was not for confrontation
since in any case Africa was too weak, fragile and dependent on the outside world to
sustain confrontation.

108. He pointed out that AA-SAP provided a framework flexible enough to allow individual
countries or groups of homogeneous countries to select the set of measures and policy
instruments applicable to their own conditions with the understanding that those measures
and instruments should be further developed and adapted to fit particular conditions
while maintaining the main thrust of the framework. The indicators for monitoring
the implementation of AA-SAP were also not yet as developed as he would have liked
due to time constraint and their complexity. He was sure that the Committee would
bring its valuable contribution to bear on the document in that regard.

109. In the discussion that ensued, many representatives expressed satisfaction at the
richness and depth of the document, its thorough analysis of various aspects of the
problem and the excellent presentation made by the Executive Secretary. They also
expressed their gratitude to the Executive Secretary and to the whole ECA secretariat
for the excellent quality of the document and particularly for its relevance at a time
when Africa was seeking a fresh direction for its economic policies.

110. In general, they felt that AA-SAP should serve as an appropriate frame of reference
during negotiations and dialogue with Africa's partners, particularly donor countries
and international organizations such as the World Bank and the International Monetary
Fund. '

111. Several representatives reviewed the conventional structural adjustment programmes
applied in their respective countries often with the support of the IMF and the World
Bank. While a great number indicated that SAPs had had unfavourable consequences
on the economies and people of the African countries where they were applied, some
did say that the results in their countries had been mixed. Several representatives
deplored the adverse consequences of structural adjustment programmes on society.
In the view of many representatives, SAPs had failed to attain their objectives. Since
their main aim was to achieve financial balances in the short term, such programmes
had completely overlooked development and transformation objectives such as self-
sufficiency in food, reduction of poverty, sustained growth and collective self-reliance.
They had also ignored the human and social dimension to development.

112. It was nevertheless recognized that structural adjustment was necessary. However,
it had to be designed not only to improve the short-term financial and budgetary situation
but also to take into account the underlying structural shortcomings and weaknesses
of African economies so that long-term development and transformation objectives
might not be defeated.

113. Some representatives, however, wondered whether the document had adequately
taken into account the recommendations of the Conference of African Ministers of
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S
gional characteristics.

114 Manv of the observations and comments focused particularly on chapters 4 and
Tthat ctealt resp^ctWely with the alternative framework for adjustment and transforma
tion anfpolicy Sections and instruments for an alternative adjustment and transforma-
tion path in Africa.

115. With respect to the alternative framework for adjustment and transformation
representatives stressed that the framework provided African countries w.th onentat.ons
atnTeTatTfming much more efficient economic policies which wouU mee.the overall
objectives of development and transformation. They praised the flexibility of the frame
work which allowed for account to be taken by each country of ,ts spec.f.c nature and

conditions.

116. Some representatives acknowledged that the transformation of econ°™J*™*"";;
was a long-term process which took time and required perseverance and ^terminaUon
on the part of African leaders. To that end, the following basic pnnc.ples should be

considered:

(a) Structural adjustment programmes should be seen as programmes designed

by African Governments;

(b) Structural adjustment programmes have to go hand in hand with changes
in economic structures; otherwise they would be ineffective;

(c) Structural adjustment programmes needed to be implemented in a fair and

equitable international context;

(d) The international community should • support structural adjustment

programmes;

(e) A rapid solution must be found to the African debt problem, otherwise the
potential benefits from structural adjustment programmes might be wiped out; and

(f) Structural adjustment programmes must be accompanied by support pro
grammes to accommodate the concerns of men and women with respect to health, educa

tion, employment, etc.

117. Some representatives appealed for solidarity between African countries in order
to bring about collective autonomy and indigenous development at the regional and
subregional levels. They expressed appreciation for the non-controversial nature of
the document which called for a frank and open dialogue with Africa's partners without
any prejudice to the respective interests of African countries- The spirit of
non-confrontation of the document was stressed several times by most of the participants
who expressed the hope of hearing the points of view of donor countries especially the

Bretton Woods institutions on the framework.

118. Several representatives expressed particular concern about how resources could
be secured for implementing AA-SAP. They also mentioned the financial ^P>IcatI0"s
of establishing machineries for implementing AA-SAP and in that regard, felt that the
establishment of an African Monetary Fund was absolutely essential.
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119. Some representatives indicated that it was necessary to disseminate as soon as
possible, the conclusions of the document and to ensure that AA-SAP was well understood
and known by Africans themselves and by the international community. «™™tood

regretted the fact that the document had not tackled problems9 t that the document had not tackled problems
a- : trade' in Particular the deterioration in the terms of trade

" deM Pr°blemS and their imPIica»'°- f°r the performance of Afrfcan

ih ri?P?hentatLV!S f6lt *hat thS title °f theh l hihe nri«?cP?hentatLV!,S f6lt *hat thS title °f the doc^^t should be changed since
he proposals therein did not reject structural adjustment as such, but rather questioned
£LZT °bjectIVes of SAPs' Since " «"ed for an endogenous and sustaining

, one representative suggested that the document might appropriately be entitled
al Adjustment and Endogenous Self-sustaining Economic Re"

pp, psentative suggested that the document might appropriate
"Structural Adjustment and Endogenous, Self-sustaining Economic Recovery"

122 Many representatives indicated that they would make more comments of a purely
technical nature at the level of the sub-committee that was to look into technical details
of the document with a view to improving and finalizing it.

123. The observer for France found both the document and the debate on it very dense
and intense. He indicated that his delegation would make an official statement on the
subject during the meeting of the ECA Conference of Ministers. In the view of his
country, structural adjustment was an inevitable experience which came with serious
economic difficulty. The economic reforms required needed to be gradual and without
prejudice to long-term structural change. That concern was shared by the Bretton Woods
institutions. Nevertheless, his country understood the impatience of African countries
to collect the gains of adjustment. The adjustment exercise had to follow a pragmatic
course. Not all countries could be treated the same way. Therefore, country-specific
solutions should be found unless solutions could be applied to countries having the same
economic conditions and characteristics as perhaps was the case with the LDCs. In
that regard, the Paris Conference on LDCs to be held in September 1990 would provide
an occasion for bringing thought to bear on the issue. France acknowledged that the
human factor had been neglected in the initial programmes of structural adjustment
It was to be admitted nevertheless that such exercises were called for because of the
deterioration in social indicators. African countries needed to join hands with the interna
tional community to solve the problem. Only thus could official development assistance
be mobilized. In that regard, France was pleased to rank first among the countries
providing official development assistance to sub-Saharan African countries. Adjustment
assistance should be a complement to the assistance provided to productive investment.
There was also the need to mitigate the problems arising from indebtedness.

124. He was happy to note that guidelines issued by his Government had a large conver
gence with those contained in the document and with the statements of some African
member countries. France had always sympathized with the efforts made in Africa
to formulate development policies and strategies adapted to African realities. That
had been the case since the adoption of the Monrovia Strategy. He congratulated the
ECA secretariat for seeking to institute a dialogue with donors such as France in the
context of an African framework for structural adjustment. The document would serve
to impress Africa's position better on the international community. France stood ready
to do what it could to institute that dialogue between African Governments and the
international community for the benefit of African development.

125. The observer for ITU congratulated the Executive Secretary for the quality and
presentation of the document. He agreed with the analysis made in the document, and
shared the view that priority should be accorded to human resources development in
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particular to the search for ways of increasing productivity. Furthermore, stress should
be laid on the use of local factors of production. In that regard, he proposed that the
communication media (in particular radio broadcasting) should be used to galvanize
and mobilize the people particularly the rural people to participate more effectively
in the national development and recovery, and to secure their total commitment to
AA-SAP. In particular, socio-economic programmes and activities should be earned
out in the rural areas using the afore-mentioned media facilities, and allied infrastructure
should be developed with a view to expanding trade and agriculture which were at the
core of African economic policy concerns. Technical personnel should also be trained
in this area through bilateral and multilateral co-operation. There was need for inte
grated development planning approach at national level with communication as an integral

part of the whole development process.

126. The observer for ILO stated that his organization had also considered, within the
context of its programmes of activities, the issues raised in the document. He drew
attention in particular to the ILO study entitled "African Crisis, Food Security and
Structural Adjustment" recently published in the special issue of the International Labour
Review, vol. 27, No. 6. The studies highlighted ILO's findings and were based on case
studies of five African countries, namely Ghana, Madagascar, Nigeria, Somalia and
Uganda. While the ILO studies agreed with ECA's initiative and like it, rejected tradi

tional SAPs, ILO considered basic needs strategy as a relevant framework for meeting
the formidable challenge of employment and adjustments in the years to come and an

employment-oriented development strategy as one of the few ways of ensuring equitable

and sustainable growth. Doubts were raised about the usually common prescription

for the African crisis: "get the prices right". Given the basic subsistence orientation

of most African farmers and widespread breakdown of infrastructure, the studies showed

that prices did not constitute the most important constraint to increased production.

Similar studies conducted by ILO had arrived at the same conclusions: "Africa misunder-

. stood? or whatever happened to the rural-urban gap?" and "Wrong diagnosis and cure

worsen Africa's woes".

127. He informed the Committee that a high-level meeting on structural adjustment
programmes was scheduled to be held in October 1989 at Nairobi. Other activities were

programmed including a study on the effects of trade liberalization schemes and other

adjustment measures on employment.

128. The observer for Habitat recalled General Assembly resolution 43/181 in which the

United Nations launched the Global Strategy for Shelter. Structural adjustment pro

grammes should in no way seek to hinder the attainment of long-term development

objectives. He indicated that particular attention should be paid to the human settlement

aspects of development, particularly in the rural areas and to the role played by certain

under-privileged people in society, such as women. It would be necessary to correct

the imbalances between the rural and urban areas.

129. He was gratified to note the good working relationship existing between his organiza

tion and ECA particularly in the project for the development of local building materials.

He appealed to UNDP to provide the resources needed for the implementation of that

project.

130. The observer for FAO welcomed ECA's initiative on AA-SAP which reaffirmed

the objectives of collective self-reliance especially in food and which emphasized regional

co-operation and integration as envisaged in the Lagos Plan of Action for the Economic

Development of Africa. FAO had recognized, most recently in a document to be pre

sented to the meeting of the Committee on World Food Security in Rome in April 1989,

that the limited success of adjustment programmes in bringing about growth and in
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raising the incomes of the poor in the adjusting countries so far had been due partly
to the often narrow orientation and objectives of such programmes.

131. In conclusion, he stated that no one could object to the objectives of AA-SAP and
assured the Committee that FAO was ready to co-operate with EC A and other United
Nations agencies as well as the World Bank and the IMF to assist African countries
to achieve the development objectives as formulated by Africans themselves.

132. The observer for UNIDO expressed the full support of his organization to the laudable
initiative of the ECA secretariat in awakening the conscience of African countries
to the need for the adoption of the African Alternative to Structural Adjustment Pro
grammes (AA-SAP) that would ultimately benefit their peoples. He emphasized the
fact that the root causes of Africa's economic and social crises were largely due to
its feeble industrial base. He noted that at least 75 per cent of all direct and indirect
inputs to Africa were from industry and most of Africa's foreign exchange earnings
and external borrowings were used for purchasing industrial goods and services. Improve
ments in the transport, energy, education and health sectors, for example, were also
dependent on radical developments in the industrial sector. All these factors were
implicit in the ECA secretariat's document on AA-SAP and in the statements that had
been made by several participants.

133. He stressed the fact that the main responsibility for the implementation of the
measures outlined in AA-SAP rested on the African countries themselves. It was illusory
to continue to believe that Africa's development would be undertaken only by some
outside body such as the so-called "donor" community. While ECA and other relevant
international organizations could assist African countries in carrying out further work
on AA-SAP, it was incumbent on each of them to take the necessary action at the national
level, including the organization of national workshops for the promotion of an involve
ment of all sectors of the community in the process. In that connection, he emphasized
the need for African solidarity, which was already well established in the political field,
to be consolidated in the economic field. Much stood to be gained and greater successes
would be achieved if Africa spoke with one voice and undertook joint negotiations on
major economic development programmes and projects. He finally emphasized the
role of international co-operation on the basis of partnership rather than on the "donor-
recipient syndromes" in the implementation of AA-SAP. He reassured the member
States of UNIDO's readiness to assist them in the field of industry in that endeavour
and promised UNIDO's continued collaboration with ECA in the further development
and promotion of AA-SAP.

In his response to the various issues raised during the discussion of the document,
the Executive Secretary expressed his appreciation to the participants for their instruc
tive and valuable contributions. He assured them that the revised document had not
only taken the recommendations of the Blantyre Statement into account but it was
also the result of further reflection by the secretariat on the issues concerned. He
agreed with those representatives who had argued that the proposals contained some
policy instruments and measures which were already being implemented under the ortho
dox approach, but pointed out that it was natural that those instruments and measures
that were consistent with transformation should be retained in the framework while
new ones were being suggested. He reiterated the fact that AA-SAP was a framework

and not a strategy. It was meant to serve as a link between adjustment programmes
and the Lagos Plan of Action and APPER.

135. He finally assured the Committee that as soon as the document was finalized, it
would be given the widest possible circulation for consultation and negotiation as had
been suggested by most participants.
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136. The Chairman summarized the debate and ^^^ .I^.J^^"* t^,^
■ ■**'" . .. r _.i f:_n«,-.n<t «* its tecnnicai oexaiia/ m

the composition of the sub-committee).

137 At the closure of the present meeting, the representative of the United Republic
of Tanzania who had been rapporteur to the sub-committee on AA-SAP, presented the
report o"that sub-committeewhich also contained in an annex the tpec.f.c propouli
and amendments made by the sub-committee to the original document on AA-SAP.
fndofnTso he stated that the sub-committee had stuck strictly to its terms ofpreference
It had taken the deliberations conducted in plenary fully into account "™» ■»**"»
on the suggestions and ideas that had been expressed in plenary to .mprove and ennch

the original document on AA-SAP.

138. The subcommittee had felt that chapters I and 2 which dealt respectively with
the African political economy and Africa's development objectives did not need deta.Ied
review sincere sub-committee agreed generally with the analyses of tissues con
tained in the original document. The sub-committee had accordingly considered those
chapters in a general manner with the discussion on them concentrating, with regard
to chapter I, on the fundamental causes of the African crisis and their manifestations
the predominantly exchange nature of the African economy, the role of the informal
sector, institutional and technological capabilities, and employment and demographic
issues; and with regard to chapter 2, linkage between food self-sufficiency and population;
the problem of transfer and adaptation of technology; and the role of industrialization

in structural transformation.

139. The sub-committee had considered chapters 3 to 6 in much greater detail having
proceeded on a paragraph-by-paragraph review of the contents of those chapters.

140. On chapter 3, the sub-committee had made specific proposals for the further elabora
tion and refinement of the arguments on some of the policy instruments treated in the
document as well as for additional policy instruments. It had also focused on the approach
to be adopted in the empirical assessment of conventional structural adjustment pro

grammes especially with regard to the performance of the various groups of countries
during the adjustment period. With regard to chapter 4, the sub-committee had
thoroughly examined the basic components of the framework for adjustment with
transformation and had proposed a number of amendments. On chapter 5, while there
was consensus on the policy directions as outlined in the chapter, the sub-comm.ttee
had made a number of proposals for the strengthening of policy directions relating to
enhanced production and efficient resource mobilization and use. It had made suggestions

for the reformulation of a few policy instruments for greater clarity. It had also
expressed the wish to clarify the resource implications of the implementation of AA
SAP. On chapter 6, the sub-committee had suggested a restructuring of the chapter
to focus more explicitly on the aspects of inter-country co-operation and the financing

of AA-SAP.

141 The representative of the United Republic of Tanzania indicated that the
sub-committee had also discussed the possibility of changing the title of the document
in line with the suggestions that had been made in plenary. The sub-committee had
however felt that the issue should be left to the Ministers. Another issue which had
been discussed, but which the sub-committee felt should be referred to the Ministers,
was the various fora to which the document should be addressed once it was finalized.

142 The representative of the United Republic of Tanzania finally informed the meeting
that the sub-committee had recommended that a declaration on AA-SAP should be
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.ssued by the Ministers of Finance and the Ministers responsible for economic development
and planning at the end of their joint meeting on 10 April 1989. Such a declaration was
deemed necessary in view of the need for Africa to take advantage of any opportunity
that availed itself to make its position on various issues that concerned it widely known.

143. On that last question, the representative of the Congo, Chairman of the
sub-committee on AA-SAP, introduced a draft document entitled: Addis Ababa Joint
Communique by African Ministers of Economic Development and Planning and Ministers
of Finance on "A framework for transformation and recovery". In doing so, he explained
that the draft document had not been reviewed by the sub-committee. He was
nevertheless presenting it for TEPCOW's consideration and endorsement for the Ministers.

144. Several representatives felt that in view of the importance of the document, much
more time needed to be devoted to its consideration than the meeting had at that late
stage in its deliberations. Accordingly, on the recommendation of the Executive Secre
tary, the meeting decided to refer the document to the sub-committee on AA-SAP
which would consider it at a meeting to be held on 5 April 1989 and then submit it directly
to the joint meeting of the Ministers of Economic Development and Planning and Ministers
of Finance on 10 April 1989.

145. The Committee adopted the report of the sub-committee on AA-SAP and the annex
thereto (see appendix). It also decided that the document on AA-SAP should be revised
to incorporate the suggestions and amendments it had adopted and presented to the
Ministers as document E/ECA/CM.I5/6/Rev.2.

PART II

ISSUES, STUDIES AND REPORTS CONCERNING ECONOMIC
CO-OPERATION AND INTEGRATION

RePQrtS from the policy organs nf ^fre MULPnCc faynria item 5(a)]

146. The representative of Algeria, in his capacity as chairman, presented the report
of the ninth meeting of the Council of Plenipotentiaries of the North African MULPOC
which had been held on 2 and 3 February 1989 in Tangier, Morocco. He informed the
Committee that six member countries, three United Nations specialized agencies and
four intergovernmental organizations had attended that meeting. The meeting had
considered (a) the social and economic situation of the subregion; (b) the establishment
of a preferential trade area in North Africa; (c) the establishment of a transport commit
tee in the subregion; (d) the co-ordination of inter-State efforts in economic planning;
(e) the integration of women in development; (f) the creation of subregional subsectoral
committees on metallurgical, engineering and chemical industries; and (g) emigration
problems in North Africa.

147. The meeting had in particular stressed the importance of the programme for the
integration of women in development and noted with satisfaction the secondment by
the Government of Egypt of an expert in that field. He, however, noted that the
resources provided to the women's programme were not adequate to guarantee its success.
He appealed to ECA to mobilize the necessary resources so that the projects could
be put into operation to the benefit of the countries in the subregion.

148. The meeting had adopted eight draft resolutions on: (a) locust control; (b) the
establishment of a Preferential Trade Area for North Africa; (c) establishment of the
transport committee; (d) the integration of women in social and economic development;
(e) the setting up of subregional subsectoral committees on industrial affairs in North
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for IDDA to be released to the North African
.citation of fishery resources; and (h) emigration

from North African countries.

anndCil.8OfFebrnuaSryer'9«O9- *??•S*.S«:^'^^

If theTuLPOC fol the biennium 1990-1991, and the report and draft
by the Committee of Officials.

150 The Council had noted with satisfaction that, in spite of the budgetary and human
consents facng the West African MULPOC, it had implemented nearly 75 per cen
o?its ?9S8-I989 wVl!"programme within the first 15 months of the bienniun-.The Council
had Particularly insisted on the importance of such pressing projects as the West African
Docu'mentatonand Information SyTtem CWAD1S), the control d-the locust h«ard and
the evaluation and rational exploitation of fishery resources in the territorial waters

of the subregion.

151 After examining the new orientation in MULPOC activities, the Council of Ministers
hadttressed the need to provide the MULPOC with the sources it needed notw-thstand-
ing the difficult financial situation facing member States. In hat regard the Counc
had appealed to all member States to provide, within the spirit of resolution 3H (XIII
establishing the MULPOCs and on a short-term basis, highly qualified and competent
experts who would provide the needed assistance in the implementation of the work
programme of the MULPOCs. Such a collective effort would revital i. the Wes African
MULPOC. The Council had also urged member States to contribute generously at the
UNTFAD Pledging Conference which would be held along with the forthcoming meeting
of the EC A Conference of Ministers responsible for economic development and planning.

152. The Council of Ministers had adopted seven resolutions on: (a) institution of the
framework for intervention in the livestock sector and implementation of the master
Pa^for the prevention, reduction and elimination of losses and waste in the lives ock
Sector" (b) woPrk programme and priorities of the MULPOC for^ b,enn,um 99(H99I
(c) strengthening of the financial and human resources of the MULPOCJd) ,evew
the achievements of the West African MULPOC; (e) implementation of the MULPOC s
optrationaf activities within the framework of technical sectoral committees; (f) request
^financial assistance from UNIDO for the promotion of multinational industrial pro
jects; and (g) the West African Documentation and Information System.

153. In introducing the report of the eleventh regular meeting of the Council of Ministers
of the Yaounde MULPOC, which had been held from 6 to 8 March 1989 m Ma abo.
Equatorial Guinea, the representative of the Congo indi«1^ that the representatives

of five member States had taken part in that meeting. The Council had examined the
following items: (a) report on problems in agriculture and rural development; (b) transport
and communications; (c) industry; (d) natural resources; (e) integration of women in
the development process; and (f) Central African Documentation and Informal.°n System
(CADIS). The Council had also examined the question of transforming a national schoo
of agriculture in Equatorial Guinea into a community school and requested Equatorial
Guinea to submit the project documents to the secretariat of the MULPOC for evaluation.

154. With regard to the implementation of the MULPOC work programme, the Council
had noted certain activities relating particularly to the seminar on diseases and parasites
of food crops and post-harvest losses in Central Africa; the study on invisible trade
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in favour of land-locked countr.es and the round-table for commercial operators in
Central Africa which called for their institutionalization. The Council of Ministers
had noted the low rate of implementation of the MULPOC programme and thus, a request
was put to the ECA Executive Secretary asking him to provide the necessary financial
and human resources Jo the Yaounde-based MULPOC so as to enable it to implement
its work programme. The Council had adopted a second resolution on the integration
of women in the development process and had requested UNDP to continue its assistance
to national machineries. The Council had also requested the Executive Secretary to
reinstate the subregional components of the integration of women in the development
process programme within the MULPOC. The States members of the MULPOC had

also been requested to give their financial support to actions initiated by the subregional
committee on the integration of women in the development process. The Council of
Ministers had considered at length the work programme for the 1990-1991 biennium before
adopting it. Questions had been raised as to the certainty of financing, since member
States were not ready to accept the explanation that some studies had failed to be carried
out due to lack of financing. The Council of Ministers had taken note of the proposed
work programme and observed that the decision to finance it lay within the competence
of the United Nations General Assembly.

155. In introducing the report of the eleventh meeting of the Council of Ministers of
the Lusaka-based MULPOC which met in Harare, Zimbabwe, on 6 and 7 March 1989
the representative of Zimbabwe underlined the keen interest and strong support which
the Governments of the subregion attached to the Lusaka-based MULPOC. Representa
tives from II member States, two liberation movements and II organizations from within
and outside the United Nations system had participated in the meeting. Issues discussed
included: (a) rationalization and harmonization of the activities of the PTA, SADCC,
ECA/MULPOC and other intergovernmental organizations in the subregion; (b)
implementation of the resolution on the review and appraisal of the Lusaka-based
MULPOC; (c) proposed work programme and priorities for the biennium 1990-1991- and
(d) a survey of economic and social conditions in the Eastern and Southern African
subregion for the period 1987-1988. Representatives had emphasized the urgent need
to enhance the existing technical capacity of the Lusaka MULPOC in order to enable
this institution to respond effectively and in a timely manner to the substantive and
technological needs of the member States and intergovernmental organizations in the
subregion. The Council of Ministers had reiterated the importance of also augmenting
the resources and capacity of the Lusaka-based MULPOC by governments through
secondment of their own staff on a short-term basis as appropriate.

156. The Council of Ministers had adopted a number of recommendations on food and
agriculture, industry, natural resources, planning and development of human resources,
transport and communications, trade, monetary and financial co-operation, social develops
ment, assistance to liberation movements, migrant workers in Southern Africa, and
a vote of thanks to the Government of Zimbabwe.

157. The representative of Rwanda introduced the report of the eleventh meeting of
the Council of Ministers and Commissioner of State of the Gisenyi-based MULPOC
and said that the three member countries of the MULPOC had been represented at
the meeting as well as nine organizations from within and outside the United Nations
system.

158. After considering the report of the Committee of Officials, the Council of Ministers
and Commissioner of State for Planning had adopted several resolutions relating to
(a) expediting the additional study on the establishment of a subregional centre for
research on building and building materials; (b) the feasibility study on exploiting peat
deposits in the Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL); (c)
interconnecting the electric power grids of the CEPGL countries; (d) the development
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of mineral resources in Central Africa; and (e) the integration of women in ^^
The Council had also adopted the work programme of the Cseny. MULPOC for
and for the 1990-1991 biennium.

159 The representative of Rwanda then informed the Committee of the message that
he" Councirof Min sters and Commissioner of State had sent to the Administrator of
U^DP The message expressed the desire of the Council to hold discussions with the
Admin strator during the fifteenth meeting of the ECA Conference of Ministers respon
sible for economic development and planning. The discussions would focus on: a) the
IS^^^^^V^^^^ W*<* RAF/W/134 on multisectoral assistance
to CEPGL- (b) appropriate financial resources to enable the Gisenyi-based MULPOC
o implem^t thePPpriority projects of member States; (c) reinstatement of the post
of womerfs "programme coordinator and prospects for financing projec s re, at.ngto
?he integration of women in the development process in the Great Lakes subreg.on,
and W Tnancing programme for facilitating the meeting ^^'i^'^f^J^^
for the integration of women in the development process of the G.seny.-based MULPOC

countries.

160. In the discussion that followed the presentations, one representative congratulated
the Tanqier-based MULPOC for making the issue of integration of women in development
a major concern and Egypt for making a women's programme co-ordinator available
to that MULPOC. She requested the ECA secretariat and member countries of the
North African MULPOC to supplement that action by making appropriate ^o^
available for the activities of the women's programme co-ordinator. She hailed the

establishment of the Maghreb Union as an economic integration o^"1"4'0"™
requested the Committee to send a motion of congratulations, to the Maghreb Union
and asked ECA to admit the Union as an observer to its meetings. She expressed surprise
at the fact that the meeting of the Council of Ministers of the Niamey-based MULPOC
had not taken any decisions regarding the integration of women in the development

process.

161. Several representatives stressed the importance of the MULPOCs and reiterated
the need to strengthen their human and financial resources so as to permit them to
identify projects and implement them. They also stressed the need to harmonize the
activities of intergovernmental organizations and to strengthen cf^Pfrat'0"^^
the MULPOCs and subregional organizations. An appeal was made for the reinstatement
of the post of women's programme co-ordinator in each MULPOC.

162. The Chairperson of the West African subregional co-ordinating committee for the
integration of women in the development process deplored the fact that her organization
a subsidiary body of the Commission, had not been invited to the eleventh meeting of
the Council of Ministers of the Niamey-based MULPOC. She stressed the need to take
into account the problems of women when considering the economic problems of Africa.

163. In his intervention, the observer for UNDP while underscoring the importance of
the role being played by the MULPOCs emphasized that the results of the mission to
review and evaluate the MULPOCs must be awaited in order to appreciate what the
problems were and which solutions to apply. He remarked on the nature of women s
activities as envisaged in the MULPOC framework and suggested that the ^esponsibihty
for such activities should be taken over by the permanent mechanisms of ECA. UNUK,
within the framework of its fourth Regional Programming Cycle for Africa, had decided
to lay emphasis on the financing of operational and substantive activities rather than
on administrative posts. He confirmed that UNDP had received the request of the Council
of Ministers and Commissioner of State of the Gisenyi-based MULPOC for the reinstate
ment of the women co-ordinator's post and the matter would be raised with the Director
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fIrInceUof M^nfsters"31 BUreaU ** ^^ ^^ ^ fifteenth mee*ing of the ECA Con-

164. The observer for UNIDO stated that his organization was working in close
nrTfumn™ "'♦ the MULPOCs and ^regional organizations. He informed the meeting
of UNIDO s activities in connection with the implementation of resolution 6 adopted
by the Council of Plenipotentiaries of the North African MULPOC. He appealed to
African countries to prepare requests for funds within the framework of the special
funds allocated to the Industrial Development Decade for Africa (IDDA) for short-term

?uT!!?m™ hilG stressin9 that resources were limited, he reassured African States
that UNIDO would do everything possible to reply positively to such requests.

165. The Executive Secretary replied in general to the various questions raised by the
participants. First, he observed that the discussions reflected the importance and interest
member States attached to the MULPOCs. He informed the meeting that the team
of experts currently in the field to review and evaluate the MULPOCs was expected
to return to Addis Ababa in time to share its preliminary findings and conclusions with
the Conference of Ministers.

166. The Executive Secretary recalled that when the MULPOCs were set up, UNDP
had agreed to finance them for some time only and that that had been the case for
four years. Certain core posts had subsequently been approved by the General Assembly.
The financial crisis in the United Nations had affected the whole organization, including
the MULPOC programme. He indicated that staff redeployment had been carried out
in so far as available resources had allowed and in the light of the need to ensure the
smooth running of the work programme at ECA headquarters itself. He further observed
that it had been understood that member States would second their own experts to the
MULPOCs for limited periods, to take charge of specific projects which necessitated
special competence. He also hoped that the report of the MULPOC evaluation mission
would provide answers to several outstanding questions, including especially the additional
level of resources needed from the General Assembly; UNDP's continued support for
the MULPOCs; and the possibility of member States seconding personnel to.the MULPOCs
for limited periods.

167. He then referred to relations between the MULPOCs and subregional intergovern
mental organizations, and stated that measures to rationalize the activities of the inter
governmental organizations had been undertaken by the West African MULPOC at the

request of ECOWAS, but that the results were still poor. He indicated that all
intergovernmental organizations were invited to ECA meetings as would be the Maghreb
Union once the secretariat of that organization was established. He recalled ECA's
efforts to maintain the women's co-ordinator posts and proposed that the Committee
should meet with the Director of the UNDP Regional Bureau for Africa during the
meeting of the ECA Conference of Ministers, just as the representatives of the Gisenyi-
based MULPOC intended to do with the Administrator himself. Finally, he appealed
to all African countries to follow Egypt's example in seconding experts to the MULPOCs.

168. The Committee took note of the five reports, endorsed the resolutions and
recommendations contained therein, and adopted draft resolution 4 (X).

The Situation of food and agriculture in Africa TagAnria item 5(b)J

(i) Increased use of inputs and statistical information in the development of African
agriculture:

a. Inter-country co-operation in the production and distribution of agricul
tural inputs (document E/ECA/CM.15/9);
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b. Improvement of marketing policies and programmes with emphasis
on agricultural inputs, rural savings and credit facilities for smal farmers
and livestock producers, particularly women (document E/ECA/CM.I5/I0J;

c. Improvement of the agricultural data base for women (document E/ECA/-

CM.I5/1I).

(ii) Measures taken to harmonize livestock development policies in Africa: The
performance of the subsector and the impact of structural adjustment pro

grammes (document E/ECA/CM.15/I2);

(iii) Campaign against migrant locust and grasshoppers; and

(iv) Non-conventional food resources in Africa (document E/ECA/CM.I5/I3).

169. In introducing the item, a representative of the secretariat first drew particular
attention to the magnitude of the problems Africa might face in meeting its food needs
by the year 2000 and beyond. Recent FAO projections had indicated that Africa would,
by the year 2010, need to spend about $US 28.5 billion on food imports while at the same
time realizing less than $US 12 billion in its agricultural export earnings. It was therefore
very likely that even given surplus food in world markets, many African countries could
be financially constrained to obtain the required food imports to meet the needs of

their population.

170. Africa, he said, was the only continent where the Green Revolution had yet to take
place as desired. Moreover, programmes initiated by the developed countries had under
mined the agricultural export potentials of the African region. In this connection, he
made reference to a series of commodities that were traditionally produced and exported

by Africa, but which were now being produced in the laboratories of the developed coun

tries. Bio-reactors were used to increase animal production and worse still, these artifi
cially produced products were in high demand. As it was, Africa had been caught
unaware, and if present trends continued, arrangements such as Stabex of the Lom£
Convention could have insignificant impact on Africa's development.

171. Following that preliminary remark, the representative of the secretariat highlighted
the essential elements in documents E/ECA/CM.15/9, E/ECA/CM.15/10, E/ECA/CM.I5/II,

E/ECA/CM.I5/I2 and E/ECA/CM.I5/I3.

172. With respect to inter-country co-operation in the production and distribution of

agricultural inputs, the representative of the secretariat indicated that at the moment,

production and usage of agricultural inputs such as fertilizers were inadequate within

the region. He also noted that there was need for fertilizers to account for at least

60 per cent of total inputs to the agricultural sector in order to sustain the desired

level of development. Present fertilizer production plants were operating well below

capacity with many of them operating at less than 20 per cent. He emphasized that
Africa could be self-sufficient in fertilizer production if only existing facilities were

made fully operational. As a strategy, inter-country, subregional and regional

co-operation in the production and distribution of agricultural inputs was needed.

173. With regard to the improvement of marketing policies and programmes for the

development and use of agricultural inputs, rural savings and credit facilities for small
farmers and livestock producers, the representative of the secretariat pointed out that

small farmers and pastoralists had little or no access to agricultural inputs and credit

services. In that regard, he stressed the need for particular attention to be paid to

women given their crucial role in the development of the agricultural sector as well
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as the fact that they constituted the backbone of the rural economy. He then drew
attention to the lack of specific statistics on women's participation in agriculture, which
had constrained the result of a survey carried out by the secretariat on women's participa
tion in agriculture. Regional awareness seminars were consequently called for on the
importance of statistics on women's participation in agriculture together with pilot
survey projects and the provision of advisory services to member States.

174. The representative of the secretariat informed the Committee about the deteriorat
ing situation in livestock development. Several factors had contributed to that state
of affairs. Inadequate national and regional policies for the production and distribution
of quality animal food products provided part of the answer. In addition, countries
had overlooked livestock breeding, and the tendency to rely heavily on subsidies was
no longer feasible as member States' resources were drying up. Policies related to reduc
tion in public expenditure and trade liberalization as called for by SAPs, had also contri
buted to the poor state of affairs. The need for integrating livestock development in
the mainstream of development to redress these constraints was therefore stressed
and as such the Committee was urged to study carefully the recommendations made
in the relevant document.

175. Referring to the report on non-conventional food resources in Africa, the representa
tive clarified the use of the word "non-conventional". This, he said, related to products
that were traditionally not recognized as tradable internationally but were used in certain
subregions for food. He then highlighted the findings of the survey conducted by the
secretariat in the Central African subregion. That subregion and indeed Africa as a
whole was endowed with a variety and wealth of food resources but most of these were
not being used fully by the people either because they were ignorant of their existence
or chose not to eat them. A programme of re-orientation and information exchange
was highly desirable to improve the situation.

176. With regard to the item on campaign against migrant locust and grasshoppers he
referred the Committee to document E/ECA/CNUI5/29 which, inter alia, contained
a report on follow-up action on resolution 641 (XXIII). He indicated that the situation
with regard to both breeding and outbreaks of these insects had deteriorated despite
enormous control measures undertaken. However, appropriate institutional measures
had been established by the secretariat in close collaboration with concerned agencies
particularly FAO, and the MULPOCs had worked more closely with governments and
donors on the control of locust and grasshoppers in their subregions. Besides, an inter-
agency consultative meeting on locust and grasshoppers in Africa was held with II agencies
in attendance. The meeting has called for the establishment of a permanent task force
to oversee all control programmes. A number of country missions were planned to be
undertaken by the secretariat. The issue of resource constraint was raised, and a plea
made to the Conference of Ministers to find ways and means of mobilizing financial
and human resources to ensure the full implementation of resolution 641 (XXIII).

177. During the discussion that followed, representatives re-emphasized the high priority
that should be given to the development of the agricultural sector and called on member
States to keep food and agriculture high on their development agenda. Two critical
factors which could constrain the process of agricultural development were identified.
First, much of what was being considered as the production of agricultural implements
and inputs were nothing more than assembly lines rather than their actual development
and production. Secondly, member States were often unaware of agricultural implements
that were available in other African countries primarily because of the poor dissemination
of information between countries. The need was therefore stressed for measures to
collect and distribute information on the production and distribution of agricultural
inputs and implements. Moreover, there was need for mechanisms that would encourage
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and strengthen intra-African co-operation in the production of agricultural implements

and inputs.

178 The issue of agricultural credits was said to be of vital importance in the development
of the sector Participants observed that small farmers, particularly rural African
women we e for the most part denied credits and subsidies. Mention was made of the
rnadequa^numoer of agricultural development banks in the region Respite the urgent
need for resources to develop the necessary infrastructure and production facilities.
The need tHmprove agricultural credit and food surplus management was also stressed
by participants as a vital strategy to improve the situation.

179. The problem of locusts and its impact on food and agriculture in Africa was exten
sively discussed. One representative stressed that the rapid increase in the areas infested
n noyrtn-west Africa, the Sane! and East Africa was a matter of grave concer, H
mentioned the locust invasion control efforts which had been undertaken by the Maghreb
aTd he Sahelian countries. International awareness of the locust threat had resulted
in the convening of an international conference on the locust threat in late October
1988 in Fes, Morocco. The conference had endorsed the idea of establ.sh.ng an interna
tional locust control force. He informed the meeting that a plan of action aimed at
breaking the current locust invasion cycle had been prepared in January 1989.

180. Representatives felt that the problem of locusts and grasshoppers was real, and
was no longer a subregiona! problem but one that was of great concern to the region
as a whole. They took note with satisfaction of the efforts made by member States,
ECA and the international community in combating the scourge of locusts in Africa
They called for continued action towards the implementation of resolution 641 IXX1IIJ.
In that connection, concern was expressed about the effects of toxic chemicals currently
in use to control locusts and grasshoppers on the rural community. It was stressed that
care should be taken to ensure that chemical use for combating locusts did not adversely
affect the people whom the programme had intended to help. As an immediate action,
the Committee recommended the shaping and urgent implementation of the following
measures which have already been defined in principle: (a) a system of rapid informat.on
exchange among member States on the movement and control of locusts should be estab
lished: (b) a common strategy to combat the spread of locusts and grasshoppers should
be developed and implemented; and (c) the international task force on locust control

should be established.

181 The observer for WMO appraised the Committee of the collaborative efforts that
had taken place between FAO, ECA and WMO in the implementation of resolution
641 (XXIII). He explained WMO's interest in the programme and pledged his organizations

continued support. There were two underlying factors which he said had given rise
to that interest. First, the development of the locust population was functionally related
to the pattern of rainfall. Secondly, locust movements were facilitated by the gravity
and direction of the wind. WMO had initiated a number of actions to deal with these
two variables and had embarked upon measures to identify incubation areas and
movements of locusts and grasshoppers. He concluded by highl.ght.ng what WMO had
done and was currently doing in the area of exchange of information, noting that ACMAD

could serve as the nucleus.

182. Other issues raised by representatives related to research and extension and the
importance of fisheries and forestry. With respect to research and extension services,

representatives were of the opinion that they had not been adequately dealt with. The
need to do so was said to be important not only for the production of varieties but also
to allow African farmers to cope effectively with natural calamities. Representatives

also wanted to know why nothing had been said about fisheries and forestry in the docu

ments and if there had been any follow-up on FAO study.
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183. In response to observations and questions raised, the secretariat assured the Commit-

ltl< h £-Tu ra'Se5 W°Uld "* taken int0 due consideration when the documents were
revised With regard to the questi f fihi
■.Aw:*»,j uf*u -j . . -w..«.««,anvil mien uic uuLumems were

revised. With regard to the question of fisheries and forestry, these would be fully
treated in documents to be submitted to the next meeting of TEPCOW in 1990. Regarding
follow-up action on FAO study, the Committee was informed that progress was beinq
made and that the necessary follow-up action had been initiated.

ook note of the reports, endorsed the recommendations and adopted

Environment in Africa - The management of environmental degradation, particularly
drought and desertification aspects, in the implementation nf Africa's Priority PronrammA
for Economic Recovery f APPFRT hy^n itrm ffr}] ^ ;'*

185. In presenting document E/ECA/CM.I5/I4, a representative of the secretariat pointed
out that the new call for action on combating the impacts of drought and the process
of desertification had come after the 1983-1985 severe spells of drought which had caused
acute food shortages. ECA had continued to keep the OAU informed of its activities
in the field of environmental management as well as in various economic fields and
there had been joint action programmes to deal with pressing environmental issues.

?£'■»»* reviewed the implementation of the drought and desertification aspects of
APPER in the various subregions and drew the attention of the Committee to the various
recommendations that were made in the document for action at the national, subregional
and regional levels. He referred particularly to those recommendations that dealt with
the establishment of national early warning systems, ecological monitoring and assessment
institutions as well as land tenure and land-use systems. One very important
recommendation pertained to desert research with specific emphasis on hot desert plant
species, dune stabilizing plants, and desert horticulture. He maintained that within
the context of that recommendation, ECA, in collaboration with the other agencies
of the United Nations system, should play an active role in supporting member States
in the formulation of their national plans of action, using the newly established African
Centre of Meteorological Applications for Development (ACMAD).

187. During the discussion that followed, the leader of the delegation of Guinea expressed
his satisfaction at the co-operation between ECA and the OAU with respect to drought
and desertification control. He also informed the Committee of the existence of the
Special Emergency Assistance Fund for Drought and Famine in Africa set up in 1985
by the assembly of African Heads of State and Government, whose chairmanship his
country had assumed. The Fund had already been used to provide assistance to several
African countries. However, the Fund was going through a critical situation due to
insufficient resources. The representative of Guinea then appealed to all State members
of ECA and to the international community to provide all the necessary assistance to
enable the Fund to carry out its objectives. He requested TEPCOW to submit the appeal
for assistance to the Conference of Ministers.

188. Several participants expressed support for the appeal made by the representative
of Guinea. r

189. Another representative drew the Committee's attention to the need for African
countries to use renewable sources of energy instead of fueljwood.

190. Some representatives indicated that other countries should be included in the
list of those mentioned as examples in the document. They requested that the criteria
for selecting the countries be reviewed, and suggested that desertification and drought
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drought and advancing sands was aiso stressed.

majority of the participants.

,92. The observer for WMO affirmed that .11 the surveys and projections on, the economic
situation in Africa had included weather as an «J*"££l"c*£ a recurrent feature
that decision-makers were increasingly <!™^J^* '££^""0^. even though

desertification.

193. The Committee took note of the report and adopted a draft memorandum whic.
is attached to the present report as annex 1.

r Africa

(IDDA) [agenda item 5(d)]

,94. In introducing this agenda item.

■HHMg"onal. "giona. and international levels. The measures env.saged to hasten the
fomentation of the Decade's subregional projects were also conta.ned .n Part II.

ifementatiTn of the IDDA. Additionai resources had been
UNIDO to finance various projects in support of the programme.

by EGA and

Structural Adjustment Programmes.
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198. The Committee took note of the two reports and adopted draft resolution I (X).

Transport and

-UMIACfiAJLIagenda item 5(e)J

i?™ t r.?present"tlveuof *ne secretariat presented document E/ECA/CM.I5/I6 on this
tern of the agenda. He briefed the Committee on measures taken and progress made
of tETlf°r UNTACDA" f°»°wi"9 t^ proclamation, by the Cen'eraTTssemb^
andComm„? ♦ n ln !ts reAs? ution "3/|79' of the second United Nations Transport
and Communications Decade in Africa, 1991-2000.

par* of t^ Preparations for the Decade, a position paper specifying the global

? te9S^the DeCade had bee" consi^red b th It T
pp pyg the gl

bee" consi^red by the Inter-agency cT
? iSTI^..™^ itS tW6lfth meetin9 which took place in Addis Ababa

"March 1989. That Committee would meet again i J 1989 fi
I^..™^ meetin9 which took place in Addis Ababa

thTJcV March 1989. That Committee would meet again in June 1989 to finalize
mLTn T CT^ hlCh WOU'd the" "• submi"ed in September 1989 to a working group
c^ticallv th™l 6XPertS W'° W0Uld * invited '» their personal capacities to^vieT
of tZ Lnf P , P^r b6f0re '* W3S finally Presented to the seventh meeting
l\ rt« J? ,• rfnCKe u ,JA.fn.?n Mmisters of Transport, Communications and Planning
»fj. « m-I9 w° n '" Morocco in November 1989. The IACC had at its last meeting
JIM BtaNisheii a Resource Mobilization Committee to be chaired by ADB with ECA
BADEA, EEC, UNDP and the World Bank as members. The lACcLdaL proposed
UNTA?er,rf,tltUttrca//rraTmentS USed during UNTACDAI should be maintained for
UNTACDA II, with ECA as the lead agency.

201. The representative of the secretariat finally paid tribute to UNDP for its continued
K^ informed the Committee that consultations were under way between ECA
and UNDP in respect of resources for the formulation of the programme for UNTACDA II.

202. During the discussion that followed, representatives commended the progress
made so far. The Committee welcomed UNTACDA II and urged ECA and all other
agenc.es concerned to do all they could to ensure its success. A view was expressed

AA sip6 seTc.ondDDecade "» V."1"1/ as jt would coincide Wth the implementation of
^ Resource Mobilization Committ lld

D V./ ould coincide Wth the implementation of
MMTArnA^ Resource Mobilization Committee was called upon to work harder if
UNTACDA II were not to suffer from the financial crisis which had confronted and

^^Trtr"^dUN^CDAL Th " d "
ad confronted and

U^A^nTrt.r"^d.UN^CDAL The Ca" WaS made for the evaluation report "nUNTACDA I to be attached to the report submitted to the Committee. It was observed
that much had happened within the framework of programme of the first Decade and
lessons could be learnt not only from those activities but also from experiences of other
developmg countries such as India and Brazil in the implementation of the programme
of the second Decade. It would be useful to follow up on activities carried out by regional
and subreg1Onal intergovernmental organizations. African journalists and news agencies
and to ensure their involvement and active participation in UNTACDA II.

203. One view was expressed that given the interrelated nature of the various Decade
programmes, .t was now time for a complementary approach to be adopted when designing
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lftr view ca e or ^

UNTACDA II were to be realized.

20fl A number of participants addressed themselves to the issue of rehabilitation and
maintenance faculties and underscored the critical need for effective programmes
These areas aurfng the Decade. It was indicated that factors such as rapid deprecation
road sT,ttng and decertification which were evident in many countries, had s.gnaUed
the urgency and importance of that need.

205. In his contribution, the observer for UNDP reiterated the f^'^V"^
tance which his organization attached to the second Decade. A number * ™P*?a£
lessons and conclusions were to be drawn from the evaluation missions earned out by
UNDP on thCe first Decade. He expressed the hope that ECA wouM take Recount
of those lessons and conclusions in making preparations for the second Decade. He
calledI for the strengthening of the role of EGA during UNTACDA II and of ECA's capacity
to co-ordinate the inputs of the various actors.

206. The Committee took note of the report.

Issues in serial development [agenda item 5(f)]

(j) running s0rjn-grnnomir rnndition.fr "f women '" Africa in the context of
tfr> Nairobi Fnrward-looKJpg Strategies fnr the Advancement Of Women

207. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.I5/I7 on
this item of the agenda. The document was a follow-up to an earlier one with esme
title which was presented to the fourteenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers
responsible for economic development and planning. The document reviewed the activi
ties undertaken by EC A and other United Nations agencies and Member States to imple
ment the Forward-looking Strategies and the impact of the economic crisis and structural
adjustment on women, and contained sectoral analyses on employment, education and
training, law and legislation, and decision-making levels as they related to women.

208. The representative of the secretariat stated that the ECA programme had focused
on women in the informal sector and agro-industries and reported that the secretariat
studies had identified research gaps and training needs which were being addressed.
A research competition among women researchers in Eastern and Southern Africa had
been established to provide proposals for filling these gaps. A ^'™; "!^ *'f^
was to strengthen women's management capabilities, had also been held for 20 French-
speaking African countries and an expert group meeting on development planning and
the consideration of gender issues was planned for November 1989.

209. There was also evidence of increased activities on the part of member States
to strengthen women's activities and in launching income-generating activities for women
at the grass-roots level. However, the activities of many countries had been undermined

by the economic crisis in the region.

210. The sectoral analyses in the document showed that 78.2 per cent of the female
population was active in agriculture and 16.0 per cent in the services. Although there
was a marked improvement in the services sector in most African countries, the propor
tion of women professionals had increased less rapidly than that of men. The attention
of the Committee was drawn to the high drop-out rate of girls in education and training
due to teenage pregnancy and the marginal representation of girls in science and techno

logy areas.
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toVhJ dnrLtn, rT ^a\foUowed' representatives proposed a number of revisions
out £.? thT^ ?ef7"in» tO. Pa"9"Ph 56 of the document, one representative pointed
Tflrt £ *"bre9'onaI committees did not meet any more because of lack of recces!
Africa Regional C^T*? " r** *?" qUite dIfflcult tO ^Gt a «UOrum eve" f<>r the™ R*9'°™ C.^-natrng Committee. Paragraph 71 needed to be expanded to
Ttabltr^f thl °rm,!!IOnfOn matfrnity Ieave' Tha* information should include
a tabulation of the number of maternity leave days by country. Countries with the
minimum number of allowable maternity leave dayi would have to be caMed upon to
rmprove the situation in conformity with the IU> Convention on the issue? tTle 7
on women in decision-making positions in different public sectors should be revised
to include also, the number of men in those positions so as to indicate, clearly the
proportionate composition. The representative of Lesotho requested that her country
which had completed the ECA questionnaire should be included in the table. The repre
sentative of Rwanda further stated that her country should be included in the same
table and presented the requisite data. The representative of Nigeria questioned the
data in table 5 and urged the secretariat to contact his country for accurate information.
The representative of Rwanda requested that her country should be added to section B
of the report under which activities undertaken by member States were reported. It
was pointed out that the list of source documents was incomplete and that it should
include the Arusha Forward-looking Strategies as well as the report of the evaluation
mission on the women's programme. The summary on page one of the document should
also be revised since structures did not constitute a constraint on the implementation
of strategies but rather it was the availability of financial resources.

212. Several participants observed that the status of African women was not as gloomy
as was thought. Considerable progress had been made and there were unprecedented
^T.V?8* ^evel°P"ients in most member States. National machineries had been
established, and governments were giving special and increased attention to activities
relating to the integration of women in development. In some countries, governments
attached great importance to equal rights and equal opportunities for both men and
women in all sectors of activity. In others, decentralized structures had been established
in various sectors of the economy, with particular emphasis on income-generating activi
ties such as fish, soap and oil processing and extraction industries.

213. Some representatives emphasized the role played by governments in providing
facilities for education and vocational training as well as local crafts and industries
for the benefit of rural women. Others explained that women in the urban areas were
also receiving full support from their governments. Women held senior positions in
their governments and in the private sector, some were representatives in national
parliaments and still others represented their countries at international meetings.

214. Noting the impact of the economic crisis and the structural adjustment measures
on the family and the resultant suffering anc1 increase in responsibilities for women
several representatives called for further discussion of the issues in other African fora
and reiterated the need to take women's concerns into account in development strategies
and programmes and particularly in the African Alternative to Structural Adjustment
Programmes which was still under discussion. Some representatives remarked at the
increasing number of households headed by women. The adverse impact of the
destabihzation activities of the .apartheid, regime of South Africa on the productivity
and welfare of women was deplored. ECA was therefore requested to give emphasis
to activities of women in the countries affected by policies of that regime.

215. Representatives underscored the importance of education and training for women
in recognition of their importance in agricultural development, and the need to increase
their participation in other sectors for the overall health of the nation. In that connec
tion, it was pointed out that the document did not consider the vital role of mother's
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5lfS3lsfl
harmoniously tackled with the interest of society as a whole m m.nd.

had the responsibility of encouraging their ch.ldren towards those areas

218 One representative stressed that women's concerns had to be effectively handled
Doti, a° the policy and project formulation stages. Planning and dec sion-mak.ng comm.t-
£es hU toinclude women representatives to ensure that attenfon was given to the
specific concerns of women.

219 Finallv representatives commended the Executive Secretary for his efforts in
the promo L of the integration of women in the development process. They noted
the fmprovement in the women's programme, following the conversion of temporary
£stsToTegular budget posts. However, they wondered why the h.ghest profess.onal
level post attained by a woman was only at the P.5 level.

220 The observer for UNESCO informed the Committee of his organization's activities
npVomoting the part cation of women in development and stated that $US 30 million
was Planned n UNESCO's next medium-term plan for such activtt.es. He called for
wfdedfssemination of innovative approaches, and added that national actmfes should
te supplenTented by activities at the subregional and regional levels particularly for
studiesof ,muHidLiplinary nature. He then proposed tripartite consultations between
ECA the OAUand UNESCO for further review of those issues as well as the generation

of funds for women's programmes.

221 The observer for UNFPA informed the Committee that the Fund had shifted its
emohasis from funding women-specific and merely income-generating projects. Instead,
UNFPA waremphasizing that all population and development P^'W'"'"?
should give due attention to women's concerns and needs. The new strategy was to estab-
tish and support units at headquarters and focal points in the countries to ensure that
the planning machinery did consider women's concerns.

222. The observer for ILO informed the Committee of his organization's complementary
activities in the area of training and working conditions for women and stated that,
fa) a specia" adviser to the 1LO Director-General on women's activities had just been
aPPointPed?(b) the I990-I99I programme budget of ILO provided for four regional advisers
onPwomen's issues for the developing regions; and (c) the ILO conventionsprovided for
minium standards on working and living conditions of women including maternity leave,
night work for women, and children's day-care facilities for working women.

223. The Chairperson of ARCC underscored the importance of the subject on women's
activities and elated it with the discussion on AA-SAP. She recognized^h._proWem
of data collection and appealed to ATRCW to improve data collection and, to that effect
Us collaboration with other secretariat units and other United Nations agencies She
informed the Committee about the Executive Secretary's under ak«gl *•«**"* J
separate subprogramme on the advancement of women in ECA's Medium-term Plan
fo? the period I992-I997. She acknowledged the secretariat's efforts in brmging the
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reguiar

t^cillSKi^Vr Var'OUS 'SSlT raUed' the rePresentative of the secretariat assured
the Committee that the numerous observations had been noted and stated that the neces-

he'he^h ofV^" madVn.the d<~' ^e acknowledged theWtal roteof
the health of the mother and its impact on the chHd and subsequently on the nation
and agreed to introduce the necessary revisions to the document with the help of WHO.

^ F°mmittee «*««* its appreciation for the opportunity to
anfcZJ^w w ?h ext*n*nC?S T pr°greSS and deve'<>P^nts relating to women's isLes
th. .ZT^ V? SeCre.tanat for the 'Normative document. The Committee stressed
the importance of improving the condition of women and endorsed the recommendations
contained in paragraph 104 of the document. Finally, the Committee appeaTed to the
Executive Secretary to increase regular budget resources for the women's programme.

226. The Committee took note of the report.

(ii) OvercomiM! economic obstar.les to achieving health fnr all AfrjfanS; -rty,
organization and functioning of a special funri for Africq

227. The observer for WHO introduced document E/ECA/CM.I5/I8 entitled Overcominq
economic obstacles to achieving health for all Africans: Health system financing in

228. He recalled the Executive Secretary's opening remarks on the importance of the
social dimension, in particular the human factor, in the light of the growing economic
constraints and the increaring magnitude of health problems. The document would
therefore, in that context, be of interest to planners and policy-makers.

229. The major issues examined in the document were the very limited and diminishina
resources available for health and how they could be better managed to achieve better
results, wider coverage and equity; alternative sources of funds and other resources-
and the selection of the best and affordable technologies.

230. The observer for WHO then highlighted the patterns of health system financing
and pointed out the dangers of raising fees for health services without careful study
of the impact and repercussions on national health. He noted that the region was plagued
by the dumping of faked drugs. He elaborated on measures for strengthening health
services and noted that for every one percentage increase in population, a nation would
need to increase investment in health by at least 4 per cent of the national income.
He drew the attention of the Committee to the Bamako Initiative of September 1987
whose mam objective was universal accessibility to primary health care with emphasis
on women and children by strengthening local financing and management.

231. He finally stated that the document presented a model for health system financinq
with the objective of health for all by the year 2000 and outlined the various aspects
of the model including its prerequisites, criteria, indicators for determining national
capacity and attitudes, sources of funds, expenditure items and resource allocation.

232. In the ensuing discussion, representatives noted the regression of health in Africa
and the reappearance of diseases which had long disappeared. They discussed the issue
of priority, and whether to place it on preventive or curative medicine as well as the
question of traditional versus modern medicine. Some representatives felt that the
paper should have put more emphasis on traditional medicine.
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233 The need for campaigns on the preventive aspects as

expenditure on drugs was stressed. It w..■ P£*£££ J^e"^. from quacks. The
available to inhabitants of rural «««• «> « to protect thos p p paragraph 3

representative of Rwanda drew atten ">n ^J^TZ**** *" medical care 3nd
of the document. She empha-ed thrt J^^^ QQSt of infstructure

drive aimed at obtaining popular involvement

and participation.

234. Some representatives sought further clarification on the•

wondered whether it would be a vountary «^^^J'V

^trdrmTnt^d SST
whether the agenda needed to be revised.

fund for Africa

and wondered

23S. Another representative expressed ^ratUude for *.

times led to death of children and Sequent mistrust

not

d Zde\, and
caPitaPincPomeS.

236. Several representatives noted that

from the tables, or that their countries

to overcome
the economic crisis had not been ment.oned.

the"ractTce was'o give prioHty to elimination of harmful

I990.

239. The Committee took note of the report.

^graphic rtm»"« and trRnds: {™*
ifj-PA.AFRD ^nd APPER [agenda item 5(gJJ

mortality and natural i inmmMAfrica were the highest in the world.
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thTquestion of population would be included in each sess.on of TEPCOW.

The renresentative of the secretariat thanked the Committee for the favourable

priorities for the biennium 1990-199!.

252. In his intervention, the Executive Secretary stressed the importance of Population
variables and its role both as a development factor and also as a constraint. He called
nit States to Incorporate population issues in their national development

plans. With regard to the comments made by the representative of UNFPA,he expressed
his satisfaction with the excellent relationship prevailing between UN/PA_»n_dp'="-
On the suggestion that population matters should be included in •vwy^uion °J ™°*;
he indicated that although the suggestion was relevant, there would be a risk ofj-epet, on
every year since the data on population did not vary rapidly. However, the next United
Nations Conference on Least Developed Countries in 1990 would be prepared properly
to give population questions their rightful importance.

253. He suggested that the MULPOCs should be involved in the review of population
matters on a subregional basis, in co-operation with UNFPA.

254. The Committee took note of the report.

Operational artivitl«« Repc-* ™ FC A-exeruted projects [agenda item 5(h)]

255. A representative of the secretariat introduced this agenda item by referring to
document E/ECA/CM.15/20 which gave a general overview of ECA's operational activities
during the biennium 1988-1989. During that period, operational activity projects were
being implemented or programmed with financing from three major extrabudgetary
sources, namely agencies of the United Nations system, countries or international institu
tions that had concluded bilateral technical co-operation agreements with ECA and
^United Nations Trust Fund for African Development (UNTFAD). AH the projects
were formulated within the framework of the objectives of the Lagos Plan °f Action
for the Economic Development of Africa and the Final Act of Lagos, J/ Africa's Priority

Programme for Economic Recovery (APPER),*/ and the V^"?™*?**™
of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development (UN-PAAERD)._57 The
projects covered a wide range of activities aimed at assisting member States and their
intergovernmental organizations and institutions in solving their specific development
problems through advisory services, technical support, training, fellowships and study

tours.

256. The total amount of resources mobilized for operational activities In 1988-1989
had amounted to $US 40,153,633 and was made up of $US 26,768,363 from the United

JJ A/S-ll/14, annexes 1 and II.

1/ A/40/40.

5/ A/S-13/2, annex.
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9,959,276 from countries and international institutions

"carr^na^ot^'^l"0.^ /"I"™-?™ commended ECA,

ft =^T=-'=?s?ri^«riifc»:abasA ,p.ci. w.,1 „„ «, „ lh. „,„ „„„„, and S^

undertaken by ECA, to assist

258. While appreciating the close collaboration between UNDP and ECA particular^

to L'nTi10 tht- finanCin9 °f °Perational activities, it was stated that ECA shou d
SLT ?• ^.worklng,m°re in the «e'd. because it was only in that way that the Commfc-
States C° a 9reater impaC* °" the devel°P™nt Efforts of me2

II9;Jhw rePresfnta*jre °f the Unite" Republic of Tanzania referred to paragraph 21
of the document and indicated that the arrears ascribed to his country needed to be

R^pubficof Tanzaniaf r6Cent COrresPondence on the matter between ECA and the United

»1.°h V?i.observ?r '°T '"dia reca"ed the importance his country attached to co-operation
with Africa and with ECA. In all the fields of co-operation concerned, India wou°d

c~ation.'" "'* *° W°rk "'th ECA a"d Africa in a sPirit °f South-South

acuities shoutdZ. ^ "^^ ^ the a[location of '««* to operationalacuvu.es should be exam.ned in order to give consideration to income-generating activi
ties Particular mention should be made of the contributions made indirectly by other
institutions in the United Nations system through advisory services.

°T^ f°r JUNDP n°ted *he effOrtS made ^ ECA to implement operational
and indicated that UNDP welcomed them to the extern that such efforts

would help to strengthen co-operation between the two institutions even further. In
th! PrTc ' he "ascP'eased to note the very special and excellent relationship between
the ECA Executive Secretary and the Director of the UNDP Regional Bureau for Africa
He pointed out that a mid-term review of projects under the fourth Regional Programminq

£££■""• P I" f°r °C^ber '989 and infOrmed the meetina tha* ^ere woutdT a
d?,t to th"1 am°UntS ?' °"ted for the P'P6""6 Pr°fects indicated in the documents
Africa. S6Vere difficulties being faced by the Regional Programme for

263. In reply to the questions and comments of participants, the representative of
™thrVT£ mdicat,ed *hat °* '«r as co-operation with Arab States was concerned
nothing had been overlooked and that currently everything was under negotiation; thus
a draft agreement had been signed three years ago between the President of the Islamfc

^T?T f"d ^ EXeCUtiVe SeCretary Of ECA f th fi T
g y ago between the

f"d ^ EXeCUtiVe SeCretary Of ECA for the fina"cing of six
l

un^T?T f ^ EXeCUtiVe SeCretary Of ECA for the fina"cing of six projeT s
under ECA's operational activities for 1989. Negotiations were also ongoing with the
Kmgdom of Saudi Arabia. He thanked the representative of India whosl country had
very close co-operation links with ECA. Regarding the project on the development
of buildmg materials in Africa, it was indicated that originally 24 member countries
were expected to be covered by the project at a total cost $US 6.6 million; Unfortunately
since the amount of money involved had been reduced to $US 3.6 million the project



which wou.d be considered as a
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project could

had sub-

mitted to UNDP in June 1988.

26, The Executive Sectary

with which EGA had good ties.

Netherlands, Sweden, Italy and the

™™9 JLeiopment, and countries

Stassa.-sa.ata
t countries, India and Ch.na

mmhh
UNTFAD.

265. The Committee took note of the report and adopted draft resolution 10 (X).

PART 111

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM SUBSIDIARY ORGANS AND

SECTORAL BODIES OF THE COMMISSION

f *Ha Conferm™ rtf Afriran
of Finance [agenda item 6 (a)]

fore limited his presentation to the last two.

s ss
tl.

on

Africa's external indebtedness.

268 With resoect to the establishment of the African Monetary Fund, the Conference
£^f a'resolLtion in which it was decided that the membership of the Comm.ttee
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^omI!rittrha^t? : the memberS of the bureau elected in Blantyre.
Jnrf ti£ n bee" mandated to examine in great detail all the outstanding issues
tarVpund l£ZZZF£Z&l'T?£m?~» "taWW"«« °f «- African S-
«™m ETLm m^rme? 7, * °.W that the first meeti"g of the expanded Committee
would be held on 11 and 12 April 1989 at ECA headquarters in Addis Ababa and would
re^port to the next meeting of the Conference of African Ministers of Finance'in October

269. The Committee took note of the report and adopted draft resolution 15 (X).

Countriqjf faymrfa item 6(b)]

f^,f *he dele9atlon of Rwanda- * his capacity as Chairman of the eighth
L ^ T^VT^^1 Commlttee of E*Perts if African Least Developed
h *" Addis Ababa from 22 to 25 March 1989, introduced document E/ECA/-
He first of all informed the Committee that the People's Republic of

^171 £ * ^"admitted as the forty-second member of the group of LDCs and
therefore the twenty-eighth one in Africa.

271. He indicated that the meeting had reviewed (i) the economic and social conditions
£?" aSt derelOP!d countrIes CI980-I988) and the prospects for 1989 and 1990;

Zf !I .?V^ SVbstantial New Programme of Action (SNPA) in African
• *.r2 P01 cieAsrand "insures for the 1990s; (iii) the growth and structure

^ institutions in African LDCs; and (iv) ECA activities for the biennium 1988-
, and work programme for 1990-1991 in favour of the African least developed countries.

tl\^!!^!^ n n^^^T' the meetlng had PrePared a draft declaration
to the second United Nations Conference on policies and measures for accelerating
the development process in the least developed countries during the 1990s, for the aboro-
yal and consideration by the Conference of Ministers of African Least Developed Coun
tries. That declaration, once approved by the Conference of Ministers of African LDCs
would be presented to the High-Level Preparatory Meeting for the second United Nations
conference on LDCs.

*13\ S^?9 tO the Hmited number of staff specifically assigned by ECA to implement
the LDCs programme of work, and the increasing number of LDCs, the meeting had
proposed a resolution to appeal to the Secretary-General of the United Nations to provide
additional resources to that programme.

ll\ u"6 ^We*™**}1™ of Rwanda finally drew the attention of the Committee to
the following corrections that should be made in the report:

(a) The meeting had ended on 25 March 1989 and not on 24 March 1989;

(b) In paragraph 8, line 17 of the French version, the word "production" should
read "croissance";

u (c) In paragraph 9, line 16 of the French version, the word "taux" should read

(d) The words "People's Republic of should be added to the name "Mozambique"
where it appeared in the text; and H

(e) In annexes I and 2 of the English version, "1990" should be replaced by "1991".
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ties it had undertaken on behalf of the LDCs.

United Nations Conference on LDCs.

277. The meeting considered it very necessary that a series of ^"J^"^?"'*
be organized to enable Africa to take maximum advantage of the second UnitedNations
Conference on LDCs. There was therefore need to draw up a detailed calendar for
such consultations as well as to prepare relevant papers.

278. One representative suggested that advantage should be taken of the fourthRegional
Conference on Women in Africa to be held in Abuja, Nigeria, in September 1989 to
oramlM a meeting of women from African LDCs. She was concerned about the
increasing nutter of LDCs in Africa and believed that membership of the group was
not an honour? Countries concerned should accordingly do everything possible to move
out of the group as early as possible.

279. The observer for the OAU stressed the need to give clear directives to the secre
tariats of ECA and the OAU which should, in collaboration with UNCTAD, assist member
States in preparing their participation in the second United Nations Conference on LDCs.

280. The representative of the secretariat noted the observations and comments made
by the Committee and assured participants that the work programme for the LDCs

would be revised accordingly.

281. The Executive Secretary also expressed concern at the poor i.^
meetings of the LDCs, despite the fact that those meetings were always scheduled
just before those of the Commission to help member States save on cost.

282. With regard to additional resources for the LDC programme, he informed the
meeting that ?he secretariat's section dealing with LDCs which had three staff ambers,
constituted only a focal point for LDC activities within the secretariat. All other
substantive divisions/sections/units contributed to the formulation and executioni of
activities in favour of African LDCs. He undertook to revitalize the inter-divisional
commHtee on LDCs. He also called upon UNDP to provide ECA with part of the
resources it reserved for LDC activities so that ECA could significantly step up its

own activities in favour of the African LDCs.

283. The Executive Secretary supported the proposal made for holding a meeting of
women from African LDCs and invited ARCC to assist in the organization of that meet

ing.

284. The Committee took note of the report and adopted draft resolution 12 (X) and
a declaration which is attached to this report as annex IV.

Fifth of the inint interoovflmmentai Regional Commig

and Environment [agenda item 6(c)]

285. In his capacity as Chairman of the fifth meeting of the Joint Intergovernmental
Regional Committee on Human Settlements and Environment, the representative of
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Cabon introduced the report of the meeting (document E/ECA/CM.15/23), which was
held from 13 to 17 February 1989 in Addis Ababa. The agenda had been e^m^ned ?n
"X^"and * ^ ^i - ■»«n settlements and the'ther

ll*H ^lY H°-Slderin9*the documents submitted by the secretariat, the representatives
had adopted important recommendations in the area of human settlements. The
nr^r^ w ™nce™d the estabMshmen* by member States of an investment
rI^M^/°*KeVf°P,InfraStr5JCtUreS and Services fn rural area« the mobilization of
th^nl ^ / '"P1?™"^00 of Programmes and projects in human settlements;
the promotion of the objectives of the Global Strategy for Shelter by the Year 2000:
h! ^ceeratl°" bY UNDP and ECA of the implementation of the regional project on
the development and popularization of locally produced building materials in Africa-
and the designation of national co-ordinators responsible for supplying relevant data
on human settlements development issues in their respective countries.

287. In the field of environment, the recommendations concerned research in environ
mental management, and the socio-economic situation of communities living in arid
and semi-arid lands; the development of research on the physical and biophysical aspects
of desertification control; the consideration by the ECA Conference of Ministers respon
sible for economic development and planning of the feasibility of mobilizing assistance
for member States in that endeavour; the ratification by member States of the Constitu
tion of the African Centre of Meteorological Applications for Development whose head
quarters is in Niamey, Niger and contributions to the budget of that Centre by member
States. *

288. The representative of Gabon informed the Committee about the forthcoming
Regional Conference on Environment and Development in Africa, to be held from 12
to 16 June 1989 in Kampala, Uganda.

289. In the discussion that followed, many representatives regretted UNDP's delay
in approving the project document on the development of building materials in Africa,
although the countries expecting to host pilot projects had already provided their own
contributions. Many countries requested UNDP to consider the project expeditiouslv
and favourably. r 7

290. Some other representatives mentioned the interest of their respective countries
in providing decent and low-cost housing, infrastructures and socio-economic facilities
and in promoting popular participation in housing and rural transformation by effectively
opening up rural areas. One representative inquired whether ECA or other international
institutions participating in TEPCOW had a specific approach to rural transformation.
He also revealed that some countries have the problem of disposing of large quantities
of solid and household waste. ECA and UNIDO should include in their work programmes
a study on recycling this waste, which could contribute to agricultural development
This would be a revenue source and would also be an incentive to sanitation.

291. Many representatives appealed to those African countries which had not yet done
so to ratify the Constitution of ACMAD before the meeting of donors scheduled to
take place in June 1989 at Geneva.

292. The dumping of toxic waste in Africa by developed countries was discussed at
length. All African countries were called upon to take a common stand on the matter.
ECA was requested to establish a follow-up committee on the question of toxic waste
and to prepare a periodic publication on developments in that respect. The need for
effective programmes for education in drought and desertification control was stressed.
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One representative caMed on UNDP to provide assistance for the controi of the pheno-

menon of soil erosion,

the meeting of donors in June 1989 at Geneva.

^formed the meeting about the work of ARSO in water and air qual.ty control.

295 In his reaction to the discussion, the representative of the secretariat Minted
that the transformation of rural areas in Africa was one of the main concerns of the

called upon UNDP to examine the project favourably.

as part of the work for regional advisory services on environmenta matters. The fight
aqa^st Pollution and the dumping of toxic waste in Africa were also of great concern
^ They also formed part of the EC A programme of work and PJ™»« *»<*»

297. The Committee took note of the report and adopted draft resolution 17 (X).

T*nth mating "f *hft Afrlrj> Rftgiftnal Co-nrriinating Committee for the Integration
of Women in Pftwl"Pment faaenda item 6(d)]

298. In introducing the report of the tenth meeting of the Africa ?ftoruJ
Committee for the Integration of Women in Development (ARCC) (document
CmT/24) which had been held in Addis Ababa, from 23 to 25 March 1989, the Cha.rperson
of ARCC recalled the salient points of the statement made by the Executive Secretary
at the opening of that meeting regarding the plight of African women and the adverse
effects of structural adjustment policies on the vulnerable groups especially women.
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children and the aged. She stressed the importance of the role that women olaved in
development and pointed out that countries where structural adjusYme^ pZrammes
had had some posit.ve impact and made some progress, were those where theToleTnd

jrssTZ=;sr'adiustment—d- ■£%£

c. k •" C<?nS:dered by f?" at the meetin* (a) the need to strengthen ARCC
f SUb:if9'??1 st™tures; W the report of the meeting of experts on guiding prin-
n ' th mhtegration °.f women>s issues ■" national development planning; (cjVcA*
m I.^angmgi socio-economic situation of women in Africa within the context
ft' Fforw+aurtloo.kin9 Strategies for the Advancement of Women; and (d) the
^ °" W°me" —' — <* — from 18 to

P^ recom™n<tet'°ns. At the national level, women's
nlnL t ^L ! mc;orPorated mt0 national development plans. Appropriate structures
needed to be set up to mtegrate women's programmes in national development. Measures

womJ ^ ♦ l° !"eViaJt.e. the adverse consequences of structural adjustment on
women. The terms and conditions under which women worked in the informal sector
needed to be improved. National statistical services should embark upon the collection
and processing of data relating to women. Young girls should not be discriminated against
in educational programmes and should be encouraged and be exposed to all subject niatter
areas including sciences and technical subjects. At the subregional level, member States
were to seek ways and means of securing funds for the posts of women's programme
co-ordmators. Governments, international and intergovernmental organizations should
support ongoing programmes and projects in favour of women.

301. Subregional organizations should incorporate issues of particular benefit to women
in their work programmes. Also, the international community should provide financial
assistance for the establishment of a data bank on the role of African women in develop-

Til' aT\1 Z°T2S Pr°9rammes in the various subregions. ECA, the specialized agencies
of the United Nations, intergovernmental and non-governmental organfzations should
provide financial and technical assistance for the participation of women in the Regional
Conference as well as for the processing of documents for the conference and in the
proposed meeting of women from the LDCs.

302. The Chairperson of the organizing committee for the tenth anniversary of ARCC
br.efed the meeting on the programme for the celebration of that anniversary and
appealed to all member States and international organizations to take part en masse
in the celebrations.

hHKL raPP°r*euru of the tenth meeting of ARCC read out some amendments which
had been omitted when the resolution adopted by that meeting was being finalized.

304. In the discussions that followed, many representatives expressed support for ARCC
and for the tenth anniversary programme and informed TEPCOW of activities that were
being carried out in their respective countries to emancipate women and integrate them
in the development process. An appeal was made for wholehearted participation in
the fourth Regional Conference and in ARCC meetings as a whole.

305. One representative suggested that instead of talking about the integration of women
m development, emphasis should rather be placed on strengthening and diversifying
the role of women because women had always been involved in development activities



in Africa. He a.so

all walks of life.
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stressed that structura. adjustment problems affected peop.e from

tion in their respective countries.

programmes of existing bodies and departments.

gramme.

309. In his intervention, the Executive Secretary first recaned ^nature of the discus
sions which had taken place during the founding meet.ng of ARCC.He «kthat

did not make the fullest use of the potential of women. With respect to the alleged
oartrcipaUon in the policy-making process at the national level, he was of the op.mon
?hat the fact that there were a few women permanent secretaries and m.msters in what
was laraely a maVrworld, could not be regarded as a proof that women were already
participating fulfy in the development process. The problems relating to women and
development would constitute an entire programme.

310. TEPCOW took note of the report and the recommendations contained therein and

adopted draft resolution II (X).

p^-th mating trf Frg'™*' T^hnirf' r.nmmittPP for PAD1S [agenda item 6{e)l

of act?vTt»es of PAois; and ensuring that appropriate measures were taken to make
the PADIS project more effective,

312 The meeting had reviewed a progress report on PADIS activities since the third

s? ^-srxss-i scrsas-s swsa.=sr.
Af

s? ^.srxssiscr
resolution on strengthening development information systems in Africa.

313. The representative of Zambia finally urged member States to support the proposed
PADJS programme budget for 1990-1991. He also invited member States as weU <£ dono s
to make voluntary contributions to the PADIS project, and hoped that UNDP would
con?mue to assure! if not increase, the present level of its financial assistance for staff
resources in the project. All these were vital to the continued effectiveness of the

project.

314. The meeting took note of the report and the recommendations therein and adopted

draft resolution 3 (X).
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Specjal mftfitinq of African Ministers nf civil Aviation r»y»~*» item 6(f)]

=SBSF~~-~"trussIn thT aV f/ECA./CM.I5/26). The meeting had focused on the impact of deregulation
on the Afncan a,r transport industry; trends in privatization and liberalization and
restrictions imposed on African aircraft which did not comply with noise 'd

T'" "I* EUl;-Pe-- He °utlined S»W»— that had been es?abMshed for the
^'f'0" '" ^ '" that regard t i

mentTf I ;-- S een es?abMshed for the deve^
t^an o^rt'Lc i^'ifc'0" '" ^w '" that regard' greater <=°-°P*ration in financing Z
transport act.vit.es was required particularly in the purchase of aircraft, exchange
of unrestricted traffic rights and manpower training. Financial and human resources
management, practices were to be improved and policies adopted to ensure that traced
mToZ!^ * ComPuterrzed reservation systems (CRS) would need to be
PlVt^ kI C°mm°n P?S'tKm taken b* African countries at the forthcoming ICAO
PmZ»w t m«'y meetl"9 in l989 °n the «de of conduct for the use of CRS and the
imposed aircraft noise standards and restrictions.

l^fi i"formedj t"e Committee that ECA had been entrusted with the task of
co-ordinating and monitoring of activities with respect to those problems and was
expected to work in close collaboration with a ministerial co-ordinating committee
which was composed of Cote dMvoire, Gabon. Tunisia and the United RepubMc of Tanzania
and a member State from Southern Africa which was to be designated.

fli.in!!?.-- disI(russr.on that ™°wed, representatives underscored the financial and
«tf T imP ""T °f. replacing * "Plating existing aircraft in order to satisfy
set standards for aircraft no.se. Accordingly, the Committee welcomed the call for

ZZ CS*m?? a". 6.re necessarV tor merging of national airlines into viable
serious account of the rights of consumers in the air transport

35 P?rticuarjy stressed a"d !" tht ti i
.1 If? ous account of the rights of consumers in the air transport

ofWL Ltl, h- k35 P?rticuarjy stressed a"d !" that connection, mention was made
! t Y 9h/°St °f a'r farBS in the face of the Benll li f

L Ltl, h- k P?ijy stressed a"d !" that connection, mention was made
On! „„ t Y,- 9h/°St °f a'r farBS in the face of the Bener-lly poor quality of service.
One representative drew attention to the high cost associated with the development
and maintenance of air transport equipment. He indicated that the industry required
high technology which was bought exclusively outside the region with scarce foreign
exchange. As long as that situation remained, fares would remain high.

318. One representative wanted to know what steps had been taken by the secretariat
towards the ratification of the convention relating to the Addis Ababa Multinational
Training Centre for pilots and aircraft engineers so as to make the Centre operational.

319. In response, the secretariat reported that efforts were being made, but the tendency
for member States to continue to send their trainees outside Africa did not encourage
the early establishment and development of the Centre. He accordingly urged member
States to ratify the convention and utilize the Centre. In response to another question
on the various decisions being taken by groups of countries such as Cuinea, Liberia and
Sierra Leone to establish a joint airline, the representative of the secretariat explained
r^;Th declslo"s.had teen endorsed by the special meeting of African Ministers of
civil Aviation, and it had also recommended the implementation of such decisions within
the framework of the agreement reached at the meeting.

320. The Committee took note of the report.

Third meeting of the Regional Conference nn the r»Bv«lonment and lltm»atl™. of Mineral
Resources raganria item 6(g)] """""'

321. The representative of Uganda introduced the report of the third meeting of the
Regmnal Conference (E/ECA/CM.15/27) which had taken place in Kampala from 6 to
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projections beyond 1990.

■mm
Authority and the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea.

323 The meeting had requested the Executive Secretary to undertake, in collaboration
with otheT relevant United Nations agencies, detailed studies on the feas.b.hty of

raws
deposits.

324 The representative of Uganda concluded by informing the Committee that the
Lurth meeting oiThe Regional Conference on the Development and Utilization of Mineral
Resources would take place in 1990 in Zaire.

325. During the discussion that followed, representatives endorsed the
of the thfrd meeting and stressed the importance of the need to deve.op
resource base of the region. They also emphasized that the studies to be undertaken
shouMtaketnto account9the structures, potentialities and the drawing up of a framework
for promoting co-operation in this field.

326. The representative of Guinea stated that very little had been done since ^adoption
of the Lagos Plan of Action for the Economic Development of Afr.ca .n 9"*"^■£
the mining9sector in particular. He stressed the necessity for member States to streng
then the form of intra-African co-operation env.saged by the Plan. He then requested
he secretariat to provide information on the feasibility studies for the creat.on in West
Africa of a centre for the development and utilization of mineral resources. F.nally
he tressed tharbear^g in mind his country's interest in mineral development and that
of Its major resources' Guinea was willing to host the West African Centre for the
Development and Utilization of Mineral Resources.

327. The representative of Morocco expressed reservations onparagraph 31j) * «««
II of document E/ECA/CM.15/27 on the Kampala Programme of Act.on on the Develop
ment and Utilization of Mineral Resources.
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decisions of the third Regional Coherence1 thl n ?Ommittee tha* ■" ""«• with the

330. The Committee took note of the report.

ffimQrand,,m of Thf r.9V,rninn ro,,nri, nf ,pEp; ^ nf ^ |trt|t||tp

th? Memorand™ -«• the resolution
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could have been merged.

regular budget of the United Nations.

337. The observer for UNDP said, that^?hadjj*^P-^^^^"^^^:

nnwn
Bureau for Africa would respond in an appropriate manner.

The observer for France said that his country, as a member of the Governing Council

mmm?m$mmz±mm5 of the draft reso"ution which was attached to the Memorandum should be

339 The representative of Morocco took the floor again to thank participants for their
support of the Memorandum and draft resolution. As far " "J^"'™*^™,^
oraoh 5 of the draft resolution was concerned, the matter had been discussed at length
al the meet nq of the Governing Council and agreement had been reached on undertaking
?ne resTructuHng and streaming of IDEP. In other words, --^rs ?f the nst.tute

Ihe represTntative ofPUNDP for .ending a sympathetic ear to the appeal made by part.o-
pants.

340 The Executive Secretary of ECA and Chairman of the IDEP Governing Council
expressed his gramude to th4 representative of Morocco for the brilliant presentation
ofPthe Memorandum and draft resolution. He fully endorsed the comments and replies
made bv the representative of Morocco. As far as IDEP was concerned he wondered
whetheryAfr1canPcountries really wanted to maintain the Institute which had been founded
25 years ago. The discussions had indicated that IDEP required assistance to be able
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-n£nrrco^^ *
and report which had been s^^Z^ltTJllofTcommSofTcommS.

? I"6 !fSU^°f mer9in9 institutions- *"« Executive Secretary said
• • t Wh/" declsl0ns ta^n at intergovernmental level were to be imDle-

TcZ.f T™ Cove'inments "ad •>"•>• been divided. In orde? to
to continue playing its role, something had to be done by 31 December

1989, otherwise .t might have to be closed down. That was why, in addition oapoeaMna
to member States to pay their contributions and arrears, heV wouiS p opose that he
matter should be taken up with UNDP administration at the highest leveftha is the
vismnonAHl0UAs"Kand T Administrat<"-- Fortunateiy, the Administrator wou'd b^
fiVS"™S.Af Ababa ln the comi"9 week and would be meeting with the Ministers of
economic development and planning. As far as the Coverning Council was concerned
he reminded the Committee that a number of African countries were members There-
them To tartd l° ,be,,dOnr W3S l° apprise th0Se members of the matter and to urge
o circulate the Si«i- , 7T ? C°UnCiI IeVeL In that c°""~tion, he undertook
to a I mPmJ,\/t 9 "f.* °f the CUrrent African States members of the Council
Burk L fT~ ?i 3r ™ V- communicate it directly to each of those members:
Mozambi™?,?%» t ' Gu!™a:Bi.ssau' Kenya, Liberia, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya,
The ToZft'fl MT^ "U Pr;iClpe' thS Suda"' Zaire and Zambia- Final|y- he informedthe Committee that in the Charter establishing the Institute, the responsibility of
financing the activities of the Institute was squarely placed on the shoulders of UNDP

on th*t ,~em^K-r. !' Th?.refore< there was no way either party could back down
wv.1 /.tP '"?y- Acco"""9ly. UNDP should continue its assistance to the Institute
while at the same time this latter should strengthen its capacity to finance itself.

342. The Committee took note of the special memorandum which is attached as annex II
to this report and adopted draft resolution 14 (X).

Report Of the Governinn Counril of iFQRp l*^,^ item 6(i)]

343. The Deputy Executive Secretary introduced document E/ECA/CM.15/43 which
contained the report of the sixteenth meeting of the Coverning Council of IFORD wh ch
had taken place on 24 and 25 March 1989 in Addis Ababa, under the chairmanshTo of
™ TJV% ?ecretary-- Twelve of the I3 States members of the CounTnad been
the Conoo VJ?X**?"*rJ^ ""^ **"'"' Ca™«™> the Central AfrTcan Repute
1Z T^9% > u, l°ire' D"bOUti' Gabon' Mada9as«r, Morocco, the Niger Seneaa
and Togo. Zaire had been unable to attend. Representatives of UNFPA ECA and IFORD
had also participated in the meeting. The Deputy Executive Secretary indicated °ha^
the convening of that meeting in Addis Ababa was at the request o? the Govlrnmen
of Cameroon, the host country of the Institute. government

n^hJr6 me,eting was held pursuant to the recommendation of a previous meetina
of the Counc calling for an in-depth appraisal of the future of the Institute \n tha?
connection, UNFPA had, in collaboration with the host country and ECA fielded an
evaluatjon mission on the future of the Institute. The mission had ?ound that the workmission had ?ound that the work

appreciated by member States. It was w^iy acknowledged
to addres th^r rlj^f Substa"tia' service *o member States andY had contS
ct-opefation W3S 'nd6ed 3 Va'Uable insf-"-"ent for intra-African

Bt*»««-:i*-WWB*to««*
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of a suteTantive director for IFORD, the Council had approved the candidate put forward
bv the Election panel and had recommended that the Executive Secretary should appomt
Mr MpeXirSa^a-Diakanda as Director of IFORD for a term of two years, renewab.e
in accordance with the Statute of the Institute.

346. Following the presentation of the Deputy Executive Secretary, the "P™*"™!™
of Zaire stated that his country supported all the recommendations made by the Counc.l.
He announced that Zaire had XoTaO March 1989 settled all its arrears which amounted
to CFAF 24,482,900 in the IFORD budget for the period 1984-1988.

347 Other representatives welcomed the evaluation report on IFORD and commended
the cur^ management of the Institute for the work accomplished over the Previous
hree years. However, the management was urged to finalize the rules^ve'nmg the
administrative and substantive staff of IFORD. It was also indicated that ajoin
ECA/UNFPA mission would shortly visit Yaounde to ascertain the portion of the host
country regarding the recommendations made by the IFORD evaluation mission, n
reactioyn ^tha^the representative of the host country indicated that Cameroon.would
continue to support the Institute and examine the question of premises for the Institute.
Rep eZiatWe! Ported African Governments to support IFORD and tc.endorse a\\
the recommendations of the Council. The Committee gave is full support to^e appeal
launched by the Geverning Council to UNFPA to maintain its subsidy to IFORD at its

present level.

348. The Committee took note of the report and the conclusions and.
of the IFORD Governing Council and adopted the draft appeal which is attached to

this report as annex V.

Independence of Namibia

349. Although this item was not on its agenda, the Committee seized the opportunity
of being in session on I April 1989 to hail the impending independence of Nam.bia and
to send its warmest greetings to the people of Namibia which had been under the .legal
occupation of South Africa for the past 70 years. It also seized the oppor unity tothank
the international community and especially the Security Council of the United Natmns
and the Secretary-General of the United Nations for having succeeded in commencing
the implementation of United Nations General Assembly resolution 435 of I97fiI and
to call on the racist regime of South Africa to do all that lies in its power to assist

in the peaceful transfer of power to the people of Namibia-
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PART IV

STATUTORY ISSUES

Foliow-

the Commission/fnHrt?enth

regular session of

[agenda item

paragraphs H and 6 of resolution 642 (XXIII) needed some corrections. On paraaraoh

2' !!"te!|Ce Sh°Uld fead "The Second condition has been fulfilled". On paraqraoh
OUntri"ihDat had S'gned the Statute of the Institute should rSd?5

m ?omPf^rf Burundi, the Congo, Cuinea, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

R«lTqA 9e"a'., Rw!"da' Senegal' SeYcM\es, Somalia, the Sudan> the UnTted
Republic of Tanzania, Uganda and Zimbabwe. unuea

rfth r ;ePresent?tive of the secretariat recalled that at the fourteenth meetina
of the Conference of Ministers, 3* resolutions had been adopted covering most Sectors
of ^irtT™ deVel°Pi"ent in Afri«- Doc^ent E/ECA/CM.T5/29 ga^v^Ta summary
of action taken on some of the resolutions addressed to member States the ECA Exec^

"eSo^ and r,eS' HB *eW thB ^emion^f the^t n^to resolution 631 (XXIII) on the Khartoum Declaration which requested the secretariat
to undertake certain actions. To that end, the Khartoum Declaration had been distributed
^nern SPeCia' pUbMcation on the Declaration had also been prepared and

464;.(XXIJ°u°n the Campai9" a9ainSt migratory locust and grass-
v1?rc.oseK?wTthanth 6 °fthe secretariat state" '"« the Commission had worked
with FAO wh7Jh h i T"CleS T-Cerned' bOth ™*«'«t«l and bilateral, particularly
with FAO which had overall responsibilities for co-ordinating at a global level all matters
relating to locusts and grasshoppers. In line with the recommendations of the^esotu fon

'iSK^ re^sX^,E^ to. rvide aPPr°P"ate institutional guidance for he
closely with governments and donors on the locust and grass-

' thC. MULP°C °fficeS had re9uIar|y cons"^ with
and othlrTeve.! " *° Stren9thenin9 c°"tro. capabilities at

353. With regard to resolution 645 (XXIII) on support to the countries of the south-

rTcalied itoXtT affected bV tr°P-a> cyclonesX representative of the icretar a^
in ?989 Er A h,H9f ,aiLd u °mOrOS had again been victims °f tropical cyclones
UNDRO UNEP Nmn h m. V **" ""i™ sPeciaIized W™*- namely7WMO
zon« in'rf h»w ; Jt .i d 'TU.fOr a" "Pdate of their activities in the Indian Ocean
zone and had requested them to implement the relevant sections of this resolution
It had also requested UNDRO, as the lead agency, to prepare a draft planTf ac fon
for coping with national disasters and limiting their effects. P
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♦ c/crA/fM 15/30 the representative of the secretariat
354. Concerning document E/+ECAJ^:1?'f.°' *d action on those resolutions which
pointed out that the document cov*r*f™™"\XteTas? meeting and addressed to

SESSKHs£X=««—
interest to Africa.

[648 (XXIII)]. All those resolutions had been adopted by
had been slightly amended by the Council.

paper was being submitted to TEPCOW

presented in document E/ECA/CM.15/29.

SffXn^TlT. of the two resolutions in document
E/ECA/CM.15/29 was regretted.

Pllp
fated and submitted to the ECA Conference of Ministers for
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in

as Chad. Egypt, Lesotho, MaZgZ^Ma^TtZV^ZV^\MrlCan COUntrl«*
also provided assistance to various nteraovL'rn^,^ , Z™babwe- "NDRO had

present in all countries of the word One ofL « * °tStMW that dan3er was
had been Morocco. He invited AfrSn countr?« to T*0" °f .the Decade Pro9ramme
because that way EGA d UNDR X^ T C'°Se'y durin9 the Decade
had been Morocco. He invited AfrSn countr?« to T .e Decade Pro9ramme
because, that way, EGA and UNDRC .X^ in t T C'°Se'y durin9 the Decade
be used to maximum ^.H^^^^d^^^ and res°urces c°«>d

He outlined WMO's actionsTn {he imntm^ntT , ""P*" that that would ™ntinue.
and 651 (XXIII) .hidf concerned WM0P" °f reSOlutions 6"' «XIII), 645 (XXIII)

Msmwmof the countries concerned. Regarding resolution tZ fXX^ilT? °""-1 .T*""1" S6rViceS
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the economic benefits and the programme called for were ready for submission to the
donors meeting scheduled for May/June 1989.

365. The observer for UNIDO drew the attention of the meeting to resolution638 (XXIII)
on the development of industry in North Africa addressed to the ™r^™£«
UNIDO. He recalled that in implementing that resolution, UNIDO had held consultations
with the Tangier MULPOC and the then Joint ECA/UNIDO Industry Division and agreed
that UNIDO should provide funds for the support of consultants who would help draft
the protocols on industrial co-operation in the proposed Preferential Trade Area for
North Africa. He informed the meeting that UNIDO had secured the necessary funds
and was waiting to hear from ECA when such funds would be required.

366. In response to the issues raised during the discussions the Executive Secretary,
confirmed ECA/UNDRO collaboration in matters related to natural disasters and their
joint efforts to organize the regional conference on that problem. He stressed the impor
tance of the suggestions made by UNDRO that a course on early warning systems for
natural disasters should be included in the training programme of IDEP. He renewed
his appeal to member States to join ACMAD and informed the meeting that a pledging
conference would soon be organized to raise funds for ACMAD.

367. The Committee took note of the report.

Rpview of rernrrent puhlirations of the Economic. Commission for Africa for the Commit

tee for Programme and Co-ordination [agenda item 7(c)]

368. In presenting document E/ECA/CM.15/38 on the review of ECA's recurrent publica
tions a representative of the secretariat recalled General Assembly resolution 38/32E
which requested the subsidiary bodies of ECOSOC to review their recurrent publications
in accordance with criteria set out in that resolution and with a view to identifying
and discontinuing those which no longer served a useful purpose. ECA should accordingly
review its recurrent publications and make appropriate recommendations to ECOSOC.
Annex I of the document provided the meeting with a list of all the recurrent publications
of the Commission to which the annual Economic Report on Africa should be added.

369. The Committee believed that all recurrent publications of the Commission were
useful and that they met all the criteria set out in the resolution. One representative
however, suggested that the Survey of Economic and Social Conditions in Africa and
the African Socio-economic Indicators could be merged to reduce costs. It was also
suggested that the New Acquisitions in the ECA Library should be produced on a quarterly

basis.

370. Regarding the first suggestion, the representative of the secretariat explained
that the Survey and the Socio-economic Indicators publications served different purposes.

The publication on Socio-economic Indicators was a statistical reference document

whereas the Survey was a review and analysis of trends and developments in African
socio-economic situation including their policy implications. It would, therefore, be
inappropriate to merge them. With regard to the publication on New Acquisitions in
the ECA Library, the representative of the secretariat explained that publishing it on

a quarterly basis would detract very much from its usefulness.

371. The meeting therefore approved the continued publication of all ECA recurrent

publications.
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thIr.*? of uthe. Secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.I5/40 and
the Comm.ttee that ,n resolution 43/182, the General Assembly of the United

d Z*TT* a"Unit6d Nati°nS or9ani"tions ildi th il i
y ed

and Z*, -TT* a"-Unit6d Nati°nS or9ani"tions including the regional commissions
™»! l?\5Cial'Zed a9erncies t0 contribute to the preparation of the International Develop
ment Strategy for the fourth United Nations Development Decade and to do so effectively
by way of providing all appropriate inputs including relevant documentation. The docu
ment under review was the proposed contribution of the Economic Commission for Africa
for cons.derat.on and approval by the Conference of Ministers responsible for economic
development and planning.

373. In that document, the secretariat had (i) examined critically the experience of
the region during the third United Nations Development Decade with a view to highlight
ing he lessons learnt; (ii) restated the long-term goals and objectives of the region
as already defined by the Heads of State and Government in the Lagos Plan of Action
for the Economic Development of Africa and the Final Act of Lagos 1/ and reinforced
in Africa s Priority Programme for Economic Recovery, 1986-1990 JJ and the United

iQtnIOon/SuPrO9ramme °f Act'On for African Economic Recovery and Development, 1986-
1990.8/ both of which were meant to accelerate the implementation of the Lagos Plan
of Action; and (in) made proposals on the issues and measures that must be addressed
by member States themselves and the international community if the region was to
make appreciable progress in its efforts to establish and sustain durable development
and economic growth.

374. In the discussion that followed, representatives and other participants were in
general agreement that the document was good and the approach adopted by the secre
tariat was sound. However, it was pointed out that in revising the document care should
be taken to ensure that the analysis in the text was in agreement with the information
in the tables. Similarly, while some lessons had been highlighted, the analysis needed
to be deepened so that all the factors including internal factors that prevented the
attainment of the objectives of the third United Nations Development Decade could
be clearly identified. In this connection, although it was right to emphasize the external
environment, it was very important to emphasize the need for measures to increase

productivity and the efficient use of resources at home, promote economic co-operation
and integration both within Africa and in the context of South-South co-operation.

375. Moreover, there was need to cover such important areas as technology and human
resources development as well as the tertiary sector. With respect to technology, there
was need to emphasize that its transfer would not be easy and that conditions of acquisi
tion needed to be carefully considered. Therefore, special attention should be accorded
to promoting endogenous technology. North-South co-operation as well as South-South
co-operation were very important in that context. The role of the private sector should
also be considered. In general, the mobilization of domestic human, material and financial
resources could be crucial and attention needed to be paid to it in the proposals contained
in the document under review. The important role of the informal sector in the
transformation and development of African economies should also be addressed.

376. It should also be recalled that in addition to the proposals there existed certain
decade development programmes such as the transport and communications programme

3J A/S-II/I4, annexes I and 11.

JJ A/40/666.

BJ A/S-13/2, annex.
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programmes should be adequately reflected in the strategy.

377 While some participants in the discussion felt that given the novelty and im
o 'the Africa°n Al'ternatfve to Structural Adjustment ^^"^^^iJ1^
should feature prominently in the strategy, it was generally agreed that the two docu
ments were complementary. In the opinion of one representative, a strategy could
ZL deTmed in isolation from its component elements. Hence, concerning Afr.ca
and the International Development Strategy, it would be advisable to:

(a) Start from an evaluation of the present economic and social situation and
status reports on the implementation of previous programmes and strategies;

(b) Emphasize the need to utilize efficient planning, economic and financial
tools particularly the macro-economic framework, economic models and strategies;

(c) Stress the importance of grass-root development;

(d) Take into account the major constraints, identify them and indicate how

to overcome them; and

(e) Adopt a realistic approach and not base the strategy on hypothetical factors
such as the new world economic order and a substantial reduction of the debt.

378. Finally, the Committee felt that no strategy could be implemented if there was
no concrete plan for its implementation and follow-up. Therefore, in revising the docu
ment a well-defined plan for its implementation should be designed. Such plan should
include measures for assisting member States to implement the strategy. However,
one representative felt that the document defined in an adequate manner a development
strategy from which African States should draw inspiration during the 1990s. It was
up to African Governments to demonstrate the political will to reflect the policies
proposed by the document in their development planning and policies at the national
level. That should also be done at the subregional level through the inclusion, in the
programmes of the MULPOCs, of the objectives of the strategy.

379. In his response to the various concerns expressed by the participants, the Executive
Secretary first recalled United Nations General Assembly resolution 43/182 which had
called for the contributions of the Commission to the preparation of the International
Development Strategy for the fourth United Nations Development Decade and stressed
that the study under consideration should be seen solely in that light. It was neither
a regional nor a national development plan. The hallmark of an international development
strategy was its global rather than regional approach. The document differed from
plans and programmes such as the Lagos Plan of Action, APPER and the UN-PAAERD
in that it was a contribution to a global strategy. Consequently, it could not be broken

down as development plans could.

380. Although he agreed with some participants that more needed to be done to ensure

effective implementation and follow-up of policies, measures and programmes formulated
by ECA, he felt that the greatest responsibility for implementing such policies and
programmes rested with member States. He recalled that the terms of reference of
the secretariat were to formulate policies and it was up to member States to set up
implementation and follow-up structures and mechanisms. Member States should commit
themselves to implementing at the national level the various Commission decisions

and resolutions adopted by them in the Commission at the national level.
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of

of the obiectives

l\ rJ^LC°mm'ttee ^quested that the document should be revised in the
for ecZ^!- H ^ggest.ons as proposed to the Conference of Ministers responsible

[he revised documinrr,hrrhP!annin9 ^V^6 ltf CUrrent Chairman t0 *""«•«

384. The Committee took note of the report and adopted draft resolution 18 (X).

Special session of the General Assembly devoted to I
in Particular to jjie revitaljzation of economic growt
_£0jiDirje_s_ (agenda item 9)

385. In introducing document E/ECA/CM.15/41, the Executive Secretary recalled the
deas.on of the General Assembly to convene at New York from 23 to« AprU 1990
a special session to consider the issue of international economic co-operation/in parti
cular the revaluation of economic growth and devetopment of the developing countries.
He drew the attention of the Committee to the linkage between the spedal^session
and the preparation of an international development strategy for the 1990s. It was
necessarv for all n^ber States to participate fully and at" "

386, The session would provide an occasion for developing countries to reactivate
negotiations on the New International Economic Order and in that connection, Africa
would need to articulate its unified position clearly with regard to the theme of the
special session.

387. The Committee took note of the report and invited all participants to make the
necessary arrangements in order to participate effectively and positively in the special
session.
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PART V

PROGRAMME OF WORK AND PRIORITIES OF THE COMMISSION

of wffl-ft »"H priorities (agenda item 10)

(a) Implementation of the 1988-1989 programme of work and priorities;

and

(c) Programme aspects of the 1990-1991 proposed programme budget

388. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CMJ5/31: J^
gress report on the implementation of the 1988-1989 programme of work andI pr or it es^
and E/ECA/CM.15/33: Proposed programme of work and priorities for the b.enn.um

1990-1991.

389. Concerning the progress report on the implementation of the W
and priorities for the biennium 1988-1989, he stated that the purpose of the report was
to inform the meeting of the status and problems of the implementation of mandated
activities and to give the Committee a background for the discussion of the proposed
programme of work and priorities for the biennium 1990-199!. The report was also being
submitted to conform with the requests of the Comm.ttee for Programme and
Co-ordination (CPC) that the Commission should be informed about CPC's conclusions
and recommendations on the programme performance of the Commission in the b.enniurn
1986-1987 with a view to ensuring follow-up action for the improvement of programme

delivery.

390. He drew the attention of the Committee to the table on analysis of actual pro
gramme performance at the output level and explained the different categories of perfor
mance rate presented in the table. The measurement of performance used had certain
shortcomings. For example, outputs were counted regardless of the resources used
in their production. Such shortcomings, however, were being addressed in collaborate
with the Central Monitoring Unit which had responsibility for programme performance

reporting in the United Nations.

391 He finally briefed the Committee on the reasons for departures from programmed
commitments: shortages of resources; new requests; and inability to fill posts. He
requested the Ministers to approve for reformulation, postponement and terminations

of the outputs and services indicated in the document.

392. Document E/ECA/CM.15/33: Proposed programme of work and priorities, contained
the different programmes and activities which the secretariat will be implementing
in the biennium 1990-1991. There were three categories of activities, namely substantive

activities which were implemented with resources provided under the regular budget
for member States; operational activities which were dependent on multilateral and
bilateral sources of financing and implemented also in favour of member States; and
programme support activities, which were implemented with regular budget resources

and were in support of substantive and operational activities.

393. He stated that no financial data were shown in the proposed programme of work
because only the General Assembly, with the advice of the Advisory Committee on
Administrative and Budgetary Questions (ACABQ), could look at financial matters.
He then outlined the structure of the programme of work and the categories of outputs,
and informed the Committee that the programme of work derived its mandate from

the Medium-term Plan, 1984-1991.
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r/'fcKxvronTmr/311?5 rPhfiZed the imP°rtance of the technical publication
1.2 lcj(xv) on a master plan for the setting up of a green belt bordering the Sahara and
on the control of desertification in West Africa under the programme: Development
■ sues and policies, and pleaded for its immediate implementation Certainpromts
.t was observed, were sometimes considered national and at other times reoionaT The
assistance of the MULPOCs in collaboration with the other intergovemmema organiza-

n SUrVey 9 SUCh Pr°blemS and finding S°Iti t th T gatO them

396. Some representatives requested clarification on linkages between the work oro-

partTJarlv ^het^f "' 'TLP°? "* "^ intergovernmental organizations,
Po Vho ^ • ♦ 3 °f a9rlculture' and wondered whether EC A provided assistance
IL£ ♦ ;nter9°vernmental organizations. Others wondered whether in view of
of tta Mi|9epnrreS°T Wulch °ften led t0 P°stP°"ements and terminations, the outputs
of the MULPOCs could not be given precedence and priority.

i?97-™e observer for UNESCO drew the a»ention of the Committee to subprogramme
polfcies and SLTX"? ?" de,veloPment' °f the programme: DevelopmenMssuesZ
« thni Tr Jl !u »!^e the 9eneral obiectives °f the secretariat were the same
as those defined by the Mm.sters of Education and Planning and entrusted to UNESCO
n Harare ,n 1982, it appeared that ECA was duplicating the efforts of his organization.
In that connection, he wondered whether those resources could not be given to UNESCO.

398. In responding to the questions raised by the participants, the representative of
the secretariat informed the Committee that work programmes of the MULPOCs were
Mm PoVr' ^ '" the Pr°P°sals under consideration since the resources for the
k J^°l2fre fr°m the same bud9et section •• ^r the rest of the ECA secretariat
based ,n Addis Ababa. Indeed, the MULPOCs had just concluded their meeting at whch
their activities were renewed, and their proposals for revision would be included in
the f.nal version of the document. With respect to co-ordination of activities
part.cu.arly in West Africa, he informed the Committee of the recent meeting of the
,hl MmepnrVeS intergovernmental organizations in the subregion and added that
the MULPOC was ,n fact the secretariat for the Association of West African
Intergovernmental Organizations, which usually met in their sectoral groups to consider

SIHLrP78r"T"lg ? activities- He added that such aspects of co-ordination in the
preparation of work programmes could not be reflected in the document before the
L-ommittee.

399 In response to the observer for UNESCO, the Executive Secretary explained that
it W*3S a ,^uItl~sectoraI and multi-disciplinary organization which had to consider

all sectors. Hence, education and training was relevant to its work. Moreover, in the
context of co-ordination mechanisms which existed between UNESCO and ECA on the
one hand, namely the Joint Conception Committee and between the United Nations
and the spec.al.zed agencies on the other, namely CPC, outputs under the subprogramme
had been formulated with due regard to the activities of UNESCO. Further work pro
grammes were exchanged and activities were discussed at the level of the executive
heads of the two organizations and no complaints had yet been received from UNESCO
He informed the Committee of a recent meeting between himself and the Director-
General of UNESCO at which it was agreed that there should be greater co-operation
between the two organizations. F
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alcft railed on ATrican oiaieb nicmwcn *" *■*■ —* — • ,

United Nations in New York and members of CPC to support the proposals.

(b) ^elf-evaluation of programmes in ECA

402. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CM.15/32: Self-
evaluation of programmes in ECA,

in the United Nations only in 1986

4i.» tb. puniog.
in the secretariat.

of the programme: Industria. development in Africa; and *^£;? •£'*•",£
context of economic and social development, of the programme: Population in Afr.ca.

406 The representative of the secretariat informed the Committee that the report
was" fir Information purposes only. However, some of the findings would be of interest
to the CommiTtee and in that regard drew their attention to the summary and conclusions
wh ch hadTe" prepared by PPCO. He indicated that a full in-depth ^a'uat.on of one
programme had been planned and that the report of that evaluation would be subm.tted
to the Conference of Ministers in the future.

«07. The observer for UNESCO wondered whether the evaluation should not have been I
coupled with one on country programming and asked if any country programme evaluat.onj
had been undertaken.

408 In response, the representative of the secretariat explained that the self-evaluation
unL discuS was no' the same as the country programme evaluations undertaken
by UNDP. However, to the extent that data were collected from primary users in member
States, the self-evaluations reflected the assessments of users at the country level.

409 The Executive Secretary added that self-evaluation was an agonizing exercise
in self-appraisa" He pointed out that there were other forms of evaluat.on m the Un.ted
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ess ss

also conducted its
410. The Committee took note of the report and adopted draft resolution 20 (X).

(d} PrOPOSed Medium-frflrm Plan fnr tfr> period

"an, H/ECA/CM.,5/3* Medium-term

412 He informed the Committee that it had taken a long time to put in place the new
machmery introduced into the planning, programming andI budgetingP proces as a resuK
£ ~ recom™ntda*'ons. of the Croup of 18. The process of consultations with member
States on the .ntroduction to the Medium-term Plan and negotiations in chanae^n \tl
proposed structure had taken longer than expected and, as a result the Controners

r/EPCOW WC0enrePaHd fT and °nIy- r6CeiV^ in ECA a feW weekstfort the meeting
term p"n^or thrconf Y' *" *7IT * ** nOt haVe en0U9h time to draft ^ Medium-term Plan for the Conference of Ministers. The Secretary-General had, on his Dart
also appreciated the constraints arising from those delays. P '

carPfMiiv /cxf+cutive Secretary stressed that the Medium-term Plan had to be prepared
?hl r««m?« -?'* °f n*****™* programme budgets. He then proposed that
the Committee recommend to the Conference of Ministers toT

(a) Establish an open-ended.Ad_hoc_ Committee on the Medium-term Plan;

by ^•ecStaTi^f ^V^ Committee to examine the proposals to be submitted
^f tu^n ••?!? 1. a^ make appropriate recommendations to the Secretary-Genera!
of the United Nations on behalf of the Commission; and e«ry-uenerai

fn S
S. I*" Committee to reP<>rt through its Chairman on its work to the

teentH meetinS/twe"tyfifth session of the Commission

^rJn^T^1^ tO°k "°tG °f the repOrt' end°rsed the recommendations contained
therein and decided to constitute the.AdJlflc.Committee as follows:

Core members:

Members representing subregions:

North Africa

West Africa

Eastern and Southern Africa

Central Africa

Benin, the Congo, Ethiopia and
the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

Algeria and Morocco

The Gambia, Nigeria and Senegal

Angola, Lesotho, the United
Republic of Tanzania and Uganda
Cameroon, Gabon and Rwanda

415. The Committee adopted draft resolution 19 (X).
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PART VI

PLEDGING CONFERENCE FOR THE UNITED NATIONS TRUST FUND
FOR AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT (UNTFAD)

item 11 (a)]

Mohili7ation rt r-Acnurces r^ili"*1 far thf ftfrnnhim 1990-1991 [agenda item 1Kb)]

416. A representative of the secretariat introduced documents E/ECA/CM.15/35 and

E/ECA/CM.15/36.

417. Regarding document E/ECA/CM.15/35, he reminded the Committee that.the United
NationsTrust Fund for African Development (UNTFAD) had been established to give
African Governments an opportunity to reaffirm their commitment to the Pol'cy of
collective self-reliance by making voluntary contributes to UNTFAD towards the
implementation of the ECA work programme. However ,t was to be recalled| that in
1982 the General Assembly of the United Nations had adopted resolution 37/139 which
inte/alia, invited all States Members of the United Nations as well as international
Institutions to contribute to UNTFAD and to provide substantial and sustained levels
of resources for the effective implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action.

418. Since the establishment of UNTFAD in 1977, six pledging conferences had been
held and $US 11,402,001 had been pledged with about 79 per cent so far paid up. For
the period 1988-1989, $US 1,900,270 was committed for the execution of 12 projects

in the priority areas defined in the UN-PAAERD and APPER.

419. He reported that since the report was prepared $US 109,000 of arrears had been
paid up by the Central African Republic, Sierra Leone, the United Republic of Tanzania
and Zaire and the figures in paragraph 4 of the document should be revised accordingly.
He appealed to those who had pledged to meet their obligations and called upon those
who had not yet pledged to do so. He expressed the secretariat's appreciation to those
who had paid their pledges and invited them to continue their support for the Fund.

420. As for the extrabudgetary resource requirements for the biennium 1990-1991
(document E/ECA/CM.15/36), he stated that the seventh UNTFAD Pledging Conference
would take place at ECA headquarters on 8 April 1989. He drew the attention of the
Committee to the priority areas to be funded from UNTFAD in the biennium 1990-1991
and hoped that African Governments as well as non-African members of the international
community would make substantial and generous contributions to the Fund.

421. During the discussion that followed, many representatives reiterated the importance
of UNTFAD and appreciated the good use to which the resources of the Fund had been
put. They appealed to those who still had arrears to pay and invited the international
community to make contributions towards the Fund, and requested member States to
increase the allocation of resources to the MULPOCs and especially to the programme

on the integration of women in development.

422. The representative of Egypt informed the Committee that more scholarships would
be made available to African countries within the framework of the agreement between

ECA and the Government of Egypt.

423. The representative of Togo said that his country had paid up its pledges but that
the sum of $US 650 attributed to his country under "amount due" had resulted from
the difference in the rates of exchange used. He requested ECA to write off the amount.
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!L7r^+ °f *wanda 'Conned the Committee that the amount of $US
due from h.s country had recently been paid through the Gisenyi MULPOC.

425 The representative of the Niger stated that there was an error in the amount
^°£ i!£ cou"trv- . He Poin^d out that the amount should be $US 16,529 instead

26,529 as shown in the document.

426. The representative of Botswana informed the Committee that the annual budget
? i*oo Y.}"* alwavs 'Eluded a line for contribution to UNTFAD. Since the budqet
for 1989 would be approved in April, the contribution of his country would be made
available as soon as that process was completed,

427. The representative of the secretariat assured the Committee that the secretariat
had taken note of the suggestions on the use of the resources. He requested the
representative of Egypt to convey the appreciation of the secretariat to the Government
ot Egypt for its generous contribution to the training of Africans. He requested him
to help expedite the approval of fellowships especially those that had been forwarded
some six months previously. He acknowledged the explanation provided by the
representative of Togo and explained why the amount could not be written off and
appealed to him to help pay the balance. Concerning the amount due from the Niger
he pointed out that the Niger had an unpaid pledge of $US 10,000 dating back to 1979#
which explained the difference.

428. In his intervention, the Executive Secretary drew the attention of the Committee
to the frequent comments made by the auditors on the huge arrears under UNTFAD.
As the reports of the auditors were made available to the United Nations General
Assembly, it would be embarrassing to see a country's name on the list of arrears and
he urged those who were behind in payment, to pay up. He urged other African countries
to follow the example of Botswana by having a line in their national budget for
contributions to the Fund so that the approval process could be speeded up. Finally
he appealed to all to contribute generously to the Fund, particularly through the next
Pledging Conference coming up on 8 April 1989.

429. The Committee took note of the reports and adopted draft resolution 2 (X).

International conference on popular participation in the recovery and develnnmgnt nrnrocc
in Africa fagenrfa item 12) , ,-rwws-

430. The Executive Secretary introduced document E/ECA/CM.15/44. He explained
that the Conference on Popular Participation in the Recovery and Development Process
in Africa: Rediscovering and harnessing Africa's human and social energies would be
the third in a series of major international conferences to be held within the framework
of the UN-PAAERD. The idea of that unique collaborative effort between the United
Nations and non-governmental organizations originated during the mid-term review
of the UN-PAAERD.

431. The conference would focus on the critical need to involve people and their
organizations in finding African solutions to African problems, to recognize their
achievements towards self-reliance and to support their efforts as the most important
source of change. The Executive Secretary stated that more than 300 participants
from governments, non-governmental and grassroots organizations, African and non-
African experts and the United Nations agencies would be invited to attend the
conference which was scheduled for February 1990. He added that the outcome of
YOUi* con,ference would be available to the meeting of the Conference of Ministers in
1990 and would be subsequently submitted to the General Assembly through the Economic
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and Social Council. He then appealed for the Committee's support for the proposed

conference.

ab^ut the conference to enable women to prepare and contribute effect.vely.

The reoresentative of Egypt expressed his country's interest to share experiences

ksssj:

u« The observer for UNESCO assured the Committee of his organization's support
?or thlconference. He urged that the conference should emphasize the voicing of opinion
ov an sectors of ociety without detriment to national consensus or majority decision
of popularly ejected representatives. He recommended that the conference should
oe based on specific themes dealing with problems of groups, notably women, youth
refugees, migrant workers and pastoral community and of the brain-drain All themes
should relate to development and there should be concentrat.on on the role of African
cu?tural roots in popular participation as well as the prospects for integrat.ng ancient
and modern concepts of popular participation.

435. The Committee expressed its appreciation to the Executive Secretary for the
timely initiative and endorsed the proposed conference.

436. The Executive Secretary thanked the Committee for its support for *heJ
and added that he had taken note of the various suggesfons, comments and offers_of
contributions towards its organization. He added that the meeting would be preceded
b^the organization of meetings at national and thereafter at subregional levels to ensure
proper and efficient preparation for the conference.

437. The Committee took note of the report and adopted draft resolution 9 (X).

staff and administrative questions (agenda item 13)

438. A representative of the secretariat presented document E/ECA/CM.15/37 The
document dealt with action taken and progress made in implementing pol.cy d'rectjves
on ECA staff Africanization, career development, trainmg, financial resources avail
ability, and the building construction projects.

439 As at 31 December 1988, Africans held 162 Professional posts subject to geographi-
cal'distribution as compared with 158 at the end of 1986. Efforts were being made
bv the secretariat to ensure that all member States were represented in the secretariat.
The number of States members of ECA not represented in the secretariat had dropped
from 11 to 10 between 1986 and December 1988. The proportion of women employed
in the secretariat had increased from 7.5 to 11.5 per cent since 1986. That proportion
was, however, still short of the 30 per cent stipulated by the General Assembly and
the secretariat was doing all it could to attain that target.

440. The representative of the secretariat briefed the Committee on the progress made
in the implementation of the recommendations of the Croup of High-level Intergovern
mental Experts to Review the Efficiency of the Administrative and Financial Functioning
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abSenCe °f Mauritanian nalLa^?thZ of%£%Z f^T 9 °Ver the abSenCe °f Mauritanian nalLa
experts contained ,n annex !C of the document. The representative of

:sTce;a:;r:veIy modest -~™- *«*

ahL?,O *he observations made by the representative of Mauritania on the
safd that Pr A3""13"'8"5, " the "St °f eXPerts' the representative of theJecretaria?
JT1 1 !CA !!aS eqUa"y concerned th* all countries were t d "

, P' the representative of theJecretaria?
w 1 !A !! qUa"y concerned th* all countries were not represented "the
^^ '° S0'idt aPProP"^ candidates from ll b S E£

not represented
LrU ^^ P candidates from all member States The Ee£
forwardTno to ?reAVT, "* ^f"' lf the reP"«entative of Mauritania could assTst^
IZTth 9 . • !he currlculum v»ae of her nationals who could be considered as
and when opportunities were available. On the issue of according special priority to

Ste "one ^.""I, *""* ?* T^ ^^ WaS that «*™™^ZX°0
fZ£££: ™ a .°"e f6male' both with e<luaI "edentials for a specific job
preference was g,ven to the female. Regarding the proportion of North Africa in Cp
secretary i|t was recognized that the figures in thePtable did not refect the Z\ of
\ei£?Va'*abt* in *hat. ^bregion. The representative of the secretariatTowever poTnted
^0^.7^^^^^ ^V, '",?? ^ °n6 Sh°Uld COnsider themTn rX onto overall staff representation in the United Nations Secretariat as a whole takinn

0aCC7nt t':e e/tabIished "PP61" "-"'f ^r country represent on. When o'oked a?
Nation's V'6W' thS ^'^ AfriCa" regi°n W3S ade"UateIV represented in the

W. At the closing session of the meeting, the Executive Secretary informed the Com
mittee that the following staff members would be retiring in 1 gsg^fterTng and def
eated service with the Commission: Mr. J.O. Aiyegbusi (Nigeria), Mr. j de D

tehSlT" ^ (MadagaScar}/ Mr' R' Apedo-Amah (Togo), Mr. K.T. de Craft-Johnson
i u^tfLtrl \ *. !? .. ?!'*' Mr; A* EI~Ti9' CEgypt), Mr. D.K. Chansah (Ghana), Mr.
J. Kortie (Ghana), Mr. H. Habimana (Burundi) and Mr. P. Mukoko-Mokeba (Cameroon).

rH\hherK°mmittee exPressed its appreciation to those staff members by acclamation
retirement man' ^ °f ^ members of TEPC<>W, wished them well in their

445. The Committee took note of the report.

Anv other business fan^nWa item 14)

•"', ag^nda \tem' a representative of the secretariat presented document
Af^ / !• ™h'Ctl dea" with the issue of constituting the Governing Board of
t 7 'nStltUte f°r the ^vention of Crime and the9 Treatment ^Offenders

Fhf Af/ !• l g Governing Board of
Tht t 7 'ntStltUte f°r. the ^vention of Crime and the9 Treatment ^Offenders.
sioned thesTa u^ ofPatrhtiC:latr!r C°nCerned that nOt a" the members of the Board hadsigned the Statute of the Institute as required by the Statute before the Board could
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Of those, °n'ysf00Ufrt-heCU^evernrng Boart o? the Institute. Since the inaugural meeting
- were members of the uoverning ow«»>« , iinanda in June 1989, t was abso-

of the Board was schedu.ecI tc.takejjtae. '^3^Se^t'hafmeeting. The secre-

BHHi
that had acceded to the Statute.

mmmmmstill considering its position on the membership of the Institute.

ami The Executive Secretary underlined the importance of the need for the Board

mumm
.III. «l»r c«rl. ftr « l-« on. y«.r ,.5 MinS

order not to paralyse the Institute.

IM9 The Committee decided to heed the Executive Secretary's appeal and urged
™entat^eT of the concerned States to get in touch with their Governments dur.ng
the meetings of the Committee and the Conference of Ministers.

H50. Another representative of the secretariat introduced document E/ECA/CMJ5/47
under the agenda item. He said that the note had two object,ves: to provide the Commit
tee with ^formation on the background, objectives, functions and composition of the
African NLtworTof Science and Technology Institutes (ANSTI), and to request the EC A
Conference of Ministers to appoint a member State to represent it on the Board of
52Sork At that time, the?e was on.y one member State, Kenya the host^country
of the Network, on the Board. The remaining Board members were made up of the
representatives of the institutes.

451. The Committee unanimously decided to recommend to ^«fer.nce ofMlnl.t«r.
the nomination of Senegal as its representative on the Board. ln *"« j£
recommendation on behalf of her country, the representative of Senegal thanked the
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lo all

■»

HHH
T5EPrnwrelatKdJSSUe "hich WaS also raised was tne number °f items on the aqenda ofTEPCOW, which many representatives considered too many. As a resu t vlrt mnl
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were, there was very little the

documents before their departure f™Jlom*' ("^iJSer to ensure that the
TEPCOW, the secretariat had done an in gnce of the meeting. Indeed, the documents

were dispatched to member States wen . n |n january February and March 1989
were sent to member States in three |»t . ' Courrier Express Services

respectively. The document on AA-W w«» secretariat had made attempts
and addressed personally to each Minister n ^™^|wt aUending the meetings of
to distribute sets of the documents to ^'/.^f^rsonally handed some documents
the MULPOCs. The Executive *™^™ .-vited to meet him at airports during stop
over to a number of Ministers whom hehad nvitea ™ ™ ^^ „£ had a|so# during

overs on a flight to Senegal to attendA™ ™u Ambassadors accredited to Addis Ababa,
his meeting with representatives of African ™»**^ Ambassadors of the availability

after his return from the B'a.nt>Tefimfl!^nt9uat there were certain documents which could
of the documents. He exp^^^^^J^r States before their representa-
not, however, under any circum^ances^Dewnx^^ concerned meetings that normally

for the meetings|_*J"c_ „ TCDrnW and tne Conference of Ministers.
just

458. With regard to the length of the agenda,
there was very little the secretariat oMdddo —^ -"work of TEPC0W ..
the agenda depended on a number ot Tacx~b* r / TEPCOW was bound to consider
sectoral and multidisciplinary in "f^!*?*™ *d|v 'tne agenda was usually determined
all the actors and the.rmterreUt™$t*^^*^ could only be addressed
bv the approved programme ot worK ana P"«" VuirHi« the aaenda contained reports

when the work programme was "^'"s arr Commission which must be pre-

and recommendations^of V]« *u^* ot^r^ernatlonal organizations were free to submit
*. -j riH-iu, momnpr States 3nQ Oiner niici iwiivum ^ ^

contpn. rinailV* mciiiuci «jlo*i^« »*■■>■ ■—

items for inclusion on the agenda.

459. Responding to the proposal that detailed technica^ pa^be ^miUed^o^he

technical subsidiary bodies of "J^"11^,^- panted out that the line between
as background documents, the txecuriw a j r ^mxarteX needed to benefit

. . . j it-... «.*ruc wac a thin one. besides, me scwcmn*" ___««.»•

-^ss* -*" - •'<• •
to enrich the documents.

460. The representative of Mauritania ^^^X^l^^o^
of the Pan-African Family O^n;z^on'infhe* '^n "of ARCC and indicated that there
graphs 98 and 99 of the report of «" ""^Tta"^* Morocco which had not been
LsPa Pan-African ^Y O|gj'^»^^^ of the organization and
participating in the work of ECA. 5I» «'»~r" teen sent to the Executive Secretary,

^r^La:T:^ Z9^::^^ ,« and ...ltag.. ke ,tt
contribution to Africa's development.

461. The Executive Secretary repiied that he had not yet received the letter, and that
he would react as soon as he got it.

Whole (agenda item 15)

. T* C»— ™»rnd«. n-*-.
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«*. The Committee according decided to refer the item to the Conference of Minis-

Adoption Of the report, (agenda item 16)

session of the CommTssion?

Closure of the mantl^g

rnr:ngrf the

m'SterS "* rti f'fteenth ™eting/twentrfourth

jtem |7)

467. The Chairman declared the meeting closed.
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Appendix

REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE OF TEPCOW ON THE AFRICAN
ALTERNATIVE TO STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAMMES

A. Organization of work

elected the United Republic of Tanzania as Rapporteur.

ssSSESSggP
on theTerms o'f refer<Le given toll by the plenary, namely to enrich the document.

3. The subcommittee decided to examine the document as follows:

(a) Chapters 1 and 2 were to be considered each as a whole; and

(b) Chapters 3 to 6 were to be discussed section by section.

B. QyArview of Thfl

« In line with the general debate of the plenary, the deliberations of the subcommittee
were frank? comprehensive and constructive. Indeed, delegations submitted many sped-
fic proposals during the discussions and in writing.

<; Broadiv on chapter 1, the subcommittee concurred with the thrust of the analysis
of n^&^Sl^. The subcommittee particularly focused on the follow.ng
issues:

(a) The fundamental causes of the African crisis and their manifestations;

(b) The predominantly exchange nature of the African economy;

(c) The situation and role of the informal sector in the African economy;

(d) The institutional and technological capabilities; and

(e) Employment and demographic issues.

6 On chapter 2, the subcommittee fully concurred with the analysis of Africa's
development objectives. It stressed the importance of (i) establishing a linkage between
food self-sufficiency and the population issue; (ii) the problem °f*™^*."*"££!*.!!}
of technology; and (iii) industrialization as a major force for bringing about structural

transformation.

7 On chapter 3, the subcommittee generally endorsed the identification and critique
of the^^ity'nstruments of orthodox stabilization and structural ^"^P**™^
The subcommittee focused on (i) further elaboration and refinement of'the W™rts
on some of the policy instruments; (ii) adding some policy instrumentsthat formed part

of the orthodox adjustment programmes; and (iii) the ^^.X^J^^J^Z
emperical assessment of conventional programmes especially with regard to the perfor
mance of the various groups of countries during the adjustment period.
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mum
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C Specific proposals nn thff

XhaDter 1

^ ^n ^we^n ZLTtf Z^S crll^t? *" "^
manifestation of these prob.ems. An addition^. "oNem oT e A^
he weak mstitutional capabilities was also added to the list in the para
SL r amendedDto reflect the fact -ttat the African economy is also

ry^svj wasamei)ded *>as *• ^ hsnijsryw.^svjh t) ^ the comr,dLi«Hi
1 17 of «!h«» ♦* ^ f ° *he contraction °f ^e informal sector. After paragraph
was to tettrT lg} %:6W subsection W e"tit'e<* "lack of institutional capabfS
V t ^3 "ew Para3^P" explaining the nat f thi bl

tettrT } %: W tit'e<* lack of institutional capabfS
,o reflect the ^t3 "ew Para3^P" explaining the nature of this problem, n

.u , aSpect of publlc administration, paragraph 1.25 was amended In
n, the last sentence of paragraph 125 was to be deleted amended. In

.12?.■ .u , aSpect of publlc administration, paragra
addition, the last sentence of paragraph 1.25 was to be deleted.

Chapter 2

had an bearing on the attainment of food self-sufficiency^^AdditionsVeTe
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nested in paragraph ,1S to ^^^^*^^^
skills. Similarly, the last ™^ «££*&£ iT paragraph 2.25, it was proposed
^t^ TSS^S^S^^ politi?,'framework. Instead the^det^nce TSS^S^^
reference should be to the democratization of soc.ety

(a) to (d) of paragraph 3.06.

14. With regard to policy instruments discussed in paragraph 3.11, the foi.owing changes

were introduced:

«-««...»... ■risrr'&ZZ.
-——- -

-32
industries.

economies.

16. An insertion was proposed in

3.1 is to be deleted.

a
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ChaDter 4

it was agreed that emphasis shol £ puTonThe lociaft ™ni"IU| *"Mf»™-tlorf.,
framework in contrast with the orthodox stabiIi»t^n-nH ?». f ll?e alter"ative
grammes. The paragraph should te «m«^ . i ■ ' structi"-al ad ustment pro
of the sub-committed SZi^n^Tnnex"'IZ^r0".™* *?*'* °f the deci'ion

-Chaoter 5

to reflect the real nature of the

24. In respect of
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26. The subcommittee recommended the restructure of the paper to cater for discus

sion under the following headings:

(a) ...mp.ementation strateg.es at nationa. level" which is to be "Section 2";

0* "inter-country co-operation in the^P—ion " ■«*"«- °<
fti" which is to become "Section 3 ,

0* intercountry coop

ment with transformation" which is to become "

(c) A new Section 4 on "Financing of AA-SAP";

(d) "Monitoring" to become Section 5;

(e) "internationa. support for the a.ternat.ve adjustment with transformation

programme" to become Section 6;

(f) The "Conclusion" to become Section 7.

MULPOCs had an important role to play.

financing should be fully explored and utilized:

(a) Enhancing the flow of autonomous resources including improved international

commodity trade environment;

(b) Appropriate po.icies and measures being taken to mobi.ize domestic resources;

(d Additiona. resources being generated from the growth of African economies;

(e) External debt burden reduction through an African regional approach;

m Increased external resources flows from bilatera. multiiatera. and other

sources;

(g) Promotion of transfers of foreign resources by nationals; and

(h) Prevention of financial leakages.
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-Ust of amendment. tff thf tfnr<|mf ,„

and

among these are,, with ,,The

ivS,"1 ™ *° """ 3S follows: ""» predominance

Add "weak institution* capabi.ities"

of subsistence

to ,he ,ist as sub_item (vij,

W Add -and ill-adopted technology" to sub-item (ii).
Para. i.fl-;

of subsistence and commercia,

e^ »whl,e the African economy is
the predominance...". y' the nw««t»i«ence sector is also characterized

Para. 1,

Para. 1.1 ^

and towns ,1^5 Se"tenCe after "«•"« «- vii.ages", add "within the urban areas

of housing, medical facilities and
Para- '.Jf

to read: ii -
P°Or """ the urba" rich In

'"and under-in^oicing^L^rts^^618 '" th6 '3St Sentence and '-*• on.y "over-invoicing
Add the following new sub-item after

"(n) Lack of instituting fspnmiity"

(c) Add the following new paragraph 1.18:

paragraph 1., 7:

in«itu»iona.captbi,y hTsToufdt «
vtal and capable institutions in the dWerentJ?,***" 2°™ ln the absence <*
■neff.ciency of the existing ones." dlfferent actors of the economy or in the
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Para. 1.25

^^oColT^ the debt burden have a.so constrained

management.";

(b) Delete the last sentence of the paragraph.

Chapter "L

para. 2.05

(a) In the l..t sentence after "externa. borrowing", add "at very high rates of

interest";

declining export earnings".

para. 2.06

Delete "removal of subsidies and devaluation" in the second sentence.

- Para- 2.09

At the end of the third sentence, add the following: "and the undertaking of efforts
- to maintain population growth at sustainable levels".

Para. 2.15

Para- 2.18

in re

^J5
spect of feasible and adaptable technology".

Para. 2.25

in the first sentence, replace the word "political" by "democratization of society

within the".

Chapter 3

para. 3.06

The sixth line should read as follows: "The pnncipal pollry flWcthf of the Bank's
assisted structural adjustment programme include the following. .
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_Para. 3.11

industries in Africa"; adverse effects of foreign competition on infant

Iead,,;(c) SubPara' <v): In the <^venth line, change the words "merely leads" to "could

(d) Insert a new subparagraph (vii) in paragraph 3.11 to read as follows:

at the ^"^ °f para. 5.03

Para. 3.1

fied ; SUt>"titleS (a) and be modi-

"(a) On economic aspects";

"(b) On financial aspects".

Para. 3.1?

io
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wMsmwm
to self-sustained growth."

Para. 3.14

The former para. 3.14 should be modified as follows:

(a) The first two sentences remain as they are in the present text;

(b) The rest of the paragraph should be substituted with the following text:

■•Contrary to the findings of the evaluation of the impact of SAP published in
a recentyWorld Bank publication that: -The evidence points to better overall econo
mic performance in countries that pursue strong reform W-™™ «»n ^
tfiat do not ...■ gross domestic product growth data in table 3.1 show that for
the firtt group of countries - those with strong structural adjustment programmes
- acWeved an overall negative average annual growth rate of 1.53 per cent durtng
theS mo-1987. The performance of this group, however, var.ed from year
K: At tta initiation ofadjustment programmes in 1980-1981, the*, countries
registered a large negative GDP growth rate of 7.8 per cent followed by a slight
improvement in 1981-1982. In 1982-1984, GDP growth declined significantly with
sTmeTecovery being achieved in the 1985-1986 period, the latter followed again
bv a siqn°f?c7nt decline in 1986-1987. The second and third groups of countries
Xeak ad usttng countries and non-adjusting countries - achieved an overall average
annual GDP growth rate of 1.2 per cent and 3.1 per cent respectively, during he
oeriod 1980-1987. Although the latter two groups of countries had varying annual
GDP gro-th rates during the 1980-1982 period, they achieved annual posifve
growth rates throughout the period, except in 1983-1984 for weak adjusting coun-
?ries and 1986-1987 for the 'other countries' when negative rates of growth were
recorded. For North Africa, the average annual GDP growth rate for the period
1980H987 was a positive 1.5 per cent with a negative rate of growth being recorded
onlv during 1980-1981. The overall annual average growth rate for Africa as a
Whole was9 a relatively low 0.4 per cent, between 1980-1987, large.y influenced
by the poor performance of countries with strong adjustment programmes.

Table 3.1

(a) The sub-total line referring to sub-Saharan Africa is to be deleted;

(b) Footnote (4) is to be deleted.

Paragraph 3.17

(a) The first sentence of former paragraph 3.17 should read as follows: "It has
been established that SAPs have not succeeded in reducing the adverse consequences
of the African economic crisis in relation to the performance of the economies and
on the socio-economic conditions of the people".

1/ The World Bank and UNDP, Africa's Adjustment and Growth in the 1990s,

March 1989. (Refer to the Foreword, page Hi, para. 6).
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ment

Paragraph

para. £T ^ "^ "transltiona|11 after th. word "major" in the first line of former

Para. 3.32

The first sentence of paragraph 3.22 should be substituted with the following:

ca'l 'arotLJ^h ^""^ "JT*,3""? clear "* now that •*>*" •» theoretical and empiri
cal grounds the conventual SAPs are inadequate in addressing the real causes
of economy financial and social problems facing African countries which
of a structural nature Th i thf

areial problems facing African countries which
of a structural nature. There is therefore an urgent need for an alternative to
the current stabilization and adjustment programmes in Africa ...». a"ernatlVe to

Chapter ft

Para, fl.ni

kJJT ?" S!ut!nCe! °f the Para9«Ph should read as follows: "The preceding
2TX? T ■ hwW" .that' 9iVen the struct«>-e of Africa's socio-economic structures
and the region's development objectives, the orthodox approaches of stab Mzat7on

:rrldrr:Vnappropriate for bringing —^ sz
^ "^ "FirStly"because"; ^ "^ "FirStly" °f *he ieCond Sentence ShouId ta rePlaced "V "This is

(c) "Secondly" in the last sentence should be replaced by "Also".

Para, a.fts

L'£fl tSentenfe should read: "'" a formalized formulation, the proposed
Ca" SXPreSSed '" threC mO<""eS 'See annex 1)-" The ^"

'The nrit moduli;SCCOnd ^^^ "^ ""* block-e^uati<>"" should b. replaced by

secon^moduie"^ *"* SGntenCe "the second b|ock-equation" should be replaced by "the

third module".thC '^ Sentence "the third w<>c*-equation» should be replaced by "the

Para, q.07

In the first sentence, "three block-equations" should be replaced by "three modules".

Para, it.09

The following sentence should be included in the paragraph after the last sentence:
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para. 4.12

(a) The first sentence should be deleted and replaced by the following:

should aim at simultaneously strengthening the processes of mcome generation,
distribution and expenditure of national income";

(b) In the second sentence, "as formulated in block-equation 1" should be replaced
by "in the first module of the alternative framework";

(c) In the third sentence "(block-equation 2)» should be replaced by "(module

2)";

(d) In the last sentence "(block-equation 3)« should be replaced by "(module

3)".

para. 4.17

In the first sentence, "three block-equations outlined" should be replaced by "three

modules described".

para«.tt.i8. 4.19 and 4.20

The expression "block-equation" in parenthesis in each of the paragraphs should

be replaced by "module".

Chapter 5

Para. 5.03

Delete as from line 9, starting with the words "in the words of ..." the rest of

the paragraph.

Para. 5.06

(a) Insert after the word "capacity" in line 3, the following: "and the productivity

of investment"*

(b) Amend the title of the paragraph to read as follows: "Vertical and horizontal

diversification".

Para. 5.07

Delete the word "unique" in line 10.

Para. 5-10

Delete the first sentence and substitute with: "The policy instruments and measures

that must be modified under AA-SAP in table 5.1".
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Table 5.^

(a) In the title, replace the word "avoided" by the word "modified";

and "interest""^ lnStrUment No'5 ~ lnsert the word "real" between the words "high"

Table 5.2

of critte.1 Wlth

■""■

Para.

The penultimate sentence to be replaced as follows:

rez

Chapter

Para. 6.01

of the i

Para. 6.03

community to support such programmes."

add: -satisfaction

rsac

2

levil"
Para. 6.06

^ !ranslation t0 «»nft>rm with the English text. The title of section
tO ^ " f°UOWS: "lnHrf«™»trt>on strategics at the national

Change the word "identify" in the ninth line to "support".
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Section 3

A new section title should be introduced for the section on inter-country
co-operation to read as foHows: "Inter-country co-operation in the implementation

of programmes of adjustment with transformation".

Para, 6-07

The first sentence of 6.07 to be substituted by the following:

"Co-operation between and among African countries in harmonizing their approaches
to the alternative adjustment with transformation programmes is essential in
complementing the efforts of African countries towards the attainment of collective
self-reliance. In this regard, the ECA secretariat including the subregional

MULPOCs have an important role to play11

Section 4

The following new section 4 dealing with the problem of financing is to be

ntroduced:

"4. Flpfinriny of AA-SAP implementation

There is need to mobilize fully both internal and external resources required
for AA-SAP implementation, which are likely to be more than the present levels
of resources devoted to adjustment, although it is difficult to estimate, at subre
gional or regional level, financial resources required for adjustment with
transformation. Such an estimate can only be made with reasonable precision
through the summation pf estimates of national AA-SAP programme resource

requirements. Measures identified for mobilization of resources under AA-SAP
should enable African countries to finance their programmes for adjustment with

transformation. The latter include:

(a) Improved international commodity trade environment;

(b) Appropriate policies and measures for mobilization of domestic

resources;

(c) More efficient utility of the limited domestic resources especially

the direction of resources to economic and social sectors which are accorded

high priority, such as agriculture and education;

(d) Reduction of outlays on external debt servicing;

(e) Additional resources being generated from the growth of African econo

mies;

(f) Increased external resources flows from bilateral, multilateral and

private sector sources;

(g) Promotion of transfers by nationals living abroad; and

(h) The prevention of financial leakages through capital flight,

over-invoicing of imports and under-deelaration of export earnings.
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mobili.tion

foc

were to remain in n

a net exporter of capital even to the

for the adjustment process

in

adjustment

P3rt °f theSe transfe"
Fur*h.ermore'Af"ca has become

become available to Africa

the
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IX

MEETINGS OF SUBSIDIARY BODIES HELD DURING THE PERIOD UNDER REVIEW

(18 APRIL 1988 - 10 APRIL 1989)

Jffint int»rg°ve|™-

mqntal r-ftlPmlttee on
Fnvironment

Chairman:

Rapporteur:

Gabon

Mauritius

Mgfting of thff f.nnferenre of African

Mln'«tar« of Finflr™ on tne African
Framework for Structural Adjustment

programmes

Chairman: Malawi

Rapporteur: Senegal

of thfi intergovernmental

F?T*rt» of African
Countries

Chairman:

Rapporteur:

of

Rwanda

Sudan

Technical

for PAD1S

Chairman:

Rapporteur:

EC A Executive Secretary

Zambia

of thft Tft^hnlcal Preparatory

the Whole

Chairman:

Rapporteur:

of

Ethiopia

Benin

of
Qf Least
Countries

Chairman:

Rapporteur:

Lesotho

Sudan

Meeting or session
. — -

Fifth meeting

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

13-17 February 1989

Third meeting

Blantyre, Malawi

6-8 March 1989

Eighth meeting

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

22-25 March 1989

Fourth meeting

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

23-25 March 1989

Tenth meeting

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

27 March-3 April 1989

Ninth meeting

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

4-5 April 1989
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tics on women in agriculture

Measures to be taken to harmonize livestock develop

ment policies in Africa

Report on non-conventional food resources in Africa

Management of environmental degradation, parti
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implementation of Africa's Priority Programme for

Economic Recovery
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Follow-up action on other relevant resolutions adopted
by the twenty-third session of the Commission/four
teenth meeting of the Conference of Ministers
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and Social Council at its second regular session of
1988 and by the United Nations General Assembly
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Progress report on the implementation of the 1988-
1989 programme of work and priorities

Self-evaluation of programmes in ECA
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